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NATIVE AMERICAN CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND
FAMILIES

Part 3

VIUDAY, JANUAR1 10, MA

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITISE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Albuquerque, NM.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m. at the Indian

Pueblo Cultural Center Albuquerque, NM, Hon. George Miller
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller, Lehman, and Wheat.
Staff present: Jill Kagan. professional staff; Judy Weiss, profes-

sional staff; and Mark Souder, minority staff director.
Chairman MILLER. Good Inorning. The Select Committee On Char

dren, Youth, and Families will come to order. I want to welcome
everybody to the hearing this morning. I'm Congressman George
Miller, chairman of the Eu4ect committee. I will soon be joined by
Congressman Bill Lehman, of Florida, and Congressman Man
Wheat, of Missouri.

This morning's hearing is the last in our week-long investigation
into conditions among Native American families and children. This
week we visited conunanities and held hearings in the Northwest,
then traveled to the Navajo and P6pago Reservations la Arizona.
Yesterday we heard from providers and tribal leaders during our
visit to the Gila River Indian Community.

We are pleased to be in Albuquerque today and look forward to
receiving testimony from tribal leaders, parents, young adults, and
providtrs from reservations and pueblos in New Mexico and Colo-
rado.

We will conclude this afternoon with a site visit to the Laguna
Pueblo. We will get a chance to visit a model program for teens
which focuses on preventing many of the problems which confront
Native American families.

The record that we have created already this week enlarges sub-
stantially our knowledge of children and family issues within tne

O Native American community.
This morning we will further expand that record. We will get a

first-hand report on unemployment and its effects on the family
and learn about housing, sewer, and electricity shortages. We will
also learn about a tribally run school which acts as a base for a
comprehensive array of youth and adillt services. We will see how
foster care and child welfare services are working.

(1)
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Once again we will receive testimony on the link between alcohol
abuse and severe family.related problems, including Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome. We will learn about a comprehensive, community-based
alcoholism prevention program, as well as a program which stu-
dents have begun on their own to encourage other stadents to
remain drug and alcohol free.

I am looking forward to our hearing and our site visit. Your tes-
timony will become part of the record of the U.S. Congress.

Our committee has pledged to care about all children and fami-
lies in America, to listen and to look for gaps in services and to
learn from positive, successful programs. That is why we are here
today, and we deeply appreciate the hospitality of everyone who
has been so helpful in setting up this hearing.

I would just like to expand on this and say that I think the week
has been both one of encouragement and one of deep concern. I
think that Congressman Levin, of Michigan, who was with me a
good portion of the week, and Congressman Lowry, in the North-
west, share with me a very deep concern about the problems that
confront Native American families and reservation-based families
within this country and the host of social prohlems that confront
these families, most of which find their root in severe economic
conditions within the reservations.

All of the reservations that we visited this past week experience
unemployment. A. its best, it's somewhere between 35 and 40 per-
cent and, at its worst, between 85 and 90 percent. In many in-
stances, the unemployment was created by circumstances beyond
the control of the Indian nations, such as a slump in timber sales,
the closing of uranium mines or copper mines, the price of coal
dropping. Across the board, time and again, we saw dramatic un-
employment.

The symptoms and the problems that came fro,n that unemploy-
ment are not unlike what this committee has seen in other parts of
the countiy. The problems that we see in terms of alcohol and sub-
stance abuse, in family violence, in teenage suicide, all of those
syndromes are the same ones that we have seen in the industrial
cities of the North when plants have closed down, the same syn-
dromes we now see in the farm families that are under financial
strain.

What concern us so dramatically about the Indian nations is
that these populations are concentrated, and there are iittle or no
other resources for these nations to call upon.

I was encouraged over this past week by finding what I felt was
a rather sophisticated system for the delivery of services to the
people and the families of the Indian nations by those tribes, so-
phisticated in the sense that they understood the problems, that
they had developed a network to work on them. And when you con-
sider the short period of time that the Indian nations have had to
develop these social programs under the program of self-detemina-
tion, it was really quite dramatic how well run they are.

The problem, obviously, is that they are so underfunded and re-
sources are so scant that there is no way that those social service
delivery systems are able to meet the demands that are being put
'von them because of the economic downturns in and around so
many of the reservations.

7
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We hope this morning to be able to expand upon that record. I
think already in our dismssions with the cross sections of triLms
and tribal leaders that we have talked to this week, we have many,
many suggestions that we think will improve the relationships be-
tween the Federal Government and the Indian tribes. As we have
said in each of our stops, this hearing is to be a beginning.

I also have the honor of sitting on the House Interior Committee,
which deals with many of those relationships between the Indian
nations and between the United States, and I look forward to lend-
ing my efforts as legislative vehicles come to that committee. And
we are joined today by Congressman Bill Lehman, who, more irn
ponantly, sits on the House Appropriations Committee, which
makes a lot of the things go in terms of policy, because it is the
funding arm of the Congress of the United States. And I am ri ally
pleased and honored that Congressman Lehman has come out here
from his district in Florida to spend time with us to hear the wit-
nesses.

Bill, do you have any opening statement you would like to make?
Mr. LEHMAN. I think Congressman Miller has expressed it just as

it is. We have, of course, our own prohlems with the Native Ameri-
cans in Florida, the Seminoles, just as you have here, and many of
the problems that you have here are the same as those of the
people who live in my own congressional district. Thank you,
George.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. The first panel that we hear from
will be made up of Gilbert Pena, who is the Chairman of the All
Indian Pueblo Council; Toni Martorelli, who is the Director of the
Governor's Office of Children and Youth; Danielle Monte, who is a
member of the Drug Busters from the Southern Ute Tribe; Toni
Rael, who is also a member of the Drug Busters of the Ute Tribe.
TheY will be accompanied by Sue Velasquez. Another witness will
be Philip May, who is an associate professor of sociology at the
University of New Mexico; and Francisca Hernandez, who is the
executive director of the Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board,
who will be accompanied by Ona Lam Porter, who is the director
.4 planning for the Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board.

If you will come forward, we will take you in the order in which
I called your name. We welcome you to the committee, and we ap-
preciate the help you have given us in setting up this hearing.
Your written statements will be put in the record in their entirety.
And to the extent that you can summarize, we will appreciate that,
so that will leave time for questions by the members of this com-
mittee. Proceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable.
We are a pretty relaxed committee, so there is no need for anyone
to be nervous.

[Opening statement of Chairman George Miller followsl
OPENING STanaisrrr or HON. CEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA. AND CHAIRMAN, SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUTH, AND FAMIUES

This moPning's hearing is th .:. last in our weeldong investigation into conditions
among Niv.ive American families and children. This week we visited communitic
and held a hearing in the Northwest, then travelled to the Navajo and Papago Res-
trvations in Arizona. Yesterday, we heard from providers and tribal leat:ers during
our visit to the Gila River Indian Community.
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We are pleased to be in Albuquerque today, and look forward to receiving testimo-
ny from tribal learders, parents, young adults, and providers from reservations and
Pueblos in New Mexico and Colerado.

We will conclude this afternoon with a site visit to the Laguna Pueblo We will
get a chance to visit a model program for teens, which focuses on preventing many
of the problems which confront Native American families

The record we have created &ready this week enlarges substantially our knowl-
edge of children and family issues within the Native American commumty

This moriing will further .-opand that record. We will get a firsthand report on
unemployment and its effect on the family, and learn about housing, sewer and
electricity shortages We will also learn about a tribally-run school which acts as a
base for a comprehensive array of youth and adult services We will see how foster
care and child welfare services an. working

Once agaii.. we will receive testimony on the link betweei, alcohol abuse and
many severe family-related problems, including Fetal Alcohol Syndrome. We will
learn about a comprehensive community-based alcohoh.m prevention program, as
well as a program which students have begun on then own to encourage other stu-
dents to remain drug and alcohol free

am ioolvng forward to our hearing and our site visit Your testimony will
become part of the record of Congress

Our Committee has pledged to carc about all children and families in America, to
listen, to look for gaps in services, to learn (min positiv., successful programs That
is why we are here today, and we deeply appreciate your hospitality

STATEMENT OF GILBERT PENA, CHAIRMAN, ALL INDIAN PUEBLO
COUNCIL, ALBUQUERQUE

Mr. PENA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome to Albuquerque
and to the Indian Pueblo Cultural Center. We usually refer to this
place as welcome to Pueblo country. But we have some of our
Navajo neighbors here, so we'll just refer to it as Indian country.

The status of Indian families, like families within other ethnic
groups, has changed considerably, given the poor economic base
which exists within most Indian communities, given the severe re-
duction of Federal and tribal programs for Native Americans.

The changes have caused hardships and devastating conflicts
within Indian families. Leaders of the Indian community are con-
cerned that so many of their people are having increasing difficul-
ties in dealing or coping with today's society's demands. Leaders
are concerned about the negative effegte of modern life has both for
the individual and the Indian family structure.

The heart of the Indian community is the &reify. Yet there r.re
increasimeconomic and social threats that could cause the disinte-
gration of this very family structure.

Current social programs designed to Md the Indian family are
wasted and inadequate and often fail to *al with the complex
issues that affect the Indian communities. Child abute and neglect
and the concurrent emergence of family violence, for (example, are
problems which are both fairly new and devastating to the Indian
communities. The newness of the issues renders the Indiar families
ill equit ped to adequately address them. And the devasiation that
results from these issues seems to result ;n a negative spiral of
family violence often witnessed within other ethnic groups.

At the core of these issues Indian leadet-s have found various
negative factors. Unemployment and underemployment are the
foremost of these negative factors. Alcoholism, ensuing from many
parents' poor self-concepts, is often called a maladjusted means to
cope with family stress.

BESLRYA#VARAPItIli
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The often nonexistent economic base within reservations are also
contributing factors.

Mr. Chairman, we have some data in our testimony that we hope
will be beneficial to the committee that pertains to the Albuquer-
que Area Office. I commend this committee for holding these hear-
ings throughout the country, and we stand ready to assist you in
any way we can. I think in your opening remarks you essentially
addressed the main problem. The problem is there, but the lack of
sufficient funds to address the problems is very clear.

In our Pueblo communities we do have court systems where
many cases of this nature are brought about. However, the court
systems are sophisticated and they are well equipped, as far as
staff is concerned. However, when we have an individual who is in-
volved in child abuse and we try to make a commitment to an in-
stitution to assist that individual in dealing with his problems, the
courts and the tribes cannot adequately support that commitment,
primarily because many of the institutions charge from $50 all the
way to $225 a day. And obviously many of our tribesin fact, an of
our Pueblo communities cannot afford that type of a liability on
their behalf.

Again, 1:r. Chairman, thank you for listening to our concerns.
And agai,., we stand ready to assist this committee. Thank you.

Chairman Mi LnEn. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Gilbert M. Pena followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OP CHAIRMAN GILBERT M. Per.m. ALL INDIAN PUEIILO COUNCIL.
114c.. ALBUQUERQUE. NM

Good Morning, on behalf of the nineteen New Mexico Pueblos. I welcome you to
the Indian Pueblo Cuftural Center. I would like to thank you for this opportunity to
host your hearings on Indian Children, Youth and Families.

The status of Indian families, like families within other ethnic groups. has
changed considerably. aiverr the poor economic bases that exist within most Indian
communities, and given the severe reduction of Federal entitlement programs for
Native Americsas, the changes have caused hardships and devastating conflicts
within Indian families. Leaders of the Indian community are concerned that so
many of their people are having increasing difficulties in dealing or coping with
today's sociaty's demands. Leaders are concerned about the negative affects that the
complexity of modern life has for both the individuM and the Indian family struc-
ture. The heart of the Indian community is the family: yet, there are inc nasing eco-
nomic and social threats that could cause the disintegration of this family structure.

Current social programs idealized to aid the Indian family at risk, are w*ng an
inadequate and often iltadvised battle against the complex issues that affect the
Indian community. Child abuse and neglect, and the concurring emergence of
family violence, for example, are problems lk hich are both fairly new and devastat-
ing to Indian communities. The "newness" of the issues renders the Indian family
ill-equipped to adequately address them, and the devastation that results from these
issues seems to promote the negative spiral of family violence often witnessed
within other ethnic groups.

At the core of these issues, Indian leaders have found various negative factors.
Unemployment and underemployment is a foremost of these negative factors Mco-
holism, ensuing from many parents' poor self-concept, is often caused by maladap-
tive means to cope with family stress. The often non-existent economic base within
reservations, are also contributing factors.

The number and the severity of the problems faced by the Indian frnily is well
illustrated by data amtained in an Indian Health Services' Annual Rc, A of Social
and Mental Health Services provided to Indian people from the Albuquerque Area
Office, in 1981. The report reveals that IHS' Mental Health Division provided serv.
ices to 11,876 Indian client), approximately 25% of the total, local Indian popula-
tion The problems ranged from "abortion conflicte to "urban community prob-
lems " There were a total of 84 problematic categories, and the IHS own staff read

10
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ily admitted that they were able to service only a small percentage of Indian clients
who experienced such problems Even a peripheral review of the IHS data would
reveal the complexity of the problems and would give strong evidence that the
Indian familv is increasingly at risk of disintegration.

Consider, far example, the number of clients who were seen because of the exist-
ence of "adult-child relation problems". In total. 634 individual cases addressed this
issue alone. of which. 236 were individuals classified as children. In addition, 114
cases addressed the concept of the "broken family"; a concept virtually non-existent
in Indian communities a few decades ago Further. 105 cases of "child neglect and
abuse" were also reported in the study. The question clearly arises as to the factors
contributing to so many of these problems A partial list of posfible answers would
include the following, also reported in the study, 1,035 clients of alcohol-related
abuses; 655 cases of anxiety-related problems, 200 cases of clients reporting confu-
sion/disorientation, 673 clients reporting severe depression, 381 cases of marital-con-
flict, and the list goes on indicating the severity and progression of the overall prob-
lems.

Studies such as these are only meaningful if a desire exists from seroce providers
to rectify their findings The need for additional resources is obviovs, however.
awareness of the issues, concentrated efforts, and accountability of existing pro-
grams, are also means to address the devastating and debilitating factors affecting
Indian families, their children and the overall welfare of the community. I urge this
committee to help us face these issues with concerted efforts, and not to treat these
problems in a perfunctory manner, the need to improve the quality of life for Indian
families, and the need to prevent the disentegration of what is, after all, the true
wealth of the Indian community. must not be easily overlooked.

STATEMENT OF DANIELLE MONTE, DRUG BUSTER, SOUTHERN
UTE TRIBE

Ms. MorrrE. Hi. My name is Danielle Monte. I'm 13 years old and
a rrember of the Southern Ute Tribe. The reason I joined the Drug
Busters was because my grandfather was killed by a drunk driver.

I know how it feels to be around drinking because the whole
community has problems from it. For instance, trouble with the
law, trouble in school, trouble with friends and a lot of people hurt
by alcohol and drugs. I would like something better for myself, and
I would like to help other people from our community who are into
drugs and alcohol.

[Prepared statement of Danielle Monte followsl
PREPAReo STATEMENT OF DANIEIXE MONTE, MEMBER OF THE SOUTHERN UTE TRIBE,

IGNACIO, CO

He My name is Danielle Monte. I'm 13 years old and a member of the Southern
Ute Tribe The reason I joined the DRUG BUSTERS was because my grandfather
was killed by a drunl. driver, I know how it feels to be around drinking because the
whole community ha, problems from it, for instance, trouble with the law, trouble
in school, trouble with friends, and a lot of people hurt by alcohol and drugs I
would like something better for myself and I would like to help other people from
our community who are into drugs and alcohol.

We've never had alternatives to do before. We live 25 miles from Durango and
literally have nothing available in Ignacio tOut side of school functions and sports)
Being from a poor community doesn t help eitler, except being in the Drug Busters
has been a good experience in working for and earning most of our funds This gives
a person a feeling of a sense of accomplishment.

STATEMENT OF TONI RAEL, DRUG BUSTER, SOUTHERN UTE
TRIBE; ACCOMPANIED BY SUE VELASQUEZ, VISTA VOLUN.
TEER, IGNACIO, CO.

Ms. RAEL. Hi. My name is Toni Rael. I'm 15 years old and a
member of the Southern the Tribe. A group of concerned people in
our community started Drug Busters. They were concerned about

1 1
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the alcohol and drug use and abuse in our community, especially
among the young people.

Since there isn't a place fcr the young people to hang out, most
of them just roam the streets and usually get into some type of
trouble.

Just over the last couple of years, the Drug Busters has provided
us with alternative activities to participate in, and they also ac-
quired a building. This is being renovated presently and will be
used as a teen center.

One ot the highlights for me was the Second Annual Run
Against Drugs. We ran 350 miles, relay style, to Denver to show
our concern about alcohol and drug use and to show other young
people that there are better things to rk. 4han alcohol or drugs.

6 During the -un I got to know many other people I didn't even
know were aRve and vice versa. I met people from different groups
and different places that shared the same concerns that I did. It
was a blast.

1 2
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SOUTHERN UTE COMMIT ACTION PROGRAMS
Atcottousie CE%no

POO WC* 80. au - ruins sii-aris

looeoto, cotomADosnit

Januery,1906

U.S. Nouse of Representet. es
Select Committee on Children,
Youth snd Families

Nr. George Miller, Chairmani

We live in a fri-Cthnic Community. Native American, Spanish,

and Anglo. Our Chemical People leek force (Onto Bustcrs) Started

in November 1983 when Nancy Regan went on national television

expressing the facts of ecch Community doing for it's own Comeunity

in the problem areas of Alcohol and Drug Abuse. from that

Community viewing some 20 youth and 10 adults deceided to do a

"Big Cvent" snd get people aware and into slternatives for Alcohol

end Drug Abuse in out ores. Since that time many people in different

Communities site becoming aware Of the problems and are showing a

greet Interest In being pert of this Annual Run.

Robert Buckskin and Abel Yelssmuer set up the course, figured out

the males per day, goo etc. and the week berate the "Run" made the

trip tO designated stops and asked fo. heip in food and/or sleeping

arrangements. funds for the "Bun" were generated by donstions,and

milay fundraisers. (dinners, bake soles, feasts, tel(ies, wte.)

Youth had signed 4p ahead of tame and we had practice runs two months

*head of the run to get tn "shape". He cartsed a sera) tO the

Capitol telling our legislators that "We care about our community

end Nation In the areas of Alcohol sad Drug Abuse." It hurts so

many people in tio many wiya.

the first year we had 40 youth and 12 edults from Ignacio relay run

(350 mi.-4 days). Many of our youth had lever been out of Ignacio,

and the ones who hed teen to big cities hed never been able to take

sdvsntege of various activities available while they mete therc.
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we treated them to Cosa 8onita, Cliches. and Celebrity Lanes thet

week-end. The Hob, Name Catholic Church was wonderful in Putting

us up end feeding us to two breakfasts. Other gencies who helPed

along the way were Knights of Columbus. Amer:Can Legion, Lions Club,

Schools. Churches. etr.

Our Znd Annuel Run 1984-0lways the 3rd week of June..

with ether youth end adults from Sterling, Trinidad, Adron. and

Participated in the "Run". EtIch Cepumuhlly ran from their

respective towns and met us in Denver, friday June 21, at the

Capitol for a ceremony. Approximately 100 youth nd 40 adults

attended. Because of the awareneSS from our Task force, we have done

several presentations to schools (youth and adulttwo 20 New Wexler')

and other prevention (alternative) activities. Among them being

the Area Nationel Indian Health Services. We seem to be getting State

and Rational recognition for our activities. Another activity is

the Teen Center and elso monthly ctivities for out youth.

the 3rd week of June 1986, will be our 3rd Annual Run. We have been

contacted by four other Communities (besides which have already

seen named) who would like to Participate with us. We feel this is

the most rewarding activity available to so many at one time. the

Run being so importent for the awarness of the problem of Drug end

Alcohol Abuse and positive alternatives to such. the Run is also

:xtremelr rewarding ;1 showing youth and adults that there are "jots"

of people who "care", end teaches one to live and ppreciate others when

having to do something in a "team" effort. Some other activities

We do 8rOt ell night chemical free dances, all night hew Years' Eve

party, monthly activities such as tubing, swimming, movtes etc. which

were never available before. the Teen Center will be botS educational

and recreational. We hopcto open soon (month or twm-it's token s

rear to renovate) end start a Rig Sister/01g 8rothei Program and

Pier Tutor program.

We are non-profit and have no regular incoming funds. We lave in a

Poverty level area. We are supported by Our Town, TRibe. end Schools,

Plus monthly fundraisers to keeP going. Our fore Or0U0 at MIS lide

10 35 youth and 12 adults.

Sincerely.

Li2AZerA
Dottie Dodd
Prevention Cood:nator

5' ;
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to otblIclze thelroctlAtIcs.

km with); sore InfomutIon
al the or9111zotIon or Its
=Wales for youth grows

can write tor

Ignoch) Dru) Busters

P.O.Box 294

Ignacio, CO 81137

Youth Officers-

Praldent - Karla Mem

%Roe Prmleent Teresa Foutz

Secretary - Katrtm Collero

Treasurer - Kelly Velosntez

ME DEW SMOU

In this world there is a great struggle,
Pecple la this meld abuse their todiee,

Mey dcn't realize %hat they are doing
until it is too late.

Cue day a tew people got stroa,4 it
and %anted to do =nothing stout it.

lbey gathered the paith in their

ecozunit) that are concernel shalt
this abuse.

Nbw the youth are triing to do= *mile
all over the world that they care tid

%mat Oslo to try and stop doing shat
they are wing to their bcdles.

hope that one day this great struggle

will end.

by Dawn Walton

Real by the aethor at the state capitol

tending, Dewier, OD. "Run Against Drug
Atuse," June 1SS5.
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STATEMENT OF TONI MARTORELLI, DIRECTOR, GOVERNOR'S
OFFICE ON CHILDREN AND YOUTH, SANTA FE

Ms. MAirrosaw. I'm the other Toni on the panel. Good morning.
On behalf of Governor Anaya, I welcome you to New Mexico.
Thank you for letting me come and address your committee.

I am pleased to address this committee on the issue of trends in
Indian families. When my staff first received notice of this hearing,
we heard it as, transient Indian families. Obviously, this wag a mis-
take. Although it seemed humorous at first on another level ii.
does strike at a truth of Indian families in New Mexico.

The majority of Indian families in New Mexico are living in pov-
erty. In that sense, Indian families are similar to that now familiar
Reagan-created figure of the transient drifting on the streets of an

" American city.
Both the transient and the Indian families are suffering from

Federal social service cuts brought on by the Reagan administra-
tion. The impact on Indian children has been particularly devastat-
ing. I do not presume to speak directly for Indian children, and I
am sure that other witnesses here can relate direct personal knowl-
edge as to the impact of the Federal cuts on the lives of Indian chil-
dren and youth. I would like to add.les several issues that the
State a New Mexico perceives as major issues in the area of Indian
children and youth and possible Federal, State, and tribal solutions
to those Wilms.

Mt major issue in the delivery of services to Indian cljldnn and
youth is simply the lack of money. The major Federal l'-'ograms
that serve Indians and poor people in general have been cut at the
expense of the poor people of this country. One of the major Feder-
al statutes concerning Indian zhildren, the Indian Child Welfare
Act of 1978, has never been adequately funded. And as * conse-
quence, the respovisibilities allocated to the tribes under that act
are almost impossible to fulfill. Our State social workers attempt to

ccomply with the act, but continually run into problems because the
tribes do not have sufficient resources to administer their responsi-
bilities under the act.

A typical example is in the area of abuse and neglect. Our State
social workers and State courts are required to transfer certain
chiki cuetody proceedings to tribal courts. And we do not object to
trangering those proceedings because we support the ICWA. How-
ever, becauee the tribds have never been adequately funded under
the ICWA, it is very difficult for the tribes to comply with the act.

As a consequence, the State sometimes retains custody of Indian
childm improperly simply becalm the tribes do not have the re-
sources to meet their obligations under the ICWA. This is just one
example of the harm caused by inadequate Federal funding of the
ICWA.

The State of New Mexico has approximately 110,000 Indians or 9
percent of the State's population. Approximately 11 percent of the
States children are Indians. This Indian population is served by
the Federal Government, State government and 21 separate tribal
governments.

The State of New Mexico is committed to supporting and lecog-
nizing tribal government sovereignty in the area of their internal

)8
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domestic relations. Indian children and teen youth are within the
internal domestic relations of the tribes. Therefore, in the majority
of cases involving an Indian child, the tribes have primary jurisdic-
tional responsiblity. Indians are members of their tribes and are
entitled to services from their tribes.

However, Indians are also State citizens and are therefore enti-
tled to all State social services on a nondiscriminatory basis. And
the Federal Government, as trustee for Indians, is also obligated to
provide services to the tribes.

While the Federal, State, and tribal governments may argue
about which government is ultimately responsible for the costs of
serving Indians, the problem still exises in the Federal, State, and
tribal arrangements to deliver services to Indians, but those prob-
lems certainly are not the result of unconstitutional acts of State
government or State employees in the division of services among
State citizens.

One would assume that this tripartite agreement would effective-
ly protect and provide services to the Indians of New Mexico. Un-
fortunately, severe gaps in the delivery of social services to Indians
are present in a number of areas.

Before describing these areas, I would like to point out those
areas where the State of New Mexico, the Federal Government,
and the tribes have reached and effectively served Indians.

Federal means-tested programs administered by the State and
the tribes are a major source of support for Indians in New Mexico.
No significant issue exists, other than the low funding levels, in the
administration of these programs. In specific reference to the
ICWA, the Human Services Department of the State of New
Mexico and the Navajo Nation have entered into a joint powers
agreement for the effective implementation and administration of
the jurisdictional allocation of the ICWA. The State is open to en-
tering into similar agreements with other tribal governments of
New Mexico and has already begun negotiations with several
tribes.

I think you can see that we are on the road to trying to resolve
some of the issues. But the mgjor issues that must also be resolved
are in the area of child abuse.

Federal jurisdictional impediments and Federal Supreme Court
authority have created a void when it comes to authority to pros.
ecute perpetrators of child sexual abuse on the reservation. In addi-
tion, the institutional arrangements for the identification of abused
children, reporting iequirements, investigation procedures, and
treatment is not available.

Sexual abuse of Indian children on the reservation is not a major
crime under Federal jurisdiction. Treatment for the perpetrator
and the abused child is generally unavailable. Prosecution by the
Federal Government through the U.S. attorney's office is unavail-
able because of the limitations of the Major Crimes Act.

Fortunately, there is an easy solution to this problem. I urge this
committee to support Senate 'Dill 1818 and House bill 596, which
would amend the Major Crimes Act to include child sexual and
physical abuse as a major crime. The amendment of the Major
Crimes Act to include child sexual and physical abuse is simply a
first step in the long road to addressing abuse problems. Simple
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prosecution, without treatment to the victims of abuse and the per-
petrators of abuse, does not solve the real problem. This committee
should study the issue of providing treatment to the victims and
perpetrators of abuse who reside on Indian reservations.

The lack of mental health treatment on the teservation relates
to a second significant problem area that I would like to mention
briefly. In the area of mental health generally, significant complex
jurisdictional problems with United States and State constitutional
implications exist in the treatment of mentally ill Indians who live
on the reservation. If an Indian patient who resides on the reserva-
tion refuses voluntary hospitalization and the problems cannot be
treated locally, then the central question becomes an involuntary
commitment for treatment.

The facts necessary for commitment are outside the jurisdiction
of a State district court. And although the tribal court has jurisdic-
tion to hear the factual case, the United States and State constitu-
tional problems of due process inhibits State agencies from honor-
ing tribal court commitment orders to the State mental health hos-
pital. The solution to this problem should be arrived at by Congress
after they have had the opportunity to gather significant and spe-
cific tribal input and study the problem in greater detail and ex-
plore the Jogai implications.

I do not want to make a recommendation as to the solution to
the above problem because of the lack of adequate study of the
issue. However, I would like to emphasize this issue simply because
it impacts on the mental health treatment of Indian children in
New Mexico.

I thank you very much for hearing me out on this issue, and
thank you very much for coming to New Mexico.

Chairman MILER. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Toni Martorelli follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF TONI MARTORELLI, DIRECTOR OF GOVERNOR'S OFFICE ON
CHILDREN AND Youni

Mr Chairman, and members of the Committee on Children, Youth and Families.
I am pleased to address this committee on the issue of trends in Indian families.
When my staff first received notice of this hearing it was mischaracterized as "tran-
sient Indian families." Obviously this is a mistake that may be humorous; however,
on another level it does strike at a truth of Indian families in New Mexico. The
majork of Indian families in New Mexico are living in poverty In that sense then,
Indian families are similar to that now familiar Reagan-created figure of the "tran-
sient" drifting on the streets of any American city. Both the "transient" and Indian
families are suffering from the federal social service cuts brought on by the Reagan
administration The impact on Indian children hes been particularly devastating. I
do not presume to speak directly for Indian children and I am sure that other wit-
nesses present here can relate direct _personal knowledge as to the impact of the
federal cuts on the lives of Indian chikken and youth, I would like to address sever-
al issues that the State of New Mexico perceives as major issues in the area of
Indian children and youth and possible federal, state and tribal solutions to those
issues.

The major issue in the delivery of services to Indian children and youth is simply
the lack of money The major federal programs that serve Indians and poor people
in general have been cut at the expense of the poor people of this count'''. One of
the major federal statutes concerning Indian children, the Indian Child Welfare Act
of 1978, has never been adequately ftmded, and as a consequence, the responsibil-
ities allocated to the Tribes under that Act are almost impossible to fulfill. Our
state social workers attempt to comply with the Act but continually run into prob-
lems ecause the Tribes do not have suffit lent resources to administer their respon-
sibilities under the Act A typical example is in the area of abuse and neglect. Our
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state social workers and state courts are req.:ired ta transfer certe:r& child custody
prooedings to tribal courts and we do not object to transferring those proceedings
because we support the ICWA. However, because the tribes have never been ade-
quately funded under the ICWA, it is very difficult for the tribes to comply with the
Act. As a consecluence, the State sometimes retains custody of Indian children im-
properly simply because the tribes do not have the resources to meet their oblige-
tions under the ICW.A. This is just one example of the harm caused by the inad-
equate federal funding of the IONA.

The State of New Mexico has approximately 110,000 Indians or 9.% of the state
population. Approximately 11% of the State's children are Indians. This Indian pop-
ulation is served by the federal government, state government and 21 separate
tribal governments. The State of New Mexico is committed to supporting and recog-
nizing tribal government sovereignty in the area of their internal domestic rela-
tions. Indian children and youth are within the internal domestic relations of the
tribes. Therefore in the majority of cases involving an Indian child, the tribes have
primary jurisdictional responsibility. Indians are members of tneir tribes and are
entitled to services from their tribes. However, Indians are also state citizens and
are therefore entitled to all state social services on a non-discriminatory basis. And
the federal government, as trustee for Indians, is also obligated to provide services
to the tribes. While the federal, state and tribal governments may argue abut
which government is ultimately responsible for the costs of servicing Indians, this
state government administration hat never denied services to Indians on the besis
of their race or residence. Problems do exist in the federal, state and tribal arraree-
ments to deliver servioes to Indians, but those problems certainly are not the result
of unconstitutional acts of state government or state employees in the division of
services among state citizens.

One would assume that this tripartite arrangement wouid effectively protect, and
provide services to, the Indians of New Mexico. Unfortunately, severe gaps in the
delivery of social servioes to Indians are present in a number of areas.

Before describing those problem areas, I would like to point out those areas where
the State of New Mexico, the federal government and the tribes have reached and
effectively seived Indians. Federal means tested programs administered by the state
and the tribes are a major source of support forindians in New Mexico. No signifi-
cant issue exists, other than the low funding level, in the administration of these
Programs. In specific reference to the ICWA, the Human Services Department of
the State of New Mexico and the Navajo Nation have entered into a Joint Powers
Agreement for the effective implementation and administretion of the jurisdictional
allocation of the ICWA. The State is open to entering into similar agreement with
the other tribal governments of New Mexico and has already begun negotiations
with several tribes. This cooperative arrangement between the state government
and the tribal governments is fundamental to the protection of and service to
Indian children. In a similar manner, this committee has acted in the interests of
Indian children hy your active support of the federal Woman, Infants and Children
program (WIC). The Reagan Administration has shifted the human priorities of the
federal budget to a questionable theory of economics that creates record deficits
while taxes for the rich and corporations are cut. The end reiult will be further e (-
forts by the Reagan Administration to balance the budget by cutting more social
programs. I commend this committee's past efforts and success at saving WIC and I
urge the members of the committee to resist further federal cuts to social services
progra1118.

In specific reference to the problems of Indian children in New Mexico, I would
like to mention two significant issues that ; believe this committee should address
by way of additional hearing or studies. Both of these issues are unique to Indian
children because of the unique nature of federal Indian Law. Initially, I would lik?
to emphasize that my comments are not in derogation of tribal sovereignty and the
right of Indians to make their own laws. Because of the complex jurisdictional web
among Federal, State and Tribal governments, Indians in need have been falling
through the safety net of social services For example, under the ICWA the tribes
are given exclusive jurisdiction to handle child abuse and neglect eases involving
Indian children who reside on the reservation These cases cannot be filed in state
court. But as I stated before the tribes have not been funded under the ICWA to
effectively handle these cases.

Two significant areas in which the needs of Indian ehildren have not been met
are mental health and physical and sexual abuse. Society at large now recognizes
that the physical and sexual abuse of children must be addressed Indian communi-
ties just like non-Indian communities have mer:al health problems which manifest
themselves in the physical and sexual abuse of children. When the sexual abuse of
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Indian children occurs on the reservation, the institutional arrangements and legal
authority is not present to deal with the abuse.

Federal jurisdictional ;mpediments ans4 federal supreme court authority has cre-
ated a void when it comes to authority to prosecute perpetrators of child sexual
abuse on the reservations, la additiou, the institutional arrangement for the identi-
fication of abused children, reporting requirements, investigation procedures and
treatment is not available. Sexual abuse of Indian children on the reservation is not
a major crime under federal jurisdiction. If the perpetrator of the abuse is a non-
Indian, then the tribes are prohibited from acting in the matter. And where the
tribes can act, that is, against resident Indians, the scope of relief available to the
tribes is limited by the Indian Civil Itihts Act to a fine of $500.00 or six months in

U. Treatment for the perpetrator and the abused child is generally unavailable.
Prosecution by the federal government through the U.S. Attorney's Office is un-
available because of the limitations of the Major Crimes Act. Fortunately, there is
an easy solution to this problem. I urge this committee to support 51818 and FIB 696
which would amend the Major Crimes Act to include child sexual and physical
abuse as a major crime. The amendment of the Major Crimea Act to include child
sexual and physical abuse is simply a first step in the long road to addressing abuse
problem& Simple prosecution without treatment to the victims of abuse and the ?er-
petrators of abuse does not solve the real problem. This committee should study the
issue of providing treatment for victims and perpetrators of abuse who reside on
Indian reservations. The lack of mental health treatment on the reservation relates
to a second significant problem area that I would like to mention.

In the area of mental health generally, significant complex jurisdictional prob-
lems with U.S. and State constitutional implications exist in the tmatment of men-
tally ill Indians who live on the reservation. If an Indian patient who residi on the
reservation refuses voluntary hospitalization and the problems cannot be treat: lo-
cally, then the central question becomes an involuntary commitment for treati:. 'at.
The facts necessary for the commitment are outside the jurisdiction of a state dis-
trict court and although the tribal court has jurisdiction to hear the factual case,
U.S. and State constitutional problems of due process inhibit state agencies from
honoring tribal court commitment rrders to the state mental health hospital. This
Precise issue was addressed in White v. Califano, 437 F. Supp 543 (D.S.D.1977), afrd,
58: F.24 697 (8th Cir 1978). The solution to this problem should be arrived at te,
Congress after they have had the opportunity to study the problem in greater detail
and to explore the legal implications.

do not want to make a recommendation as to th. zoliaticn to the alouve proLlera
because of the lack of adequate study of the issue. However, I would like to empha-
size this issue simply because it impacts on the mental health treatment of Indian
children in New Mexico.

I would like to thank the committee for having this hearing and permitting me to
make this short presentation.

STATEMENT OF PHILIP MAY, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO, ALBUQUERQUE

Dr. MAy. I'm Philip May. I'm a professor at the University of
New Mnico. I have been asked to testify on two topics, Fetal Alco-
hol Syndrome and suicide.

Very briefly, my written statements point out that several of my
colleagues, Iren Hymbaugh, Jon Aase, Carol Clericuzio, and I
have worked with and studied Fetal Alcohol Syndrome among a
number of southwestern tribes for a number or years. In general,
the biophysiological features of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome are similar
with Indians. That is, they manifest themselves with Indians the
same way they do with other populations of the world. The epide-
miology, however, tends to be a little bit unique with American In-
dians.

I am submitting in longer form an article which summarizes
many of these points, and let me briefly highlight a few right here.

The epidemiological features of FAS have been studied in a
number of the tribes in the Southwest. We screened as many Fetal
Alcohol Syndrome suspects as we could possibly screen in Arizona,
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New Mexico, and southern Colorado. We have found and identified,
at least in our detailed studies, 115 fetal-alcohol affected children,
that is, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome, and milder forms of fetal alcohol
effects.

When you translate this to a rate, it comes out to tremendously
variable rates from one cultural group to the next. They range
from 1.3 per 1,000 birthsthat is, one out of every 1,000 babies
born in some tribes, 1.3 is Fetal Alcohol Syndrometo other
groups which have rates as high as 10.3. And if you translate those
to ratios, that is one out of every 750 for the better tribes, and for

4
the tribes that have more severe problems, it's one out of 97 babies
with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome.

The age-specific prevalence patterns are what I should probably
highlight the most nere. That is, from the age-specific patterns, we
believe that Fetal Alcohol Syndrome is on the increase in all three
of the cultural groups that we have looked at, Pueblo, Navajo and
Southwestern Plains groups.

One thing that is very encouraging to us is that the problem of
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome is highly circumscribed to a small number
of women of childbearing 1..ge. 6.1 out of every 1,000 women of
childbearing age produce all of the Fetal Alcohol Syndrome kids.
So as a public health practitioner, that is an encouraging figure,
because if you change six women out of every 1,000 of childbearing
age, you can eliminate most of the problem.

There are a number of other things which we found which
should be pointed out. Multiple Fetal Alcohol Syndrome children
born to the same mother are also a pattern which we feel needs to
be addressed. That is, the average woman who has one Fetal Alco-
hol Syndrome child in most of the tribes that we looked at will
have more than one. They will have, on the average, U. But the
point is that this concentrated, small number of mothers produced
most of the problems.

Many of these mothers who produced the Fetal Alcohol Syn-
drome and fetal-alcohol effect kids lead highly disruptive and cha-
otic lives, and generally they are isolated from mainstream tribal
activities. That is, the tribes themselves, under no circumstances,
will put up with many of their behaviors. And therefore, they have
fallen outside or have wound up outside of the mainstream tribal
social activities.

But in general, the gross social and cultural patterns which you
have been finding all over the Nation contribute to the problem of
Fetal Aleohol Syndrome. And again, the full detail of this is pre-
sented in the article which I am submitting in written form for
you.

Now the other topic, suicide among Southwestern Indians, is
something that I have been able to work with off and on for 16 4

years, not just in the Sounwest, but in other States, South Dakota,
Idaho, and Arizona.

I got involved in the first, "epidemic," which received consider-
able Federal attention, and that was at Fort Hall, ID, in the late .
sixties.

From that time on, we have been a dare of a number of epide-
mics that did come up on particular reservations and then go away.
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The problem, though, is that suicide is a suggestible behavior, and
we do have epidemics on particular reservations off and on.

Now I am also presenting more detailed testimony. One of my
former students, Nancy Van Winkle, who is now a Ph.D. candidate
at the University of Kentucky, and I have studied 28 years of sui-
cide death statistics among the different tribes in New Mexico. IL.
this study, we have found a pattern. That is, there are periodic epi-
demics, and they cause tremendous problems for all tribes, but
they are particularly devastating to small tribes.

The health care practitioners, the social welfare people and the
tribal people themselves do their best to combat these waves of sui-
cide with their youth, but in many cases we may lose 7 to 10 kids in
an epidemic, and that is devastating to a small group of people. It
is devastating to any group of people, but particularly devastating
to small tribes.

Our findings indicated that Indian suicide is predominantly
much r .ore youthful than suicide in the United States, and that is
virtually true with every tribe we have ever looked at. They are
predominantly male. And the rates in virtually every age category
under the age of 40 that you look at, most tribes have higher rates.
That is, in most people under 40, most tribes do have higher rates.
Now there is a tremendous variation, though. Navajos have a much
lower rate of suicide than the Pueblos, and the Pueblos have slight-
ly lower rates than some of the Southwestern Plains tribes. So
there is tremendous variation from one tribe to the next.

Again, though, like Fetal Alcohol Synurome, the one thing I
should highlight is that we were very concerned, in looking at this
28-year period, as to whether the rate was increasing. There is oral
history among the different tribes that suicide is a new phenome-
non. We weren't sure, because we were also able to locate some
Indian elders who said, "No, we did have suicide bark in the old
days."

Well, in the 28-year period that we studied, we found that in
each one of the tribes, Navajo, Pueblo and Southwestern Plains,
the rate was increasing. Now the youthful suicide rate among all
people in the United States is also increasing. But we found that
the Indian rate started at a point two to three times higher and all
through the 28-year period increased just as rapidly. So the point is
that it is increasing.

But again, there are some tribes that don't have as big a problem
right now. And I would hope that we could set up some kinds of
programs which would keep it that way, that is, preventive meas-
ures which would keep the low tribes low and hopefully bring down
the rates of the higher tribes.

So anyway, that is, in capsule form, my testimony on suicide
among American Indians. And I have presented to you a paper en-
titled, "Native American Suicide In New Mexico, 1957-79: A Com-
parative Study." This paper is in press, and I think the committee
will probably have to get permission from the journal Human Or-

- ganization, that :s going to publish it before it is published in the
proceedings of this hearing. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Philip A. May Ph.D., follows.;
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP PHILIP A. MAY, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFIMOD OF Sock' wolf.
UNITERSM op NEW Mexico. ALBUQUERQUE, NM

TOPIC: Fr:AL ALCOHOL SYNDROME AMONG SODTIINvEsTERN INDIANS

My colleagues, K Hirmbaugh, Jon M. Aase, Carol Clericuzio and I havt
worked with and studied Fetal Alcohol Syndrome among many of the Southwestern
Indian tribes for a number of years. In general, the bio-physiological features of
F.A.S. are similar among Indians as with other populations studied in the world
The epidemiology, however, seems to be unique, although studies of this kind are
rare in the entire world, Briefly here are our findings:

The epidemiological features of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) were examined
among Amerimn Indians in the southwestern United States All FAS suspects were
screened in specific populations of Navajo. Pueblo, and Plains culture tribes. A total
of 115 alcohol-affected children were identified. The incidence of FAS was found
be highly varkble from one cultural group to the next ranging from 1 3 per 1,000
births (1/749) for the Navajo to 10.3 (1/97) for the Plains The pattern of age-specific
prevalence indicates an increase over the past fifteen years. The overall rate of
mothers who have produced fetal alcohol children was 6.1 per 1,000 women of child-
bearing age with a range of 4 to 33 per 1,000. These maternal prevalence rates were
important for the accurate prediction of public health risk because 25 percent e all
mothers who had produced one affected child had aise produced others The average
per mother was 1.3 alcohol-affected children. Other findings indicate that the moth-
ers of these children led highly disruptive and chaotic lives and were frequently iso-
lated from mainstream social activities. In general, the gross social and cultural pat-
terns of the tribes studied can realily explain the variation in incidence of FAS
Full detail of these findings are presented in writing now in the article by Philip A
May, etal "The Epidemioloa of FAS Among American Indians of the Southwest,"
Social Biology, Vol, 30, No.4 Ncember, 1983.

I hove studied and worked with suicide among various tribes of Indians in the
U.S. off and on for sixteen years. From the first "epidemic" which received consider-
able attention from the federal government (Fort Hall, Idaho, Shoshone-Bannack
Tribe) to contemporary situatkns, not too much has changed. Suicide is a problem
of Indian youth and it varies greatly over time and from one tribe to the next

One of my former students, Nancy Van Winkle (Ph.D. candidate in Srciology at
the University of Kentucky), and I have studied 23 years of suicide death statistics
among Indians of New Mexico. Here are some of our findings:

In a descriptive and epidemiological study we examined completed suicides among
the Apache, Islavajo and Pueblo Indians of New Mexico from 1957 through 1979
Death certificates constituted the pei-mary source of data. A number of demographic
and situational variables were examined for the cultural groups and sirailardi.s
and differences were noted. Significant findings included a high male to female
ratio ranging from 7.4.1 to 10.4:1; an rge range of 10-39 for 75.4% to 93.4% of the
completed suicides, and a high percentage of both males and females using extreme-
ly lethal methods, i.e., firearms and hanging, to commit suicide Suicide rates for
the Apache and Pueblo pups have been risim since the mid-1960s while Navajo
rates have been risin:g since the early 1970s. The Apache had the highest suicide
rate followed by the Pueblo and Navajo for the period 1957-1979. The age-adjusted
rates range from 1.7 to 4.9 times the U.S. rate in recent years. Age-specific trends
show an increase in youthful suicide rates similar to or greater than that of the
U.S. population and aUo some increase for those WS years of age and over in two of
the groups. Traditional and contemporary forms ot iocial integration and accultura-
tion provide possible explanations for the differential rates between groups and the
increasing rate of suicides in all three groups.

The complete detail of these facts is presented in the manuscript, Nancy Westlak
Van Winkle and Philip A. May, "Native American Suicide in New Mexico, 195'i-
1979: A Comparative Study", in press, Human Organization, 1986.

STATEMENT OF FRANCISCA HEPNANDEZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ALBUQUERQUE AREA INDIAN HEALTH BOARD, ACCOMPANIED
BY ONA LARA PORTER, DIRECTOR OP PLANNING, INDIAN
HEALTH BOARD

Ms. HERNANDEZ, Good morning, My name is Francisca Hernan-
dez. I'm executive director of the Albuquerque Area Indian Health
Board. We were asked to testify on alcoholism and specifically
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what we are doing in our organization to prevent alcoholism. We
were also asked to testify on our otitis media project. We have put
together two testimonies that we have submitted already to you.
We will summarize some of the highlights of the wrio.dn testimo-
nies.

We will talk mostly about the alcoholism issue, since it is the
biggest crisis that the communities we're serving are facing.

The majority of yount7 people in the communities we represent
and with which we are more familiar are in need of outside inter-
vention in their lives frrm teachers, counselors or other profession-
als to try to live without difficulties. Intervention is siso necessary
from the judicial system, and the medical system, to help them
figure out how to stay away from drugs, depression, alcohol, help-
lessness, poor performance in school and many other pathologies
and symptoms they are facing. Though our work is mostly win,
Indian communities, I want to emphasize that my work with non-
Indians reflects a similar picture.

Some of the probierns they are facing are at home. Some of them
are in school Many of the problems reflect very severe depress;ozi.

Right now I feet shook up because I just came from dealing with
the suicide of a 12.year-old little girl. She just killed herself, and
Tat still under the stress of the situation.

Alcohol, drugs, early pregnancy, apathy, loneliness, despair
Wide, a feeling of not having anythina to hang on to and extreme
control from the outside is the plight of many Indian children and
adolesceots.

A major problem we have found is that the basic skills all
human beings need to have in order to develop into capable indi-
viduals are lacking. Those skills include having a number of viable
role models with whom they can identify and look up to ald model
their behavior after; intrapersonal skillsbow to deal with the
..rpelings that you have inside; interpersonal skillshow to deal
with one another, how to negotiate, how to empathize, how to be
responsible, accountable to one another; situational skills, and
judgment skills. This is probably the number one problem we are
finding across the Nation with all young people, Indian and non-
Indian.

Entire families are being impacted by alcoholism and other dys-
functions. When we iook at alcoholism, we're looking at only one
'symptom of a bigger problem. Other symptoms include early preg-
nancy, drug abuse, depression, poor performance, alienation,

. apathy, anomie, abuse and neglect, suicide, inmst, school failure,
mental illness, arrests, and so on. Families are unablet to pass on
these skilja because they themselves don't have the skiile. They
themselves were victims and they in turn victimize their thildren.

A lot of families are suffering from child abuse and neglect, de-
sertions, suicide, mental disturbances. And again, the parents
themselves and entire families are caught in the same trauma that
the children face and live. To achieve a better quality of life the
circle must be broken.

We have identified the root causes of these problems as follows:
tremendous social disorganization as a result of all the cultural
interchanges and all of the fast social changos that are occurring in
the world today, cultural disintegration, culttes in transition and
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the confusion that creates, social poverty, and personal familial,
communal, and cultural disintegration.

I want to emphasize social poverty, because many people think of
poverty only in terms of economics and having houses and cars and
clothes and other material things. There is another kind of pover-
ty. Even those tribes and people who do have the money or the dol-
lars available are unable to use it to develop themselves, socially
and personally in a way that allows them a better quality of life.
I'm not saying that they don't need money. They, do need money,
but the money is to be used to develop people socially, rather than
just to acquire things or to take care of the pathologies after they
have reached an end or a crisis stage. The material things only
have significance within a personal development that brings digni-
ty and respect and a social r.2evelopment that brings productivity,
well-being and beauty to our lives.

Alienation from the larger society and racism, are issues many
people don't even want to face much less try to deal with them.
The self-destructive path that comes as a result of all these upheav-
als and the confusing messages they receive from their own culture
and from the society at large constitute the basic issues that con-
fuse their sense of identity, belonging and self-worth. Underdevel-
oped or completely lacking parental skills; interagency and inter-
group rivalry; lack of appropriate role models not only in terms of
parenting, but in terms of professional, social and civic behavior;
low priorities for health and education are more specific conditions
or problems. I want to emphasize that in reality, they are micro-
cosms of the society at large. Their ixithologies are more wide-
spread. In some cases 100 precent of the populations are caught in
them.

Lack of understanding of what is effective treatment on these
dysfunctions and very poor resource allocation on the part of the
agencies responsible for more effective treatment and early inter-
vention makes the situation more difficult to deal with.

Existing efforts in many of the communities and among the
people working in the field are too particularized and segmented.
For instance, treatment has been geared in the past to the end-
stage alconolic or the person that has hit bottom with whatever
problem or dysfunction they face, rather than identifying people in
early stages or at risk. Efforts have not been concentrated with
families as whole entities or have not addressed systems and irsti-
tutions.

The problem gets compounded by the fact that those efforts have
not had a clear idea of where they are going and without any clari-
fication in terms of some kind of philosophical base. They have not
analyzed critically means to reconsider and regroup in a different
direction. If what they are doing does not work and the crisis con-
tinues to grow, why is it so? Why not look for the root causes and
then figure a different direction? What do we believe? How will we
pursue those beliefs so that change becomes a reality.

Many people involved in prevention and intervention do not
have the qualifications to do an effective .job. They are good people.
They are well intentioned. They want to dc their best. But very
often they don't have the understanding ar.d the knowledge that
they need to do an effective job.
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Schools do not see themselves as places where people are devel-
oped, but as training systems. I was talking to people at the school
attended by this little girl who committed suicide. I was suggesting
that something be done with the children at the school. They need
to grieve and talk and clarify. But they are not equipped to do that.
They have no idea about what to do. Yet half the school is in
shock.

The institutions are as disoriented as the individuals. They work
with blinders and with some kind of peripheral vision that does not
allow them to look at the situation and the solutions from a more
broadened and enlightened perspective.

We are working on a whole different approach. First we have
come up with an integrated system of solutions. We look at alcohol-
ism as only one, small part of a deeper problem people are facing.
We look at the root causes, we look at the systems, we look at the
institutions, the society at large. How do these people fit into socie-
ty at large? How do they fit within their own communities? What
positive things do they have? What strengths and skills do they
have? We capitalize on the strengths, skills, resources they already
have to empower them and assist them in finding the way out of
the maze, to trace some path out of the confusion and look for
system-based solutions to the problem. Alcoholism becomes only
one of the things that we need to address.

In a system solution approach, all institutions in the community,
have to he dealt with. The existing structures have to be reconsid-
ered and reorganized to serve the needs of the people. Do they
really serve those needs? If they don't, what can be done? The basis
of any society is to serve the needs of the people. If those institu-
tions are really not helping us, then what can we do to make them
more responsive and more effective?

A plan to attack the root causes of the problem is strategized. We
begin by working with the councils. Our work with the councils is
aimed at educating them on the_ieroblems, their causes and the ap-
proaches that they could take. We do not go any further antil that
leadership is ready to move, because without the leadership's sup-
port nothing will work. If they decide not to buy into the plan,
whatever efforts are put together, especially when we are talking
about impacting systems and institutions, is meaningless. By help-
ing them modify their perception of the problem we help them
modify their own behavior and take the lead for change.

Next we assist the councils in seirecting a task force of powerful
individuals in the communities that represent all sectors. We train
and guide those task forces in understanding the problem, plan-
ning and implementing system based solutions. Though we use the
phrase task forces communities might call it Planning Committee
Or Interagency Council or DREAM Commit-Us.

The task forces are made up of the various sectors of the commu-
nity: the economic enterprises, the schools, the Government, the ju-
dicial system, the population at large, social services, the police,
the council, religious leaders. Out training essentially creates an
awareness at a critical consciousness level, not just at the gut level,
or what we rtad in the paper or what we hear, but a critical and
analytical way of looking at this problem. What is the problem?
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Why is it there? What causes it, and how are we going to work our-
selves out of it?

Chairman MILLER. MS. Hernandez, could you please summarize,
so that there will be time for questions?

Ms. HERNabingz. Yes. We work with the task forces from the dif-
ferent tribes according to the value system and they depart from a
philosophical base with our analysis of the problem and we help
them develop a philosophical base. Five, 10 or 15-year plans are
made. We implement the plans one at a time and we start with the
simplest ones because they need to have small successes and build
themselves up to regenerate trust and confidence in their ability to
succeed.

To give you an example, in some of the schools we have conduct-
ed teacher training, to incorporate the seven basic skills into the
entire curriculum. We need to learn how to solve problems, wheth-
er it's math, science, walking down the street, taking drugs or
making a decision about what we're going to do with our lives. Ad-
vocacy networks, networking systems, academic readiness for pre-
school children, parent education and adult literacy are examples
of specific programs. Adult literacy is very important not just for
the functional ability to recognize words and sentences, but social
literacy, that allows for the understanding of their system, how it
will impact them and how can they make it work on their behalf.
All of the efforts are geared at making the wellness of the commu-
nity the center of all activity. Right now the center of all efforts is
economic development. But without social and personal develop-
ment, true economic progress cannot be achieved.

[Prepared statement of Francisca Hernandez and Ona Lara
Porter, director, Planning and Community Development, follows.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF FRANCISCA HERNANDEZ, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, AND ONA
LARA Pons& DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

On behalf of the membership of the Albuquerque Area Indian

Health Board, I wish to express my appreciation to the committee

for this opportunity to present our perspective regarding the

status of children, youth and families in the Indian commu-

nities and more specifically the provisions for alcoholism

prevention.

Although alcoholism and other substance abuse is recognised

as the number one health and social problem among Indian people.

most of the effort to address the problem has gone to treatment

of those Who have become seriously ill. Many programs have

called themselves preventive efforts when in reality no organized

strategy has been considered or put into affect that addresses

the need to change the circumstances of people. Many prevention

programs have limited their activities to providing information,

which has proven to increase the usage rather than diminish

or prevent it: or they have chosen recreation which only dis-

tracts the young people for a short period of time without

any self directed change. No efforts have been made to address

the problems and needs of the children, youth and the families

trapped inthe cycle of alcoholism.

In both Indian and non-Indian communities, oar involvemerM

with young people over the last ten (10) years has canfirmed

the outcomes of National research *hie: has found the vulner-

ability to addictions by young people related to the following:

- The majority of today's youth are in need of outside

professional intervention in their lives to try to live

without getting into serious difficulties, whether in

school or home, with alcohol, suicide, depression, early

pregnancy or delinquent behavior.

- The basic problem the youth are confronting is that

they have not learned enough skills for living as capable

individuals or so they could function at successful

30'
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levels at school, home, in the community. at work or

in society in general.

- Families impacted by alcoholism or any kind of addiction

are unable to give children these skills. The children

are learning not only to drink but they are learning

alcoholic behavior as well. They take thss behavior

into all facets of their lives in school, in their inter-

personal relations and later at work. into their own

families and into the society at large.

schools do not see themselves as responsible for doing

anything for children except teaching academic sub3ects

and skills. This narrow understanding by educators

is contributing to the huge rates of placements In special

education, truancy, dropout and failure rates. Even

children who make it through school are unprepared to

9et 3obs, go on to other educational opportunities.

or behave and accept the responsibilities of adult life.

Alcoholism. family violence. child abuse and neglect,

divorce,desertion. suicide are reaching disastrous propor-

tions among families also. Thus, many parents do not

have the capabilities to know how to give guidance to

their children or how to give them those skills that

will help them throughout life or even to cope with

immediate behavioral problems.

The reality is that we have the means within families and

schools to prePare our chileren in much better ways than we

are PresentlF doing. But, we need to make the Plan for it

and then follow the plan. Wet need to understand that children

are born dependent, but with the potential to become interdepen-

dent. In order for that potential to be developed, their

bodies, their souls and their minds need to grow. But that

is not an act of magic. This growth requires experiences

2
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provided at home and in school and in society at large which

will help them learn the skills for interdependent living.

when we see alcoholism as a prominent factor in family violence,

suicide, abuse and neglect. we know that these children cannot

have the experiences necessary for healthy growth. Though

alcoholism is the most apParent problem. there are aiso the

other problems mentioned above and all of them must be addressed

simultaneously because one will lead to

later.

at home

suicide,

For example. the child facing

and failing in school is likely

the other

a

to

get drunk. be full of anger, express

violent

attempt

sooner or

situation

to commit

themselves through

delinquent behavior. etc. The Indian People both individually

and collectively have identified the destruztive effect of

the use of alcohol and the development of alcoholism. This

has an adverse effect upon their health, their cultural integra-

tion. their social and economic development and their psycho-

logical well-being.

The Federal government has a special legal relationship with

/ndian people

appropriations.

of Native

and has consistently, through Congressional

acknovledged a responsibty for the health

Americans. There is a comprehensive health delivery

system in place, administrated by Indian Health Service.

However, despite the fact that they (Indian Health Service)

recognize the seriousness of the problem everywhere in the

nation, they are not giving it the attention it requires.

They have treatment and prevertion programs in place but neither

of them have been effective in arresting the situation. The

problem has grown like a cancer and has taken over the commu-

nities tu-ning thim into alcoholic communities.

Why have prevention programs not worked?

- Our society in general and communities and Programs

in specc have concentrated their efforts on sending

3
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alcoholic people to treatment after they are apProaching

end stages of the disease. This is the exclusively

medical or curative model.

Efforts have been concentrated on the alcoholic and

not on treating the entire family affected by the problem

or dealing with the community or societal izsues that

have given rise to the problem.

. The people Involved in prevention programs either do

not have the professional qualifications to effectively

do the job or do not understand the problem at a funda-

mental level and therefore. do not know how to make

the plan to attack it.

For many people there 15 the belief that all children

will experiment with alcohol and that many of these

will become regular users by the time they are in the

seventh or eighth grade.

The schools see themselves as places to teach isolated

skills in academics. when in reality you cannot teach

someone when separating hia/her personal growth from

the academics. This practice in our schools is a tacit

admission that what happens In the classroom

impractical. indifferent to the facts of life and not

so useful as wordly" experience. The classrooms of

our society are not the place where rigorous and able

minds are formed and where sensitive caring persons

are developed. They do not provide a humanizing experience

for children.

There Is a need to change attitudes toward prevention. Right

now the percePtions are that Af we keep the children

occupied. they won't get into trouble. Therefore. recrea-

tion is emphasized without developing any skills that

4
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would help them become mon responsible and accountable

and everything is offered already digested thus preventing

critical thinking minds from davaloPIng.

so insecure themselves that they fluctuate from

ness to punishment with very little space

people to

situations,

are

The

of values and attitudes toward discipline and punishment

and toward what is acceptable and responsible behavior.

develop the skills necessary to

exercise judgment, and

true contributors to the world

society a.; a whole is In a

to feel

in which

constant

Adults are

permissive-

for young

deal with

that they

they live.

fluctuation

In our approach to the prevention of alcoholism in specific

and addictions and other social Pathologies in general, we

look at the entire socio-ecOnomic and political structure

of the community and how it fits into the larger society.

Then we plan our attack in an interconnected and multiphasetic

fashion, recognizing that we need different strategies to

meet different needs and different target populations. We

work together with all community systems and people to bring

health, strength and productivity to the entire commrnity.

We call this the three-pronged approach which for the purpose

of clarity we separate into Primary Prevention. Early Identifica-

tion and Intervention and Treatment.

Our primary prevention approach includes children, parents,

families, schools, teachers, youth organizations, tribal leader-

ship and community planning for economic Or social purposes.

This is a wellness model. (See Charts No. 1, 2 and 4.)

The Early Identification and Intervention aspect

legal offenders, oar offenders, students

of problem., workers with problems related

interfere with their work performance,

employers, teachers, counselors, school

who have

includ,,

any kind

to addictions which

patients,

PrinciPals

doctors,

and the

judicial system. The people in this category are individuals
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who are becoming sick and those around them who are their

support network.

In the treatment category we have people who are very sick.

They are either alcoholics or have serious alcohol problems.

Thus, our primary prevention is a wellness-oriented effort

while the other two prongs are crisis-oriented. They all

have to be addressed simultaneously because it is useless

to work with a child that we are sending back to an alcoholic

parent or to a racist teacher. (See Charts No. 1, 2 and 4.)

our model is an effort to redirect our present system of having

economic Power at the center of all of our activities to one

where the wellness of people and the community is the center

and the criteria by which all decisions are made.

Since 4 base our society in the economic structure. all 0ther

institutions must adapt to the economic changes. This includes

the religious institutions. Here is where the emotiinal and

spiritual justifications for new accommodations must be made.

Here also, is wherp our code of ethics is reinforced. Schools

must also adapt bdcause they are the training center for ne.

producers ard consuMers. The familY also must accommodate

itself because they pass on the values of the society, the

rules and roles of the systems the reinforcement of the ethical

perspectives and the legitimization of the legal structures.

And our leadership follows the economic trends and mandates

accommrdating itself to the responses received from the marLet

places. (See Chart No. 4.)

All of these structures and institutions with their values

and PersPectxves dictate our behavior as individuals and as

0 community or society.

6
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Mhen we change that around and pUt wellnes$ at the center

of all activity, our choices and decisiGns change dramatically.

When the family values emphasize physical and emotional health.

disciplined and critically thinking minds, and responsible

and accountable citizens the picture begins to change. When

the health systflm looks at Dur problems in a wholistic and

epidemiologieal fashion; when we trnat the person as a total

system and offer services in an interconnected manner, people

begin to be in control of their own well-being. When our

churches begin to develop an approach to the clarification

of values that affirms the life and dignity of all people,

when they offer a place for reflection and dialogue, a place

for clarity. affirmation, permanence and stability, communica-

tion and peace, people will begin to feel more powerful. less

alien and less anomie. When our leadelohip begins to fill

the role of behavioral model and reflects principles life

affirmation. peace, justice and humaness, people will begin

to follow their steps and to lead healthier lives for themselves.

only then will we have true justice and socio-economic develop-

ment for all people.

The specific way in which we presently plan our work in the

Indian communities we represent is by putting at the center

Oe tribal needs and priorities as identiried by our team

and the community people. Our first target is the tribal

leadership. They must understand and support the Concepts

and approach. They must select a group of strong. capable

individuals :epresenting all sectors of the community to form

a task force. For a period of time this group is trained

to understand the socio-economic ccnditions of all people

with special emphasis on children, the epidemiological picture

of the communities and of alcoholism specifically and to under-

stand their role as change agents. We work toward making
values clarification statementc that include what will be

promoted and what they will be looking for in the next five .

ten and twenty years and plan to achieve. We help them conceive

7
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what the ideal is. recognise clearly what the reality around

them is and through dialogue hell) them identify the root causes

of the problems and how to search for alternative system/change

solutions. (See Charts No. 5, 6 and 7.)

We follow this with a planning period where problems, goals,

strategies and detailed implementation plans are outlined.

These are then presented and discussed with the tribal leadership

for approval and support. And we begin the implementation

activity.

Three of the communities we work with have adopted a task

force approach. The first community to do so was trained

over a year ago. In that community. we have Planned for the

following:

1. Reorganization of the entire administrative system of

the community.

2. Restructure of the community's political system where

a balance between traditional and modern structures was

achieved bringing together ail groups.

3. The establishment of a Judicial system that incorporates

the laws of the United States and the traditional values

of the communities in a way that serves the specific needs

Of the People.

4. The reorganization of their school including curriculum.

teachers and so on.

5. A comprehensive alcoholism prevention stratenY that addresses:

- Developing capable parentsi

Teacher training in the incorporation Of human develop-

ment skills into the academic curriculum;
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Academic readiness for childronr

A center foi youtn activities that includes democratic

problem solving experiences for children 6-14, assist-

ance for homework, group and individual .-ounseling,

and a recreational summer program where children

under the direction of adults plan, raise the money

for apd manage during the year:

An advolacy network for elementary school children

and a mentoring system for youngsters in the middle

and high schools;

An adult literacy plan which is intended to raise

the functional skills of all community members to

a sixth grade level.

6. We have crea:ed an economic develoPment plan which is

intended to develop skills and jobs in the community which

a,t in harmony with the land and the people which meet

their fundamental needs. The Plan will not promote depend-

ency, threaten water, air or !and quality or undermine

their strength as a race or culture.

7. We have also planned to reorient the alcoholism treatment

toward early identification and tntervention where a network

of the community physician, employers, religious leaders,

community leadership and family will all come together

to insure the Sick Person goes to treatment and follows

after care assistance to complete recovery. The,e is

no way. that that person can remain in the community without

help. A family therapY model has been Incorporated into

the strategy to assistthe rest of the family in its recovery

from the traumas suffered 48 a result of living with a

dysfunctional person. FOr the end stage alcoholics, we

have identified resources that can offer humane care and

which frees the family from any further trauma.

9
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The other two communities recently initiated their task

forces with one traintd in June of this year and the other

in November. In the former community. they have impiemented

an EmPloyee Assistance Program to aid with early identifica-

tion and referral of troubled employees. The task force

has also taken on a watchdog role in the community and

has successfully challenged liquor Industry sponsorship

and sale of beer at some family events in the community-

& significant change in commmnity mores. They Note also

made a beginning on both Short-range and long-range comprehen-

sive plans.

The third community also has adoPtud an EAP for their

tribal employees with the aid of our program. and is in

the process of hiring an EAP coordinator. They have had

an Interagency Council of service providers which has

been functioning for three years also inspired '01, our

suggestions. This group expanded to become their newly-

trained alcoholism prevention task force. Though only

in their infancy as a task force. their history of working

together has allowed them to move forcefully through some

of the early stages of planning. We attach a copy of

their philosoPhy statement...

The Towaoc Alcoholism Prevention Task Force has been busy

working on the following belief statement:

We believe about the diseases

1. That alcoholism is a noncurable but treatable disease:

2. That alcoholism is preventable;

3. That there are many people genetically predisoosed

to alcoholism;

4. That it impacts the entire family and the community.

10
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We believe about it's roots:

1. That alcoholism and .)ther problems such as auicide,

unemployment. criminality. physical abuse and neglect

are related:

2. That at the root of these problems xs a lack of

development of adequate self-esteem. ego strength.

coping skills and other interpersonal skills.

We believe that:

I. W.11ness xs a new approact. to alcohol probleeS:

2. Wellness is an individual responsibility and people

can be helped to accept zesponsibility for their

own action:

3. That the tribal government and the community people

have responaibilxty in promoting wellness. ImProved

eommunxcation is essential:

4. Wellnese includes social, economic. spiritual. environ-

mental. cult1ral aspects and not only physical;

S. Wenner is a possibility for individuals an families

in Towaoc and they are the tribe's greatest resource.

Any efforts to help people reach their full potential

will produce big dividends:

6. Energy for change is sometimes present and needs

to be nurtured;

7. As the wellness level of the community rises, depend-

ency on aleohol and nther substances or on anything

will decrease:

People who have problems can be helped toward wellness

through intervention:

Wellness is primarily promoted by prevention and

not Only by treating problems after the fact.

The problems affecting children and families in our society

are numerous. Addictions take many forms: alcoholism is

11
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only one. until we find the common denominator of all these

problems and go after it, we will be fooling ourselves with

paliatives. Because all of these problems are interconnected,

we need to have solutions that are also interconnected. Because

it is ar Issue of mental, physical, and social health we must

make the wellness of the people onr primary goal.

Because these pathologies include not only addictions, but

sex related crimes, personal and social dysfunctions, physical.

mental and sexual abuse of one another we are talking about

a tremendously high number of people. Dollars alone will

not improve the situation. We must have the courage to go

after systemic changes. As long as economics sits in thu

center of all Our effolts making the accoisition of dollars

our main and only goal, we won't get people well. We must

have the dollars as a means, but the goal must be the well-

being of people.

12
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TARGETS OF

THREE PRONGED ATTACK

PRIMARY EARLY

PREVENTION IDENTIFICATION

/
AND INTERVENTION

1
CHILDREN LEGAL OFFENDERS SERIOUS
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THREE PRONGED ATTACK

-------
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ATTACK:
- IS INTERCONNECTED AND MULTIFACETED

- HAS DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO MEET
DIFFERENT NEEDS/DIFFERENT TARGET
POPULATIONS

- WORKS TOGETHER WITH ALL SYSTEMS
AND PEOPLE TO BRING HEALTH, STRENGTH
AND PRODUCTIVITY TO THE COMMUNITY
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4/.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

ECONOMIC/SOCIAL
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GOVERMENT

JUSTICE

,.

s
,

A CURRENT SYSTEMS
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HEALTH

SCHOOL

FAMILY RELIGION
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DEFINING AND ACHIEVING
ME IDEAL

IDEAL

HOW WOULD YOU
LIKE YOUR COMMUNITY
TO BE?

DREAM AS HIGH AS
YOU CAN

CREATE YOUR DREAM
WORLD

REAL

ANALYZE THE REALITY
AROUND YOU

IDENTIFY THE PROBLEMS
THROUGH DIALOG WITH

OTHERS IDENTIFY THE
PATTERNS THOSE PROBLEMS FORM

IDENTIFY THE SYSTEMIC OR
ROOT CAUSES OF THE PROBLEMS

4,
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t
CRMCAI. TRANSFORMATION

SEARCH FOR ALTERNATIVE
SYSTEM/CHANGE SOLUTIONS

HOLD DIALOGUES OR DEMOCRATIC
SEARCH ACTIVITIES

FIND SOLUTIONS WHICH ARE AGREEABLE
TO MOST PEOPLE AND UNDERSTANDING
OF ALL PEOPLE

STABILIZE THE CHANGE A 7
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THE IDEAL
VS.

THE REAL

-0- IDEAL -P. DIGNITY AND STRENGTH
KNOWLTDGE AND WELLNESS
MEANINGFUL WORK FOR ALL PEOPLE
PRODUCTIVITY AND SELF RESPECT

A4 SEAL --P. ALCOHOLISM& *mom AausE I DEPENDENCY
CRIME AND DELINQUENCY
VIOLENCE AND PERSONAL ABUSE & NEGLECT
PHYSICAL AND MENTAL DISORIENTATION
ABUSE AND NEGLECT OF OMER!)
LOW EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT
LACK OF putsoNAL AND SOCIAL
PERFORMANCE AND PRODUCTIVITY
LOW SELF-ESTEEM
CULTURAL DISINTEGRATION
OPPRESSION AND POWERLESSNESS
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT Or FRANCISCA HERNANDEZ, EXECITIIVE DIRECTOR AND DNA
LAM PORTER, DIRECTOR, PLANNING AND COMMUNiTY DEVELOPMENT

We represent the Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board, Inc.,

and are here to teLtify on behalf of the organization and

the tribes and communities represented thereins the Jicarilla

Apache Tribe, Mescalero Apache Tribe. Alamo Navajo Chapter.

Canoncito Band of Navajos, Ramah Navajo .Community Chapter.

Southern Ute Tribe, Ute Mountain Sae Tribe, and off reserva-

tion populations within the Denver and Albuquerque metro-

politan areas. We appreciate the opportunity to present

our program and our concerns to the Committee.

There is possibly no other disease that is as well known

in name as Otitis Media. The majority of the parents we

see have at least heard the term. However, their knowledge

of the disease Is varied. Many parents we have interviewed

have gained their knowledge of this disorder from hits of

Information gleened from pamphlets, brief comments from

physicians or from other Parents. In combining all these

bits and pieces it appears that each parent brings a ne4

and totally unique description of the problem. We have

heard, explanations of the causes ranging from the lunar

cycle tc the birth month of the child. The father blames

the mother's family or the mother blames the father's family.

The remedies are just as varied and include such things

as a firmly packed cotton in the ear canal, mixtures of

herb tea poured into the ear canal, or simply taking the

medical advice given by the local clinic practitioner.

It is not surprising that this misunderstanding of the disease

should occur. The medical community is just as unclear

in its approach to the treatment of the disorder. The varied

cures have included the removal of tonsils/adenoids, repeated

piercing of the ear drum, decongestant antihistamine therapy.

and many other "cures" that ofton failed to bring about

a lasting remission of the disease. It can be easily under-

stood why parents question the medical advice and fail to

comply with treatment.
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A detailed dese-iption of the etiology and sequelae of Otitis

Media is given in most medical textbooks, and has been de-

scribed at great length by medical staff. With its reference

to the anatomy and physiology of the ear it is not easily

understood or described without some knowledge of medical

terminology. Simply stated, Otitis Media is a disease that

effects the part of the ear that helps one hear. It is

actually two problems. One, it is an infectious disease.

It is the result of contracting a bacterial infection, much

like the flu, and can be transmitted to others like any

other infectious disease. The infection is easily understood

and can be diagnosed and treated with antibiotics. It is

also a physiological dysfunction, a part of the body (the

eustacian tuba), is not working like it should. Since the

eustacian tube is linked to the ear, its dystunction often

results in a hearing impairment. This type of physiological

dysfunction is thought to be the resnit of an infectious

disease. This may be the case but it is of little importance

sincethedysfunction may persist long after the infection is

successfully treated. This results in a patient who shoes

little or no signs of illness other than a sensation of

water in their ear canals and possibly a mild hearing loss.

In adults, this condition Aay lead to more serious complica-

tions if left untreated over a great length of time, Lit

more commonly it results in a mild, temporary discomfort.

In children, e mild hearing loss of gradual onset is unnoticed

by the child and by others around him/her. If he/she is

younger than two years of age it is doubtful that he/she

could verbally ccmplain of the conditinn even if he/she

was aware of it. This presents the obvious problem of a

child with an unidentified hearing hcndicap during a time

described as the critical period for language development.

Otitis Media hes been dencribed as the leading cause of

out-Patient visits in the pediatric population. cur program

2
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has Compiled statistics over the past three years. Table

I. reveals the average incidence of middle ear disorders

in the Native American population over a three year period

of time.

Our statistics indicate a high incidence of the disorder.

especially in the 0 to 3 year age level. The incidence

of middle ear disease does not drop off until school age.

and it appears that throughout school the disorder as present

to some degree.

TABLE I.

1981-84 Percent Failing Impedance Test By Grade Level

0-3 Yrs.
3-4 Yrs.
4-5 Yrs.
Kinder
First

GRAPHIC PERCENT

30
23

TOTAL

1,221
694

1,136
1,076
1,226

Second ** 799
Third 939
Fourth 796
Fifth 792
Sixth 698
Seventh 679
Eighth 650
Ninth Alf* 650
Tenth Rf**t* 691
Eleventh 507
Twelvth 424

Average 12,218

The other question raised is how does this relate to actual

hearing loss in children. Although there is not a one to

one correspondence of hearing loss to middle ear disorder,

the correlation is high. If this were a disease of the

pulmonary arteries affecting the function of the heart,

it is doubtful that there would be any question that a life

threatening condition existed regardless of the degree it

hindered actual pulmonary function. The question of Otitis

3
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Media and hearing loss is a question of degree. The point

at which humans barely perceive the presence of sound is

veriable from one individual to another. Hearing is tested

at 'a level considered as the average threshold that one

perceives sound. In fact one may perceive sound at a level

above or below that average threshold, therefore, a hearing

loss may not be measureable for one with more than average

hearing sensitivity. The sensation of sound (which is what

is more typically tested) is not the same as that of the

perception (comprehension discrimination) of sound. Individ-

uals possess varying degrees of ability to discriminate

and comprehend speech. A mild hearing impairment may

be more handicapping to some than to others.

Table II. reveals the incidence of hearing impairment in

the same population described in Table I, The hearing losses

described range from borderline to severe impairment and

include those hearing losses that may not be associated

with middle ear impairment. The population from 0 to three

years of age is difficult to test, therefore, many of the

chillren indicated in Table I. are not included in Table
TI.

Tv8LE II.,

1581-84 Percent Failing Pure Tone By Grade Level

GRAPHIC

0-3 yrs, ************
3-4 Yrs. ********
4-5 Yrs. sets***
Kinder ******

First *****

Second ********
Third *******
Fourth *****
Fifth *********
Sixth *********
Seventh ee********
Eighth *t******
Ninth ***** *

4

PERCENT TOTAL

12 262
a 546
6 534
6 1,105

1,222
8 780
7 918
6 779
9 774
9 680

10 672
8 631
6 622

5 2-
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TABLE II. Continued

GRAPHIC PERCENT TOTAL

Tenth 8 687
Eleventh 7 485
Twelveth 11 403

Average B 11.500

Complications that may arise from Otitis FKlia as an infec-

tious disease are fairly_ well controlled with antibiotic

therapy. The hearing loss that may accompany the disorder

is more difficult to treat. It is difficult to identify

mild hearing losses in infants. When the hearing loss is

identified and attributed to residual effects of the infec-

tious disorder there is a tendency to wait to see if the

body will correct itself of the middle ear problem. This

'wait and see treatment presents problems when the waiting

occurs over a great span of time. For adults, a three to

six month period of time is relatively short. To school

age children this represents one half to three fourths of

a school year. To Infants in their language development

period this could represent a period of time when they

were to acquire 758 of the grammatic rules of their native

language. Compare an eighteen month old child who converses

in single words to a two and a half yesr old that seems

to talk throughout their entire waking period. There ia

an incredible amount of language learning taking place in

a relatively short period of time. It is unfortunate that

this disorder is prevalent in infants rather than adults.

If an adult medical student were prone to a disorder that

handicapped learning primarily during the first three years

of medical school it is doubtful that the 'wait and see'

treatment paradigm would be as prevalent.

Otitis Media is highly prevalent. The hearing loss associated

with the digease Is difficult to diagnose in the 'At Risk'

5
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population. It is difficult to treat the physiological

malfunction, and to compound the problem in the Native American

population is the fact that it is prevalent in a population

that suffers from a myriad of medical, social, and economic

ills. It is not beyond comprehension to see that a single,

unemployed, mother of four children is not concerned with

a disease that is not evident in symptoms associated with

illness or evere pain. The concerns of many of these parents

are life and death concerns. Moreover, there comes a point

where people become disensitised to events that affect their

lives or the lives of their family. One more problem in

the lives of people faced with poverty, bureaucracy and

unemployment becomes almost expected. what is often perceived

as apathy is really an adaptive response to repeated pain.

This adaptation takes place in the patient and often occurs

in the health provider, too. The staff at the local clinics

live with their patieats in the same communities they serve

and know personally the extreme hardships they endure.

Thus, it becomes difficult to arouse concern over an illness

that may affect a child's learning when the medical staff

knows the social reality and must deal daily with cases

of child abuse, neglect. alcoholism and trauma from accidents

and violence.

Our project is in its fourth year of operation under the

Albuquerque Area Indian Health Board, Inc. It employs three

full-time and four part-time employees. The communities

served are scattered throughout New Mexico, Southern Colorado,

and Southeastern Utah. Four of the seven staff members

provide direct service on a monthly basis to each of seven

communities. Services are also available at the facility

in Albuquerque. They consist of speech-language screening.

diagnosis, and consultation/training services; audiological

screening, evaluation. and hearing aid titting services.

As indicated by the incidence statistics in Tables I. and

6
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II., our Program provides comprehensive audiological screening

from infancy through high school. Patients identified as

hearing impaired or suffering from middle ear disorder are

immediately referred for medical examination. Recommendations

for medical treatment are cerried out by the local Physician.

Anyone referred for medical treatment due to a middle ear

disorder is scheduled for monthly re-examination until the

test results return to normal. Our program conducts monthly

audiological clinics within each health facility in order

to maintain a working relationship with the local medical

staff. We are available to assist in the diagnosis of middle

ear disorder and to provide information related to the commu-

nicative skills of children diagnosed with chronic middle

ear problems. we have begun to maintain a computerized

data base Jf all children screened in order to more accurately

monitor those in need of follow-up.

The identification component of this project is very accurate

at discovering children with middle ear problems. The project

has been in existence for some time and coordinates its

efforts with local health resources very well. The com-

puterized data base is in its first year of operation.

lt has helped us becoae more organized and systematic at

tracking children and in conducting the screening services.

However, some zaprovement is needed in data entry techniques

and expanding the information entered on each individual

child screened.

Although identification services are important, follow-

up is essential to effect improvement in the conditions

described by the identification coaponent. Some follow-

up services that may be either expanded or initiated include:

1. Infant Stimulation Program for chronic childrens

The "wait and see" treatment for children suffering

from middle ear effusion seems to be very prevalent

7
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at this point. The difficulties with this treatment

measure were described earlier. In order to minimize

the risks at waiting for a child to recover from an

illness while under a possible hearing handicap a program

of increased language stimulation for that child should

be initiated. The stimulation program may provide direct

speech-language therapy, possibly amplification (hearing

aid). parent support/education as well as acting as

the vehicle for assured medical compliance and periodic

measurement of progress toward resolution of the middle
A

ear dysfunction.

2. Surveillance Program:

A tracking/surveillance program that describes successful

treatment measures and successful parent education

methods, would be helpful in improving the treatment

cour6e for children with middle ear disorders. It would

held standardize an approach so that children are not

placed on the "wait and see" treatment schedule indefi-

nitely. This program may also assist in parent education

about the disease. and expected treatment outcomes.

the importance of meeting the planned treatment schedule.

and the importance of treatment compliance.
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Chairman Mum. To follow up on your testimony, what has
been the result of the efforts you have made, in terms of starting
in a community and getting acceptance? Do you see any perceptive
change? It's clear that everywhere the committee has been, when
you ask what the No. 1 health problem is, alcoholism is the re-
sponse of almost everybody. I just wonder if you would agree. Do
you think you might have some sugzestions there?

Ms. Foam. We have been working on the problem for nearly 5
years. It took almost 3 years to get funding because there is little
to no money available for preventive programs.

Chairman Mazza. That money came from where?
Ms. PORTER. It came from Indian Health Service. The initial

funding came from the mental health branch, not from alcoholism,
bezause there was no money available in alcoholism.

It now is being funded, beginning this year, out cf the alcoholism
division of the Indian Health Service.

I guess it has been a very generic and generative kind of a proc-
ess. What we propose is not a product. We don't have any answers
that we are taking into communities. As Francisca mentioned,
many times the work that we do to get a community ready will
take 2 or 3 years to get them ready to begin, and they have to be
ready. If they're not ready, we lose. We are running 100 miles an
hour down a dead-end alley.

We are now working in three communities. We're working in the
Southern Ute community in southern Colorado, the Mountain Ute
community and the Navajo community in Canoncito. Canoncito is
the one we have been working with the longest.

They have gone eh the way through a process of developing com-
prehensive, long-range community plans around a philosophy for
their community and a set of goals for their community that has
wellness at its center.

This has been the model that most communities, not only Indian
communities, but communities across the world have used. Every
decision that is made in the community has to do with either the
actual number of dollars or jobs that will be brought to the commu-
nity. And one of the things that we have found is that very often
that creates mental health and social problems that then emerge
as tremendous pathologies just down the road. There are numerous
examples of that in the Indian communities.

We propose to cur communities that, instead of using this, that
they use economic power as a tool to achieve wellness for their
community. And so we take it out of the center and place it as one
of the tools that we have to work toward the goals of our communi-
ty. And then wellness becomes the filter through which all the de
cisions are made. So whether we're making economic decisions, po-
litical decisions or school decisions, this is the model that we use.
And by doing that, our decisions are not shortsighted, they are
carefully orchestrated, and they really begin to build a well com-
munity.

Ms. HERNANDEZ. The Southern Ute community has been the
most willing, in terms of understanding, to follow this approach.
There is commitment on the part of the leadership to do that. They
are committed to making the changes. They are making small
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every day decisions different from the way they have made deci-
sions in the past.

For instance, they have decided, not to have alcohol or other
chemical substances in some of their social activities in the commu-

niliairman MIILER. IS Drug Busters incorporated as part of this,
or as complementary to it? How does that work? Please identify
yourself for the record.

VELASQUEZ. I'121 Sue Velasquez, with Drug Busters. Our Drug
Busters grcup started up about 2 year ago, and from that myself
and another lady got involved in a panel that Francisca was talk-
ing about. But Drug Busters is primarily aimed at the young
people.It was the young people themselves that were tired of what
was goin,g on in our community of Ignacio and saw a need to turn
it arouni and make it positive, and they have done that

There is an everyday struggle to keep going, but they have incor-
porated more and more children into that. One of the big things
that thw're running against is drug abuse, and that really incorpo-
rated all the community, the tribe, the school and the whole tow-1.
And for our community, that has worked.

Chairman MILLER. Toni, you mentioned some of the activities
that you participated in with Drug Busters. Is part of this program
also a social program to keep young people occupied and involved
in activities?

Ms. RAEL. Yes, it has. Usually, I would be out and just doing
nothing.

Chairman Maims. We have talked to young people all week from
different reservations from Seattle down to the Papagos. We spent
a lot of time at a boarding school yesterday and on other reserva-
tions. What we saw was almost ar of the young at the boredom
of reservation life. They absolutelyad nothin4 to do. We talked to
a large group of young people out on the Navoi reservation in one
of the little villages. And outside of a Monday night movie being
shown on a VCR and the one TV set that was available, there was
nothing for these young people to do. They were trying to get ac-
tivities going. And they said time and again that it waS the bore-
dom that just caused people to wander off and get into trouble
simply because trouble became some form of excitement and devi-
ation f'rom the boredom, whether it was vandalism or whatever. Is
that somewhat true of the Southern Utes?

Ms. Mgt. Yes.
Chairman Musa. What do people do for recreation? Do you

have a recreation center? Do you have programs?
RAEL Not really. Well, now we do. It just used to be about 2

years ago we didn't Now they have trips. We go to Durango. We go
to the movies. We have other things. Sometimes in our church we
do things.

Chairman MILLER. What year are you in school?
MS. RAEL. I'm a sophinore.
Chairman Musa. You're a eophmore? Do you live at home and

go to high school?
MS. RAM,. Yes.
Chairman Musa. How many people live in your village? Is your

school in your village?
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RAEL. It's in Ignacio.
Chairman Maim. Do you have to spend time on a bus to get

there?
Ms. Um. Well, my mom drives me and my brother to school,

but there is a bus that runs by our house.
Chairman Mum. Now Drug Busters is what you're involved in,

and you're creating a teen center also; is that correct?
Ms. VELAZQUEZ. Alternative programs for the teens in our area.

We had a recreation center in town that kind of fell by the way-
side, but it is starting to pick up again. Our combined efforts have
been in working with them in having different activities. During
the Christmas break, when there was hardly anything for the kids
to do, we had TV, movies, rap sessions at different people's houses
just to keen them off the streets and out of trouble.

Chairman nun. Ms. Hernandez, would this be consistent with
what you're trying to establish on the reservations?

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Yes, it is.
Chairman Mnami. We have been joined by Congressman Wheat,

from Missouri, and we'll start questioning with Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEmsaN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have a couple of

questions. Most of what I've heard today could also be applied to
the backwoods and the decaying farms in Appalachia, to the poor
whites there. It could be apOied to migratory farm laborers, such
as we have in Belle Glade, n. It could be applied to the homeless
in our big cities, where people are sleeping under bridges in Miami
and on top of grates in Washington. It could also be applied to the
inner city public housing minorities where families are abandoned
frequently by one of their parents.

What is the main difference between the problems of the Indians
on the reservations and these other so-callecl fourth world types of
communities that we have elsewhere in this country?

Chairman Miu.eii. Professor May?
Mr. MAY. That's the $64 million question. There are many

common threads. There's no doubt about that. Poverty has been
the one common denominator. Access to social means for advance-
ment is certainly a common thread, too, but many of the things
that are different have come up here.

For instance, Francisca mentioned racism. There is a degree of
racism here in the west. It's not unlike the racism that I experi-
enced in North Carolina and Maryland when I was there, but
racism is one factor.

The second factor, I think, has to do with on reservations you
have a residual population, in a sense. Many, many people have
been pulled aviary from the reservation and they are out living in
mainstream society, and we tend not to identify those folks as "In-
dians" any longer once they're off the reservation. Those back on
the reservation, however, tend to be identified as Indians and,
given their social isolation, generally are confrontei with more
problems.

So when we look at reservations, we sometimes are looking at a
special-case situation. That is, you have more harsh, more deprived
conditions. Therefore, it magnifies the problems that we see. But
Indians are unique in that setue, and they have been subject to, as
has been pointed out many, many times--
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Mr. LEHMAN. I would like to put out a newsletter on this hearing
and make the people I represent aware of this. If you could per-
haps write me a memo as to what makes the problems unique, as
you have stated, among the Indians and different from the ones
that exist elsewhere among other kinds of deprived groups in this
country, that would be helpful to me.

The only other thing that I would like to mention is about alco-
holism and the lack of attention that this illness is given. Alcohol
is socially acceptable throughout this country. It has been part of
the frontier mentality. I am on the Appropriations Committee for
Transportation that deals with the Coast Guard, and we fund the
Coast Guard. We have received over $300 million from the Depart-
ment of Defense to transfer to the Coast Guard, which is in the
TrEaisportation Department, to interdict illegal drugs that are not
socially acceptable. And I think that is one of the ead factors. If the
Indians would substitute cocaine for alcohol, you could get lots of
Federal money.

Chairman MILLER. That is not a recommendation of this commit-
tee.

Mr. LERMAN I'm just saying that the way that our country looks
at these problems, it is a sad fact that we do not recognize alcohol-
ism and that alcohol is the most destructive drug we have, liot only
here, but elsewhere in the country. Thank you.

Chairman lodulza. 0:mgressman Wheat.
Mr. WHEAT. Mr. Cnairman, first let me thank you for holding

the hearing. I apologize for being late. I got here as quickly as I
could this morning.

Ms. Hernandez, perhaps you have discussed this already, and if
sA, if you could just summarize briefly for me, I would appreciate
"..t. I was very interested in the model in the chart that you held up,
which basically shows a completely different social order that you
try to fiet communities to adopt. I would think that that would be a
very difficult thing to do, ancl I recognize that it probably would
take several years to get the community tr) a point where they
would be able to accept a different social order. What are the
things, very basically, that you have to do to get a community to a
state of readiness?

Ms. HERNANDEZ. Most communities decide to do something about
the problem when they have reached a crisis from which they don't
know how to come out. At that point they usually call on us.

We do what we call a community intervention that will deal
with the immediate crisis. When some kind of normalcy has been
created, we begin our work with the tribal leadership. If the coun-
cil accepts we go with the training for task forces and the design
for a comprehensive community based prevention plan based on
the strategy I outlined earlier. The goals of the plan include: Per-
sonal, familial and community reintegration; wellness and social
development at the center of all community activities; school based
prevention programming incorporated into school goals, activities
and curriculums; community based programming for the develop.
ment of basic skills.

One of the things I fmd most rewarding among Indian people is
that they are tremendously enlightened and very willing to fmd
some kind of meaning in their lives. This meaning was there once
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and they are not that far removed from it; only confused. They are
longing fer that again.

And we help them understand that maybe things cannot be ex-
actly as they were, but that they can define what they once had
and incorporate what they can of it into a different reality today.

The most significant thing for success in this type of problem is
to have a plan. Then you need to educate peopfe and help them
change their perceptions of themselves, their reality and the
future. This is a process oriented approach. As their perceptions
change they begin to feel more, to talk more, to trust more.
Through dialogue and trust hope and optimism begin to gel and
energy on action is generated. Our role then becomes more that of
a guide. We encourage, empower, support, offer alternatives, help
analyze, share what we know, affirm them, celebrate their success-
es. We have divided the work into a three pronged approach. One
prong is treatment for those who are very sick people. They may be
sick with a variety of things including alcoholism. Second prong is
early identification and intervention for people who are becoming
sick or who are at risk. For this prong we utilize schools, clinics
and hospitals, courts, employment place and drivers as places
where we can identify people early and intervene when they still
have all systems going for them. The third prong is the prevention
approach I have described already.

Mr. WHEAT. One of the things that you talked about, in terms of
finding solutions, almost seems to be some kind of change in the
spiritual essence of the community. And while I can understand
that that would be very important and vital for trying to assist
people who are having problems, I am not sure that I can see im-
mediately what role government has to play in that process. Ceuld
you explain that to me, in terms of practical steps that we might
be able to take back to Washington?

MS. HERNANDEZ. These changes are not just spiritual changes.
They represent fundamental social, personal and economic
changes. The only spiritual dimension is the ability of people to
reintegrate themselves and to create a new way of social, familial
and economic life. We need both financial and philosophical sup-
port from our government. And right now we are in a state of
crisis. For instance, our organization is about to be dismantled and
eliminated because there are no funds.

Chairman MILLER. If I could interrupt on this point? What is the
priority? What is the funding within the Indian Health Service for
alcoholism?

MS. HERNANDEZ. Maybe somebody else can help me with that.
Mr. MAY. Well, the vast mAiority, I'll bet, 95 percent of the

money in the Indian Health Service that goes to the alcoholism
programs goes to programs which deal with rtdult alcoholics, gener-
ally end-stage alcoholics. So they're dealing with chronic alcoholics.

Chairman MILLER. Is that for acute treatment or for prevention?
Mr. MAY. Generally for acute treatment and rehabilitation of

those chronic alcoholics.
Chairman Musa. So in effect they're taking the worst cases and

dealing with them at the end of the syndrome and trying to decide
whether or not they can rehabilitate them. Is there any kind of
success rate?

1
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Mr. MAY. There have been a number of studies, none too
recentwell, there is one recentand they are not too optimistic.

Chairman Miu.n. On Congressman Wheat's point though, just
as the Papagos and others suggested to us, there really is no money
for preventive work on alcoholism for the reservations. That is
what I was told by the Yakimas in Washington.

Mr. MAY. That's fairly true.
Chairman nun. How fairly true? Do you know of any big pre-

ventive programs that are sustained?
Mr. MAY. I can give you an example of mine. The National

Indian Fetal Alcoholism Syndrome Program evolved out of pilot
moneys, $120,000, which came forth in 1979, for the International
Year of the Child. We did a 21/2 year pilot project with a total of
maybe $220,000. These were all special funds, they were not recur-
ring. And it was obvious to a number of people in Congress, Con-
gressman Yates specifically, that Fetal Alcohol Syndrome had tre-
mendous promise because it was not dealing with end-stage alto-
holics, it was dealing with a problem that could be entirely pre-
vented.

Congress earmarked $300,000 for Fetal Alcohol Syndrome work,
which we were able to compete for and get in 1983 $225,000. Now
with that, we were--

Chairman MILLER. You don't leave a lot of change on the table,
do you? Go ahead.

Mr. MAY. With that, we were mandated to train people in the
prevention of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome on every reservation in the
United States. So that's 93 Indian Health Service units, including 8
in Alaska, et cetera. So over a _period of 2 yearswe were able to
stretch thatmoney to serve the entire Nation and we trained a
large number of people. But those funds, again, were not recurring,
so the project ended in October.

Chairman Muzza. And what happened to the people you trained?
Was there funding for that program?

Mr. MAY. Only if local MS people, which many of them were,
were committed enough to write that in their job descriptions so
they could continue.

Chairman Mum& But they would have to be people who were
already funded?

Mr. MAY. Right.
Chairman MILLER. There was no expansion of 1HS personnel?
Mr. MAY. No. So what I'm saying is that's just one example of

the fact that prevention moneys, as they are now called, in the past
have been borrowed from some other source almost all the time.
Francisco's program is an example.

So to sum it up, what she's saying is that prevention probably is
a direction we should go in, because dealing with end-stage alcohol-
ice is not very successful in any population.

Chairman Mimi& If you go to St. Michael's on the Navojo Res-
ervation and you see the end stage of FAS with the children that
are in that institution

Mr. MAY. Exactly.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I have an idea of where we might

find some money.
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Chairman MILLER. That's v:hy we always bring members of the
Appropriations Committee along. We have all the good ideas, but
no money.

Mr. LEHMAN. We fund the National Highway Safety Administra-
tion, which deals with the problems of driving under the influence
and trying to prevent that. And you talk about your suicides, we
find out that a lot of fatal highway accidents are really a farm of
suicide. You're probably not even counting them an your young
peo_ ple's suicides ar the other suicides.

You can apply far same money from the National Highway
Safety Administration to study the problems of alcohol-related acci-
dents among the Indians in this part of the country. And in doing
so, you might be able to gain scme funds that you could spread
around as a way to provide far higinvay safety. You might be able
to get some money to deal with the alcohol problems of the Indi-
ans, and I will be glad to work with you an that.

Chairman Musa. Congressman Wheat, I interrupted you.
Mr. WHEAT. That's all right, because your questioning did lead to

the answers I needed.
Ms. PORTER. I just have one comment to fallow up with here. The

approach that we take iS what we call a three-pranged approach.
And you asked Francisca earlier if Drug Busters is part of what
were talking about. It is what we're talking about, but it is a very
small part of what were talking about

When were talking about creating well communities, were
really talking about transforming those communities. When we
first started working an the problem, about 6 years ago, essentially
what was in place were treatment programs. And as you can see,
they deal with serious alcohol problems and alcoholics, very sick
people. And as the chairman so aptly said, were investing all of
our dollars in this area, where the chances of US really having
impact is very, very small.

At that time it seemed to us that the community transformation
we're talking about was absolutely critical to the future of the com-
munities, and that's this prong over here. But the thing we found
as we tried to work in that was that the communities were in such
crisis that, unless we found some effective way to alleviate the
crisis, that they couldn't think about this because this is very long
range.

So as a consequence, we created this middle prang. And in the
middle prang what we are trying to do is identify people in the
early stages.

So the thing we said to ourselves, knowing what the money situa-
tiod was and also the way that we believed in incorporating all the
people in a community into believing that alcoholism is prevent-
able and that they have a role in preventing it, we said, "Where
are people in the community seeing the problem, but dainF nothing
about it because they believe that it isn't their responsibility, ar
they fear doing it because they don't have enough information ar
they're stepping on somebody's toes?"

The areas that we found where people were seeing it and not
doing anything about it were essentially ;n the courts, with legal
offenders. We had major offenses in the community. It is not un-
common to see between 90 and 100 percent of those offenses be al-

3
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cohol related. We weren't making any tie-ins there, and we weren't
doing anythilq about alcohol as an initiating factor.

The other plam where people were seeing the problem and not
doing anything about it were in clinics and hospitals. The trauma
was being treated and the pathology was being treated, but the
new traumas were being ignored.

The other place was drivers. DWI rates in New Mexico are
higher than any place in the United States, and yet we were not
making any connections and any direct feed-ins between what was
happening there and the alcohol programs.

The other places where people were seeing problems were among
students. Students, young people, spend most of their waking hours
in school, and it becomes very obvious when there are problems.
But because people are not equipped to deal with those problems,
they do nothing about them.

And finally, the other place was in the workplace. Places where
people see each other on a very regular basis are the first places
where the signs and symptoms of problems occur.

Our belief was that if we could develop programs in these areas
and identify people early and intervene in the problems, that we
could have outcomes that would far exceed this, with much fewer
resources, many fewer resources.

So recognizing that, we created programs in all of those areas,
first offenders' programs. We have a project to define the role of a
physician in the Garly identification and intervention in alcohol-
ism. We have DWI legal help programs. We have student assist-
ance programs and employee assistance programz. And we have
the technology, a technology that is very sophisticated, in every
one of those areas. The problem has, again, been funding--

Chairman MILLER. Let me stop you. Toni, let me ask you a ques-
tion. Do you have a setaside of title XX fkinds for Indians in this
State?

Ms. MARTORELLI. Yes, we do-
Chairman MILLER. So that's related to the population of title XX

eligible in the State? How is that done; do you know?
Ms. MMIOREM. If you don't mind, could I refer that ques-tion
Chairman MILLER. You can submit it to us in writing. One of the

things we have discovered is States handle title XX differently. In
some States Indians are counted for the_purpose of receiving title
XX funds, but then it's not disbursed. You know, it's not passed
through or set aside. Arizona sets it aside, and New Mexico, you
said, also sets it aside.

Let me ask you this. The Navajos testified that they are working
out a procedure with the State for licensing for out-of-home care
under the Indian Child Welfare Act. Do you know if any negotia-
tions are going on between the Indian tribm here, the tribal coun-
cils and the courts, to start placing Indian children, and to get IV-
E money?

ME. MARTORRILL I know that we've done some work in IV-E,
and I don't have the specifics on the activities going on in the
State, and I will be glad to submit those to you.

Chairman Musa. I would appreciate that. Again, because it ap-
pears, with the overwhelming concerns that have been raised re-
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garding Indian child welfare, that it is very difficidt, nearly impos-
sible, to get any of the maintenance money once the tribes have
made a decision about the placement of a child out of home, and
they then have to start through the State system just for the pur-
pose of Amding. It seems to me that that's a rather large waste of
both the State system's time and a denial of the tribe's right to
make decisions about the placement of these children. So I would
appreciate it if you would submit to us what the situation is or
what you're working on. And I don't know if the Navajos are also
working on it in this State, as they are in Arizona, but that would
be very helpful.

Ms. Marroxst.u. I cad do that.
Chairman Mama. Finally, I would just like to ask Toni and Dan-

ielle about the use of alcohol among their friends. Do you see it
quite often?

Ms. Mown. Yes.
Chairman Mum. You are what age now?
Ms. Mom's, I'm 13.
Chairman Mum. You're 13? What's the youngest of your

friends or their brothers and sisters that you might see using alco-
hol?

Ms. Mum. Probably 10 years old.
Chairman MILLER. Ten years old?
Ms. Mown. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Is that unusual or not so unusual or--
Ms. MONTE. I think it's unusual.
Chairman MILLER. It would be unusual at that age? What about

when you're 13, 14, 15?
Ms. MONTE. Probably unusual.
Chairman MILLER. So when you see it among young people, the

use 1 alcohol, would it mainly be boys or girls? Would it mainly be
16 or 17?

Ms. Manz. I'm not too sure about that.
Chairman MILLER. Toni, what do you think?
Ms. RAEL. I don't think it's very uncommon, because 1 see alot
Chairman MILLER. It's not uncommon?
Ms. RAEL. No. I see a lot of younger, really young people.
Chairman MILLER. Like how young?
Ms. RALL. Ten, but that's really young to me.
Chairman MILLER. That would be unusual, that young, but

you've seen it or heard about it?
Ms. R. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Some of the reservations, 1 hate to say, were

even discussingthe young people were saying that they were
aware of people substantially younger than 10 who they thought
had trouble with alcohol.

Ms. RAEL. I don't think they're really addicted, but I think they
have had experience with it.

Chairman MILLER. Do young people discuss it? Do you talk about
the problems that it creates?

110b. RAEL. Yes, we do. Sometimes we joke about it. Sometimes
we're really serious about it in our meetings.

R5
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Chairman Mtuzn. In your discussion groups with Drug Busters?
What about discussions in terms of the use of alcohol within fami-
lies? Do young people talk about their parents' alcohol problems or
grandparents?

Ms. IZAEL. In health, we do.
Chairman MILLER. IS that a major problem for young people, al-

cohol in their homes?
MS. RAEL. I don't really know.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Mitzsa. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. Both Toni and Danielle, you are young women

with Drug Busters. There are no young men from Drug Busters
here. Is your organization predominantly young women, or are you
also able to include an equal proportion of young men in your orga-
nization?

Ms. MoNTE. les mixed.
Mr. LEHMAN. It just happens that there are two young women

here, kit it's balf and half?
Ms MONTE. Yes, about half and half.
Chairman MILLER. What is the closest large city to the Southern

Utes' pueblo?
S. VELASQUEZ. ICS Durango.

Chairman Musa. Durango?
Ms. VELASQUEZ. The next big city is either Albuquerque or

Denver.
Chairman MILLER. And what is the distance to Durango?
Ms. VELASQUEZ. Twenty-six miles.
Chairman MILLER. How often do the young people go into Duran-

go?
MS. VELASQUEZ. Well, our group, we try to take them at least

three or four times a month.
Chairman Mn.ma. So that's part of your activities?
MS. VELASQUEZ. Right.
Chairman MILLER. I'm just trying to get a picture of it. It obvi-

ously changes from renervation to reservation. Yesterday, in talk-
ing to the Papagos, I don't think any of the young people we talked
to could remember the last time that they were in the vicinity of
Phoenix, which is a fair drive, but can be done. And again, it was
one of the concerns that they had that they felt the), were totally
isolated. I know some portions of the tribe think that s good, but an
awful lot of the young people do not. They used to have field trips,
but no longer (lo because of the lack of funding in the BIA schools.

Thank you very mtrh, everyone on the panel. We appreciate
your contnoutions, and I suspect that you will find out filet the
committee and myself will be back to you as we start to think of
some ways to solve some of the impasses. Thank you very much.

The next panel will be made up of Floyd Solomon, who is a
parent and a parent trainer in Education for Indian Children with
Special Needs, from the Laguna Pueblo; the Honorable Stanley
Paytiamo, who is the Governor of the Pueblo of Acoma, NM; Mar-
jorie Reyna, who is the executive director of the Division of Eco-
nomic Development, Navajo Nation, Window Rock; Bennie Cohoe,
the executive director of the Ramah Navajo School Board, Pine
Hill, NM; and Melinda Bronson, who is the director of tribal social
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services for the Ute Mountain Ute Tribe, Towaoc, CO. If you will
come forward to the witness table.

As you can see, your testimony generates a number of questions
from members of the committee. So again, whatever written state-
ments you have prepared will be included in the record in their en-
tirety. To the extent that you can summarize will be most helpful
to us so that we will have time to allow for questions. But I also
want you to proceed in the manner in which you are most comfort-
able. And again I want to thank you very much for your time and
effort to join us. Mr. Solomon, we will begin with you.

STATEMENT OF FLOYD SOLOMON, PARENT AND PARENT TRAIN-
ER, EDUCATION FOR PARENTS OP INDIAN CHILDREN WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS, LAGUNA PUEBLO, NM

Mr. SOLOMON. I would first of all like to begin by welcoming you
to New Mexico. My name is Floyd Solomon. I would like to tell you
a little bit about my son, on whose behalf I am speaking.

My son, Travis, was born January 29, 1979. He is presently 6
years old and in the first grade. In school, he is functioning at aver-
age to above average in all areas except speech and language devel-
opment.

Travis is handicapped. He is hearing impaired, with a severe-to-
profound hearing loss. He wears hearing aids on both ears. The
cause of his hearing loss is unknown. Travis has been receiving
audio-verbal therapy in Albuquerque for the past 31/2 years.

At age 21/2, there were indications of Travis' speech delay. It took
1 year of examination and testing before he was diagnosed and an-
other 6 months before he was properly fitted with hearing aids.

The delays were a result of a lack of appropriate audiological
equipment, including a soundproof booth, at the local IHS area hos-
pital, and the Albuquerque IHS auditory testing facility was under
renovation. We were unaware that IHS had the ability to contract
these services with private providers.

After 1V2 months of speech-language therapy, the IHS audiolo-
gist recommended more intensive therapy and referred him to a
private oral program in Albugaerque. We wanted to try an oral
program with the hope that our son could attend school and com-
municate as a hearing child in our community.

We drove him 100 miles round trip from our home in Laguna to
Albuquerque for therapy. Initially, that was five times a week.
Now it is two times a week. The amount of therapy has been less-
ened, due to the financial haniship of my family. We pay the costs
of therapy and transportation ourselves. My wife quit her job so
that she could drive him to therapy classes. We were not informed
of any sources of financial assistance. Only recently did we learn
that we were and are eligible for SSI, which is supplemental securi-
ty income, and it is under a State program.

Neither the Head Start Program nor the BIA schools in which
he has been enrolled in our community have been able to coordi-
nate their efforts effectively enough to provide the audio-verbal
therapy Travis needs. We paid for private educational diagnostic
services to evaluate our son and give the results to the school.
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Our community BIA school has recently hired a speech-language
pathologist with a bachelor's degree and no previous education or
experience in working with a child like Travis, with a severe-to-
profound hearing loss.

Although we have a signed IEP, my son is still not receiving
therapy from the school. Last year, the school promised to contract
services with the Oral Program where our son receives therapy. So
far, that hasn't happened. We continue to pfiv for and transport
our son to Albuquerque for the audio-verbal th.)rapy he needs.

As the parent of a handicapped child, I have learned to function
as a teacher, a therapist, a case manager and a legal advocate. I
must arrange transportation, diagnostic services, and financial as-
sistance. I need to be knowledgeable of the laws and procedures for
ensuring that my child's rights are upheld.

Because of my firsthand experience and the frustration that my
family has encountered due to poor coordination and lack of com-
munication between service provider% I have become involved in
parent support organizations in New Mexico.

More recently, I have formalized my commitment to helping
other parents with handicapped children by taking a position with
a new project which provides education and training to Indian fam-
ilies with disabled children. The project is called EPICS, Education
for Parents of Indian Children with Special Needs. It is part of a
national network of parent support programs supported by the U.S.
Department of Education, Office of Special Education and Rehabili-
tation Services. The two main goals of the project are to educate
and train Indian parents to become advocates for their child's
needs and to establish a network of parent support groups in the
Indian communities.

This project will help families to constructively share and use in-
formation. Although each child's needs are unique, the needs of
parents are similar. By working together, parents can hopefully
become more adept and effective in addressing major problem
areas. Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Governor Paytiamo.
(Prepared statement of Floyd Solomon followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FLOYD SOLOMON, PARENT AND PARRNT TRAINER, EDUCATION
roa PARENTS OF INDIAN CHILDREN WITH Saxam, Nuns, LAGUNA Punt*, NM

MY riame is Floyd Solomon. I'd like to begin by telling you about my son on whose
benefit I am speaking.

My son Travis was born January 29, 1979 He is presently six (6) years old and in
the first grade. In school, he is functioning at average to above average in all areas
except speech and language development Travis is handicapped. He is hearing =-
paired with a severe to profound hearing loss He wears heanng aids on both ears
The cause of his hearing loss is unknown Travis has been receiving speech therapy
in Albuquerque for the past 3% years.

At age 21/2 years, there were indicatious of Travis' speech delay It took one (1)
year of examinations and testing before he was diagnixed and another six (6)
months before he was properly fitted with hearing aids The delays were a result of
a lack of appropriate audiological equipment including a sound proof booth at the
local IHS area hospital and the Albuquerque IHS auditory testing facility was
under renovation. We were unaware that 1HS had the ability to contract these serv-
ices with private providers.

After 1% months of speech-language therapy the 1HS audiologist recommended
more intensive therapy and referred him to a private oral program in Albuquerque

8
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We wanted to try an oral program with the hope that our son could attend school
and communicate as a hearing cMld in our community.

We drove him one-hundr (100) miles round trip from our home in Laguna tA
Albuquerque for therapy. Initially, that was five (5) times a week, now it is two (2)
times a week. The amount of therapy has been lessened due to the financial hard-
ship of my family.

We paid the e03.3 of therapy and transportation ourselves. My wife quit her job so
that she could drive him to therapy chafes. We were not informed of any sources of
financial assistance. Only recently did we learn that we were and are eligible for
ssi.

Neither the Head Start Program nor the MA schools in which he has been en-
rolled hi our community have been able to coordinate their efforts effectively
enough to provide the speech and language therapy Travis needs. We paid for pri-
vate educational diagnostic services to evaluate our son and give the results to the
school.

Our community BIA school has recently hired a speech-language eathologist with
a Bachelor's degree and no previous education or experience in working with a child
like Travis with a severe to profound hearing loss. Although we have a signed IEP,
my son is still not receiving therapy from the school. Last year, the school promised
to contract services with the oral program where our son receives therapy. So far
that hasn't hapnened. We continue to pay for and transport our son to Albuquerque
for the speech-language therapy he needs.

As a parent of a handicapped child I've learned to function as a teacher, a thera-
pist, a cue manager and a legal advocate. I must arrange transportation, diagnostic
services and financial assistance. I need to be knowledgeable of the laws and proce-
dures for ensuring that my child's rights are upheld.

Because of my Srst hand experience and the frustration my family has encoun-
tered due to poor coordination and lack of communication between service provid-
ers, I've become hivolved with parent support organizations in New Mexico.

More recently I have formalized my commitment to helping other parents who
handicapped children, by taking a position with a new project which provides educa-
tion and training to Indian families with disabled children. The project is called
EPICS, Education for Parents of Indian Children with Special needs. It is a part of a
national network of parent support programs supported by the U.S. Department of
Education, Office of Special FAucation and Rehabilitation Services. The two main
goals of the project are:

To educate and train Indian parents to become advocates for their child's needs
and;

To establish a network of parent support groups in the Indian Communities.
This project will help families to constructively share and use information. Al-

though each child's needs are unique, the needs of parents are similar. By working
together parents can hopefully become more adept and effective in addressing major
problem areae.

STATEMENT OF' GOV. STANLEY PAYTIAMO, GOVERNOR, PUEBLO
OF ACOMA, NM

Governor PAY'nAMO. Chairman Miller, members of the select
committee and staff, my name is Stanley Paytiamo and I am the
Governor of the Pueblo of Ammo. I also have with me Lt. Gov. Wil-
liam Estevan, who will use some of my time.

As you indicated, the unemployment rate is high on the reserva-
tions. Our unemployment at Acoma is 78 percent The county had
a large uranium industry, and that has closed down. In the Grants
area and viciniV, we have lost about 2,000 people that have moved
out, and we all ltnow that we need to provide a way of economic
development.

The people are always shooting down Indian bingo. We have a
bingo operation on the Acme Reservation. People are trying to
pass legislation to say that Indians cannot have bingo on the Veier-
vation. 'What if I said that I would like to put the alcohol industry
out of business? How would they feel? You know, they depend on
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their economic development and we also depend on bingo as our
economic development on the reservation.

You have my testimony, and I'm not going to go through it. As it
was supposedly indicated concerning the suicide rate, we have a
service unit, called the Acoma/Canoncito/Laguna Service Unit.
This service unit has the highest suicide rate in the State. We are
trying to use the judicial system as support, but there currently
exists a problem with my till.' obtaining services from State agen-
cies. The State and Federal Governments continue to argue be-
tween themselves. The State and the Bureau of Indian Affairs are
always going in o_pposite directions. There is a long waiting list for
services that the Indian people cannot get.

The Acoma people have a very high-handicap of tribal members
because of FA.S, and FAS is unknown to the Indian people. We
need to have some education on that. You know, where does that
thing come from?

And also, I would like to point out that the people at the Wash-
ington level have put labels on cigarette smoking, that it is hazard-
ous to your health, that it can be hazardous to your health. I would
like to see legislation be started to put labels on alcohol. I can't un-
derstand why they put, "May he hazardous to your health," on
cigarettes. I can't see what damage is done. But most of us know
that we can see evidence all around about what damage is done by
alcohol, the use of alcohol. We have a high rate of DWI. I'm glad to
say we are doing something about that. Everybody is organiemg to
fight the DWI people.

And also I feel that there is a great need for better cooperation
between the Indian Health Service and the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs.

We also need to prepare our children through quality education.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs and the public school system are not
providing the quality of education we need to see that people are
preparW for the future.

And also, we talk about fundimg. It is the position of the Pueblo
of Acoma that the U.S. Congress has a trust and treaty responsibil-
ity to the first Americans, to the Native American, which super-
sedes the vast reductions scheduled under the Gramm-Rudman
Act. We are eager, as Indian people, to terminate the dependency
on the Federal bureaucracy, but this cannot be accomplished with-
out an appropriate stage of development, both economic and
human development.

In the interim, we suggest that the Federal funds be channeled
directly to the tribes and 'oat we be given a chance to prove what
we can do. This reprogramming could save dollars for the Govern-
ment.

In closing, I would like to say that we have attended many, many
hearings of this kind, I would say maybe in the last 5 years, and we
keep saying the same things and we keep singing the same songs. I
hope that maybe a rock and roll group will put it to music. Maybe
somebody then would hear us. This was done, you know, with the
OPM, when people started putting music to feeding the hungry,
and somebody got some attention. Maybe if we could do that,
maybe somebody would do something in the area of alcoholism pre-
vention. I think that's what we need to do.

0,
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I think all we're doing right now on some of .ae cases is that,
you know, we're trying to take care of the chronic alcoholic, and
were not doing very much in the area of prevention. I think we
needs to do a lot more work in community education and preven-
tion so that we don't have to take care of all those substance abuse
people.

And also I think there is a need, a great need. I think some
people put recreation on a very low priority. We talk about trying
to do something for the idle youth, but there are no funds for de-
veloping recreation programs. Also, in the area of title XX I under-
stand that there may be, I think, only one Indian tribe that is
funded under title XX through the State, and I think there needs
to be more of those types of funds available to the Indian tribes.

Also in the area of mental health, I am aware that there is only
one pueblo that is funded for mental health, and there needs to be
more mental health programs developed for the ;Abes.

This concludes my remarks, and I will be glad to answer any
questions. I would like to allow the additional time that I have to
the First Lieutenant Governor. Thank you very much.

[Prepared statement of Gov. Stanley Paytiamo follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GOV. STANLEY PATTIAMO, GOVERNOR or THE PUEBLO OF
ACOMA, ALBUQUERQUE, NM

Chairman Miller. members of thc Select Committeee and staff, my name is Stan-
ley Paytiamo and I am the Governor of the Pueblo of Acorns which is located 60
miles due west of Albuquerque.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to address the needs of my Acoma chi dren
and families. I am confident that our situation is similar to the many other tribes
you have heard from over the past few days. However, I like to think that the
Pueblo of Acoma, as a traditional community, is also unique in many ways

Our traditional village, known to the nonAcoma ar "Sky Cit;;," is recognized as
the oldftt continously inhabited community in North America rlak'u, as we call it,
is situated atop a 365' mesa and Hak'u in our own language means "a place pre-
pared ibr the people," and is i;sted as a national historic bindroork by the Federai
Government.

In many respects, "preparation" should be a main focus oi ynur rc.:iurattes be-
cause that is a family's primer: responsiElityto prepare (he children for the
fitture

Before I address the current statos of our families, I would like te give you some
data on our community Our populution is approximately 4,'.29 _people with 75%
living on tribal lands. Our per capita ii.rome is $2,987 (Bureau of Ceneusl9801 and
our unemployment rate approaches 78%. Sivty-two percent (62% of our population
is below the age of 26 years. Most of our commanity members live in the communi-
ties of Acomita and McCartys and participate ;n sorra fern) of agrarian activity,
either farming or raising livestock, to supplement their income.

The Pueblo of Acoma is located in Cibola County which has been hard hit by the
collapse of the uranium industry. In 1970, the population of the county was 10,539.
The 1980 census indicated that the county population ha (trooped to 30,437. Since
1980, almost all uranium operation has been shut down and the county population
has further declined to approximately 20,000 i idividuas. Clearly the mrrounding
community is as hard pressed as we are here at the Pec.b.lo of ,t coma kr economic
survival. As this committee knows, such economic ronchtee.n piece a very derang-
ing strain upon the family and Rs ability to raise and prepare its ^hildroo

Our children are being affected by much the same trawia znk.i. aro impactieg
children throughout this country; the use and abuse of drubs and Or.ohol, teenage
pregnancy; the lack of basic educational skills and tits lack of Jol; troutmg and op-
portunities Teenage mortality rates for the Indian child are a% p!sreent to 50 per-
cent higher than the non-Indian largely due to motor vehicle actegonts Osir par-
ents, even more so than most parents, are not adequately prepared to adr:reee the e
problems.
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The strength of our community are our traditional values and practices More
than eighty percent (80%) of our population is full-blooded Acoma and continue to
participate in our traditiunal way of life. We believe that these values and practices
of our forefathers are not only useful, but necessary in the preparation of our chil-
dren. In this sense, the Pueblo of Acorns is known as one of the traditional Indian
communities in the Southwest.

Our tradition alone however, cannot relieve the economic strain that is felt by
each of our families nor can it fully prepare our children for self-sufficiency in the
outside world. The Pueblo of Acoma has aggressively approached the need for eco-
nomic development over the past years and we will continue in this direction. It has
been through the efforts of the Thbe that we have reduced unemployment by 12%
We have implemented the taxation of companies operating on tribal land. We are in
the initial stages of developing a multi-million dollar project to be located on Inter-
state 40. It as estimated that this will reduce the unemployment rate by 50%. As
you can see we are trying to ao our part in addressing some of our economic needs
and because we realize what our responsibilitits are, we stress the family's responsi-
bility to prepare the child for the future and the tribe's responsibility to prepare
future jobs. In this endeavor to increase economic development we need to elevelop
and strengthen our partnership with the County and State.

There currently exists a problem with my Tribe receiving services from State
Agencies. The State and the Federal Government continue to argue between them-
sel.as in regard to responsibility and the Indian people are denied services. Acorns
has an inordinately high rate of handicapped members in relation to the national
average. We have submitted a proposal to the Department of Health & Human
Services to help develop in-home servi.uts to families with developmentally disabled
members. Due to the extremely rural location of Amnia, we do not have the option
of developing partnerships with corporations or other companies to help share in
the cost of meeting the needs of my people.

I feel there is urger, need to coordinate and improve services provided by the
Indian Health Services (IHS) and the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA). These federal
agencies are working separately thus resulting in the duplication of some services
and the omission of others. Increased communwation and an effort to work as a co-
hesive unit would greatly improve the quality of services provided without costing
the Federal Government any extra dollars.

We need to aggressively prepare our children through an appropriate and quality
educational system. Our children are not obtaining the basic skills they need in
either the B/A or public school systems. A student who graduates from high school
without a functional ability to read is being prepared for failure.

The Pueblo of Acoma is addressing the comprehensive educational needs of our
people from preschcol through adult education, but the resources are limited and
shrinking. We are concerned with the administrative changes which have taken
place within Project Head Start which have had an adverse impact upon all Indian
children. We are concerned that the federal budget will be balanced on the backs of
my Indian children and their families

It is the position of the Pueblo of Acoma that the United States Congress has a
trust and treaty responsibility to the first Americans, to the Native American.
which supersedes the vast reductions scheduled under the Gramm Rudman Act We
are eager, as all Indian people are, to terminate the dependency upon the federal
bureaucracy. But tlus cannot be accomplished without an appropriate stage of devel-
opment, both economically and human development. In the interim we suggest that
federal funds be channeled directly to the Indian tribes and give us a chance to
prove what we can do. This re..dogramming could save dollars for the government

In closing. I would like to express my sincere gratitude, on behalf of my people of
Hak'u and the Pueblo of Acoma Tribal Council, that the Select Committee has
taken the time to visit the Southwest and hear our concerns If your schedule
allows, I invite you to visit "Hak'u" and our other commuMties this afternoon

Thank you

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM ESTEVAN, FIRST LIEUTENANT
GOVERNOR, PUEBLO OF ACOMA, NM

Mr. ESTEVAN. Thank you, Governor, Chairman Miller, and the
rest of the delegates that are here,

The only comments that I can add to what Governor Paytiamo
has said, I think it holds true for our community that it is no dif-
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ferent than any other Indian community in the State, as well as
nationwide. We have similar problems.

But I think one of the things that I need to allude to is the fact
that we are one of the tradition-oriented people in this State, and
we continue to hold on to the community life in the traditional
sense very much so today. And I think one of the things that we
really need to do within our own community is to educate the sur-
rounding communities and people in that sense.

Also, one of the things that is unique within our situation is that
we are very much trying to educate our own youth in self-identity
as Indian youth. A lot of times when they don't have a good stance
on who they are and where they come from and who their grand-
parents are and how the community's way of life is, a lot of times
it leads them to start to wonder, "Who and where and what do I
belong to?"

So with that I think one thing thaes certain is it has led many
of our community youth in that direction, in the sense that they
have started to go back into the kiva, which is a ceremonial cham-
ber within our pueblos, and start to participate in the ritual dances
and religious activities of the elders, and they start now to partici-
pate with the tribal elders in doing interviews and talking among
themselves to rmd out what they had to do when they were young
people.

I think ies very true a lot of times that a communication gap is
there. But with this type of program that we have within our own
school system, I think we're starting to open avenues that are
starting to lead to participation in our own communities in many
ways, and there are many different things that we hope to improve
on. I think we are doing our share, but I think with the help of
State government and the Federal Government we can continue to
address these problems. But we certainly stand ready to try to ad-
dress these problems from a leadership standpoint. Thank you for
your time, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF MARJORIE REYNA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIVI-
SION OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, NAVAJO NATION, WINDOW
ROCK, AZ

Ms. REYNA. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Lehman, Mr. Wheat, my name is
Marjorie Reyna. I am the executive director of the Navajo Nation
Division of Economic Development. I would like to express my ap-
preciation to you for taking the time to come out to our reserva-
tions to learn firsthand what exactly the tribes have to cope with
in the area of socioeconomic conditions and social problems as they
relate to economic development on our reservation.

Like any other society and community, the Navajo Nation, as
well as other Indian tribes throughout the United States, has tre-
mendous economic and social problems, including high unemploy-
ment, low per capita income, child abuse, teenage pregnancy,
school dropouts, disruptive family and homes and a high suicidal
rate. The statistics reflect that these problems are much more evi-
dent on Indian reservations than they are in other societies. As in
any other society these social problems are the result of the poor
economy conditions. I would like to speak specifically on how these
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social problems evolved on the Navajo reservation and what the
Navajo Nation is trying to do to cope with those problems.

Until the imposition of the Federal Government on our reserva-
tion in 1868, the Navajo people were extremely independent people.
Economically we were a self-supporting people, and we didn't have
the types of social problems that are evident on our reservation
today.

As we evolved into a new generation, we found ourselves becom-
ing more dependent on the Federal Government. We found our-
selves developing into a welfare society. We had our economic de-
velopment base taken away from us through livestock reductions
and controls. We found a whole new foreign lifestyle forced upon
us.

As a result, our family lifestyle was disrupted. The sense of pride
and strong family ties gradually disappeared. We found ourselves
living in a society with which we did not know how to cope.

We also lost a substantial portion of our econcmic baseland
and at the same time we hail to deal with destructive social and
cultural changes in society. It is really unfortunate that these prob-
lems have caused a dramatic family change in the family structure
throughout our reservation.

This is a very critical problem because we don't have enough job
opportunities on our reservation. Our unemployment rate is
around 32.7 percent, but that is a little bit misleading. In some por-
tions of our reservation it's as high as 90 _percent.

In order to get a better perspective of the present economic situa-
tion on our reservation, you have to understand the basic economic
structure of our reservation. We are the largest Indian reservation
in the United States. We cover approximately 24,347 square miles,
in Arizona, New Mexico, and Utah. We have a population of
162,000 growing at the rate of 2.5 percent per annum. Our per
capita income on the Navajo Nation is $2,400. The U.S. 1980 census
shows that 51,900 of our people are below the poverty level. We are
a very young nation. Approximately 50 percent of our people are
under the age of 25.

The economic climate on our reservation is extremely underde-
veloped. Our living conditions are poor. Approximately 70 percent
of our households live in substandard homes, which have no elec-
tricity, no running water, no sewer facilities. Further, the Navajo
families are forced to spend at least 30 percent of their disposable
income on transportation and commuting expenses because of the
remoteness of our reservation.

Our reservation is approximately the size of West Virginia. How-
ever, if you look at our roads on our reservation, the mileage of
paved roads is not even equal to one-twentieth the mileage of
paved roads in West Virginia.

Mr. LEHMAN. One-twentieth.
Ms. REYNA. One-twentieth. And when you look at the funding

that comes through the Department of TransportationI will men-
tion this, Mr. Lehman, because you mentioned you are on that
committeewhen the 5-cent tax was imposed on gas throughout
the United States, I became very familiar with that particular law,
and it did state that these are additional funds that are coming
through the different States, as well as reservations. When the
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Nava lo Tribe received that money, the money coming through the
Bureau of Indian Affairs was decreased, so we never did receive
any net increase in available road funds that came through that
increase in the Federal gasoline tax.

Mr. Limmaiv. That was 4 cents. It was a 5-cent tax. One cent was
going to the United States, and the other 4 centa was going to be
applied to the interstate and other highways. But the Indian reser-
vation did not receive any of those additional support funds?

Ms. REYNA. That's correct. While the money did come down, a
decrease wa3 realized in the BIA money that we were getting for
transportation and improving our road system, so it netted out to
zero. We didn't get any additional moneys at all.

The major inclustnes on our reservation are government, con-
struction, utility companies, retail trade and mining. I would like
to point out that 76 pnrcent of our economy is supported by the
public sector. The Navajo Nation's desire is to turn this around.

We are encouraging private sector development on our reserva-
tion. We are very aggressively pursuing a self-sufficient economy
on our reservation, and we have taken tremendous strides over the
past few years to start gaining control of development on our reser-
vation.

We are implementing a tax base. We are renegotiating all of our
mineral leases. We are streamlining the cumbersome business reg-
ulatory system that presently hinders development on our reserva-
tion. We are establishing a solid financial base. We are working
toward the development of an industrial base on our reservation.
There are many things that we are doing.

However, the new direction that is taking place in our Federal
Government and the decrease in funding that is affecting every so-
ciety throughout our Nation is certainly hindering our reservation.
And I would like to state that any more we don't look toward the
Federal Government for handouts. We really look toward the Fed-
eral Government to work with us, to support us, to give us continu-
ing commitments. We look toward the Federal Government to
work with us on a partnership basis.

We are starting to use the moneys that are now coming to the
reservation through the different Federal programs in a leveraging
approach to our development. We use it not only with our own
money, but with private money, as well, in the development of dif-
ferent projects on the reservation.

Our whole philosophy on developing our economy is to have a
lifestyle that provides our people with a choice of how they want to
live. Our intent is to provide jobs for our people. Our intent is to
bring our young people back to our reservation and provicP! incen-
tives. We have about 60:000 young Navsps who graduate from
high school each year. It is our responsibility to find jobs for those
young people, and that is basically our ultimate goal.

That really sums up what I have to say to you today. I really
would like to emphasize to you that this isn't the time to cut fund-
ing to the Indian tribes. We're just beginning, and I think that for
the first time we are taking steps in the right direction, and we
need to keep that continuintsupport coming to us.

Just briefiy, we count on EDA money, we count on HUD money,
we count on ANA money, we count on BIA money. We use these,
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and we are very effective in getting some projects going. We are
very concerned that much of the funds are drying up, and I think
now isn't the time to stop bringing it to us. We need you to contin-
ue to bring it.. Thank you.

Chairman MIILER. Thank you. Mr. Cohoe.
[Prepared statement of Marjorie Reyna follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARJORIE REYNA, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, FOR THE NAVAJO
DIVISION OF ECONOMIC DRVFLOPMENT, THE NAYMO NATION, WINDOw Rocx, AZ

My name is Marjorie Reyna. I am the Executive Director for the Navajo Nation
Division of Economic Development.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the House Select Committee on Chil-
dren, Youth and Family, on behalf of the Navajo Nation, I would first like to ex-
press my appreciation to you in conducting these hearings that will determine not
only the crux of the problems faced by the Navajo family, its youth and children,
but identifying as well, solutions for rectifying these same problems. Like any other
society and community, the Navajo Nation also has its &are of social problems;
problems related to high unemployment, low per-capita income, child abuse, teenage
pregnancy, school drop-outs, drug and alcohol abuse, disrupted family and homes,
and high suicidal iates. Statistics reflect that while these nroblems parallel to other
societies, they are evident on a much larger scale on the Navajo reservation as well
as most other Indian reservations. I believe that this is an already well documented
fact that will again be made evident through the course of your research and find-
ings. My presentation will reflect the causes of these problems as they relate te the
Navajo Nation economy and how the Nation is addreming the situation.

To be sure, the social problems are directly related to state of the economy in any
setting. Causes of these social problems can better be understood by looking at the
socio-economic and political structure of the Navajo Nation in a historical perspec-
tive, and the changes that have taken place over the course of the past 100 years.
Navajo history shows that Navajo families were traditionally a self-supporting and
independent people, fret from the burdens and problems related to outside society.
The Navajo had their own identity, culture, fivedom, economic base and self-govern-

plitog7stem.
This lifestyle existed until such time the U.S. federal government im-

own governmental sanctions and laws upon the Navajo peo0e through the
signing of the treaty in I J68. Certain promises were made to the Navajos at that
time by the federal government which included promises for economic opportunities
as well as provisions for health and educational programs. The federal government's
structure of its role as the Indian "Trustee" in essence converted the role of the
Navajos into that of public wards of the government.

Further restrictions during the early 1900's were placed upon the Navajos
through livestock reduction and controls, and ultimately the self-supporting lifestyle
of the Navajo family eroded to that of an almost total dependency on the federal
government. The Navajo cultural lifestyle and its language were planned for termi-
nation with the "American" lifestyle and society to be imposed on the reservation.

These dramatic changm to the Navajo family caused a sense of loss of identity
through these disrupted social and cultural changes in consequently causing
an evolution of the Navajo family: All generations of Navajo people are plagued
with a variety of social problems that previously were entirely foreign to the Islavajo

ople. The loss of land also resulted in loss ef the meane of livelihood for many
Navajos. Forced to assimilate into a new cultural and social behavior, they began to
lose their value system along with a loss of close family ties This was a major con-
tributing factor to the subsequent social problems, m mentioned herein. Unfortu-
rattly, these social problems have taken root in the Navajo family and are now
prevs'ent throughout our reservation.

In esseace, our *nerations of Navajos have turned into a dependent society
which ia economically weak and reliant upon federal government hand-outs that
allow minimal family survival for a predominant number. These problems can
:argely be attributed to the underdevelimed economy of the Navajo Nation. No jobs
and no hope for jobs has lowered the Navajo youths' self esteem This type of bor-
&nowu economy lent itself to Navajo migrations to bordertowns placing substantial
burdens on these towns as well, evident in eocial prc.ilems, alcohoiism, unemploy-
ment, etc.

In order to get a better perspective of the present economic situation of the
Navajo Nation, one has to understand the basic economic structure of the reserva-
tion The Navajo reservation encompasses a land base of 24,347 square miles extend-
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ing into three states; Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. It is the largest of all U.S.
Indian reservations. As of 1985, total population of the Navajo Nation is over
167,000 which is growing by a rate: of 2.5% annually. The Navajo population is ex .
petted to surpass 200,000 substantially by the year 2000. The 1980 Census indicates
that the median age of the Navajo population is 18.8 years with 50.4% of the popu-
lation being under the age of 19 years. An average of 5.4 persons reside in one
household. Per capita income of the Navajo Nation is $2,414 and the median house-
hold income is $8,342. U.S. 1980 Census showed that 51,904 Navajos residing in the
Navajo Nation were classified as below poverty level anA. to this date this number
has not changed very much. Present unemployment rate of the Navajo Nation is
32.7% which is supposed to have improved compared to the past, but it is unbear-
ably high compared to the National economic standards.

The infrastructure and economic cltmate of the Navajo Nation is virtually unde-
veloped, living conditions are poor, and approximately 70% of households live in
substandard houses which have no electricity, running water or sewer facilities.
Further, Navajo families are forced to spend at least 30% of their disposable in-
comes in transportation and commuting expenses because of the remoteness of the
vast reservation.

The major industries on the reservation are government, construction, utility
companies, retail trade and mining. Overall, the Navajo economy is heavily depend.
ent on the public sector. The degree of Navajo economic self-sufficiency remains ex-
tremely low. The major cause of the under developed Navajo economy can be attrib-
uted to:

(I) The continual leakage of Navajo dollars flowing off reservation in commercial
trade and services.

(2) Lack of a solid private sector and industrial economic base.
(3) Lack of Navajo financial development resources.
(4) Lack of technical and professional expertise.
(5) Lack of control over the Navajo mineral resources.
(6) Excessive government rules and regulations.
(7) Lack of a coherent land use base for development purposes.
(8) Unfulfilled federal commitment on economic and social development.
Until recently, the Navajo Nation solely relied on the royalties r .eived from the

mineral leases to support the Tribal government. However, this revenue base is un-
realistic compared to the actual needs to developing a selfeustaining economy for
the Navajo people. Tribal leaders also recognize that our minerals are a depletable
resource. Therefore alternative strategies must be developed to diversify the Navajo
revenue base.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GOA'S

It was never the desire of the Navajo people to become a welfare society. There
exists an inherent desire to once again become self.bufficient. In this regard, a long-
term goal of the Navajo Nation has been established to develop a viable economy
affording the maximum opportunity for choice of lifebtyle and minimizing the de-
pendency on the federal government. Chairman Zah and Vice Chairman Begay's
strategy to accomplish this endeavor included:

(1) Designation of education for our people as the number one priority.
(2) Pursuing the decentralization of government which would allow for the people

at the grassroots level to become directly involved in the planning, control and regu-
lating of the development of their local communities.

(3) Re-negotiation of mineral leases and rights-of-ways which would provide more
equitable and fgr returns to the Tribe.

(4) Establishment of a solid tax base which would replaoe the overriding depend-
ency on mineral revenues to support tribal government.

(5) Establishment of a permanent trust fund that would insure revenues for
future Navajo generations.

(6) The exercise of Navajo sovereignty through the development of specific codes,
The Navajo Nation Water Code, The Navajo Nation Tax CeinnligiOn Code, The
Navajo Corporation Code, the Navajo Uniform Commercial Code.

(7) The streamlining of the Business regulatory process which would encourage
private sector development on a larger scale.

(8) Development of a solid financial base through the establishment of financial
institutions and investment on the reservation.

(9) Establishment of a sound industrial policy which will guide and encourage in-
dustrial development opportunities through available natural resources.
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(10) Assuming more ownership and management ccatrol over major industrial ac-
tivity on the reservation.

Major accomplishments have been made in these areas already including the re-
negotiation of the mineral leases, imposing Tribal taxes which are now generating
significant revenues for the Thbes and the establishment of a permanent trust
fund. By the end of this fiscal year, the business environment on the reservation
will be enhanced through the Corporation and Uniform Commercial Codes, a more
cohesive and streamlined business regulatory structure, and a financial institution.

In conclusion, it is imperative to recognize that the tremendous shides in develop
ing and enhancing the Navajo economy, through planning and generating millions
of dollars from Navajo initiatives, is unrealistic compared to the billions of dollars
needed to address the massive development needs of the reservation; housing, roads,
public service needs, infrastructure needs, education, etc. Our goal for economic
prosperity and plentiful jobs for our people can only be accomplished through feder-
al recognition of our overall needs and continued support through financial commit-
ments, rather than decreasing the federal programs that now provide some econom-
ic support. These same programs must be solidlied through long term federal com-
mitment The philosophy of maximizing financial investment* through the leverag-
ing of dollars is a successfUl approach in developing significant economic develep-
ment projects on the Navto Nation and mast continue if we are to succeed in
reaching our socioeconomic _goals. The available federal development funding cur-
rently comes from EDA, MBDA/SBA, BIA, HUD-CBDG, DOL and ANA.

We must continually emphasize that a weltdeveloped economy is an effective pre-
ventive measure against rampant breeding of social problems, whether these are
children, adults or family in nature.

Thank you for your attention.

STATEMENT OF BENNIE COHOE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, RAMAH
NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC., PINE HILL, NM

Mr. COME. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee staff, my
name is Bennie Cohoe. I'm the executive director of the Ramah
Navekjo School Board. I am a descendant of the Two-Came-to-the-
Water Clan on my mother's side and the Green Meadow Clan from
my father's side. I mention my clans because it has a very impor-
tant role in a Navajo family. I think that there was mention here
several times this morning that Indians need to know who they
are, who they represent, where they are going, and the purpose
that they were put on this Earth for.

So this morning I would like to commend the legislative staff of
the Congress Select Committee for arranging a hearing out here in
the Southwest, which we welcome. And I only regret that you don't
have enough time to spend with us. I know you have ta.ken time
out of your busy schedule in Washington to be out here. But I was
told that you would come out to my community at Pine Hill, in the
Ramah area. I think that if you had an Jnsite visit that we were
trying to work on previously with the House people, that it would
enlighten you more in depth what a community can do. I think
that since there has been so much focus on different views present-
ed to you this morning, I think that what I will try to do this
morning is to give you another view, which would be a community-
based organizational view.

You have the State, you have a community, tribal-affiliated type
of organization testimony, you have the tribal testimony. And mine
is going to be a lower echelon, community-based type of presenta-
tion.

The Ramah Navajo community is located 85 miles southeast of
Window Rock, and the Ramah Navajo community is geographically
separated from the main reservation. We are known as a satellite
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community of the Navajo Nation. There are three of us. Ramah is
one.

We have approximately 2,000 tribal members enrolled at the
Ramah Navajo Agency in the Ramah Navajo community. We func-
tion as a subgovernment of the Navajo Nation, as a tribal chapter.

The Ramah Navajo School Board was established by the Rainah
Navajo Chapter in February 1970. That was when we started. I will
try to give you a real brief view of what was there before 1970 and
what we have done since 1970, through 1985.

I think that the reason for the move that the Ramah Navajo
community took in 1970, it was more or less like the last straw. If
we didn't make any move, we more or less would have been extinct
or terminated or have gone out of existence, because prior to all
that there had been numerous a_ppeals to the Federal agencies, to
the tribal government, to the State for numerous years, saying,
"This is what we need, this is what we lack, please help us." And
we waited patiently.

It was at a point when the only public school that was available
to them in the community was closed. So we finally said, "What
else can happen?" We were 90 percent uneducated, and the school
closed. What else could happen? So it was then that we formed the
Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc. And since then we got authoriza-
tion from the agency that we were working with to pursue ou own
determination before the passage of the Indian self-determination
law, back in 1975.

But when the initial planning started, they were looking at es-
tablishing educational services for the Ramah Navajo community.
But then, as time wore on, they also lacked health services. And
one of the other important things that they lacked was an econom-
ic beRe, which we are still struggling with today.

We have established a very comprehensive community-based,
community-controlled education service center We are servicing
Head Start through the 12th grade. We have a student enrollment
of about 500 students at Pine Hill.

We have since then, throwgh the inception of self-determination,
we have also incorporated by contract with the Federal Govern-
ment to assume the responsibility of providing higher educational
scholarship funds, employment programs, as well as human service
programs.

Things looked bright for our future for a while. Things were
taking hold, things were happening up until recently, when funds
started to level off and pretty soon were frozen. Now all we're
hearing is a percentage of this year, a percentage will be taken off
next year. So we're going back the other way.

And I think that when that is happening, people fail to take note
that there was some accomplishment that was made in our commu-
nity now that is not being recopized, and that if the support and
the funding were maintained for just a few more years, I think
that a true self-sufficiency, as well as a true self-determination ac-
complishment, would have been obtained in the Ramah Navajo
community.

So I think one of the challenges that I pose to the committee
today is, if Washington and the Congress want to reduce or cut off
funding to Indin social and economic programs, then I think that
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you then have to first put in place, I guess, from community in-
volvement on up to the tribe and the Federal Government involve-
ment, and make sure that the community knows what's going on
before auybody can bring in a plan and say, "Look, this is what we
have now, but this is all the documents that come with it, what we
want to give you."

So every Federal dollar that we receive, there's usually about 2-
or 3-inch-thick documents that say, "OK, before you get this
money, this is what you have to sign."

In that what we see is layers and layers of redtape which dictate
how we're supposed to account for each penny. We don't oppose
being accountable to the Federal Government, but the thing is that
it is time consuming when you have to dot every I and cross every
T and you have to put another number or another letter in each
block that is presented to you. But then again, you just sit there
month after month, filling that out and trying to make somebody
aware, hopefully in Washingtonand as I go to hearings in Wash-
ington,Congress is still not fully aware of what is really happening

iin the solatel communities.
So where does all the mass of paper that we prepare and send to

the Fedcral Government go? Who uses it? So that's the problem.
We are overregulated. We are still looked upon as if we are semiin-
stitutional.

As mentioned earlier, it's like being back in Fort Sumner from
1864 to 1868. We have not been totally released from that today.
We still have to check out and check in every time we leave the
reservation. It's ridiculous, and I don't think that we can afford to
live like that or continue that in the future, and we should be re-
leased from being a burden to the Federal Government today. We
have done

Chairman MEIER. Mr. Cohoe, I'm going to have to give you
about 3 more minutes. I want to make sure that we get through all
the witnesses and still have time for questions.

Mr. COHOE. OK. We have done many major, I guess, planning.
And now this is just on hold, you know, what pertains to education-
al programs, economic development, and so forth.

So what we need to do now, you know, is if we could be allowed
to work ejointly end cooperatively with the Federal agencies that
need to be aware of the plans. And what we ask from Washington
is that when they are submitted and presented in Washington, that
they also be appropriately funded and that we have continued sup-
port and that the plans that we have worked on at our level be
funded until we can become self-sustaining, until we can become
self-sufficient.

So I would like to conclude my statement because I know there is
a time constraint on us. So if there are any questions, I will answer
questions.

I would also like to request that the hearing record for the
Rarnah Navajo community remain open for another 2 weeks, be-
cause we are still working on a more detailed document with more
statistics that will be forthcoming within the next week. We will
send that directly to Washington. Thank you.

[Prepared statement of Bennie Cohoe follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP BENNit COHOE, EXECUTIvE DIRECTOR, RAMAH NAVAJO
SCHOOL BOARD, INC., CPO DRAWER A, PINE HILL, NM

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, and Committee Staff:
My name is Bennie Cohoe, Executive Director of the Ramah Navajo School Board,

Inc. I am descended from the Two-Came-to-the-Water Clan on my mother's side and
from the Green Meadow Clan on my father's side. I mention my clans with pride,
because they represent the important place of the Family in the life of our People.

It is my pleasure to address your Committee today and to share with you our ac-
complishments on behalf of Children, Youth, and Families, as well as our concerns
and recommendations.

The Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc., is an independent, community-governed
human services organization serving the People of the Ramah Navajo Community.
It was established nearly sixteen years ago, at a time when we saw that educational
and other services for our People were not adequateand our community decided to
take matters into its own hands by establishing a local, commlnity-controlled
school. We were the first American Indian community to establish its own school
facility and program from scratch. And when the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act of 1975 was passed as Public Law 93-638, we were among
the first Indian organizations to contract with Federal agencies ibr the execution of
programs in service to our People.

e were also the first American Indian community to construct and contract for
the operation of a community health clinic. We were the first to establish an Indian
community-baled, FCC-licensed radio station. There are other areas, too, in which
we have broken new ground in the work of Indian Self-Determination. Various Fed-
eral grants have enabled us to experiment with new ideas and alternativessome-
times to fail in the tryingas well as to model and demonstrate effective education-
al and community development approaches.

So we do have tome accomplishments we can point to and build on. Our school
facility, although it has not been completed, is a beautiful one, and we continue to
bui'd an educational program that is responsive to the needs and strengths of our
children. There are about 500 children in our various educational programs, and
several hundred adults in our adult education and vocational offerings. We provide
a wide range of educational and community services as part of our comprehensive
approach to community development, including a highly successful Housing Im-
provement Program, a locally-contracted Social Services Program, an innovative
Rural Technology vocational program, a locally-contracted health services program.
a community-based Youth Group Home facilityt an Adult Basic Education Program,
a JTPA Manpower Program, and our own Facility Management Program. We also
have a lot of experience tn developing, certifying, and managing administrative sys-
tems that somehow keep us accountable and responsive to the dozens of Federal and
tribal agencies and their regulations that we hove to work with.

In the process of working on all of these things, we have found a few things that
really do work. For example, our community-based Youth Group Home really does
involve local families and encourages family reintegration. Our Rural Technology
Program was based on the strengths and needs of the community, as well as the
economic realities of Western New Mexico, and is being looked upon by Tribes
around the country as an example of "appropriate development." Our school pro-
gram is responsive to cultural and linguistic differences, and results are starting to
really show up. Our Housing Improvement Program has brought new or improved
housing to dozens of community families, thereby reducing various kinds of stress
caused by ina4equate shelter.

I say these things to you not to boast, but to give you a sense of the edge-cutting
iwork we've been nvolved in, so that you'll know that our concerns and recommen-

dations are based on that kind of experience.
We will be presenting your committee with detailed written material describing

our programs and presenting the various issues we face, backed up by statistics and
supportive information For now, I want to highlight the big issues affecting our de-
velopment.

There are three issues that I want you to remember from our testimony. Econo-
my; Alcohol; and Local Initiative.

The time has ccme for major breakthrough:, in economic development for Indian
communities. This is the "bottom line' of what we're facing. Lack of a true, viable
economy is the most powerful cause of underdevelopment and family breakdown. It
is this issue which most seriously impacts our children, youth, and families. If Con-
gress wants to be relieved of the burden of finaming social programs in Indian com-
munities, then it needs to support true economic development. By true economic de-
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velopment, I mean working toward the sort of economy that has roots in the com-
munity, tbat can be sustained and governed by the community, that utilizes the
unique strengths and potentials of the people of the community% that involves the
people in their own development, that results in eliminating the need for welfare.
that rebuilds the family and gives hope to our children and youth, that creates aitd
circulates wealth within the community.

For the past decade-and-a-half, we have been developing the only real resource we
have our -People. We think we've done pretty well in that span of time, although
there is much more we need to do But we're finding that "there's no place to go." It
is very hard to naivete our young people to excel in school, when they see nothing
around them to invest their skills in. Simply put there are no jobs. There is no gen-
uine local economy. Despite millions of dollars in Federal programs on Indian Rm.-
ervations, our unemployment rate has stayed pretty much the same: in the 60% to
70% range. There is nowhere else in this country but on Indian Reservations that
you see these kinds of statistics year after year.

We know that some people are tempted to put the blame squarely on the shoul-
ders of the Indian community itself. But that is so unfair that it almost doesn't de-
serve attention. However, these are hard times, and tbe demands on the Federal
budget are throwing a scare into Indian Onntry. It is important that Oxigress un-
derstand that there is a genuine desire in many of our communities to be independ-
ent of the Federal dollar, and that we art ready to take charge of our own develop
ment. But some major obstacles need to be overcome before the opportunity is really
there; the most important factors are: access to capital; sustained support for
medium- and long-range efforts, meaning five- to ten-year programs of development,
and red tape.

Our second issue concerns one of the most di:estrous results of our economic un-
derdevelopment alcohol abuse. The great majority of crimes, child- and spouse-
abuse cases, accidental death cases, and mental health-related problems in our com-
munity come from this one activity.

Our Health Center notes that the health profile of our people is beginning to look
more and more like the prorde of general American society. We seem to be getting
serious infectious diseases and infant mortality under control. However, we are
starting to see more and more health problems related to mental and family stress.
As economic stress hits the nation in general. communities like ours feel the affects
many times overand the hopelessness the people feel leads to these mental health
problems.

Our third issue concerns problems we are having with the implementation of Self-
Determination. For sure, some good thingrs have happened as a result of the part-
nership of the Federal Government and -Indian Communities The Ramah Navajo
School Board could not have accomplished what it has without the support of Avier-
al agencies that have been trying to help us resolve our problems and work toward
our dreams However, there are some problems in carrying out both the spirit and
letter of Self-Determination, In general and clear terms, we are heavily burdened
and distracted by "the bureaucracy" Our administrators constantly complain that
they have little time and energy left for the "really important things" after they've
wrestled with changing regulations, bureaucratic requirements, and inter agency
conflicts One way to explain is to say that we identified that we wanted to get from
Point A to Point B, but we lacked the means to get there. So the government lis-
tened to our plans and decided to provide us with a vehicle that would get us there.
That was all line and good. But then, before delivery, the type or vehicle was
changed, the maps were changed to make us go through all sorts of side roads and
checkpoints on our way to Point B, and over time, the vehicle was loaded down with
all kinds of things, slowing our pace and frustrating our progress. I think that you
would have a hard time believing how many sets of regulations, procedures, require-
ments, and deadlines we have to deal withand how complicated it is just to keep
afloat. We're managing, but there's got to be a better way.

In summary, we would like to make the following recommendaticns:
1 Malce economic development the iiumber one priority with regard to Indian

communities.
2 Eliminate a lot of the red tape involved in getting small businesses started

Ensure that Federal agencies work in partnership with the local communities, en-
couraging new solutions, rather than placing so many stepping stones in the way.
Encourage local planning and control.

3 Limited one-year projects are totally insafficient and often self-defeating. The
development process takes time Put a priority on supporting 5- and 10-year Devel-
opment Plans Such plans should be approved and funded by a special agency of the
government, with built-in technical assistance over the entire span of the project.
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Lead agencies should assist tribal communities in develoOng coordinated funding
packages, utilizing funds from a variety of sources, both Federal and non-Federal.
Small communities such as ours must be directly eligible for these long-term
projects, without having to go through the larger Navajo Tiibe.

4. Encourage the development of economies appropriate to the individual commu-
nities concerned. Plans should be supported that call for developments which can be
sustained locally in the long-run and which involve more and more of the local
people.

5. Free up capital, seed money. and financing for local enterprise development,
such as a revolving loan fund. Recognize the difficulty of finding "matching funds"
for development projects, and provide enough capital to get things going.

6. Encourage tribal land consolidation and other alternatives which will make it
easier for Indian commun'ties to carry forward significant development.

7. Recognize that political organizations are not always the best channels for de-
velopment. The experience of the Ramah Navajo School Board has shown that an
independer.., professional organization can often operate more effectively and with
better rsult than political ones.

8. Shift significant fundinr toward preventive health services, especially mental
health and alcoh ollibuse-relaied concerns.

9. Support programs which foster Youth Leadership and which provide for experi-
ences which are challenging and which build confidence and self-reliance.

10. Get back to the spirit of Self-Determination inder PL 93-638. Eliminate un-
necessary bureaucratic levels and regulations. Localize control over the processes of
management. Free up local administrations to really push forward on new initia-
tives and accompfshments.

In closing, I would like to thank the Committee for this opportunity to share with
you our experiences and recommendations. Please keep our testimony open for the
inclusion of forthcoming written documents which will provide more specific statis-
tical and supportive information.

Thank you.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. And I should have said at the
outset that the hearing recorcl of this last week will remain open
for a period of 2 weeks. So if there are people in the audience that
want to comment or send the committee their remarks and have
them made part of the permanent record of this hearing, feel free
to do so.

For those of you who want to simply comment on something that
you have heard here and don't really care whether it's part of the
record, you obviously have a longer time, because this is not a sub-
ject that we are going to simply abandon after that 2-week period
of time, That clearly goes for all of the witnesses, who again may
have heard something that they may wish to supplement. This
record will be open for formal purposes for 2 weeks.

Ms. Bronson.

STATEMENT OP MELINDA BRONSON, DIRECTOR, TRIBAL SOCIAL
SERVICES, UTE MOUNTAIN TRIBE, TOWAOC, CO

Ms. BRONSON. Good morning. My name is Melinda Bronson. I am
the social services director for the Ute Mountain Tribe in Towaoc,
CO.

I'm very glad that Mr. Lehman brought up the question of what
makes the Indian conununities different from other communities
across the country who are faced with issues of poverty, because
that is one of the issues I'm going to address.

I think family fragmentation is something that is fairly unique
to Indian reservations. You may see a lot of poverty in Appalachia,
but I think the family is more intact in those communities.

I have been the social services director for the tribe for the last 6
years, and I have never restricted my activities to administration. I
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have always carried a child welfare caseload. I have been in the
field daily, so that I have been dealing directly with children and
their families on a daily basis. I hope to acquaint you this morning
with some of the very serious problems related to family dysfunc-
tion and foster care on the reservation at Towaoc and to share with
you some of the ideas that the the Mountain people have to posi-
tively impact these problems.

Towaoc is located in the southwest corner of Colorado. It is a
boundaried, isolated reservation 13 miles from Cortez, the nearest
town. There about 1,575 people on the reservation, and right now
we have 70 children in foster care. That means that 1 out of every
22 people on the reservation is in 1 out-of-home placement. In con-
trast, Montezuma County, the county in which we are located, has
17,600 people, with 20 children in placement That breaks down to
1 out of every 880 people.

Looking at the figures in another way, this means that the reser-
vation has 40 times the number of children in foster care than the

i
neighboring non-Indian community. The staggering difference in
placements s not due to different criteria for placement.

We have a foster care review board. People from the county staff
sit on that review board and review every single placement we
make. In the 2Y2 years that board has been functioning, our coun-
terparts from the county have never found a placement to be un-
necessary.

The reasons for the extremely high placement rate are long-
standing and they are complex, but they are understood by the the
Mountain people. The tribe's officials and staff understand that
when the majority of an entire population of children was forced
into boarding schools and there they spent all the years when they
would have normally developed the skills related to family life,
that an extremely high number of parents emerged without the
skills they needed to parent their own children.

We also understanid the appalling 1980 census data which re-
vealed that, for our census tract, 69 percent of the people who were
18 years of age and over do no t. have a high school cliploma. For the
age group 25 years of age and older, 83 percent of the peoplo in our
census tract do not have a high school diploma.

This year I wrote a CDP proposal for funding to help keep youth
in school. In doing the reeearch for the proposal, I learned that the
dropout rate for non-Indians in Montezuma County is 9 percent.
And that's high for Colorado, because the State dropout rate is
around 6 percent But the dropout rate for Indian students this
year is 23 percent. And the tribe onders'ands the implications of
these figures for family dysfunction and the risks that they imply
for foster care.

Today about 90 percent of foster home placements on the reser-
vation are made at least superficially because of alcohol abuse on
the part of parents.

In 1974 I did a par-long research project in Riverside County,
CA, for my master's thesis. The project was to determine the rea-
sons that children were going into foster care, and clearly, the im-
mediate primary cause there was alcohol abuse on the part of par-
ents. That was primarily a non-Indian county.
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The children who were going into foster care were from census
tracts which reflected very low mean annual incomes, a high
number of single heads of household% strikingly low numbers of
years of education completed, and the high per capita consumption
of alcohol which accompanies what we called in the sixties, the cul-
ture of poverty.

That data MIS collected 12 years ago in a different place, but the
people of Towaoc understand today the same cycle of lack of educa-
tion, unemployment, financial stress, hopelessness, depression, and
alcohol abuse which relatca to the extremely high rate of foster
care on the reservation.

The costs are enormous. Putting aside the costs in human re-
sources, I would like the committee members to understand that it
costs $2,000 a month to keep one child in a residential child care
facility, which is the facility that we use when foster care fails, and
it fails often.

At that rate, we are spending $24,000 a year per child, and a
small program like ours could spend $480,000 per year or
$2,400,000 over a period of 5 years just to try to rehabilitate 20 chil-
dren.

The people of Towaoc do not need any more feasibility studies.
We don't need any more research projects and we don't need any-
more needs assessments. We have very good ideas about the pre-
ventive projects which could impact these problems and interrupt
the cycle of foster care. What we need are the resources to fund
and staff projects that will give mothers and fathers the tools to
parent their own chadren.

If funding is not made available for preventive projects, there
really isn't any reason to expezt that the trends in foster care are
going to be reversed. We now have a knowledge base which will
enable us to impact these trends, and there isn't any justification
any longer for the enormous costs of attempting to patch up well-
established problems after the fact with ineffective approaches.

Some of the specific recommendations we have involve the way
social services administration money is spent. It is really pretty ar-
bitrary. The BIA needs to take the social services administration
funding out of the band and allocate it according to need, bused on
caseload size, based on the kinds of needs that are demonstrated in
Indian communities.

There is not one nickel of this child welfare assistance money
that is being used for prevention. It is all being used for foster care.
There are some initiatives going on in Washington right now
through the BIA to try to reallocate some of that money fur pre-
ventive projects, but the issue needs a great deal of support.

Chairman Mum. Are you talking about Indian Child Welfare?
Ms. BRONSON. I'm talking about child welfare through the

Bureau of Indian Affaim I'm going to spend in excess of mom
this year for 70 children to try to maintain them in foster care and
in residential child care facilities. I am not committed to the Foster
Care Program. I have tried, I have written proposals, I have writ-
ten memos, I have done everything I could think of to try to get
money to use for preventive measures, because there have been re-
search and demonstration projects funded through HDS and CDP
proposals for years. We know what will work. Vie really do have
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the information about what will reverse some of these problems.
But year after year our funding has 1/4-en earmarked to take care
of these problems after the fact.

[Prepared statement of Melinda Bronson followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MELINDA BRONBON, MSW, ACSW, DIRECTOR, TRIBAL SOCIAL
Szavtaz, UTE MOUNTAIN UTE TRIBE, TONVA0C, CO

The focus of the testimony involves foster care and family dysfunction.
As Social Services Director for the the Mountain Tribe for the last six years, I

have not restricted my activities to administration. I have consistently maintair.ed a
child welfare caseload, so that I have been in the field dealing directly with children
and their families on a daily basis. In the next five minutes, I hope to acquaint you
with some of the very serious problems related to family dysfunction and foster care
on the Reservation at Towaoc aad to share with you some ideas the Ute people have
about how to impact these problems in a positive way.

Towaoc i located in the southwest corner of Colorado. It is an isolated. boundried
Reservation thirteen miles from Cortez, the nearest town. There are about 1,575
people on the Reservation Our department currently has 70 children in foster care.
This means that one of every 22 people in Towaoc is in out.ofhome placement. In
contrast, Montezuma County, the county in which the Reservation is located, has a
population of 17,600, with only 20 children in foster care. This translates to only one
placement for every 880 people. Looking at these figurca in another way, the Reser-
vation has 40 times the number of children in out-of-home care than the neighbor-
ing nun-Indian community. This staggering difference in foster care placements is
not due to different criteria for placement between the Tribe and the County Social
Services Departments. County staff people regularly attend our foster care review
board meetings which are held to determine the appropriateness of each placement.
In the 2% years the board has functioned, the members have never found a place-
ment to be unnecessary.

The reasons for the extremely high placement rate are long standing and com-
plex, but they are understood by the Lite Mountain people. The Tribe's officials and
staff wideistand that when the majority of an entire generation of children were
forced to spend all of the years when they would normally have developed the skills
related to family life in boarding schools, an extremely high number of parents
emerged without the tools needed to parent their own children.

Also understood is the appalling 1980 census data which revealed that for the
Tribe's census tract, 69% of the people age 18 years of age and over had not corn-
pleted l*h school. For persons 25 yeaers old and older, 83% had not finished high
school. This year I wrote a CDP proposal for ftinding to help keep youth in school
In doing research for the propwal I learned that the dropout rate for non-Indians in
Montezuma County averages 9 percent. This is high for Colorado, where the state
average is around 6 percent, but the rate for Indian students in the same county is
23 percent. The Tribe understands the implications of these figures for family dys-
function and the risks they imply for foster care placements.

Today about 90 percent of foster home placements on the Reservation are made,
at least superficially, because of the alcohol abuse ai the part of the child's parents.
In 1974, I did a year long research project in Riverside County, California for my
Master's essay. l'he project was to cletermine the causes underlying foster home
placements there. Clearly an immediate primary cause was alcohol abuse on the
part of parents. The children who went into foster care were from census tracts
which reflected very low mean annual incomes, a high number of single heads of
households, strikingly low mean years of education completed, and ths high per
capita consumption of alcohol which accompanies what we called in the 60's "the
culture of poverty." That data was collected 12 years ago in a different place. but
the people of Towaoc understand today the same cycle of lack of education, unem-.
ployment, financial stress, hopelessness, depression, and alcohol abuse which Mates
to the extremely high rate of foster care on the Reservatkn.

The costs are enormous. Putting aside the costa in hvalan resources, the commit-
tee members should understand that the cost of keeping one child in a residential
child care facility in Colorado is around $2,000 per month or $24,000 per year per
child. At that rate, a email program like ours could spend $480,000 per year or
$2,400,000 over a period of five years to attempt to rehabilitate 20 kids in RCCFs
after foster care has failed Foster care, incidentally, frequently fails to be the
answer to the problems of children who need akernative care.
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The people of Towaoc do not need any more feasibility studies. We do not need
any more research projects. We cannot use any more needs assessments. We under .
stand the problems facing children and their families at Ute Mountain. We also
have very good ideas about those preventative ggjoects which would impact these
forofbulteir and interruproyt the Tor

elluthers star fEctitoh:rseet aeretotohlse frupaurent
their own children.

If funding is not made available for preventative projects, there is no reason to
expect that the trends in foster care will be reversed, and since we now have a
knowledge base which will enable us to impact these trends there is no longer an3r
justification for the enormous costs of attempting to patch up well established prob.
lems, after the fact, with ineffective approaches.

ChArman Musk. Thank you. Let me ask you a couple of ques-
tions, and then we'll probably follow up with you in correspond-
ence or on the phone. Allot is the source of the $600,000 you ti.re
spending for foster care maintenance?

Ms. BRONSON. The Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Chairman MILLER. And they get that from the Indian Child Wel-

fare Act?
It is part of what the BIA does with its funds?
MS. BRONSON. Right.
Chairman MILLER. If you place children in out-of-home place-

ment, do you get any State funding?
M. BRONSON. Oh. yes.
Chairman MILLER. But they have to be in a licensed facility?
Ms. BRONSON. We license them.
Chairman MILLER. You now license your own facilities?
MS. BRONSON. Our tribe initiated a State-tribal agreement with

the State of Colorado. We were one of the first tribes to do that.
Urder our agreement, the tribe maintains custody of the children.
My der artment licenses the foster homes, and for any child who is
eligible for title XX AFDC Foster Care Funding, we are reimbursed
from the State.

Chairman MILLER. So a tribal determination is all that you need?
MEL BRONSON. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. And so again you can license a home and you

can place a child, and funding will follow?
Ms. BRONSON. Yes; if the child is eligible for AFDC-FC.
Chairman MILLER. Again, I'm trying to look at the range of this,

because in some States that's not the case. In some States, the
State won't even talk to the tribes &bout State-tribal agreements.
How many caseworkers do you have?

MS. BRONSON. Right now I only have five, and all we're doir.g is
crisis intervention. Those children who are in foster care do no re-
flect our total caseload. We're working with over 320 childi. .n,
trying to maintain them in their own families.

Chairman M/LLER. But all of your money is for maintenance, not
for services, not for preplacement services or unification services
with families?

MS. BRONSON. I applied for and received a title IV-B grant, a
small amount of money that is being used for reunification. I think
we haN e exhausted all of the resources that were submitted to us
this year. As I said, I have also submitted a CDP proposal.

Chairman MILLER. Well, let me ask you a broad question. I would
like to have other people respond to as well. I think there is gener-
al agreement that there are just inadequate resources to meet the
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demands that are being placed upon the social service sector and,
in some cases, the physical development of the reservations. But
there is also a very strong suggestion, and Mr. Cohoe made it the
central theme of his statement, that the organization and the flow
of money from Washington is just inconsistent with the rational
ma..agement of that money at the tribal level.

And we hearda whole series of anecdotal stories that stand out
over this week to support this notbn. But we visited with a young
woman from the Naviklo village ef Paiute, up on the Navajo Reser-

* v*.tion, who had 8 members or le members of her family in a one-
room house or one-and-one-half-room house, living there. And she
obviously wanted to move into the new HUD houaing, but was told
by HUD that they couldn't move in there because there were only

* three bedrooms. And under HUD refulations, it was too small, so
she would have to stay in the one-bedroom house. The logic was
lost immediately on everybody, but apparently it was not lost on
HUD. And the stories just go on and on from this week.

And there is a strong suggestion that there has got to be, a full
recognition that these are, in fact, local governments, that these
are tribal governments, and funding has got to flow in much the
same fashion that it does to other entities.

There are also some changes that have got to be made to respect
the individual identities and problems of the tribes. What I'm
trying to get to is the notion of whether or notI sit on the Interi-
or Committee, and it has the ability to legislate, something that
the select committee does notwhether or not there should be a
follow-on hearing, with the question being, "How do you reorganize
Federal funding to make it more efficient and more usable at the
local level?"

Obviously that is a very broad question, and it cuts through the
highway moneys and, as we have heard, Indian Health Service
moneys, social service moneys, across the entire board. But at a
time when there is not a great deal of likelihood that the Federal
Government is going to increase funding, at least it seems to me
that we ought to be able to get as much out of the turnip as NV3 can
when we're squeezing it.

Yesterday we were told that Gila River had contracted for their
entire social service work on the reservation. But the Bureau of
Indian Affairs determined that, therefore, they would have an
excess person who had nothing to do, so they wrote that person in
at $35,000 a year to administer the contract.

We don't administer military contracts. The whole contract was
only $2,000,000. But they had to absorb the cost of a BIA person
who said, "Wait a minute, I'm not going to have anything to do
this year."

And so there seems to be a craziness around the flows and the
obligations that simply don't work in the Indian nations. Do you
want to respond to that issue? I think we're going to have a second
round on this issue, because it does come forward out of these hear-
ings.

Ms. BRONSOX I think a second round would be extremely help-
ful. I think that there are a lot of people who have some very good
ideas about reorganization of the way the funding is done.
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Just to give you an example, several months ago 1 got a tele-
phone call from the BIA Area Office in Albuquerque. They advised
me that they had come up with about $2,500 for me ir training
funds, administrative money for training funda.

And I thought, "Great. We can put on a training session in Head
Start with Head Start children and talk to those kids about alcohol
and talk to those kids about how to feel good about themselves and
how to develop a little self-esteem and so forth."

And the Bureau said, "No, that money has to be used to train
social workers in child welfare."

Well, I've got a very well-trained staff. We've got more master-
degreed people in social work in that area of Colorado than in a lot
of places, and these people have worked in social services there,
some of them, 8 to 12 years, and we go to training sessions that are
put on quite regularly.

We were literally forced to use that money to put on another
training session for social workers and professional people or we
would have lost it, so we did. But those are the kinds of things that
happen all the time. I think your idea is a very good one, and I
think there would be a lot of interest in another hearing.

Chairman Musa. Thank you.
Ms. BRONSON. Thank you.
Chairman Mum Does anybody else want to respond to that

notion? Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, the young lady was talking about

the dropout rate, and I think there is a uniqueness there. The high-
est dropout rate we have in sf;ain Florida is among the 16- and 17-
year-old Cuban people. They drop out of high school, boys and girls,
to take jobs as busboys or take jobs as stockboys o, fast food work-
ers, and they earn supplemental income for i.Leir families. They
don't drop out and hang .1t, they drop out and get jobs.

And that is a problec ',11ink with your dropouts. They have no
place to go. Is it basically an agricultural economy on most of these
reservations?

MS. BRONSON. The the Mountain people have always been a
hunting community, and they are really not involved in agricul-
ture.

Mr. LEHMAN. But there are agriculture-based reservations?
Ms. BRONSON. Oh, yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. And do they have cash crops?
Ms. BRONSON. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. And do they get all the benefits from the Depart-

ment of Agriculture that the rest of the farmers are getting?
MS. BRONSON. I don't know.
A VOICE. They're not farming anymore.
Ms. BRONSON. I don't think there are very many Indian people

that are producing any significant kinds of agricultimal products.
Mr. LEHMAN. I hear from farmers in Colorado that they are af-

fected by the corn raised on Indian reservations under cost and
shipped to Colorado. Now I'm just hearing these things.

Chairman MILLER. They must be the worst farmers in America if
they're impacted by that problem.
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MS. BRONSON. rIll not aware of that, but you're quite right. Thc
school dropouts on the reservation really do not have any place to
go.

Mr. LEHMAN. The lady over there was talking about the 60,000
graduatm. How many graduates do you have?

Ms. REYNA. I would like to correct the statement I made. We
have 60,000 high school students in our reservation schools, and of
those 60,000, there are 10,000 that graduate on an annual basis, an
average of 10,000.

Mr. LEHMAN. Where the money is, is in the Department of De-l. fense, in our Voluntary Army. Are any of thPse young people going
into the Volunteer Army?

M. REYNA. Some are, yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. They are making careers out of the military? Are

9 any of them going to the service academies?
Ms. REYNA. Very few, very few; some are.
Mr. LEHMAN. How about those that have survived Worid War II

or the other wars since then? Are they able to get medical support
systems through the VA hospitals? Is that a problem? I know it's a
problem in south Florida.

Ms. REYNA. The problem with the Veterans Administration
there is a real problem with veterans' benefits that come through
the Indian tribes. There seems to be some kind of a breakdown in
that program. As a result, the Indians, our Navajo veterans, do not
get the benefits that off-reservation veterans get, due to the prob-
lems in that area.

Chairman MILLER. What is the size of your veteran population?
You have a rather large veteran population?

MS. REYNA. I don't know it, but I can fmd out.
Mr. LEHMAN. If you could get us some information on that. I re-

member in World NVar I, in the milit...7 intelligence, the only code
that the Germans couldn't break was when there was a Navajo on
each end of the communication and they would send messages
through the Navajo language. and there was no way that the Ger-
mans could break that code.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Wheat.
Mr. WHEAT. Did you say that 10,000 people a year graduate from

high school?
MS. REYNA. Yes.
Mr. WHEAT. What is the population on the reservation?
Ms. REYNA. About 162,000.
Mr. WHEAT. What is the average age?
MS. REYNA. 19.
Mr. WHEAT. On the reservation, the Er.;erage age is 19? What is

the percentage of unemployment that you indicated?
Ms. REYNA. 32.7, average, on the reservation.
Mr. WHE.M. What really do young people have to look forward to-

upon graduation from high school? Is there a big difference in life
on the reservation if you have graduated from high school as op-
posed to if you have not?

MS. REYNA. The pro'..lem that faces all of our young people today
when they graduat4 is, if they choose not to go on to college or
training school, they don't have anything to do and they just go
into a welfare style of life. Many of our young people are going on
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to college, and that is because education is a top priority on our
reservation. However, when they do finish college and they get a
college degree, they can't come back to the reservation because
there are no jobs to offer them.

Mr. WHEAT. What percentage of' high school graduates do remain
on the reservation, as opposed to people who leave?

Ms. REYNA. I would say about 85 percent.
Mr. WHEAT. Remain on the reservation?
Ms. REYNA. Yes.
Mr. WHEAT. When you look at the entire range of Federal

moneys that flow into the reservation, do you have any clear idea
of what percentage cf them are devoted to economic development
that might be creating jobs and opportunities for people to remain
on the reservation?

Ms. REYNA. What percentage of the Fcderal money?
Mr. WHEAT. Approximately?
Ms. REYNA. The percentage of the Federal money going on to the

reservation is minimal. I'd say probably around 5 percent 10 per-
cent at the most.

Mr. WHEAT. If, as Chairman Miller suggests, there was some op-
portunityand I don't know how it would be created, but I imag-
ine there are people who do have ideas on itif there was some
way to be flexible with the funds that flow in from various agencies
and to retarget those funds as might be necessary, would a choice
be made, do you think, to dramatically increase the amount of
money used for economic development, as opposed to money that is
currently being used for crisis intervention?

Ms. REYNA. I don't think that I can answer that.
Mr. EsrEvabi. Mr. Chairman, could I say something?
Chairman Miuza. Sure.
Mr. &MAN. One of the things that you're wanting to under-

stand is what the flow is, as far as moneys coming down from the
feds, down to the agencies. One of the things that we confront on a
yearly basis is, you 'itnow, the BIA has what they callwe call it a
Bible, and it seems like thaes what they guide themselves with,
the Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual And from there, you know,
ies a matter of interpretation to them, as well as to us. You know,
we see it differently and they see it differently. And they're sup-
posed to be overseeing the protection of the people and overseeing
the moneys that should be spent in that direction, but it's no's,.

So, therefore, were sort of held back in that sense. I think that
was in the reorganization that was starting to be initiated a few
years ago, but that didn't really work at the end. The Bureau inter-
ceded and took it as they saw it, saying, you know, that it was in
the best interest of the Indian tribes.

That is one of the things that I think you need to understand,
hat happens when the money comes down through the channels

and through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. And then the services>
like this young lady that left, the moneys then are not fully imple-
mented out in the field. There's overhead taken from that amount
of money that is being allocated or appropriated from their end.

And another thing I think is, the question keeps coming up, ?4:-Ju

know, as far as what the child does on the reservation in its idle
time or if they dropflul. I think I alluded to that earlier, that a lot
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of these youngsters do not have a good grasp of what the communi-
ty's traditional way of Iffe is and they really do not identify with
that. But we are starting to make an impact on that so that they
could be part of the community's way of life, meaning that they
could be useful in a sense other than just recreation. We don't
oppose recreation.

In that sense, it's very difficult, I think, from your standpoint to
truly understand, you know, what is taking place in the communi-
ty life. It's like Mr. Cohoe just mentioned. If you could come out
and see it, you could start to see what we are talking about as far

4. as trying to get that in place and at the same time deal with these
programs that we have, because it's important that we continue to
address the innovative things that have impacted on economic de-
velopment.

Chairman Musa. Governor Paytiamo.
Governor PAYTIAMO. I don't think there's no such word anymore

as dropouts. I think there's more of like pushouts because of delin-
quency problems. The children need, you know, like I said a while
ago, prevention, because there are not enough counselors in the
school to provide counseling to those children and they're not en-
couraged to continue. As a result, they're pushed out. They're left
out in the cold.

And when you talk about funding, I think that there should be
direct funding to the tribes so they can cut out the middle man.

And speaking of manuals, if the tribes have a procedures
manual, I think they should e allowed, provided that it is in line
with the Federal guidelfnes, that I don't think the Indian tribes
should be forced, where the Bureau of Indian Affairs says, "Well,
this is the Bible and you have to live with this." I think that if a
tribe has their own policies and procedures in place similar to the
ones that they have, that they ought to be allowed to use their own
procedures manual and not be dictated to by the BIA manual,
which I understand does say that you need to put something in
place at the local level.

And then also, you mentioned that you're on the Department of
Transportation. I know that through ANA mechanisms there were
some of these, because the various agencies at the Washington
level, those of us at the local level, we have to argue with these
people because we need to educate those agencies on how we oper-
ate at the local level or how to deal with the Indian people, because
it's completely new compared to the cities and counties.

I think that there is, you know, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the
Indian Health Service and really the ANA understands the Indian
situation. And then I think like the Department of Transportation
and the integration programs and those programs that were funded

. for DOI, were channeled through ANA because they know how to
deal with the Indian people. And I think if that agency was in
place, I think those funds could really get out to the tribes.

Mr. LEHMAN. If I could interrupt, if you have any problems with
4 the Department of Transportation in relation to the way they deal

with the American Association of Indian Affairs, let our office
know. I think we can provide the kind of testimony at the hea ngs
next year to clear some of that up.
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We know tha you have plenq of contact with Federal agencies.
But the proble..1 is that these Federal agencies raise expectations,
and then nothing happens. And I think that creates frustration
that escalates your problem&

Mr. E$TEVAN. You know, I would like to say a little bit more on
the Department of Transportation. You know, we usually make an
annual visit to the State agencies, and we like to go to the State
Department of Transportation to see if we could borrow like DWI
training kits or resuscitator% that kind of thing. And they always
tell us, "I'm sorry, we can't help you with any of this equipment to
loan to you. You have your Bureau of Indian Affairs and you have
your PHS, and you should get your services from there. You can't
get it from the State."

And one more item. I would like to end by saying that I'm glad
that_ you guys are going up to Laguna/Acoma High School, and I
would like to invite you to come out and see what we're like. Be-
cause as I indicated in my testimony, we are the oldest continual
inhabitants in this whole Western Hemisphere. You know, Santa
Fe wants to say that they're the oldest, but I think that we are.
We've been in existence since 1200 A.D.

Chairman Mama. Thank you. Mr. Solomon, let me commend
you on your incredible effort on behalf of your son, Travis. But let
me ask you, why are you still paying after the determination that
these were related services under Public Law 4-142?

Mr. SOLOMON. I really wish T had an answer to that.
Chairman Mazza. Has there been an agreement with the school

district for reimbursement of those services?
Mr. SOLOMON. No, there hadn't been an agreemer_t made for re-

imbursememt Speaking fo: myself, it has been a slow step-by-step
process of learning to attain what I have now. Thank you for
posing that question, I will consider that information as part of the
future Special Education Process steps to pursue.

Houtz OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT Cousin.= ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
FLOYD R. Soi.oloon
Education for Parents of Indian Children with Special Needs.
Bernalillo, NM.

DEAR Ma. SzomoN: In reviewing your statement in the transcript of the hearing
on Native American Families held in Albuquerque on January 10, 1986, you men
tioned that a deterndnation had been made that certain essential services for your
son were considered rested services under P.L. 94-142. If you have any information
on why you remain financially res_ponsible for these services, when in fact the
school system is responsible, we would appreciate having the opportunity to include
that clarifying information in the hearing record.

Thank you for providing the Select Committee with this information .
Sincerely,

Gsonoz Musa, Choirnsan.

RFSPONSE TO QUESTION POSED BY CHAIRMAN GEORGE MILIZR

There are basically two parts in answering your questions, Mr. Chairr.en. The
first part revolves around parent education regarding P.L. 94-142. The second part.
is regarding the school administrative interpretation of "related servkes" and "ap-
proptiate education."

In New Mexico there are limited parent education resources, parCkularly. in the
Indian communities. At present t can name only one program, the EPICS Project,
which I am currently affiliated with that provides Indian parents with that educe-
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tional information. Many parents, both Indisn and non.Indian, don't understand
their rights and responsibilities granted under P.L. 94-142. Though their rights may
have been communicated to them in writing or verbally, it's quite difficult to bisme-
diately apply those principles to the situation. Therefore. I depended very much on
the administrators to act responsibily in identifying and providing for my child's
educational needs.

Air time progressed my interaction with parent organizations oubside the reserva-
tions increased. Through this process, I became more aware of 'he Implications of
P.L. 94-142.

Having my son, Travis, attend both public and &man of Indian Affairs (BIA)
schools in New Mexico, the administrators gave me tne impression that they had
their own definitions of "related services" and "appropriate education."

For instance, had I permitted my son to be admitted to the public school Special
Education Department, I would have conaented to mainstreaming as being placed in
a side by side classroom with behaviorally disordered children for the entire day,
eating lunch with nowhandicapped children but at a separate table and recess
wouid consist of Travis playing with his behaviorally disordered classmates on a
remote section of the playgrouna. Related services was accepting what the school
was providing aad in some cases, not providing.

At the BIA school where my son is currently enrolled, there is no one to provide
an audio verbal program. The speech pathologist recently hired has little experience
with hearing impaired children and is not state certified. The school administrator
at the school is still trying to decide if the audio verbal therapy is a related service,
therefore has not yet contracted anyone to provide the service.

In the interest of maintaining my son's progress, I have and continue to pay for
his therapeutic servaes.

Chairman MILLEM. I am not looking for a definitive answer, but
the reason I throw this out is I would like people to start thinking
about it. Because I think what I would like to do is go back to the
committee of original jurisdiction, certainly with respect to the
BIA. I ato sit on the Education Committee that does 94-142it
does a number of the other programs that the Indian education
systems draw uponand start to take a look at where there are
hurdles that have been established for the Indians tribes to jump
over that are meaningless. Again, if we are going to move down the
road of self-determination, at some point we have to make a deci-
sion that the Indian tribes have the best interests of their children
and families at heart, and rliould make the determination of how
to move some of this funding around.

I have been one who generally has resisted block grants, as they
have been suggested by the President of the United States, because
he usually starts out by saying, "We're going to cut 25 percent of
the money and then we're going to give you a block grant," and
that never quite works out.

But I think the question of some consolidation within social serv-
ices, within physical development, within some of these programs
seems to me to make sense, especially at a time when we're going
to go back with this new Gramm-Rudman procedure and we're
gling to spend an awful lot of time talking about cutting budgets.

So it would seem to me that we have the same obligation to see,
if we are not going to allow budgets to grow, to see whether that
money can't be used more efficiently.

One of the things we have been talking about :9 maybe later, at
the end of next month or the beginning of the fob-ming month, in
the Interior Committee, asking some of the Indian Nations to get
together again to talk about this and make some recommendations,
so that as we respond to those budget mandates, we will have some
ability to make those dollars go furtht.e. And so I wol." 4 just like to
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throw this out for suggestion at this time and have you think about
it We'll obviously get back to you, as I say, through the interior
committee, not through the select committee, and see if we can
convene a meeting to hear what people have to say.

I have done this in some other areas, and I think it has worked
out fairly well when we get to a point where there is an impasse on
the logical use of money. And one of the things I would ba interest-

.ed in is, what is the totn1 BIA allocation that the various tribes re-
ceive under different programs and for different purposes?

I think it's much more difficult when we get into education for
the handicapped, when we get into the Department of Transporta-
tion, because they have a number of different missions. But the
BIA, in theory, has one. But I'm afraid that they're chopping it up
into such fme gradations that we're losing some of the money that
should go into direct services.

I will not belabor the point. We do have lo go to a site visit. Let
me apologize to the sites that we haven't visited. We have had a
dozen different site visits this week, and I'm sure that I will per-
sonally engage in others in the future. And they have been very,
very helpful to the committee and to the staff in really understand-
ing some of the environments if the reservations.

Yes, Mr. Solomon.
Mr. SOLOMON. I would like to mention that administrative deci-

sions regarding the Indian Children's Program have impaired the
services to a number of rural communities and caused confusion
between agencies.

The Indian Children's Program served many rural communities
by providing clinical diagnostic services. Its disbandment has left
Government agencies wondering who will have the res_ponsibility of
providing servicias to the handicapped. Though I would agree that
contracting diagnostic services would allow increased responsibility
by the contracting agency and somewhat lessen the burden of
Indian Health Service% there has been no plan of action devised to
provide much needed services duriz.g the interim of the acquisition
of responsibilities.

Chairman Mruza. But there is still an obligation for the pay-
ment of those relater' services under 94-142. I wrote 94-14Z and I
have been in battle with school districts ever since I did that.
There is an obligation.

Again, for the Navajo Nation, we see that those funds flow to
those handicapped kids in that school for the various related serv-
ices that are necessary. That's an obligation of the public school
system.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, does V/IC money go to the Indians?
Chairman MILLER. Yes, WIC money is one of the things that goes

very well to the Indians.
Mr. Cohoe? Then were going to wrap this up.
Mr. COHOE. Thank you. I just want to bring out one more thing

here for the Department of Transportation. You know, there are
many problems with the roads.

In my community of Ramah we have about 228,000 acres of
checkerboard land for the Ramah Navajo community members.
Now of that, we only have one State paved road going through ti.at
community, and we have only 26 miles of paved road which was
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put in place by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Now the rest, 281
miles, is unimproved dirt roads. Now only 6 miles of that is gravel,
and we are ;Awing 98 percent of our students on those roads. And
during the months of January, February, and March, those dirt
road% 280-some miles, become impassable for about 3 months

Mr. LEHMAN. Would you put that in a message to me? We'll have
Mr. Barnhart, the head of the Federal Highway Administration,
testify before our committee in March, and I would like to present
him with this information.

4 Chairman MILLER. You know, I first worked on an Indian reser-
vation when I was in high school, and I never understood why Indi-
ans had so many cars. But then the other day, when we were driv-
ing around one of the reservation% I understood why. It's because

. they don't last very long.
Mr. COHOB. Yes, thank you for that comment. I would like to

present that document because otherwise if I send it through the
proper channel% it will never get there.

Chairmar. *bum Send it to the committee, and we'll get it to
the chairman.

Mr. COHOE. I appreciate it. Thank you.
ChPirman MILLER. Thank you very much for your help. Again, I

woult hope that as you go back to your tribes, you would start to
think about this. Because if there is general agreement that some-
thing like this should be done, I would like to go back to the Interi-
or Committee and I would like to get on with it as we start to write
the Federal budget, because this is going to be a very ugly year in
terms of Federal budgets.

And again I would like to thank Congressman Wheat and Con-
gressman Lehman for joining us today. Thank you very much. The
committee will stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record:]
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January 30. 1986

FFe 1 2 1980

The Honorable George Miller
Chairman. Select Committee On
Children. Youth. And Families
38$ Nouse Office Building Annex 2
Washington. DC 20515

Dear Nr. Miller:

Enclosed is testimony affecting Native American Children. Vcmth. and
Families at Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council. Pursuant L2 requests
for testimonies at the public hearing held at the All Indian Pueblos
Council in Albuque hie cm Friday. January 10. 1986.

Several Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council representatives were in
attendance during this public hearing and we appreciate the support
given by you. Congressmen William Leman and Alan Wheat.

The attached testimonies affect Native American Childrtn. Youth. and
Families he New Mexico. We feel confident that your continued Investi-
gation Into the conditions addressed in our testimonies will provide
you with a broader perspective of our needs in these areas. Please
contact me at (505) 455-2273 should you neeo additional information.

Sincerely yours.

17,-(44."-ere"--Cc..
17: Gilbert $,Iche2. Chairman
80AND OF GOVERNORS
Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council

Enclosures:

P1)201.0 DE SAN tweragso WIZ 5 B3X 304 unrA FE. NEW MEXICO
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Testienny Affecting Native American Children, Youth. and Follies at

Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council.

Indian Child Welfare Act (INA).

The areas Of major concern are:

1) inadequate funding to isplement the Indian Child Welfare Act, and

2) the impact of this Act because of the vested authoritY in the

Assistant Secretary of the Interior and delegated to the Bureau

of Indian Affairs to promulgate statutes and regulations pertain-

ing to the Act without soliciting tribal input.

The amount allocated to operate programs under the Indian Child Welfare

Act has been at the same level for the last four years, that is around 8

million. This cause enormous concern for Projects that have been funded

for the last several years at the same level in thrt each year the level

of service activity has to be drastically reduced. The inflationary trend

experienced the last several years has eroded into any gains that had been

accomplished previous. The current funding foneula does not leave any

opportunity for successful projects to achieve stability of grtnrth, because

there is a ceiling on the funding available.

The other major concern with the implesentation of the ICWA is the

authority vested in the Assistant Secretary of the Interior end delegated

to the &weals of Indian Affairs to issue and revise rule and regulations

pertaining to the Act. There have beep changes that have had an adverse

and serious imPact on our Project and we feel tribes and other grantees

should definitely have sone inpvt when regulations are changed. We

recomeend that any cnanges proPOsed should require public hearings.

61-183 0 86 - 4
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Tribal Courts end the U.S. Altoretv's Office.

Der* is a void between tribal courts and the U.S. Attorney's Office.

This void is cAused because tribal ccorts lack jurisfAction under the

Provisions of the Ardor Crimes Act. As a result, cases that are referred

to the GA. Attorney's office go unprocecuted.

Consequently. there is a need for an Indian Tribal Juvenial Judge

that would have the authority to prosecute all cases involving children

(1.e physical and sexual abuse, neglect and abandoment and custody

proceedings).

This Indiar Juvenile Jut* would serve the eight pueblos and would need

CO have the authoritY to Prosecute any crime involving Children and be able

to levy sentence according to the crime and not be restricted to the

current limitations that the tribal court experiences. Part of these

lieltatlens are lack of financial resources for treatsent and incar-

ceration.

Child Muse and_ftlect.

The fight ihwthern Pueblos Indian Council Governors have recognized

child abuse and neglect as a serious end growing problem among their

Pueblos, as is trim vith the nation as a whole. Over Mit of the children

from these communities identified as hiving been abused or neigected have

folly members oho abuse alcohol and/or drugs. Mile ine governors recog-

nize that alcohol ftes not cause child nbuse ar neglect. it is clear that

frail', alcohol abuse Wars Parents control aver lashing rot at their

children when leder stress and hurts parents' ability in care for their

children. In addition. abused and neglected children are at greater risk

for abusing alcohol and drugs, for other self-destructive and delinquent

99
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behaviors. Such as suicide. and. when adults. abusing and neglecting their

Own children.

Statistics On abused and neglected children have been gathered by the

Child Protection Team at the Santa fe Service Unit Hospital, Indian Health

Service. since December 1982, The Santa Fe Service Unit serves 12 tribes.

8 of uhith are the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos. PcOulation size varies

fro 100 to 1600 per commit'. with a total Population of over 7500.

Since Oeceiber 1982, the Child Protection Teo has listed 107 children

(including siblings) 'as abused or neglected, representing 60 families.

Hospital service Providers state that these 'sabers "only scratch the sur.

face:" for every child identified at least 6-8 more chillren are known to

be abused or neglected, but have not come to the hospital for services.

Over half of the children Identified cone from the conmunities served by

the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Ccuncii.

What is also alarming is the nunber cd adults receiving mental health

or social services at the Indian Hospital who report being abused or

neglected as children. Although statistics have not been collected on

these adults. it is indicative of what is recognized by authorities and

health providers as fact; child abuse and neglect is a problem that is

Passed on from one generation to the next.

At Present. Progran services at all levels - agency and tribal - are

not capable of addressing the needs of these children, their families, and

adults who were abused as children. Yet, without serious Intervention and

prevention efforts right now, 'any more follies will suffer in the future.

and increase the need for services far beyond what are Presently needed.

Efforts have been made to create cowmunitY awareness as to the effects

of child abuse and neglect on children, their families and communities. as

I 0 0
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well Is related issues of alcoholism and domestic violence. Along with the

Child Protection lftam t the Indian health Service hosPital. e CommunitY

SCAN (Suspected Child Abuse end Neglect) Team was else organized three Years

890. This team. made up of comminity health Providers and Indian Health

Service. Outten of Indian Affairs. and State serfice PrOftiders. alone with

tribal end OTA Police and tribal judges. has addressed the need for community

alertness, foster care within the Pueblos (see Eight Northern Indian Pueblos

Council resolution on foster care. November 13. 1984). the develoPment of

tribal child protection teams (or multidisciplinary teas: see resolutica

hY Santa Clara Pueblo. September 9. 1985). and the need for federal legis-

lation which will enhance the ability of the fearal government and the tribal

courts to incarcerate. Prosecute, and order treatment for offenders.

Out this is only the beginning. In order to fully meet the needs of

these and othEr inSian communities to bfeak the cYcle of child abuse. and

neglect. all IRA prevention efforts to educate parents. children. nod other

service proviaers. including medical staff. are vitally,needed now. Further.

intervention services must be strengthened and coordinated to assure appro-

priate treatment for children and families end timely Prosecution for

offenders. The coordination between service Providers and legal personnel

is esPecially crucial since, in the past 6 months. we have been seeing far

sore sexual abuse of Indian children come to light.

ile do not have the resources or personnel to meet the needs. In fact.

this year (FT $6) we heve lost no...era's key resources end Personnel due to

budget tuts. further, we have never had the resources or facilities to

properly prosecute. intarc.rate and treat offenders.

Ile are asking for federal legislation to Provide the vehicle for devekop.

ing these resources at the local level: 1) oft-going prevention and education

in'
-
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efforts to end the cycle of mild abuse end neglect; 2) an incarceration

facility and resumes for eppropriate interventioa. Including ivrsecution

and treatment. and 3) clarification of Jurisdiction awes botween tribal

courts, the State, 44,4 the U.S. Attorney's Office to assure timely and appro-

priat legal response.

Substance Muse. Proveoting,_Treatment and Control.

This testimonY Is suMetted and comely addressed by our Governors

as well as Indian Tribes nationwide.

A quote is taken froo one of me PIM Indian Leaders who once said

spy VALUED people It hos been our elsfortune to mimeo 0 FRIMID,the Mite

Nan. ye have leen deceived. Ne brought with Nim shining things that pleased

our N:nds. he Oneida with Him weapons more effective Man our own. Move

ell. he brought with Hie the SPIRIT WATER that makes vs forget old age .

weakness and sorrow. I utsh to say v., you. Ify gear Pmple, if your wish is

to mssess and accept these things fur Yourselves. I'M, Gust begin Anew and

Pet away the Visdoe of your MOWS.* Down through the centuries that our

Fathers and their Fathers have lived on this Planet. we can only accent

that the addiction of ALCa10Ll91 that TM gave to our Indian People at a

has paw becme not only na Meier ONE. WOO UNO Health Problem,

but also. MLR EnemY limber One and the Cause of NUn) Atier Problem re -

CAM) to Alcohol.

The oetstanding PMEMION model at the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos

Council is the San Juan Pueblo Dance Group. It Is important to mention that

the Tribal Courts on this Pueblo referred the Indian youth that were once

labeled as incorrigibles. The meg adults had a need to identify with

their Ina'an Culture. Through these trying times, the youth requested of

prevention program a different aPProach which involved the teaching of their
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Native culture and dances. The outcome hod a tremendous impact not only on

the youth themselves but also their Parents which in effect culminated in:

I .. having a closer friendship in which each one values the otho

2 -- learning a new skill that is aPOreciated nd valued by one's
peers

3 -- beteg accented 0 peers even when one makes n4stakes

4 -- learning about the Participation in one's cultural heritage.

the other end results not less important is the positive development of our

Yotmg adults. spiritually. Psychologically and physiologirally which results

at retaining of per heritage and culture which are invaluable to all human

beings on this Planet.

At the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council. the methodology in-

coporated for Preventing. treating and controlling alcohol abuse ard alcohol-

ism ore a unique half-way house treatment center for re'overing alcoholics

that amnia; vocetional tralning and a small scat* fame and livestock proJect.

Me goal being self-sufficiency through a bands on-aPProach which would

ImPact on agricultural and economic develoPment at the Pueblos. the half-

way house prepares the recovering alcoholic tO re-enter a family ard commu-

nity evniromment with meaningfully and Purchasable skills.

We at the Eight Northern Indian Pueblos Council will nuture the concepts

of CONTROL by the development and implementation of the following crloria:

I -- Will Identify causal factors associated to alcohol abuse in
Native American communities.

t -- Based upon the identification of the causal factors we plan

to develop Native American geared alcohol and alcoholism Ed-
cationaI programs.

3 -- Educational material will be adapted to relate to all Natty:
Merlon conmunities.

a. - training needs will be based on research findings and the

develoOment of alcohol Prevention sodalities for Pueblo

Indians. tribal. urtma and rural Populations.

A f)Y1
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5 - All c4 these was performed with the goal of creating con-

cepts of tad therapeutic communities.

6 -- lased upon research conclusion, all of this supports the
goal of developing totally therapeutic communities fron
primary prevention to secondary ereventicn and including
tertiary prevention.

de are doing this in a very minute scale because our facilities and our

human resources are limited.

Senator Andrews in his introduction of S. 211. stateo a need to continue

targeting federal resources to address the health problems of lafians.

'While most Americans - 66.4 percent . will live to age 66 or older. the

Indian child bore today has only a 35 mount chance c4 reachlag age 65.

The fact is that* percent c4 all Indian Peeple will die before they

reach 45. Rose are realities that we cannot afford to Ignore.*

In conclusion. with the 300 Indian Tribes natiorlide who are faced

with thts No. I killer and enemy, NE feel that Sp 400 will have a tremen-

dous inPatt on our lives in the future for not only us but for our future

generations. Ibis will give WS the tool to continue the research. develch-

meat of alcoholism prevention models and substance Ouse control through

education to bring awareness to Indian People of the devastating effects

of alcohol to our spiritual physical and mental well being.

Therefore. we need 10 million dollars to replicate tlis modal which will

previa: sarwizes to all tribal members that need it in the area of preven-

tion. treatment. and control of substance abuse -- funding that will pro-

vide a Posittve impact on our Indian society. We need this funding enable

is to train dor own People tn prevention. treatment. and control of substance

abuse.

1fm.
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Community Health RePreseotative Program.

The Community Nealth RePresentative Program has bees a viable mad

necessary Program since I969 wben it first began. This Program is endanger

of folding If the refunding does not occur for the coming years. Roby

viable services nave been provided tor the Indian population Om the

reservation willich range from home visits to health education. Disease

prevention and control are provided, with the continued follow up services

and monitoring of clients for the medical Providers. Includedoeith this

testimony are statistical data that has been submitted by the Eight

Northern Cosmunity Health Representatives on the services that they art

providing.

If tAis Progreso is cut as it is presently ProPosed. major changes in

the health of our People would occur. Infant mortality would Probably be

seen again, there would be an increase of disease such as hypertension and

41abets out of control. The severity of injuries due to accidents would

rise without this prevention procram. As it Is. the Calks, provide emergency

tare for the injured and the ill andoeithout thee, the trausa would become

more severeleithout the assistonce Of the ZIORs' providing stabilization.

Services Provided by the Public Health Nurse could not possible and adequately

meet the health needs of the communities. since these persons art limited

is the time ttat they spend In the comunities. Daily cootact in the cosmu-

nities would be impossibl%

Transportation is also an essential Part of the services that are Provided

sircemany of our people do not have transportation available to get them to

a sedical facility for needed medical care.

BEST CRY AVAILABLE



STATISTICAL OATA FOR THE COMMUNITY NEALTH REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAM FOR THE
MONTHS OF OCTOBER TH20 MARCH

None visits - Over 7.000 home visits have been provioed
by 33 CURs for the follow-up and monitoring
of Illnesses or disease, for case findings
of new illnesses or disease.

Interpretation - The CHRs' provide interpretation to those
clients not understanding the English language.
eedlcal directions and advise, and the directions
on how to take medication that is prescribed.

Referral fres Over 1.000 referrals from medical providers
have been received that the CHRs' have taken
care c4 for the sonitoring or checking up on
clients for the physicians.

Deliveries - Over 1200 deliverlrs have been made by the
CHRs' which consist of delivering appointments,
medication, medical supplies. Information from
INS that keep clients up to date on medical
care and information.

Ne, h - The DM: are providing health education to
U.lation over 2.000 clients. Education th the health

areas such as safety. hypertension. diabetes.
deneal care and many more areas of health are
being covered.

Follow-up - CitAs' are providing more than 2.000 follow-up
Services services to clients checking up on illnesses

or disease for close w*nitoring to prevent
*erious problems fronoccuring.

Referrals to The CHRs' Wive referred more than 3.000 clients
to a medical facility for medical care because
of illnesses that need medical attention.accidents
that rave caused Injury, and for the medical
follow-up of disease Such AS hypertension control.

Transportation Many clients do not have transpurtation accessible
to them and rely heavily on the CHR program for
needed transportation to the medical facilities.
Over 3.000 clients have been provided transport-
ation services.

Personal Care This area Consists of providing services such
as daily personal hygiene to those clients that

i()6
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ere hendicepped. or because of illness can-
not take care of themselves without some
assistance. Also provided are the checking
vital sighs and blcud pressures because of
illnesses or disease. The CHRs are also
providin, foot care for the diabetics with
the weekly checking of feet of the diabetic
to prevent sericos medical problems of the
diabetic. Over 1,56:1 services have been
provided in this am.

Screening This is an arta that the CHR will do daily
to prevent health problens. Either by the
checking of blocd pressures or having cameo-
ntty programs set up for the screeniog of

other diseases or problems. This is also
used for safety prevention.

Emergency - The OW provide emergamecymedical care in
WW1 Svcs. the communities whemaver and injury has

ocoored. They ere either first responders or
ENT's that wort closely with the ambulance
services In their areas. The aajoritrof the
CHRs' men these embalmer services as a part
of their deity job description.

The CHRs' have very busy schedules as you can see. The average timber of Idles

that a program puts on their vehicles each uonth rang. fete TOO to 2. Sga milts

per month. Okat CHRs' work over the eg hours per week that they are getting

viid for with?* type of compensation for the extra hovrs that they Ore to

their communities.

i n7
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h,N,i1ndisnidsrl, st4 the load of Good Nutrition end Its
11.* et ons to IiDrOv.d te1 and Physical Mee1th:

This testimony is sulmatted in behalf of she Mew Mexico Indian touncil

on Aging uhich represents approximetely 8,000 Indian elderly of the 19 pueMos

of New Mexico and two Apachetvibes: Taos, Picuris, San Juan, Sante Clara. San

lldefonse. Pojoaque. Raabe, Tenuous, James, San felilt, Santo Domingo. Islets.

Cochiti, Sandia. Septa Am. Zia. Zuni. 'assume, Ammo. Jicarilla. end Atscalero.

Dhas makes es elderly Indians 5 unique PoPulationT let s go back to the

Mmy when we were self sufficientwe raised our eum croPs. weaved Our Own

cloth andmade our one traditional etsires, and built our aim homes! Down

through the centuries our fathers and their fathers have lived on this land, it is

the emotion of the 'grass roots' which Presents me to tt here today, rather

submit this testisonY, lecause of our Pride of being en Indian, we have

Oreserved our self-idensitY. This we neve done through the continued eel

feast activitY which requires Preparation to strengthen our spiritual well.teing

and which is expressed throw44 danc1.4 sed other religious ceremonies.

Because of societal Changes, lifessylrc have changed for us Indians, also.

De ere living in two worlds. Ouv Indian peoPle willingly joined the Armed

Forces to defend our country during vor44 Ver 11, which was the turning P1int,

any upon Oer return 10 OUr Mel-MUMS we Orwell: with us pew ways of living.

life styles began to change: we experieseed industrial end technological

changes which have had 5 signifletAt imitet in our nut:Ition. Physical and

mental health. No longer were se grinding our out corn end raising our own

livestock and crops. we were ea!triither conveniences. Fodd pre eeeee tions

overpowered or corn meal end AtoleI Diets changed. Also. there was no longer

a need to work out in the fields and cultivate aor land. substantial-paying

Jots were obtained in neighboring communities and urban settings. These life

gotten have created 40014 and other physical and metal health problems.
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Today we still experience our pride of being an Indian, No cO'n'irar

our festival ceremonies eat our traditional food, but the chews of life

styles throughout the years have cree'ed concerns we wish to address: valves

moo wort souks are unique among us. the Indian popelat.on. Because Of Other

cultural exposure no find a need to strengthen these values mad inSill them

in our youth and middle...aged adults lo order to Preserve our heritage.

Stetistics indicate life expectancy fOr Indians is low in cesperisou

to oilier ethnic groups; there art affroximately 8,000 elderly Indians in New

NOW's facing numerous Problems in the areas Of nutrition, nhYsical andeentil

health.

gur senior citizen Programs are Providing our elders with one nutritional

meal four or five times a week. MIS IS NOT SUFFICIENT. We are in dire need

of more comprehensive array of services for our elderly to include uot only the

one Prepared goal per day, but so motivate and instill in aseh and every elder

the desire to change his or her nutritional inteke and change the method

sf rood preparation in order to easure a healthier and Strongtr individual.

These services should include provisions for social attivisles end Personal

groat, Including physical fitness Programs. lie re in dire need of additional

facilities to Provide adequate basic needs and other recreational and social

activities, and trollied stet/ to work closer with our elcrrly! irtrItional

education ie the vehicle to create attitude changes and eating habits %Mich

in turn will reduce obesity, dependence on elcohol and drags. This will

greatly *Create heart Conditions, cancer. diabetes. Wertension, and other

fatal diseases. MUM eany of us Ile: in reservations, transportation to

health facilities and healt providers is extremely difficult. We need in-home

care services to eliminate institutionalizing our elderly. In conclusion,

I* need financial venoms to meet these needs outlined here.

1.09
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TAOS DAY SCHOOL
P. O. DRAWER
TAOS, KM 87571
PH:505/758-3652

Reptesentative George Millet, Chairman
Select Committee on Childten, Youth

Families
U.S. House of Reptesentatives
385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

January 15, 1986

Deer Reptesentative Millet,

Yout committee's concern fot Native Amertcans vas greatly needed and ap-
preciated. In ay sixth year es ptincipai of Taos Day School at Taos Pueblo,
my awareness of ptoblems steadily heightens and my atteages to cope become
increasingly frusttated.

Sante Clete Day School's ptincipal, Solomon Padilla, Jr. and 1 agteed
about the "thrust" of pout committee's hesting(s). Unless we vete terribly
mistaken, you wished tO determine just how was the Indian i povetty level
unique compared to povetty level citizens elsewhere. Permit me to tespond
within my own expetiences/observations aod please grant that I have few tom-
Pntisous with "elsewhete."

As Mt. Padilla and I indicated to you immediately aftet adjournment, 46%
of P.L. 94-142 money failed to teach childten. In conjunction, "positions"
get eteated to employ petsonael, to build empites, to satisfy political de-
mands, to dilute work loads, and to gathet petsonal suppott. This "welfate
with dignity" eiPhono off much needed tevenee by vittue of wasted sal:ales
and benefits. Qualifications, minimal as might be tequited, ate majotally
igaoted. Although not exclusively to blame. the Indian Preference Law delights
some tribal leadets vbo have availed themselves of opportunities fot purely
political reasons since 1974. Meantime, povetty levb1 Indian childten fail to
receive the benefit(s) which that looney could buy in necessary supplies, ma-
terials, instructional petsomnel, equipamnt, etc.

Northern Pueblos Agency has five now-residential day schools populated
by no mote than 355 students, total. The Ageney office in Santa Fe consists
of six assigned personnel at a salary cost of neatly 4160,000 pet year. Adding
in the cost of vehicles, utilities, supplies, and equipment. It could realis-
tically drive tbe total cost up to 4200,000. This needless "overhead" of over
4560 pet student is spent before eny books, supplies, matetials, equipment,
fuel (bee end heat), utilitiea, teachers, food, transportation, etc., ere per -
&seed. 4200,000 would purchase betveen ten end thitteen teachets' salaties
and would be aoney much better spent on Indian children.

Numerous hiatuses in fedetelly funded services occured doe to misaanage-
sent by the "Agency", almost entirely coapeitod of the afotApentioned "vel -
fate" recipients. The question we school personnel can nevet get answered is.
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what happened to ot what was dons with the budgeted gooney during the pericd(s)
that ve were without s Speech Thetspist ot a Diagnostician, for example? Cen-
teal Office personnel shed no 20re light upon out questions and concerns than
the Agency does.

As I stated to Representative Lehman in the lobby, Indians have great ex-
pectations, coustantly btought to thesc or lirstelly fotced upon them which nevet
osterielite. la five sod ball years s good two doten state ot federally funded
people have sat down inlay office to describe theit "program" which they vould
bring to out children and teachets in theft clesstooms. These progtams la the
rain were "prevention" of altohol abuse, drug abuse, child abuse. etc. Many of
these people teptesented Indian otgantsations such as Eight Kotrhern Pueblos
Council (241PC) or the All ladles Pueblos Council (AIPC). Many gloving pteaen-
Cations were made to out Doatd of Education fot their information and approval.
Tet, 492 of these people vete never seen not beard from again. In a wotd, one
aloost out of our vocabulaties. "followup" is non-existent. As Rep. Lehman said
to se. "The Indian people sre (shalt) inventory." From that tematk. I believe
Congressamo Lehman is familiat with the waste of funding.

In a 4Iffetent vein, nay I. say that *condole development makes sense. Com-
bined with education, it can turn the situation atound. Royalty checks, velfarc
payaents, food stamps, etc. only exacerbate the problem(s). Direct invcavesant
with, and employment In, a viable ttibal econoalc effott makes the best sense.
Isolation is the mein negative factor weighing against such effort La some frees/
tribes. however. Native Ameticans ate uniquely tied to their land and theLt
traditions. That cannot be tampered with but somehad they must also he accost* -

dated on theit terms.

Lastly, the timing of your hearing(s) may have been lesson fot the small
attendance in Albuquerque. Except for s fey pueblos. San lIdefonso fot steeple,
mew ttlbal officials mete juat taking office end becoming acquainted with theit
duties in early January. They vete not yet teady to engage in heavy discussions
of problems etc.

Since the Select Coemittee was obviously not bipartisan, bow vill these
bearings then ttanslate into congressional action/legialation? It Ls hoped that
Congress will first try to economise in the areas of "ptogrems" unnecessary un-
qualified personnel, bettet disttibution of fteklinq,coasolidation as opposed
to duplication, etc. befote the utge to "throw coney" at the problem inevitably
occur..

Roy Preach, Principal

xc: Representative Willian Lebtan
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHRIS A. BARER, CHAIRMAN, SOUTHERN UTE INDIAN TRIBAL
COUNCIL

THANK YOU FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO SHARE MY THOUGHTS

WITH YOU TODAY ON A MATTER OF GREAT CONCERN TO ALL OF US. I

KNOW OF NO ONE WHO HAS NOT HAD TO DEAL WITH PROBLEMS CREATED

BY ALCOHOLISM - EITHER AT WORK OR AT HOME OR BOTH.

ALt0HOLISM IS THE #1 CONCERN ON THE SOUTHERN UTE INDIAN RES-

ERVATION AND SHOULD BE THE #1 CONCERN FOR EVERY OTHER RESERVA-

TION. TOWN, CITY, AHD SCHOOL IN THE UNITED STATES.

A LOT OF GOOD WORK HAS BEEN DONE IN THE AREA OF ALCOHOLISM IN

THE +AST FIFTEEN YEARS. THE FIRST STEP FOR SOUTHERN UTE WAS TO

JUST LIFT THE BLINDERS AND ADMIT THAT ALCOHOL HAD US IN rrs GRIP.

THE SECOND WAS TO THROW AWAY THE OLD THINKING ABOUT ALCOHOLISM

AND THE STIGMA ATTACHED TO THE PROBLEM. NE PERSON SUFFERING

FROM ALCOHOLISM IS NOT WEAK, AND NE IS NOT IMMORAL. HE OR SHE

IS THE VICTIM OF A DISEASE. DIABETES IS ANOTHER DISEASE THAT

PLAGUES INDIAN COUNTRY. DO WE SAY THAT IF THE DIABETIC CAN'T

CONTROL HIS DISEASE THAT HE SHOU6D BE IGNORED AND LEFT TO DIE

IF NE FAILS TO OVERCOME ITS EFFECTS? KO, WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE

THIS INDIVIDUAL TO SEEK TREATMENT, WE PROVIDE DOCTORS, CLINICS,

HOSPITALS, AND MEDICATIONS, WE EMPLOY VISITING NURSES AND

COMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVES TO PROVIDE FOLLOW-UP CARE, WE

CONDUCT SPECIAL DIABETIC CLINICS; ETC. IS ALCOHOLISM REALLY ANY

DIFFERENT? YES, THE SIDE EFFECTS CREATED BY ALCOHOLISM SUCH AS

FAMILY VIOLENCE AND OTHER EQUALLY DISTASTEFUL PROBLEMS PRESENT A

1
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MORE UNPLEASANT IMAGE TO TNE PUBLIC BUT IN REALITY. IN THE EARLY

STAGES OF THE DISEASE OF ALCOHOLISM. IS THERE ANY REAL DIFFERENCE?

TRADITIONALLY. INDIAN WEALTH SERVICE HAS PROVIDED TNE DOLLARS

NEEDED FOR ACUTE CARE OF THE ALCOHOLIC. BUT HAS BEEN RELuour TO

PROVIDE FUNDS FOR PREVENTION. EARLY INTERVENTION. AND ALCOHOLISM

TREATHENT PER SE. THIS IS KIND OF LIKE CLOSING THE BARN DOOR

AFTER THE NORSE IS OUT. BACK TO DIABETES. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF

DIABETICS WERE ONLY TREATED IN THE FINAL STAGES OF THE/R DISEASE?

WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF TREATMENT WAS WITHHELD UNTIL RENAL FAILURE

SET IN? IF THAT WLE THE CASE. WE WOULD SEE SHOCKING STATISTICS

LIKE THOSE THAT DEAL WITH ALCOHOLISM, WE'VE GOT TO CHANGE OUR

THINKING AND BEGIN ATTACKING TNE PROBLEM OF ALCOHOLISM BEFORE THE

PATIENT IS TERMINAL,

AT SOUTHERN UTE, WE'VE SPENT A LOT OF TIME AND EFFORT WITH THE

TERMINAL PATIENT. WE'VE MOVED FROM A BAND-AID APPROACH TO A

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM OF SERVICES. WHICH INCLUDES: NON-MEDICAL

DETOXIFICATION. PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT. REHABILITATION

AND FOLLOW-UP. IT DIDN'T TAKE LONG FOR US TO REALIZE THAT 1..0

ONE METHOD WORKS FOR EVERY INDIVIDUAL SO OUR PROGRAM IS FLEXIBLE

ENOUGH TO ALLOW FOR TRADITIONAL INDIAN MEDICINE TO AA TO ANTERUSE

TO ACCEPTED COUNSELLING PRACTICES SUCH AS ONE TO ONE. GROUPS. AND

FAMILY COUNSELLING. WE'RE EXPANDING OUR EFFORTS NOW TO INCLUDE

PREVENTION AND EARLY INTERVENTION.

1 1 3
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OUR PRIViNTION EFFORTS NAVE FOCUSED ON PROVIDING YOUNG PEOPLE

WITH OTHER POGiTIvF ALTERNATIVES, THE USE OF pasinvE PEER

PRESSURE, AND INCREASED polum SELF-IMAGE. YOU'VE GOT TO

'ACCENTUATE THE POSITIVE AND ELIMINATE THE NEGATIVE.'

WE NAVE ESTABLISHED PREVENTION ACTIVITIES FOR THE YOUTH IN OUR

AREA. ONE OF THE BIG PROJECTS WE'VE DONE IS THE ANNUAL 'RUN

AGAINST DRUGS! FROM IGNACIO TO DENVER (350 MILES) RELAY STYLE,

THE 'RUN AGAINST DRUGS' IS THE YOUTH'S WAY OF EMPHASIZING THAT

THEy DO NOT NAVE TO BECOME THE PART OF THE NORM. THE FIRST

YEAR (1904) 40 OF OUR YOUTH RAN. THIS YEAR (1905) 40 OF ouR

Your% RAN WITH 4 OTHER COLORADO COUNTIES BECOMING INVOLVED

(TOTAL 100 YOUTH). THIS YEAR (1986 IN JUNE) PROMISES TO RE

EVEN BIGGER WITH ANOTHER 5 COLORADO COUNTIES WANTING TO BECOME

'INVOLVED. WE NAVE ALSO OBTAINED A BUILDING AHD ARE IN THE

PROEESS OF RENNOVATING IT FOR A TEEN CENTER WHICH WILL i'AZ MED

FOR RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES. A COUPLE OF PROGRAMS

WE WOULD LIKE TO START FROM THIS BUILDING ARE A BIG BROTHER, BIG

SISTER PROGRAM AND THE YOUTH TUTOR PROGRAM. EARLY INTERVENTION

IS A NECESSARY ADJUNCT TO THE PREVENTION IDEA. PREVENTION

EFFORTS ARE A GOOD WAY TO IDENTIFY EARLY INTERVENTION NEEDS.

EDUCATIONAL AND PREVENTION EFFORTS IN THE SCHOOL NAvE LED DIRECTLY

IMO EARLY IDENTIFICATION AND INTERVENTION ACTIVITIES.
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WE HAVE ESTABLISHEB A COOD RAPPORT WITH THE SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL

PERSONNEL, WE DO EDUCATION GROUPS, GRIEF GROUPS, SUICIDE GROUPS

AND CRISES INTERVENTION. SELF AWARENESS. SELFESTEEM, POSITIVE

PEER GROUPS, AND LIFE SKILLS ARE ALSO AMONG SOME OF THE CLASSES

WE HAVE INITIATED WITH THE SCHOOLS. OUR PREVENTION PRESENTATIONS

WITH OUR YOUTH ARE CONDUCTED IN THE IGNACIO SCHOOLS AND AS WELL

AS OUTSIDE OF OUR IMMEDIATE AREA.

OTHER EARLY INTERVENTION EFFORTS AT SOUTHERN UTE INCLUDE AN

EMPLWEE.ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP) THAT IS DESIGNED TO ELIMINATE

THE °KILLING WITH KINDNESS! SYNDROME AND EMPHASIZE THE °TOUGH

LOVE° CONCEPT. WE'VE FOUND (THROUGH YEARS OF TRIAL AND ERROR),

THAT WHEN WE TRY TO GIVE THE EMPLOYEE ANOTHER CHANCE WHEN ALCOHOL
. . -

IS INVOLVED IT BECOMES ANOTHER CHANCE AND ANOTHER CHANCE AND

ANOTHER CHANCE. WE'RE JUST HELPING TO DRIVE THE NA/LS IN THEIR

COFFIN (OR KILLING THEM WITH KINDNESS). As A TRIBAL ORGANIZATION,

WE'VE DECHNED TO TRY A DIFFERENT APPROACH WHEN ALCOHOL BEGINS TO

COMPROMISE AN EMPLOYEE'S ABILITY TO PERFORM ON THE JOB WE ARE

HITTING THEM WITH INE °VELVET CLOVE.° WE ARE TELLING OUR EMPLOYEES

THAT WE CARE TOO MUCH ABOUT THEM TO DRIVE NAILS IN THEIR COFFIN.

WE ARE GIVING THEM THE MOTIVATION TO SEEK TREATMENT BEFORE THE JOB

IS GONE', BEFORE THE FAMILY IS GONE, BEFORE THE HEALTH IS GONE AND

WHILE TilEY HAVE AEASON TO LIVE. EMPLOYEES ARE ALLOWED TO SELECT

THEIR OWN OPTION FOR TREATMENT) THEY ARE ALLOWED TO ASSUME RESPON

OIBILITY FOR THEIR OWN LIFE AND THEIR OWN REHABILITATION BUT THEY

4
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RECEIVE THE SUPPORT THEY NEED ALL THE WAY UP TO THE TRIBAL COUNCIL.

THE TRIBAL COUNCIL FORMULATED THE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

POLICY AND WE LIVE BY THAT POLICY. THE POLICY IS CARRIED OUT

CONSISTENTLY TO EVERY EMPLOYEE REGARDLESS OF TITLE, RANK, FAMILY

RELATIONSHIP) ETC. TOUGH Love is THE HARDEST KIND OF CARING BUT

IT MEANS CARING SO MUCH THAT YOU ARE WILLING TO SACRIFICE A FRIEND"

SHIP, FACE AN ANGRY AND HURT EMPLOYEE, ENCOUNTER UPSET FAMILY

MEMBERS) ETC. ITS KIND OF LIKE A SURGEON. WHEN THE SURGEON PICKS

UP us KNIFE TO CUT OUT THE CANCER. Ns KNOWS HE IS GOING TO CAUSE

A LOT OF PAIN FOR THE PATIENT AND MAYBE EVEN DEATH BUT HE DOES

IT ANYWAY - ITS WORTH EVERYTHING IF IT SAVES THE PATIENT'S LIFE.

TO SUN UP MY REMARKS TODAY, I CAN ONLY SAY:

RECOGNIZE AND ACCEPT ALCOHOLISM FOR WHAT IT REALLY IS A #1

KILLER AND A #1 PROBLEM NOT.JUST FOR US BUT FOR OUR FRIENDS AND

NEIGHBORS AS WELL.

STOP KILLING YOUR FRIENDS. NEIGHBORS, AND FAMILY MEMBERS WITH

KINDNESS. BECOME A PART OF THE SOLUTION, ROTA PART OF THE

PROHLEM. LET'S srop HELPING EACH OTHER-TO DEATH.

GET.TOUGH - WITH LOVE. USE THE VELVET GLOVE. SET JP GOOD,

WORK:NG EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. HELP YOUR EMPLOYEES AND

CO-WORKERS BEFORE rr's TOO LATE.

- 5
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PRLS FOP RECOGNITION OF THE NEED TO FUND PREVENTION AND EARLY

INTERVENTION ACTIVITIES, START WITH YOUR OWN HEALTH BOARDS AND

TRIBAL COUNCILS /10 WORK RIGHT ON UP TO THE PRESIDENT'S DESK.

'PRESS FOR RECOGNITION AND TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISM AS A DISEASE.

AS INDIVIDUALS - SET A GOOD EXAMPLE FOR YOUR CHILDREN, YOUR

BROTHERS AND SISTERS AND YOUR NIECES AND NEPHEWi, LET'S SHOW

THE KIDS THAT IT IS FUN AND OKAY MI TO DRINK, BE A POSITIVE

ROLE MODEL,

UE IN INDIAN COUNTRY REALIZE THAT ALCOHOL IS OUR NUMBER ONE

PROBLEM: tIE NAVE HAD MANY STUDIES WHICH.INDICATE A DIRE NEED

TO DO SOMETHING BUT WE ALWAYS WAIT, HOPING THAT SOMEONE ELSE
. .

WILL FIND THE ANSWER TO ALLEVIATE OUR PROBLEMS. THE SOLUTION

IS SIMPLE - ACTION GET INVOLVED....LET'S FIGHT THIS CANCER

BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.

AliSUBMITTED BY: o:
EOUTNERH E INDIAN 11.01AL LOUNCIL
HRIS , MB, AIBMAN
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BENNIE Co NOE, &mums Dutsceoa, Milan NAVAJO
&Nom. BoARD, INc., PINE Hsu., NM

ADDENDUM STATEMENT BY BENNIE COMM. EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

TESTIMONY TO NOUSE SELECT comma ON CNILDREN. TOUT* 4 FAMILIES

JANUARY Re, 1986

In lay prepared statement to your Committee of January in, 1986, I

outlined come of the accomplishments of the Ran..ah Navajo Community,

then emphasized three key issues confronting our development, and

finally offered some recommendations for change.

The present package ts to be included as an addendum to that

Prepared statement. Included are documents which address the needs of

our children, youth, and families from the various perspectives of

different programs of the Ramah Navajo School Board.

My own additional comments are included here, for the purpose ot

going beyond my original prePared statement to impress upon the

committee some of the deeper causew underlying the svmstems which we

all spend our time wrestling over.

Ily original recommendations to you were based on a continuity in

the relationship between the U.S. Government and Indian tribes. Since it

is one of the purposes of your Committee to generate Interest And

concern about the status of Indian children, youth, and families. I

thought it appropnate to share these additional thoughts with you,

which loot toward more fundamental changes and a Oscontinultv in

intergovernmental relationships.

t s
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Ramah Navajo School Board. Inc.- ADDENDUM
House Sel. Com./Children-Youth-Familles.1/24/036
page 2

?WARD A NEN ENVIRONMENT POR DEVELOPMENT

You have by now received reams of data and statistics on the social

and econcsic status of Indian faailies and communities: Unemployment 5

to 10 times the national average: Social statistics illustrating massive

cultural and socioeconomic breakdown: Uninspiring educational

achfevement by our young...

-Obviously. somethiog has gone wrong. To ascribe these probleus to

the Inherent weakness or perversity of the Nemeth Navajo People or of

the Indian Race would be justifiably elndemned in the eyes of modern

world opinion and humane ethics. on the contrary. many of the above

statistics and references represent symptoms of a deeper cause: the

"disease" of shizinic dependency. A major source of this disease is the

past and continuing violation by non-native society of the human

rights of entire communities and nations of Indian People. Another

principal source of the disease is the debilitating and fundamentally

unhealthy relationship between the U.S. Government and these Indian

communities and nations.

I will explain what I mean by these bold comments: and then will

follow with a set of recomendations regarding fundamental changes

required to overcome the disease. I will use my own community as a

reference point for many of tiles* comments. but similar conclusions can

be drawn prom expe. es ..s across Indnin Count] i

119 .
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Routh ifavajo School Board. Inc.-AMANDA/14
House Sel. Com./Ch1:01ren-YOUth-Faistlies.1/24/86
Page 3

The rights of the Ramith Navajos to a homeland were violated first by

the forced intrusion of non-native Peoples into our region: our

subsequent banishment from our lands to Ft. Sumner in the 1860's; and

then, following our return to portions of our previous lands (no longer

truly our own) in 1868. the underhanded expropriation of our lands by

non-Indian settlers. urged on by legislative incentives in Washington.

As a conquered nation, we embarked upon more than a century of

forced dependency. in which our worthiness as human beings was

measured only by how closely we approximated the dominant society's

values and lifestyle. Our rights of land ownership and ot self-

governance were stripPed from us, and federal "services" and subsidies

served to maintain our condition of subjugation. rather than to re-build

our Independence. Thus began the unhealthy relationship betweer he

U.S. government and our People.

The unhealthy relationship continues to this day. The statistics

and problem cited above attest to the unhealthy nature of the entire

framework under which we have been operaticq. eor purposes of

explanation. I can divide our history into four periods, each

characterized by a certain sociological "environment":

A. Pre-colonial - the Period of time prior to significant contact

14ith and control by non-Indian societies. characterized by

cultural coherence and integrity.

120
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Ramah Navajo School Board. Inc.-ADDERDUll
Rouse Soil. Com./Children-YOUth-Pamilles,1/24/06
Page 4

B. Early colonial - the period of time in which the Navajos came

under the control of non-Indian society, characterized by

external encroachment. inter-cultural conflict, tribal defeat,

bar.ishment. land expropriatiOn, and confinement on federal

reservations.

C. present colonial - ts1e Period of time spanning about the last 100

years, characterized by "benevolent pacernailem" cc the pert of

the Uovernment and by a protracted condition of chronic

dePandency in Indian cominunities, reflected in a wide range of

indicators of gocioeconomic breakdown.

D. post-colonial - the period of time yet to come, characterized by

individual. family, and communiti indePendence. self-reliance.

self-governance, dignity. human welfare. strength. access to

resources end opportunities for development, freedom to develop

and to control one's o.t. destiny, and full participation in and

contribution to world society.

This fourth "environment" described above, that is. the "post-

colonial" independent period, rePresents in general terms our goal ...

our vision. It makes sense to have a vision of how things ought to be,

in order to giv.. twit asiti dettoltion to '1'3 t ,,are tudny

1 21 "
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Mash Navajo School SoarcL Inc.-ADDENDUM
Honee-SeLgoe./Children-youth-Tamillee.1/24/86
page!.

And In order to get 'Ihere" froa "beret we have to change the game:

Lo« wre have to begin to change the framework within which we operate. A

coherenm Transition Plan is mewled. operating according to a new eat of

rules and assumptions.because the cid assumptions and relationships

simply do not work In the flnal analysis . . .and cannot work, since they

do not foster Individual, family, or community self-relionce.geouine

Participation In development, or social cohesion. Policies of

devePopment and Inter-governmental relattonships must assume a new

soc1ologic;x1 environment. must work toward establishing a new

environment for self-directed development, rather than attempting to

seek meaningful change and development within the Present system of

relationships.

Nany of us In progressive Indian commurdties felt very encouraged

by the passage end early years of implementation of Public Law 23-638.

the Indian Self-betezaination and Educational Assistance Act of 1975,

because the rhetoric and promises seemed to be leading In the right

directim However. In the past flips years or so. we have become

extremely disappointed bit the lack of genuineness and effectiveness of

"630".and have become deluged and boxed In by torrents of governmental

constraints, Intrusions. relpdations, and procedures.

122 e:
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Rams& Navajo School Board, Inc.-ADDENDUM
House Sel. Cost./Children-youth-Fem Wes.1/24/86

Page 6

So "638" showed some Promise. but it has been forced to operate

within the wrong framework, the wrong environment, i.e., the stage of

colonial control indicated as item "C" above. It embotiies the frustrating

hypocrisy of holding out the hope 4n4 intent of self-determination.

while regulatingr agencies urdermdne that very objetrtive every step of

the way.

Instead of attaining true self-determination.we continued to

confront* general gvernmental and societal orientation toward

paternalistic cont.cd. Tbds mistrustftL dependency-fostering attitude

has become more "benevolent" and subtle in the peat basnty years than.

of course, the genocidal strategies of the aid-nineteenth century. But

the results are still degmmssing, and local initiative, cohesion, and

development are sadly lacking. Further, bureaucracies such as the

Sureau of Indian Atfoire can be seen to be self-Perpetuating, with its

very existence based on the ccntinuation of the depocdenc-

relationship.

Many Indian communities essentially lack solvency and integrity

for the very reason that they lack control over resources and control

over their own destinies. It Is difficult to achieve solvency and

integrity in the absence of ownership. tax base. and autonomy.

7
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Ram& Itavsjo School Board, Inc.-MEND=
Nouse gel. Coa/Children-Youth-thailise.1/24/66
Page 7

. Honey and other reeourcee are Important elesente in development.

but ars secondary to the min Issue. which calla forrthe tall restoration

of human rights. Indian community self-governance. and freedoa to

develop.

Solutions. therefore, must reconcile two apparently conflicting

requirements: the need for Indian communities to be free to direct and

control their destinies, and the need for external resources and

technical metal:Moe efeentiai for development in themoderir world.

Selaw. us Propose a few possible directions. /til,,q .

1. Encourage each Indian community to develop comprehensive 10-

Year. Developmnt Plans leading to the Year 2000. Full technical

assistance should be available from the Federal Government,

especially In FY 1987. 1989, and 1989, end the Government will

subsidize the approved Plan each year during the period py 1990

to FY 1999. Some communities just getting started will start

small. Increasing their funding levels for a few years, and then

gradually reducing banding la the latter yen* oetther Period.

other committee with a hlatory of funded development would

begin with an amount equivalent to their total assistance In FY

66 Plus possible increments for special unmet needs, with

Gradual reductions down to a relatively nominal level in the

year 2000. The local community will have full discretion over

, ..... c:
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Ranh Navajo School Hoard, inc.-ADDENDS/4
Nouse Sel. Com./Children-Youth-Pamilles,l/24/86
pge 8

end responsibility for the prioritizing and allocation of these

funds, no string* attached, constrained only by the general law of

the land governing financial ethics.

2. Consider the termination of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, passing

on to indlan tribes and communities the authority and

responsibility for their own development. and using the savings

so derived to fund the Development Plans described abzwe.

3. Permit and encourage the total political reorganization of Indian

rtratr.:t communities - on our ossi terms, rather than according to the

requirements and concepts of the federal bureaucracy.

4. Tarn over all Indian reservation-related lands to each tribal

comuUnity and its citizens, end aggressively consolidate

cousunity lands to the highest extent possible. Since the first

generation of this new style of development will be very

difficult and delicate, certain protections should be assured, so

tbet there newly Independent communities will not be taken
....

.. Aiefeantege of by a more aggressive and experienced dosinanr

socistl.

5. The O.S. Government and each tritel/cousunity authority should

be seen as a3-equal partners In develoPment. The U.S. oovernment
,

benefit* by being able to demonstrate te the world its sincerity

and effectivenelm in the restoration of the human rightly of its

124:-.
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Rooth Navajo School Board. Inc.-ADDENDUM
Nouse SO. Com./Children-Youth-Fam1lleel/24/86
PK* 9

Gm citizens, plus it mill have less of a burden and

responsibility for Indian development in the long-ran. Indian

communities win Dement by having control of their covn

destinies.

Itt closing, I would like to express my appreciation to the Rouse

Select Comaittee on Chikiren. Youth. and Families for opening themselves

to information and comments fres the grassroots. and for seeking to

educate the nation regarding the unique needs, challenges, and vision.

of our People

t
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1HE RAMAN NAVAJO CORIRTN

. HISTORItAl. BACKGROUND STATINNT

DITRODUCTION

This historical background statement has been prepared to provide information
and perspective for the development of plans and programs aimed at reducing the
imidence of crime sod delinquency in the Reath Navajo Comunity. Say attempt
to assess the needs, the probloa, the goals, the potentials, and the unique
chmoter of the Dinah Navajo Gartrunity rust taloa Into account the historical
=snort - both in tams of past events and of present circumstances.

The present geographic location of the Ramah Navajo Community is the result,
not of choice en the ,....rt of the Navajos, but of disruption, encroachment, and
egilmitation on the part of the U.S. Goverment, the thawed, and the Anglo
settlers. The weapons of tureaucracy, Mts of Congress, and westward expansion
ruthlessly evicted the Rash* Navajo frm the choicest lard in the Reath area and
eventually formai them to settle mostly within the boundaries of the Reath Navajo
Reservatica, /mated to the scutheast of the truant town of Rauh, on relatively
rugged, dry, ard tegacdactive lard, with re1atirly no propetty rights. In *Kat,
the hierbry of the Petah Navajos can be portrayed as a series of biters and tragedies
fma which they ere just mac beginning to recover.

SEFILDENT AND RIDIE1'TLDIENE

Soccedirsg to both oral and written histories of the area, Navajos were
living in the Reath area prior to the tragic "Long *ilk" perfod of the late 14,60's.
Navajo families are Mown to lave lived as far north as the NcSaffey mountains and
as far loth as Apache Creek, Queued°, and other areas scuth of the present-day
Reath Navajo Reservation. In 1868, Moms of the U.S. Goverrment attacked the
local aettlemints, killing many of the people, ard capturirg mew more to send to
the Irian stcdoicle of Ft. Sumer, in eastern New Mexico. Curtin the Ft. Sumner
ingrisormant, a treaty ems signed between the Navajos and the U.S. Goverment,
utdch pravided that the Smvajos could not return to their termer free and widespread
grazirg /ards. Instead, they were to be catfined to the neellavajo Reservation,
and theit" movement - and, therefore, my of life - sms restricted. A few of the
families originally frca the Ruth area remembered the abundance of water, arable
land, and wild Emits graving in the area near the h:Caffey mountains, north of
mesent-day Farrah, eat they were able to re-settle there. Other families eventually
drifted into the sera area from such places as Ichetcht and the Chiska mountains
further to the myth. finally, east of these families settled in the area just
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math of present-day Rauh town, where there yere both.a swing and a river.
These famil.ies built an earth dam there, which began to form a lake.

MD ACQUISITION AND FORCED resrrnDerr

Diving this time, the only other settlers in the Reath area were of Spanish
and liedcan descent, who lived a scrusamt similar life-style to the Navajos. maze
were scrae conflicts between these groups and acme raiding of livestock, and so
forth, bit things were relatively stable. In the mid-1870's, Anglo settlers,
mostly homes, began to owe into the area. At first, so the Iccal oral histories
irdicate, these newsmen were friendly ard neighborly, but soon they were + orking
to acquire the lard that the Navajos had already settled on. The Navajos didn't
resist, for fear of reprisals renuuscent of the long eialk period. Acts of Congress

*Med strength to this eroroactsent. The Enabling Act of 1966 allcued the railroad
to acquire land fortY (later fifty) miles either side of its tracks, which included
the best land in the northern part of the Parah area. The licreestead Act of the
1100's enooureged settlerent throughout the "American West" and provided lath to
Arglos which by right bets Navajo lard. The Navajos living In the Ranh area were
never awe of these lean during the first years of their enfurceaent. When thy'

did boxes awe or what wee hapiening to their land, they/still did not hey- the
elicational backgrtund nor fmailiarity with Anglo law to ccapete for the lath
which was being deeled to a finny of Anglo applicants. The result of all this
was that the Moab Navajos were progressively pushed southeastWard taeard
relatively infertile ard inlpspitable lard, where they arm, for the sost part,
reside.

These discouraging years have been sunned up in a recent historical study
of the bash Navajo Cammnity:

The first pliaie of Navajo history in the Rauh area was charecterized by
settlement, initial contacts with Itearon Angles, lath disputes, resettle-
ment, ard a general attitude of fry:motion and defeat. Ideile the Navajos
faced merer problem in their attempt to *rind a living film the stir/a
envirmwat (e.g., water shortage, crop failure, insects, and disease),
these wen ottonlary to the coati:wing losses sustained ate a result of their,
raw enoionees with the exploiting Mormore.*

mama PROOLDIS

The forced resettlement of the Navajos onto reswicted lards trought great

Kanchard, Kendall. The Ramah Navajos: A Growing sense of Calamity ;41

in Historical Perspectiim. Navajo Historical Publications, lbe
lesearol Sy:orlon, Havoc. Parks and Recreation, The Navajo Tribe.
1971. p. 26.
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rreasure to bear upon them ...s did the contireing confusion trought about by
their interactions with the Anglo settlers ard with the U.S. Government. The

Allotment Pet of 1097 allowed individual Indians to receive a "tont patent"
kr a amine of 160 acres of grazing land. Tema were to expire after twenty-
five years, at which time the allottee mad receive full title to the lard,
urktss the U.S. President chose to erterd the trust period; these patents have
biin ertended every year since than by Executive Order. Only one Navajo ever
applied for allotted lard during the first thirty yews the law sas in effect,
hit free 1920 to 1940 wet Navajo falsities gat 160-acre allotnents. The problem
ase that these allotrents were interspersed between privately-owned lard, state
lands, and public &nein, which increased the Navajos' confusion. These allotecnts,
plus the path:sae hy the Navajo Trite in 1929 of 18 sections of lard south of
Rauh, were about is each land as the Reath Navajos got.

The forced displacement of the bash Navajos was a stafizering social and
economic setback for the people. The new land was not fertile enough to sust-in
the sere level of farming as the Navajos had previously enjoyed; there were less
plentiful grazing lands for the livestock; ard families uere again separated ard
dispersed. later on, the Taylor trazirg Pet of 1.934 ses to set a limit on the
weber of livestock per area and capacity of land, sidch melted in livestock
reduction for lest fasilies.. The quotas established in the 1930's are, for the
met part, still applicably today, which team that there la to apparent way for
mat feadlies to increase their wealth Thrash livestcck herding ard amusement,
which is integral to the life and identity of the people. To cceplete this cycle
of regressicm, nothing las offered to replace this livelihocd, so the net result
see that the fortunes of the local aniessity were again reversed.

Between 1930 ard 1940, the U.S. Goverment lamed land in the Pemah area
on Wulf of the Reath Navajos. Weever, looal ranchers and settlers petitioned
to have this lease annulled and to'have the lard oPened. up tor male. The

torerneent cowered with this petition, ard there were soon many lard
sales in the Noah arm. This time it did mot take long for the Ptah Navajos
to became amre of seat use going ors. They appealed to the Altuquerque Area
Office of the BrA to find a say to mane led for the Rameh Navajos. Since
there were aufficient funds in the Treasury urder the name of two Pueblo tribes,
dame fuels were used to purchase lard in the Reath area. Tor about eight years,
the Navajo Tribe leased this lard on behalf of the Mesh Navajos and thee purchased
it. Aocording to the Tribal Councilmen for the Ramah Navajo Comunity, who was
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intimately involved more than thirty yearn ago in these transactions, the lend

was to be solely far the use of the Ravish Navajos, fiwever, in the early 1950's.

the Navajo Tribal administnation of Raymond Naakai determined that all land

hY the Navajo Tribe in the past could be governed only Ly the Tribe -

a ruling sahich included the land purchased in Ramah. Even up to the present

tile, this has Presented difficulties for the Ramah Navajo Community in terns of

&sloping and using Iribal land.

Restrictions, legalities; and past injustices eontirme tomake the land

macula hirokame to the growth of the local comuriity. Cue to the land sales

of the past century, the Ramah area is 'checkerixouled" by private, state, public,

Chapter, and Tribal land-holdings. Negotiations with the various parties concerned

over aocess and road easement are long and sometimes totally futile with regard

to bringing in utility lines and constructing new roads. Pirttv.r, there arc 21

sections ofland in the southern part of the Reservation whichareheld by the

BIA on botalf of the Ramah Navajo Community, but only for grazing purposess
therefore, no development or improvement can take place on that land. Finally,

there is a large portion of land held and governed by the Navajo Tribe, which

is used hy the Barash Navajos, bit any development of which must have the approval

of tne Tribal bureaucracy. .

An additional land profien for the local people is that there is no more land

which can be allotted to individuals or families. With the inorease in the local

pspulatico, that means that each new heir cr relative gets an increrssingly small

parceled' land. This has already begun to create stress within extended family

groups, and the future situation does not look bright. Again, there is a
feeting of being trapped: nomore land, fewer livestock, drought conditions,

and sore people to feed and provide for.

ENO3NSTS1ENT SERVICES

Prior to 1927, there *es prectically no attention given to the well-being

of the displaced Noah Navajos Ly govermrental Agencies, including.the Bureau

of llsdian Affaire (BIA). According to anthropologist Clyde Kluckhohn: "The

picture seems to have been that of leaving the Pasah Navajo severely alonr except

for rare incidents when Anglos or Spanish-Americans demanded intervention on

land matters or disturbances of law and Order.

auckhohn, Clyde. Quoted in Blanchard. p. 28.
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In 1927, the Rama Navajos came under the jurisdiction of the newly-

teamed Eastern Navajo Ageney at Crempoint, and same attempts were made to

terve the Ramahalawajos. Dams. wells, and roads were constructed. and the

Taylor Grazing Act of 193e was implerented. The Ramah Navajos were not always

receptive to these things and remained skeptical of the benefit of sem of these
.1

projects. In particular, the livestockreducticoreaulting from the Grazing

was a throat tonere! customs and valtumwhich the people held dear.

father, it felt as thoughtheysatre trapped, not being able to expand their

herds, on the nne hard, nor increase thcir lard-holdings, on the other.

Due to the iscdation of the Leah Navajo Calamity, services by tot:. the

Eureau of IndianAffairs ard the Navajo'Fribe have historically been inoonsastent,

sporadic, and of Poor quality. Local camemity leaders omplain that the Remelt

Navajos were dealt many staggering setbacks and were offered alrost nothing LA

rehrn. further, whenever there was some sort of service provided, the aim ums

mot to enable the keel commity to become self-suppvting and strong as a

=amity. Mere here many years of unfulfilled premises and actions that were

either too lime ar tco late. There was never any lag-range planning. ani there

was very little continuity in terms of the services being provided to the

cemenity. Ite Ramah NavajaCcermuritywas shuffled from Agency to Agenry, and

the progress of the carunity continued to be stifled. Finally, an Agemcy was

established on the RamahllavajoReservation in 1922.

SELF-DEIEPIGNATION

Neratile. totally dissatisfied with tbe services premised by outside

Agencies and programs, tbe Remthalavaits began working tosaartl self-sufficiency.

Public taw 93438, tbe Indian Self-beteredration Act, provided just the opportwaty

the cammity was suiting for. At a meeting of the lecal Chepter, a School

Boards= elected. The Wool Road was soon in:apt:meted, and a Plan of actlon

um initiated to secure funds for the establishment of a lccal school system which

would be responsive to the needs af the Ramah people. The result has teen the

establieduent of a multi-millien dollarekhr,ational manatica with a emamitY

develcement ccepthent, now in its seventh year. This will undoubtedly have a

far-reaching impact on the Raab Navajo Calamity.

The Rmahltavajo Chapter is row emerging as a strcmg and viable political,

economic, and unify* force. There is increased educational and economic

opportunity for the ccmomity's young people, and vigatus lccal efforts at self-

determination and locally.inateated economic development are beam suttee:led 4nd

.,114 5 r
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augmented.

However, the present situation ard projected im mei tions for the

next future centime to teflect the isolation, ieglect. InglnitatioN and
forced displactoent of the past. In many ways the kcal cceramity is still

insufficiently equipped to effectively deal with the myriad changes and in-

fluences confronting it. ConrInications SYstams art indadequate to serve such

a widely-dispersed population, and the coatunity does not not yet have a

strong ..100maie base. Uwe/re still fearecreational and vocatAunal

opportunities fa the local people - young ce old, and alcohol atuse

continuos to undermine the Smith and well-being of the cc:comity.

tue to the severe influences of the past and the rigorous and challenging

conditions ot the present, special attention will continue to be required in

order to reverse present protaems and to ensure the progress into the future

or Programs which are Just now beginning to make up for a century of tragedy

and neglect and to have an iroact on the quality of life of the people of the

Ramah havajo Commulity.

--jsk, 1/25/7$

14.16,
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RAMAH NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC.
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TA8LE I
SOCIDECCNOMIC STATISTICS, RAMAN NAVAJO CCNOUNITY

1 Labor Force Data

b. Indian Poralieicn, Ramsh Navajo Reservation 2.280

b. Population 16 years of age cr older 1,649

c Potential,,Able-Ebdied Work Force 1,442

d. Employed r A87

e. Unemployed 955

*Those seeking work .... 782 (81.9%)
f. Unemployment Rate 56%

SCURCE: Labor Force Report, Ramah Navajo Agency, &presto of Indian

Affa1r6. 1985

2. Combined Annual Family Income 1980

1.0221A 4 of Households % of Total

Loss than $5,000 185 64%

5,001 - 10,000 64 18

10,001 - 15,000 43 13

15,001 - 20,000 21 8

20,001 - 30,000 13 , 4
$30,001 - over 10 3

342 100%

(79% of households
in Rawah)

SCURCE: 1961 Ramah Navajo Community's Economic Developmanc Needs
Assessment Survey.

3, Sociological Data

a. Number of Households
b. Number of Families cn the General

% of Families . . 34.7%
4 of incilviefeaTs 394

732

WURCE: Ramah Naejo School Board Department of Social Services.

14.4 8
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TA8LE I
SOCI08:0000 STATISTICS. RAMAN NAVAJO CCNPUNITY, 9/85
Page 2 of 2-

4. EdUcation Otte

a. Number of coisunity mempe^s wth Nester's
Degree plus

b Master's degree only
c. Bachelor's / 4-yr college degree
d. Associate / 2-yr college degree or

Vecaticnal Certification
e. Present enrollment in 4-yr rollege

program
f Present enrollment in 2-yr college

program
g. HighSehool Diploma. not enrolled

0 %

5 0.3%
5 0.3%
18 1%

29 7 7%

26 1 5%

4) 2 3%

in postsecondary

SUB-TOTAL - High School Education Plus

176

300

10.1%

17.2%

h. Present enrollment bm Nigh School
i. 7th to 11th grade education and/or

reading leme0

179

183

10.2%

10.5%

SUB-TOTAL - SdOcation 7th grade and above

j. 4th to 6th grede edUcation and/or
reading level

k. 0 to Brd'grade education and/Or
reading lima

537

650

662

30.7%

37.9%

WS-TOTAL - less than 7th grade education 1087 62.1%

TO.AL - including Indians not locally
enrollee at Ramah Navajo Agency. i 749 N29%

SCURCE- Ramah Navajo School Bonrd Offices of Higher Education
and Adult Wucation.
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RAMAH NAVAJO COMMUNITY

Social Services Statistics

PY 1985

Type of Assistance Cases

General Assistance
Tribal Work Experience Program
Burial, Burn Out, Miscellaneous
Child Welfare Assistance
Services Only

Other Public Assistance

Aid to Families with Dependent Children 50
Social Security 171
Veterans 8

Supplemental Security Income 97

136 (343 Persons)
10 (29 Person8)
1 1 Person
11 11 Persons
78 78 Persons

Problem Category

Attempted Suicide
Abuse/Neglect/Abandonment of Children
Single Parent
Substance Abase
Truancies
Mental Health Counseling
Family Viellence
Abandonment of Spouse/Separation
Juvenile Delinquency
Medical Problems
Teenage Pregnancies
Run Aways
Unemployment
Families with problems related
to unemployment
Individuals impacted by unemploy-
ment, az related to social
problems

Educational Level/Skill Level
Deficiency
Divorce
School Behavior Problems

1 4.0

9
53
4

38
15
10
21
21
5
9
4

a
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IDENTIFICATIDE OF NEED

1. Demographics,

. The Ramah Navajo Community is a remote, rural Reservation
community in west-central New Mexico. The community is
geographically separate from the contiguous main Navajo
Reservation (some 40 miles from the nearest edge), but still
constitutes a Chapter of the Navajo Tribe. It is more than 60
miles Southwest of Grants and about the same distance woutheast of
Gallup, the two colsest cities. Ramah Navajo families reside in
widely-scattered dwelling clusters, and the Reservation has no
villages, retail services, or businesses of its own. The dominant
forms of economic activity in the community, outside of federally-
funded jobs for a minority of the work force, are animal husbandry
and limited-scale dry-farming.

The community's isolation haa made it relatively autonomous
and independent of the Navajo Tribal government in many respects.
The people strongly identify themselves as Ramah Navajos.

The Ramah Indian Reservation is "checkerboarded" into seven
different categories oz Aand ownership as a result of historical
processes through which the Navajos were progressively forced into
a position of sUbjugation and disadvantage. Much of the
Reservation is unsuitable for productive agriculture, and even
Current development efforts are often hindered by the complexity
of land status.

. ,

Population figures 63r the Ramah Navajo Community have
ranged between about 1,000 and 2,500, depending on which source
one accepts as authoritative. CUrrent projections for 1986 by the
Department of Social Services are around 2,600, based on existing
census and other data on file, and taking into account the near-
reservation Navajos who are eligible for social services (see
Appendixl. Although recent statistics from the Ramah Navajo
Comprehensive Economic Development Plan (1903) show the size of
each nuclear family unit to be about 4.4, the actual size of the
family cluster, when considering extended family, is probably
closer to 8 or 9, according to Social Services Department
estimates (see Appendix).

The assah Navajo population is extremely young in comparison
with the national average, with nearly half (460 of the
population under the age of 24 (see Appendix). According to the
Comprehensive Economic Development Plan:

"There are several implications of a youthful population
for the development of an ecoaomy.

I. The dependency ratio is unusually high. That
is, the productive 'working age population
must bear a greater burden of the dependent
children and elderly persons.

2. The relatively high proportion of young people
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places strains on alredy scarce resources. It
is usually difficult for a community to devel-
op the necessary infrastructure at a rate con-
sistent with the demands of the young pop-
ulation.

3. The scarcity of resources and the limitations
of economic opportunities often causes out-
migration of college-age persons and young
families."

The populace is undereducated, as for many years there were
no adequate educational institutions available to Ramah Navajos.
the Pim Hill Sehool was opened in 1975, and it is only since then
that an adequate elementary and secondary education has been
available to the children (see Appendix).

There is little paid employment av2ilable to Ramah Community
residents. The unemployment rate extrapolated from the DIA Labor
force Report for 1983 was 69.316. At any given time in the course
of the year, the actual rate may vary from about 6011 to SOS.

The local economy is heavily dependent on infGsions of
federal funds; there is little self-sufficient economic activity
on the Reservation and, consequently, few employment opportunities
(see Appendix).

While most families have some non-monetary or non-market
income in the form of skimp or cattle or homecrafts, it remains
obvious that by national standard, the average family is
impoverished. Housing is gradually being improved, but most homes
er. still substandard and overcrowede; most homes still do not
have runoing water, plumbing, electricity, or telep one. Firewood
is the primary fuel source. The many miles of roads the people
mast travel to get supplies or attend school "...are unimproved
and not maintained on a regular basis. Durimg the winter months
and wet season, all of the (many) dirt roads often become
impassable because of mud or snow." (Comprehensive Economic
Development Plan -- see Appendix h)

It is not definetely known what the per capita imcome is ir
Ramah Chapter, except that it is extremely low. The Navajo Trtirl
says the average per capita income for all Nav4jos is $2,000
competed with $6,120 for New Mexico as a whole in 1980. bore thaa
half of Ramah Navajo households had an annual income of less than
$5,000. Two-thirds of households receive some type of public
assistance in the form of.VoodStamps, Aid to Families with
Dependent Children, Social Security, Supplemental Security Income,
Veteran's Benefits, General Assistance, Tribal Benefits, etc. (see
Appendix).

While these geographic, demographic, and economic conditions
do not in themselves create the social problems which this
proposal hopes te address, they indicate the degree to which
family and community life has been disrupted and the degree to
which they are in need of development and integration. It is from

2
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a disintegrated, demoralized community that the problems seen
among youth arise.

2. The Problem and III EYmokoms

An increasing number of Ramah Navajo youth are having diffi-
cuity negotiating the range of challenges presented to them in the
conteXts of family, school, and community. At home they are
having difficulty communicating with their parents and other family
meabers, and are feeling increasingly alienated from the values,
patterns, structures, and requirerents of the family. In-school,
many of the youth are not motivated in their schoolwork and are not
achieving acceptable levels of academic preparation. They are
likewise increasingly alienated from the values, patterns, struc-
tures and requirements of the school. Finally, the youth do not
play a meaningful role in the community as a whole, and they are
not developing a healthy sense of responsibility -- to self, to
others, or to the community.

The common thread running though the various problems and
crises involving our youth is CHRONIC DEPENDENCY: the inability
to be responsible for orie's own behavior, well-being, and support,
characterized by inadequate skill development, lack of attitudes
whigh lead to capabilities, and lack of understanding of one's
place in the world in relation to other people and situations.
(NOTE: This and other concepts throughout the proposal have been
,adapted, from Glenn and Warner, Developing Capable young Peo le,
1982) As a consequence of the broader disintegration of cu ture
(discussed in more depth below), the following aspects of disinte-
gration further illus.-rate the range of problems related to this
dependency.

Community pisintegration. One element of the overall cultural
disintegration taking place is at the community level. This is
characterized by: the erosion of inter-family cooperation; the
loss of genuine community self-governance (since the community is
dependent on federal support and has little actual control over
its own resources); the lack of effective forums and processes for
community problem-solving and genuine citizen participation; divi-
sive political processes; interrfamilial jealousies and conflicts;
and the lack of a solid, productive, wealth-generating local
economy.

761101I Disintegratioa. At the level of the family the effects
of cultural-disintegration have been felt very dramatically. This
disintegration is characterized by: the gradual erosion of the
integrity, security, and role of the extended family; the ever-
increasing communication gap between generations, especialy be-
tween parents and their children; the ever-quickening change from
a rural, self-subsistent life-style to socioeconomically-dependent
and/or urban/money-based lifestyles; the corresponding decrease in
the genuine sharing by the young in family responsibilities and
chores; the increasing incidence of family break-up and single-
parent families; the increasing incidence of young pregnancies in
the absence of the preparatton by young couples for mature rela-
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tionships and self-reliant family life; the increasing incidence
of alcohol abuse by parents and the consequent neglect of child-
ren; the increasing incidence of the abuse of intoxicating sub-
stances by youth; and the lack of parenting know-how and the loss
of parents' control over their children's behavior and develop-
ment. The relationships between parents and youth are weakening
rapidly; the parents often complain that their children do not
listen to them and dO no obey; they bemoan the children's irre-
sponsibility and preoccupation with unproductive pasttimes; and
they feel at a disadvantage itith regard to the children's school
experience, as many of the parenps do not.read, write, or speak
English, and/or do not know how to support their children's educa-
tion. Authoritarian and traditional methods of discipline no
longer seem to work. The youth often complain that their parents
do not understand them and are out-of-step with the times. The
destructive behavior displayed with increasing frequency by many
of the youth is an expression of the discontinuity and alienation
they feel.

Individual Disintegration. The consequences of cultural disinte-
Wiraratimately impact the individual; in whom the pain, dysfunc-
tion, and tragedy:ire most directly registered. The disintegration

:of the person-is characterized by: increasingly high incidences of
alcoholism and of the abuse of intoxicating substarces; unfulfil-

'ling social and martial relationships; increasing incidence of
suicide; irresponsible and anti-social behavior by the young, both
in and out of school; lack of a coherent personal system of values
and beliefs; lack of purpose end meaning in life, and the absence
of personal goals and aspirations; lack of .self-confidence in
social and cross-cultural situations; the breakdown of self-respect
and interpersonal respect; lack of skills and attitudes needed for
self-supporting economic activity; personal confusion and the lack
of a "sense of place" in this changing world; inadequate education-
al preparation for successful and/or competetive participation in
the non-Reservation society and economy; a decreased sense of
genuine responsibility and significance, especially by the young,
in the life of the family and the community; and an increased
tendency to engage immoderately in pleasure-seeking diversions and
preoccupations.

3. SOME MAJOR CAUSES OF THE PROBLEM

hithough there are unique historical, cultural, and socioecono-
mic factors impinging upon the problems of youth in the Raffish
Navajo4CoMmunity, there are nevertheless ma,4 factors which this
community shares in common with the society at large. These
common faCtors will be discussed first.

Massive changes have taken place in society in the past half-
century, characterized by rapid technological development and
urbanization. Accompanying these changes has been a dramatic
change in family lifestyle:

* from rural, low-technology lifestylei to urban,
high-technology ones;
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* from htglk levels of interaction within the family
to exttssuarrEnvir7-

* from log, van of change, information flow, and inter-
cultura contact to Mott ones;

* from homogeneous femilf-nnd community values end high pre-
dictability in life to hetero4eneous values and low preclic4
Lability regarding life's demands;

* from a United range of role models reflecting high con-
sonance with family morals/WM; to a wide ral_j_ql of
role models reflecting varying degrees of dissonance with
family values;

* from aided ree of inier-oeneratiOnal associ tion eLLd
continuit (a dominant extended family) tóa degree
with * iminshing role for the extended family). (Adapted
from Glenn and Warner)

Among the consequences of these transitions are the following
deficits when it comes to guidence of and support for the young:

- losses of access to viable role models;
- losses of opportunities to contribute to family;
- losses of natural ways to develop self-esteem;
- losses of opportunities to develop problem-salving skills;
- losses of experiences which develop an ideutity with

things greater than self;
- losses of, experience& which teach the natural and logical

tortimpmences of personal decisions and actions. (Adapted from
Glenn and Warner)

Although the degrees, rates, and specific manifestations of
such transitions an4,consequences are unique for the Ramah Navajo
community, as compared with other communities both Indian and non-
Indian, both rural and urben, nevertheless the fundamental charac-
teristics of chronic dependency remain the same. Local/cultural
factors relata-FTThis dependency are described below.

As is true of the Nava,c. People in general, the way of life as
traditionally practiced in the Ramah Navajo Community has been
subjected to direct attack, indirect undermining, and over-
whelming challenges imposed by the clash of indigenous culture with
the now-dominant urban/industrial culture. This clash has resulted
in the destruction of the people's economy, the alteration of their
community and family life, the reduction of their land base, ari
the erosion and near-elimination of their independence. Within
this context, social programs offerei by the federal government to
address various year-to-year material needs of the Ramah Navajo
People have often built patterns of increased dependency, loss of
motivation, and passivity. Educational programs have often exacer-
bated the cross-cultural clash, hastened inter-generational discon-
tinuity, and produced a Confusion of values and relationships.
Consequently, there has been a breakdown (at all levels: the indi-
vidual; the family; the communxtyl and the culture: in self-confi-
dence and self-esteem, in sea-determination and self-direction, in
the strength and integrity of social reiationshipe, and in econo-
mic productsmay, reciprocay, and self-rellance.
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The problem, then, is one of family disintegration: youth
problems ere symptoms of the stress associated with this disinte-
gration. Additionally, the disintegration of the community mani-.
tests itself in a state of deficiency in cultural resources, scone-
ic foundations, and employment opportunities. One senses the
.fealing of poperleseness of traditional culture in the Lace of the.
=ehallenges presented by the broader, largelyomaterialistic culture
and by the sweep of Societal and technological change. The cense-

that'many Rama& Navajo'yoeth exlst in en.environment of
,chronic dependency, despair, and lack of opportunity;,are torn .

-.bet:leen conflicting values and loyalties, and are often caught in

%--4 The Bamah Navajo Community has experienced a transition from a .

' rural/self-subsistent lifestyle to an urb*n and/or socioeconomical-..
ly.klependent one with its accompanying "Intzation of expectation".
Yet, while rev images and concepts dominate the younger generation,
and while the school experience broadens horizons and the range of
choices, the local socioeconomic realtiy cannot accommodate or
satisfy the new expectations. This situation, unique perhaps to
impoverished/minority communities, exacerbates frustrations and
heightens the stress on the individual and the family.

Some of the youth have become subject to the more extreme
consequences of cultural disintegration, and their behaviors have
become such as to warrant special attention. The course of last
resort is placement,in a Youth Treatment facility, and in the past
such placements have been to locations more than one hundred miles
from the community. fast year, a Therapeutic Group Some was con-
structed in the community, on Pine Bill campus. Such a local group
home was intended to provide shelter and intensive residential
counseling for such youth, while at the same time addressing the
needs of the family, with the aim of achieving re-integration of
the youth into the family. Unfortunately, appropriate and/or ade-
quate Federal funding sources for such a comprehensive youth ser-
vices project were/are not available. Therefore, the Ramah Navajo
School Board has designed a multx-services approach in order to
meet the diverse kinds and levels of need of our youth through
multiple funding source support.

6
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BACKGROUND AND INTRODUCTION

Whi3e the average American family groans as unemployment rates
"leap" Iver 7%, and the Black community complains of unemployment in
its rants approaching 20%, American Indian communities struggle under
the burden of unemploysaent rates from 35% (In the moet economically
"developed" commurdties) to almost 80%. The Navajo Tribe's unemployment
rate has remained consistently In excess of 60%, even during the mid-
and late-1970's, when federal support of Indian programs was at Its peak.
The Ramah Navajo Community's figures follow suit with those of the
Tribe: labor force reports prepared by the local Agency of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs attest to unemployment rates contistently in the 60% to
70% range.

Accompanying these distmssing unemployment figures are a wide
range of (a) contributing factors, and 04 social consequences in the
community. Hisstotical catuses were summarized in a document prepared
by the Criminal JUstice Research Committee appointed by the Ramah
Navajo Agency in 1977 and 2978, '7he Ramah Navajo Community: Historical
Backc-ound Statement". The document emphasizes the socio-economic
disruption caused by the intemsion of an insensitive outside culture
intothe Ramah area, and the *one-down" position into which the Ramah
Navajos were placed before and following the U.S. government's treaty
with the Navajo Tribe in 1868. It abso describes the inconsistency and
Inadequacy of offWAdd services to the community from that time until
the 1960's, culminating in the community's self-determined effort to take
its development into its own hands, symbolized and implemented by the
establishment of the Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc., in 1970.

This historical document accompanied a report inclusive of
community needs analyses and action plans, published in 1970, in which
the dominant criminal justice concerns and systematic solutions were
describe'. This was to be the basis of future proposals bo be developed
by the Agen0y and the Community for the purpose of securing funds with
which to Implement the @elution& outlined. Wollow-up and proposal
development based on this report were not systematic (although numerous
propos/is have addressed related problems and needs), and the document
remains descriptive of existing criminal justice concerns, by the far
the most dominant of which was determined to be Alcohol Abuse.

Other contributing factors toward and social consequences of
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0. To establish community and/or privately-owned economic
enterprises and activities in each primary *survival" category:
Food and Land: Clothing; Shelter; Transportation: and Homemaking.

N. To establish utilities services in every community unit by
overcoming present obstacles to utility development.

I. To train and develop local community members in business
management and in the various trades involved in the economic
developsent plan.

J. To estatiish an alternative means of financially supporting
Ramah Navajo School Board operations through the development of
affiliated economic activities.

Although this plan was, and has been, useful for purposes of
reference (particularly during proposal development), it was never
actually operationalized in a systematic or structured fashion. In early
1961. the Division of Community Res-arch and Development of RNSB
established a Community Planning Office and hired two professional
staff, ostensibly to spearhead and implement economic development
initiatives. The above-referenced Preliminary Economic Development
Plan was conveyed to that office for follow-through. Although the Plan
may have been used as a starting point and for subsequent reference, it
was not placed in the foreground of planning activity.

LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION (LUC)

The Community Planning Office performed two major activities: (a)
the development of a grant proposal and the successful securing of funds
from the Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)s and (b) the design
and implesentation of a Community Economic Needs Survey.

In collaboration with the Center for Community Change (CCC), the
community planners put together a project application which proposed
to accomplish four main purposes:

1. To analyze the local economy. [NOTE: this was altered later to
read: To evaluate the economic survey and to derive goals and
objectives from the results.")

2. To set cc.nomic development goals and priorities. (NOTE: later
changed to: "Tc develop a Comprehensive Economic Development
Plan.")

3. To construct a framework for evaluating economic development
opportunities. [NOTE: this purpose was later deleted from the
project.]

4. To design an institutional vehicle (later changed to *model") for
developing, owning, and managing economic ventures.

S. To analyze and pursue specific retail development.

Soon after the grant was received, there was an abrupt turnover in
planning personnel, and the project never "hit stride*. Several project
period extensions, as well as scope modifications, were requested and

3
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economic under-development have teen discussed and documented in
dozens of proposals and reports prepared by the Community. primarily
through the offices of the Ramah Navajo School Board since its
inception fifteen years ago. A majority of these applications have been
funded by the federal government, addressing various educational.
social and economic needs. The wide range of projects was encouraged
by the School Board's troad-based and holistic philosophy,which centers
around the Child but which takes into account mai of the various aspects
ct community life impinging on the Child's development, such as housing,
sanitation. family well-being, indigenous language and culture. and so on.
The Board's mission has been, not cmay to provide a good education for
the Community's children, but also to improve the quality of life of each
family and to ensure that there is a viable future - both within and
outside the Community - in which the children can place their hopes
and toward wtdch they can strive. Inevitatay, the Board would at some
point need to address directly the problem of economic development.

Although a few projects had teen attempted In the early and mid -
1970's, including the School Farm wtach is still operational today. "push
came to shove" in 1980 when School Board staff began preparing a
funding proposal for a Vocational Education Project, the regulations of
which required that the project be directly tied to the Community's
"Economic Develmpment Plan". Attempts to uncover such a Flan were
futile, so a Task Force was convened to address suoh a Plan in its
general outlines and dimensions.

vinutnuaty ittOSONIC PLANS

In November, 2990, the School Board passed a resolution approving a
"Preaiminary 3COM:Mite Development Plan," in which general 10-year
goads and a follow-through plan of action were outlined. The goals were
as follows:

A. To develop a local, community-generated economic base.
B. To reduce unemployment from 65% to 26%.implying that at least

three-quarters of the local labor force will have meaningful,
self-sustaining employment.-

C. To expand the local job market by developing new employment
opportunities.

D. To increase family Self-realance by increasing food and
livestock prodUctivity.developing internal and external markets
for agriculturaa produce, and implementing intermediate energy -
technologies.

E. To establish and incorporate an Economic Development Council in
the Nemeth Navajo Community, which will coordinate,implement,
and develop funding tor economic development plans.

F. To reverse the situation in which money earned in the
community is spent outside the community. i.e., to keep money
within the community as a capital foundation for self-reliance
and fu&her development.

2
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authorized, and by 1983 several "pieces to the puzzle" had been
developed, but without system, coordination. or ultimate implementation.
The Board's new planning office attempted to pick up those pieces and to
weave them into a coherent whole, at least for purposes of reporting
back to LISC the project accomplishments and for establishing an
understandable plateau of accomplishment from which further
development could be launched. Although RNSB did not literally fulfill
the terms of the original grant, a number of results were, in fact
achieved, to the satisfaction of the granting agency. LUC. Most notable
among the accomplishments were: (a) the completion of the instrument and
the data gathering for the Community Economic Needs Assessment: (b) the
publication of "Ramat, Navajo Community Comprehensive Economic
Development Plan", written by consultant David Nanna; and (c) the
development of plans, In various stages of completion. for more than a
dozen potential economic/business projects. among them:

1. Local Store Retail Joint Venture:
2. Native Plants and Seeds Project.
3. Utilities/Water Systems Development:
4. Graphics Center Business Project
S. Cos.-Aruction Enterprise (including Road Improvement. Sand/Gravel/-

Cinder; and Native Building Materials):
6. Coal Resource Development;
T. Arts & Crafts/Tourism Business;
fo. Laundromat/Service Station/Mini-mall Business:
9. Greenhouse/Seedling FrOjeCt
10. Alfalfa/Irrigation/Feed-lot Businees;
11. Radio Station Expansion/Self-Support Project:
12. Campus Cafe Business;
13. Early Childhood Materials Business;

Based on demographic and economic data collected, and in
collaboration with RNSB planners, the Comprehensive Economic
Development Plan identified potential economic projects in two main
categories:

Group A - High Priority/Imuned.xte Follow-up

CONSTRUCTION ENTERPRISE, In 4 phases:
- Native Building Materials Operation (Adobe a Dimension-Stone.

Tile, etc.)
- Sand. Gravel, and Cinder Operation
- Community-Based Road Improvement Project
- Construction :Amopany

TOURISM/TRAVEL ENTERPRISE, including Arts & Crafts sales

SHOPPING COMPLEX. Including:

- Laundromat

4
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- Grocery Store
- Feed Store/Livestock Sup9lies
- service Station & Repair Garage
- Cafe/Restsurant

SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION D/sTRICT

CREDIT UNION

* GRAPHMCS/PRINTING ENTERPRISE

GAS, OIL,AND GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION AND UTILIZATION

Group B - Lower Priority/Further study as Possible

Native Plants and Seeds Enterprise

Livestock Grazing Improvement

* Government Office Complex

* Recreation centers on 5 Community Sites

Resort Enterprise

Although termed a "Development Plan", the "Hanna Report" lacked
debathmd operational plans, and much remained to be done to set forth
actual objectives,strategies, tasks, schedules,deadlines, etc. Implemen-
tation ot the plan has ocCurred in various ways, though not as
systematically as may have been optimal.

IMPLEMENTATIONS

Due to the diversity of piecemeal funding sources available for
economic development planning and activity, the above-described plans
and priorities have not always been addressed systematically. In
particular.most of the funding available has been primarily limited by
regulatIon to planning activities, as opposed to implementation. There
has been no funding for 00 capital investment Pt commercial
developmentor(b) administration and management of actual business
projects.

A number of community development priorities and projects have
been accomplished through these limited funding sources, with BIA
Component "2090" (Community services-General) providing most of the
funds. Among the achievements are the following:

I. Twenty-one (21) sections of BLM land in the south portion of the
Ramah Reservation were secured through effective research,
pianning,and inter-agency negotiation.

5
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2. Planning for remote-site and clustered water system services was
successfully done, in collaboration with the Indian Health
Service,

3. Planning and application development was succersfully done to
secure Housing 6 Urban Development (HUD) Community Dorelopment
BloCk Grants (CDBG) for housing in tne community.

4. Planning and implementation of the extension of tel4phone and
electrical lines, with Universal Telephone and Continental
Divide Electric Co-op respectively, were successfully completed.

S. Planninp for and establishing the Rama?, Navajo Utility
Commission were successfully accomplished.

6. Planning for and installation of solar electrification and
heating projects at remote homesites were accomplished in
collaboration with the Indian Health Service (1HS) and the Navajo
Tribe's Chapter Development office.

7. Effective planning and liaison activities with the Midwest
Community Action Program (CAP) were carried out with regard to
energy assistance funds and projects for the commumty.

G. Planning for the expansion and ultimate self-sufficiency of the
KTDB-Fm community radio station were successfully carried out,
resulting in the securing of a major grant from the National
Telecommunications and Information Agency (NTIA) to upgrade the
equipment and capacity of the radio station and to extend its
services into the Eastern and Northern Agencies of the Navajo
Reservation. Other planning efforts to increase KTDB's self-
sufficiency have also been carried out.

S. Planning and proposal development for numerous Chapter
Development projects were successfully carried out. resulting in
such projects as Greenhouse remodeling for the School Farm and
other local initiatives.

10. Activities in livestock improvement and range management
development were carried out in collaboration with the Pine Hill
Schools' vocational projects.

11. Demonstration gardening and animal care activities were
undertaken at the Comaunity/School Farm.

12. Effective planning for agricultural development and community
self-sufficiency was carriej out, resulting in a major proposal
under the Administration for Native Americans. which was not
funded due to jurisdictional issues involving the Navajo Tribe,
but which served as a document from which numerous subsequent
projects and proposals were developed, including a major three-
year grant for a Rural Technology vocational education project
received from the US Department of Education.

13. Liaison activities with Cibola County were effectively
maintained with respect to economic planning and development.

14. Liaison work and assistance to the Futures for Children projects
for the community were carried out.

15. The Free Book program was introduced into the community and
implemented by the Community Planning office.

6
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In the past year, several low-key but very practical and highly
effective activities have been accomplished in service to the Community
Services Contract with the Sureau of Indian Affairs, among which are
those relating directly to economic development:

1. Planning for and establishment of the Ramah Navajo Weavers
Association were acconplished. This involved extensive grass-
roote communication and group work, and resulted in the more
direct involvement by community members in their own economic
development Sone present priorities include the re-intro-
duction into the community off Churro sheep and the organizing
of community weavers for purposes of streamlining and
improving marketing, cost efficiency, and revenues, etc.

2. Effective community organizing in the way of helping community
members via self-help committees to consult among themselves
regarling their needs (for instance in the subsidized housing
projects at Pine Hill and near Ramah village) has been carried
out. Numerous priorities and potential projects have emerged
from this process, including fire protection organizing,
social/recreational development, landscaping/environmental im-
provement etc. Further activities have included the exploration
with community members of the potential of establishing "unit
community centers in each of the graming/demographic units of

/le community, as well as of establishing a community culture
center at which works of art could be displayed and sold in
gonjunctien with a roadside cafe.

3, K roadside rest area arts & crafts business has been planned and
worked on.

Host of these econoaic and community development activities are of
the sort that take a long time to germinate and develop into self-
sustaining and successful ventures, Recent planning efforts have been
*ore focused on simple, singular projects involving local community
members, rather than on multiple-concept plans and grandiose projects.
It has been recognized that a combination of local initiative and the
externally-derived development of seed capital are needed in order to
transform the local economic picture.

With respect to the higher-profile economic projects, the RNSB
administration realized that additional expertise was needed to
translate the community's general economic plans into actual economic
operations, and it contracted with a Business Developmeht Specialist In
the Spring of 1904 to take one or two priority business projects and
work. them up into professional business plans which couid be submitted
f or major funding from the federal government and/or from the private
sector. Two priority projects were identified: (a) a shopping complex:
and 0) an arts and crafts enterprise. The consultant undertook a study
of RNSB's past economic planning documents, analyzed the economic/-
marketing environment of the community, and developed business plane
and proposals in these two areas. He then followed up by developing
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governmeintal and private support for these projects.

Suc=ssful receipt of funds was deterred by bureaucratic restraints
within the governmental "system" and by delays in obtaining Chapter
approval of the proposals, a step required by the regulations governing
the grants. To date, funding has not been forthcoming for those
proposals.

An auxiliary assignment for the consultant was to work closely with
RNS13 planning staff and to provide technical assistance and training in
the development of business plans, such that local personnel could
continue the business development process independently. This
occurred only to a minimal extent. Nevertheless, RNSS planners have
acquired some expertise and experience in this area.

Concurrently with the implementation efforts described above, a
couple of home-grown projects were attempting to move into the self-
supporiang business arena: the Tszr Graphics Center; and the
Native American naterials Development Center (NANDC). Each of these
centers was begun under major federal grants in the 1970,s, and their
continued existence became dependent on self-supporting kinds of
business activity, as federal support of such centers declined
dramatically in the early 1980's. The Graphics Center was able to
generate inpressive gross sales, but operational costs (including the
assumption of unfinished projects lett hanging by Native American
Press, an arm of RAMC) proved prohibitive, even despite a number of in-
kind benefits it maintained by virtue of its association with RNSS. To
date, it maintains a fragile status but has survived, though not
independently of RNS13 programs and services. The Native American
Materials Development Center has not had the same fortune and at the
present time maintains only minimal activity.

RETROSPECT AND PROSPECT

Economic development in the Mouth Navajo Community presents a
formidable challenge. The task is to construct a local, genuine economy
practically from scratch, in place of what might be termed a "false
economy", i.e., one which is based almost entirely on material support
from the federal government. Numerous factors come into play when
addressing this need. including:

Size of labor force and levels of training, edtcation, and experience in
kinds of work applicable to a local economy;

* Extent, manufacturability, and marketability of local physical
resources;

The existence or accessibility of capital with which to initiate
business ventures;

The will and energy of the people, arid their willingness to regain a
central role In creating wealth:

* The influence and relevance bf the community's heritage nnci culture,
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in comparison with the influence .of the outside Nor ld:
* The degree to which the families and schools prepare the community's

young for proactive, creative, and responsible economic activity.

Efforts have been made in the past decade to directly address the
challenge of economic development in the community. The successes of
those efforts have been limited, but it is essential to look upon them as
building blocks and stages of growth, from which much can be learned,
and upon which further developments can be made. Future efforts must
depend upon:

1. Good will, unity, and cooperation between and among the various
agencies and individuals serving the community;

2. A balance between proven expertise in the economic development
field, on the one hand, and local involvement, development, and
initiative, on the other;

3. The bringing together of the people of the community in common
action, since the community's most valuable resource is its
people;

4. Resolution of the problem of start-up capital, upon which abiding
developments can be made:

5. The cultivation of a common vision, embodied in long-term and
short-term plans, and approached systematically and coopera-
tively;

6. Effective and persevering management of the process of
development, with tenacious attention to detail, regular
communication between and among all involved, clear and specific
delegation and allocation of responsibility, well-designed action
calendars, and ongoing evaluation of both the process (methods,
strategies, and activities) and the product (results and
accomplishments) of development.

7. An ongoing and accurate assessment of the needs of the
community, incorporating input and feedback from the community
itself.
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Pine Hill School Transportation
and

its impact on Ramah Navajo Community
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PINE HILL SCHOOL TRANSPORTATION AND ITS IMPACT ON
RAMAN NAVAJO COMMUNITY

The successful operatIon of Pine Nill Schools would not have
been possible without its school transportation services. The
school transportation services made the difference in allowing
Ramab Navajo Community parents to exercise basic rights that were
denied them for over a hundred years. To have school transporta-
tion available allowed the excerctse of parental rtghts in the
preference of parents to have thetr children attend school from
their homes. This choice impacted the esthetic quality of life
for the parents and children. Parents were restored with the
rights and responsibility to control the future destiny of their
children.

The Pine it1. School has operated its school uccessfu11y
for fifteen years. Throughout this period it hss provided 982: of
its student population with school transportation. The children
of the community people live in a scattered living pattern
perpetuated by both traditional econom IL LOI3altiloh, iid hIStul-
ically by the checkerboarded land owneri.nip base. Presently the
future outlook of the community is to maintain tVeit homes in
this same pattern especially now that electrical power and indoor
pllmbing systems are being developed and constructed for the
homes in this fashion. In addicion, there is an increase in the
pusher of homes based on natural population growth and home
improvement programs. Also this year, some eighteen scattered
mutual help homes will be built throughout the community. The
parents of the community continue to strongly support and demand
school transportation services for their children from their
homes to the school on a daily basis.

In addition to daily transportationto school, the services
also provides for students participation in after school activit-
ies. The Pine Rill School provides the only recreational program
for this community's youth and due to the economic conditions of
many parentst without school transportation services many
children are not able to participate at all.

Although school transportation has provided 10 impoicant and
positive impact on the Ramah Navajo Community it still faces many
complex problems that are not in direct control of the school and
its transporation services. The most immediate and pressing need
for school transporation services is two fold.

The need for an adequate level of funds to maintain trans-
poration services with needed improvements for better communicat-
ion equipment because of isolation and prolonged adverse weather
conditions exists. The other need is of equal impact. There
exists a need for a high level of consistent, reliable, and
Permanent maintenance of school bus roads with provisions for
improvements.

9
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The Bureau of Iniian Affairs, Ramah Navajo Agency Roads
Department 23 charged with total roads maintenance ,ild improve-
ment services for the entire Ramah Navajo Community reservaPion
with the exception of State Highway 53 which runs east anJ west
as the only state road, The BIA Roads Department presently
maintain 26.8 miles of paved road, 6.4 miles of graveled roads,
and 281.7 miles of dirt roads. Based on a 1974 BIA Roads nap.
this is only a fraction of the total existing roads. Presently,
the Pine Hill School transportation services travels 681 miles a
day with 57% of the travel being on paved improveJ roads and 432

. of its travel on dirt unimproved roads. Basitally. road mainten-
ance is grossly inadequate to keep up with the road uaage. Many
problems exist with roads maintenance which contribute to school
attendance, low academic performance and low student interest.

It is extremely neccessary that the transportation servses
be reliable and efficient especially when it has to cover great
distances that take up to one and a half to two hours driv:ng
time one way to school. When children have to he piOsed up di
6:00 A.M. in the mornings in order to get to school on -time h}
8:00 A.M. the same children tire easily and cannot be expected to
perform at optimum level. The lack of adequate roads and
maintenance system sets off a chain reaction impacting negatively
on the students at school.

a

Unimproved and dirt road conditions of the school but, routes
causes an enormous vehicular wear and tear and an a:tronowical
repair cost of the school buses every year. Unimproved and dirt
road conditions poses hazardous conditions witb the children's
intellectectual growth in school activities.

In summary, school transportation services is a vital
function of the Pine Mill School operation because it serves
basic rights of parents and is the only means that al:.ows
children access to educational opportunities for the betterment
of their lives. Tilere exists discrepancy between the BIA Roads
System and the Pine Hill School Bus Routes for 81,5 miles of
roads not being accounted for and maintained. Lack of proper
road maintenance with improvements for school bus routes aad
inadequate funds funds needed for maintenance of transportation
services operation to cover wear and tear caused by travel on
unimproved roads ale immediate needs that impact on the education
of children 2:2 the Ramah Navajo Community.
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Adult, Community, and Non-formal
Education Heeds Statement
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COMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Indian communities, especially isolated areas, feel the affects of change

more Profoundly rhan other communities. The technological gap is widening

and leaving the Indian community further behind. In our Indian families, we

see the symptoms intergeneratioral conflicts lack of communication between

the eiders and youth is' evident. Young People have one foot in the 20th

center!, and the other in the hogan. Int.:nal conflict is inevitable.

Families hsce been and still ate the key to Indian survival, vet, it's

at rhe folly level that mOgi. oRpid Jibtntvaaiion is taking pla.d. fittolilfd

familY c..pport systems are breakins down rapidly or already gone. The nuclear

family in today': cconomy may not be the most viable structure. Quality time

vith Youth is not possible, given the demands of making a living. Our youth

are wowing up without the support system or the expetiential opportunities

:Lvailable to the Youth of 50 years ago. Statistis.s say that 40Z or more of

the babies bora in this country will be born into single parent families.

In Indian communities the percentage may be higher. Implications are

frightening.

Families have been the vehicle. in hoth lodian and non,lndian Amercia,

whereby attitudes. va lue,. and hehavlrs 4 va(h ItenvratIon Are passvd on

GO the next, as the natursl result of interatt:on between parents sna children.

Cultural transfer also occurred as youth grew up living and working along

side Parents. Family responsibilities played an important role in the

growing up Process. Responsibilities began at an early age and increased

as youth grew older. Consequences wort real 3nd direct results of behavior.

This Process contributed significantly to the development of capable younE

People.
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As these circumstances have changed, so has the ability of the family

to duplicate the processes needed to raise capable youth. As dependency

increased for the family. the likelihood that indePendent People would be

produced was affected. Dependency at the cosaunity level is now evident

in Indian populations and the process of raising capable young People has

been Short circuited.

The results are evident; euicidce. drug and alcohol abuse. teenage

pregnancy, lack of succes, tu all ore setioos problems in Indian

corounitiee.

kvattiou of Soctll protiims 0, teStryatloa, often aimed at rehhtil-

tacion, uheo Su fact, habilttattou has not occurred yet, lhe developmental

process has been interrupted, largely due to an inability to adapt to raPid

change.

"Indian Legislation" has had some positive impact, Inspite of the

general trend toward band-out type programs. The opportunities that RNSB

has been given have provided some important learning experiences. We have

tried s number of approaches, mainly trying to replicate what the non-Indian

community has to offer and, in ,ome wevt learned tbat it hasn't woLka.

in the area of Adult Education we'va tried various apprunenvs to adult basic

literacy and tvarned Several valuablit lesuons as a result ot federal grants

that enabled us to try approaches successful in the non-Indian world. un-

successful with our population.

In vocational education we've learned that traditional aPproaches (in the

notp-Indian world) were oot appropriate to our situation and only served to

raise unrealistic expectations which were not met. As s result, we have

had an opportunity, through federal grants, to develop aPproachc, 'slack

recognise our unique situation ind ,conomtc condition, and lrf mgt. compaiii,ht
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and supportive of traditions' lifestyles and economic realities here.

What vas critical vas that we had the flexibility to try new approaches.

to innovate and adapt to meet the conditiono. Often in Indian education.

K-12. we have been forced to play by the tuies, established in Washington,

many of which are not appropriate, do aot take into insideration our

unique enviroumentat factors. and, most importantly, can change frequently

(seemingly at the whim of uninformed bureaucrats).

Affects on Pamil.es

Adult Lducotion has .trenkthcned tin. family by providing oppottunities

for parents. ciders to learn soint Lnglish, lessening the gap between

themselves and the youth. The parents can then be more supportive when

they can understand the impottance of and the depth of the job the school

has to do in educating Navajo youth.

Vocational Education has strengthened the families by ptoviding

opportunities that enhance the ability of the family to make a living at

traditional livelihoods ie ranching, farming, agriculture. etc. We now

provide training in Rural Technologies skills necded to make living

in out environment and provide hands on opportunities to Watn through

our demonstration farm project.

Both Adult Ed. and Voc. Rd. have strengthened the family by providing

opportunities to learn new skills in areas such as Nome Economics. Livestock

Management, Traditional ctafts, inservice training fot those already employed,

as well as providing opportunities to complete high school through the CEO

program.

in addition. the community recrcition program, sponsoreJ by Adult Education

has provided activities which arc wholesome, creative outlets for both youth

2md Idiots 1ft the ee...ftnity
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T. gnOCAIIORAI WEER

The demographic, economic, end vile...atonal data contained in this section

define the need for an Adult Education project on the Ramah Navajo Reservatton.

The data ire taten from a variety of sources a 1977 community survey4 the 1982

Comprehensive Economic Development Plan of the Ramah Navajo Community, and data

from the local Agency of the Bureau Of Indian AffairS.

A. DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISCICS

1. The Repoli Navajo Agency of the D.ireau of Indian Affairs estimates A

1982 WW1 iesident 1n4 Jo polaartoo ut 1,798 ots the Oush Wimp.

Reservation.

2. A comparison of thou. and seX distributions of the Navajo Nation

and the U.S. populations in 1910 shows that the Navajo Nation pope.

Iation including gamah is extremely young in comparison to national

averages. There are severel implications of a Youthful populatiw

for the development of an economYI

a. The dependency ratio is unusually high, i.e., the productive

"working age" population must bear a greater burden of the

devendiat chiltren ad eldesly,

b. The ielativoly high pooportion of yoonp people places sttatos

on already Score. resonrcts;, and

c. The scarcity of resources and the limitations of economic

opportunities often cause out-migration of College-age persons

and young families.

3. The table below outlines thc labor force characteristics Of the Ramah

Reservation for 198?.
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General Assistance. etc. (her tao-thtids of the Rehab Nevem house-

hol4 receive some type of public esSistance mal over seventy percent

of the coacainity, considering the size of its families,. live drasti-

cally below USDA-established poverty levels.

C. EDUCATIONAL NEEDS DATA

1. More than half of the local adult population has less than 3 6th grade

education. However, number of Years of formal education has been shown

not to be an indicator of readint level or academic conpLience. Most of

our baste literacy .tudents have demonstrated little Ailit) to speaL,

read, and or urite English

2. About 211 local Nevaje adults have completed between 6 and 11 years of

formal schooling. Of the 311 adult students with whom we have worked,

the average reading level upon ent.y has been 3.5, and nearly all of the

stwients are linguistically dominant in the Navajo language.

3. To summartie the above two items, about 73% of local Vavnjo adults have

not completed high school, as reflected in the following statistics:

o 1,327 local adults total, over age 16
o 160 local high school graduates sinct. 1974
o 100 CCD graduates/diploma recipients since 1974
o 25 local adults with college degrees
o '5 local adults graduating from high school bctoia 1914
o 967 10C41 *hats yho have tot completed hsgh Nchool (73%)

4. According to figures available from Pine Hill iltsh School of the Ramah

Navajo School Board, 86 young people drOpped out of liigh school between

1975 and 1983. Considering an annual, average high school enrollment of

120 students, this interprets int:ion annual dropout rate of 9.5% to 10%.

S. Needs for Adult Education are clearly indicated in the foregoing data.

*. While the percent of the adult population that has completed high

school or GED has iner ised significantly, clearly there remains a

sitnifieant portiun of the Rereb Neviio

o6
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uch trnintng. HanY CCU and prio-QED student% hdve tn pest yowl's

p,ttjtivaied In Adult ',dn.-Anon cinnse.. ht.t fnr mAnY iqsioas ucre

not able to complete. Otherl gainoa acct>5 to CU) students by way

of CETA employment, but CETA and related funds for the hamah gava)o

cOmmunitY have been drastically eut.

b it As also clear that there is further need fOr ABC services in the

community. The seeds of economic development are )ust heganaing to

germinate in this community. a direct result of our effort% to begin

to produce peoplo literate enough to become actively involvud wa the

prorecs. ContimvA communtty srourh 6.0tod, vonm 4 Vbilty labor forc

Oa: ts at least oa>;colly literate, moch roraaos to be done in this

area.

6. The following prioritized list interprets chose matters into direct pro.

gram needs. These needs come from an assessment conducted with adult

Students of the program:

a. There is a need for more buses and drivers capable of regular.
dependable services, includiog on muddy roads.

la. English literacy troining

c. Reading competency
41. /lath competency

e. Honey for educational trips
f. afore money for the overall program of servItv,
g. Night classes
h. %Sore teachers

Mere work>11010, tOd Alcsimar p. ,t,nt4t4on,

). More and larger clasroom4
L. Scheduling that will allow student> to take Jo7

every day.
1. Hort use of audio-visval materirls
0. Navajo literacy trainieg

P. CONCLUSION

IR general. it remain> 4 frustroting employment >ituAtion fot mos; namah

Navajo adults. due to the lock. of local emplorm,,nt opportnoztv-% In the

nearby towns of Gallup and Grants. there are S011t ,Imoltuattiet, ln.t 1711..t

1 7..
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TABLE II

PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS
Of A SAMPLE OF RAMAH NAVAJO ADULTS

N = 35

SKILL IDENTIFIED a RESPONDENTS

CONSUMER SKILLS
1. Knowing & deciding what community resource 3

to turn to foo help with a problem
2. Knowing what a budget is & how to use it; 10

Figuring a family budget: how to match
resources with needs. etc.

3. Finding the best buy at a stone; how to maAe 14

the best of food sxamps, food budgeting, etc
4. Knowing more ahout money - the various

denominations, conversions end change, how to Opthl

up and use checking accounts, how to get loans, etc,

CITIZENSHIP SKILLS
5. Reading a ballot 4

6. Mooring try legal rights, when to seek redress, etc. 2
7. Knowing how to drive safely and legally, 3

pass driver's test, road signs, vehicle
. registration requirements, etc,
8. How to be a better meeting participant - 4

Robert's Rules of Order, how to participate.
what an agenda is, what the different government
entities are and how they work, etc..

CaPLINICATIOVS SKILLS
9. Unable to communicate in English.

m Doesn't caulerawd the technotaqtcal aspects of
soc+a1 life.

HEALTH SKILLS
11. Knowing more about emergency & tirst aid care
12 Knowing about home r;are for babies, handi-

capped. elderly, etc

13 MOWN more:About fnod nutrit.mmi, how to
prepare food for diabetics, babies & children,
people with high blood pressure, use of commodity
foods. etc.

3

3

2

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

14. Knowing what the skill & performance 4

requirements of e job are.
15. Reading a want ad. knowing how to use various 5

resources for finding Job opportunities, etc.
16. Filling out Job applications 3

17. Knowing how to do Job interviews, under- 4

standing hiring practices, etc.

1 R8
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BUSINESS SKILLS
IS. KnOwine Wire about bow to handle c0,0,0.1carpons

en the j41) - teeptehO, busloiesS letters, etc.

Knewin9 /OW to mat-Ret what r mitke how to 7

Set pr,ces. 90, mare demand ror the g0C45, cen-
se-rye! Wel recycle meeoureee, el

20 Learning to become A master atvariouS 7

arts & crafts. aol the way through to marketing
and selling - Including conversational and literacy
skills to help with business, etc.

21. Learning new crafts and how to read patterns.
how ro design my own things. etc.

PERSONAL SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS
22. Filling out W-2. W-4, 1040Et forms 6
23. Reading and undersranding a contract - 2

employment, purchase etc
24 OrmourInQ job eAvnin48 1

25 Learning moreabout child development - 8

traditional vs. modern practices, education, com-
municating with children. legal rights, setting
goals for children. etc.

26. Knowing more about home development - how to 4

arrange, keep it in good shape, minor repairs, etc.
27. Lacks the skills to obtain a standard home, e.g.,

the process cf obtaining running water, power lines,
and applying for Mousing Assistance.

28. Lacks the skill to understand Range Management for
livestock and general management for deriving a
profit from the livestock.

1 R9
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Statement by Katie Nemo
Ramah Navajo Elder

As an uneducated community member. I was only a sheep-

herder when our community's only high school system was closed

down. The Ramah Navajo School Board, Inc. was formed with

Beard members Net about uneducated as I am. Yet they went

after funds to start an educational system that would help the

youth of our community. The school was open with teadhers

and parents helping out. / had stazted working in 1972. Later

with future planning, school facilities were built in the

midst of our community. We had graduates at the Old SChOol and

we continue to graduate our children here at the new school.

Community Education was stress with Bilingual Education being

the most important. Our Children must also retain our heritage,

language and culture, at the same time preparing themselves to

enter the new age of technological world.

We now see many of them going on to school, While others

are working and hold r)bs within the community. Yet we still

have unmet needs. We are proud of our facilities, but we are

overcrowded in many areas. we need a cafeteria and midschool

to accommodate our growing enrollment. There are students who

need boarding facilities. Presently, the board facility is

over 20 miles away. The majority of oul students live at home

and ride the bus every day. The need to upgrade the roads so

it's passable year round is great.

171
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Page 2
Statement by Katie Henio

We as parents and grandparents have along with our child-

ren been attending school. Learning to write our names and the

very basic to survive in an English speaking world. We also

revived our traditiondl skilJs which was dying out, such as

weaving, basketry and moccasin making. Our main problem prevents

many of our adult students attending is transportation. we

live in a vast area and depend upon others for transportation.

There are no longer funds available for our Jus Transrortation.

Our students are receiving a quality education, but we

also need to enhence our childrens future skills with other

activities such as arc, competitive sports, music and other

extra curriculum activities for which funde are not provided.

want my Children and grandchildren to have a well-rounded

quality education.

There are addi..iona1 facilities needed.

172
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RAMAN NAVAJO SCHOOL BOARD, INC.

TESTIMONY, 01/10/86

Addendum 9

Health $ervices
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'IALTH SERVICES

Background and Development

Until 1978, the closest health facilities for the Pamah Navajo Community
(operated by the Indian Health Service) were 45 miles away near Zuni, NM
or 60 miles to Gallup, NM. As with the Ramah Navajo School, people of the
Community felt that health services should be available close to home.

Acting under the Indian Self-Determiration Act, Public Law 93-638, members
of the incorporated Ranh Navajo School Board took their plans for a health
facility to Congress and in 1977, Congress appropriated the money for
construction and operation of a health center at Pine Hill.

Operations

In 1978, the physical plant was complete. Today where no health care
services had existed before, a primary health care center offers routine
outpatient services which include well child care, dental. laboratory,
pharmacy, x-ray, optometric, and audiological services. A field health
unit provides a "bridge" between the clinic and the community where families
do not consistently have available transportation or 4-wheel drive vehicles
are required o reach them when the roads are otherwise impassable due to mud
conditions, ihey assist community people in overcoming physical, economic,
and cross-cultural barriers to the attainment of health cart. Likewise,
trained and certified Emergency Medical Technicians art on duty 24 hours,
and community members are within a reasonable response time, to receive
basic life support services and conveyance to emergency and inpatient
facilities via ambulance.

For services not provided at Pine Hill, the Health Center has working
agreements with hospitals and doctors in Zuni, Gallup, Grants, and Albuquerque.
New Mexico.

The Pine Hill Health Center is supervised and sum:wiled by the Ramah haven
School Board. Inc. The Board memberc provide community input, and make major
decisions concerning ooerations and future plahnins of the Health Center.

Health Status of the Community

No good base line data exists for the health status of the Ramah Now
Reservation, specifically. However, a general picture of health can be
gleaned from analyzing data from the larger Navajo Reservation. In comparing
the leading causes of death on the Navajo now with those of twenty years ago
and less, one could conclude that the "epidemiolagical transition" has taken
place; that is. that infectious and parasitic diseases have dropped from
prominence to be replaced by the more chronic degenerative diseases such as
heart disease, cancer. or diabetes. When compared with the leading causes

of death for the U.S., there is essentially a similar pattern in conditions
with differences in rankings.
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Infant mortality, the most popular "sentinel" indicator o( a Population's
health status, has been declining in the Navajo population over the past
five years, narrowing the gap between the Navajo and the general copulation
of the U.S., and almost on a par with it.

However, favorable comparisons in general end here. A significant difference
between the Navajo populatton and the general U.S. population is in the age
distribution. The Navajo population is much "younger" than the general
population, withamedian age of 19.8 years compared to that of 30 years.
Only 5% of the Navajo population is over 65 years old while the figure is
11.3% in the general population (1979 INS data). Data from the DIA (1982
Report on tabor Force), as well as recent Pine Hill Health Center cOunts of
the population, confirm a similar picture for the Pariah Navajo Reservation.

Thirty-three percent (33%) of Ramah Navajos are under the age of 15 years,
and only 13% are over the age of 44 years.

Average life nectancy at birth for the U.S. population in 1980 was 73.7
years. 77.5 for females and 70 years for males, while average life exoectancy
for Navajos was 64.9. 71.8 for years for females and 58.8 years of males.
This is an average difference of nearly nine years. It was estimated. using
1979 data from the National Center for Health Statistics, that the Navajo
male life expectancy approximated that of a white male in 1928-31. and Navajo
females that of white females in 1949-51.

What is alarming here is that, not only does the Navajo population have a
higher dependency ratio than the U.S. population in general, but Navajos,
both male and female, die in greater number at younger ages than their U.S.
counterparts, up to the age category of 55 years and older. Moreover. Navajo
males between the ages 15-34 have three times the death rate of U.S. males
in this category, as well as Navajo females having twice the rate of U.S.
females (1980 1115 data). This can only teanslate into a greater disruption
of family earning power and stability where more deoendents are concerned,
as compared with the general population.

What is causing these deaths at a time when an individual should be developing
skills, preparing for the prime bread-winning years? In 1980. for Navajos

age 15-34 years, motor vehicle accidents was the leading cause of death (43%),
mental disorders second (8%), and homicide and suicide third and fourth (7%

and 6%). In 1980. cirrhosis and motor vehicle accidents had over four times
the incidence among Navajos as the general population, and homicide nearly
twice the incidence.

A contributing factor to these conditions (the nucleus of most) is the use

of alcohol. This can be expected where unemployient is high, educational
attaireent marginal, opportunities are scarce, and individuals must struggle
to make a difficult transition or adjustment to a dominant culture and a high
tech society.

in summary, one can say that, in general, the health status of the havajo, and
the Ramah Navajo, is gradually improving, with gaps in certain areas between
the general population narrowing, most significantly in infant mortality.
This is due to policies backed by resources which decentralize facilities and
programs, and bring the services closer to the people. Prime examples of this

are public health nursing campaigns against tuberculosis of 30 years ago, out-
reach programs such as CHR and community health nursing, emphasizino materoal
and health, and construction of primary health care centers closer to service

1175
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populations. The legislative intent and Writ of the Indian Self-
Determination Act and the Indian Health Care Improvement Act have been and
should continue to be catalysts for increasing the role of lIcal people in
desivning and delivering approoriate health services, and elevating the
health status of Indians.

However, one must bear in mind that a high birth rate, lower life exoectancy.
and a pattern of higher death rateS in middle ase groups show the Navcjo as
still lagging behind the U.S. pooulation. Health problems are changing for
the Navajo, and are reflected in a lifestyle increasingly Imposed by the
"outside." and taking place in an atmosphere of r,lative economic under-
development. New strategies are needed to address alcohol and substance
abuse probleng - programs that can address ever increasing mental health
needs.

pers.u,ity_Outv ti ent.pata
4

Ambulatory Patient care reports for the Pine 4111 Health Center tend to
confirm the general picture of health described previously. According to
1HS figures from Fiscal Year Ending September 1985. approximately 37% of
visits to the Pine Hill Health Center were from those 19 years and younger.
Those between the ages of 20 and 44 years accounted for about 33s of the
visits. There were 14,874 total visits during this year.

The ten leading cauSes of outoatient visits for the fiscal year ending
September. 1985 are as follows:

Disease Category Number' of Visits

1. Supplemental 3.871

2. Diseases of Respiratory System 2.693
3. Eye Diseases 1.574

4. Ear Diseases 1.093

5. Accidents 825

6. Diseases of D:gestive System 627

7. Endocrine. Nutritional and
Metabolic Disorders 586

8. Infections and Parasitic 537

9. Diseases of Skin SOR

10. Mental Disorders 333
141

These ten categories accOunt for 85% of visits to the Health Center. The

Supplemental categOry is a catch-all for well child care visits, ohysical

exams, lab tests, and other preventive servlceS. Diseases of the Respiratory
System are predominantly colds and viral infections. Refractive error aCcOunts

for 60% of the Eye DiSeases category. Otitis media accounts for 86% of far

Diseases. In the ArCident category. 13% of the injuries were alcohol related.
Diabetes mellitus accounted for about 90% of Endocrine. Natrftional, and
Metabolic Disorders. Dental visits account for most of the Digestive Disease

category. Stren throat and gastro-enteritis account for Infectious Disease,
roughly half and half. About one-third of the visits in the Mental Disorders

category are for schizophrenia and other osychoses.
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A c1e4er look at accidential injuries seen at toe c1torc (.0.4 Sentemher.

1984, through September, 198$, reveals that 36% ot motor vott:v Injorto
were alcohol related. Additionally,' a full 621.of purposely inflicted
injuries (assault and battery) were alcoho) related. Of 18 cases of battery
that occurred inside the home, 72% wore alcohol related. In 1984, seven of
the fourteen deaths (or SOX) in the Ramah Navajo Community were alcohol related.
Anecdotally. in early Spring 1985. a 16 Year old weds brought to the clinic
dead on arrival, a victim of inhalent abuse (Liquid Raper). A nearly fatal

incident of glue sniffing by school age children was interrupted by alert
dormitory aides, and the Participants given emergency treatment at the clinic.

This information Points a picture of a predominantly "Younger" Population
seeking care for conditions largely outside the purview of the more traditional
Public health interventions. Increasingly, disease patterns are shifting
doe to chtigini lifestyles, and the clinic is seeing more and itore conditions
related to alcohol and substance abuse - prOblems, the nature of which, fit
better under the rubric of Mental ilealth.'
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PREPARED STAnmENT or SAux Dims. M.Eo.. INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR, COMMU-
torr/ScmootAismirN, DEPARn1RNT or PEDIATRICS. thavgarry or Nsvt *Duca,
ALBuquicaqus, NM. KEN Hums. BS. COORDINATOR, SCHOOL-BASED AnoutscorrHum PROGRAMS, DErmtruENT or PEDIATRICS, UNIVERSITY or Nsw Mexico,
ALBUQUERQUE, NM

The health status of American Indian adolescuots (s tar below that of
non-inliam adolesceots in the rest of the United States. many of the
health pieblens of adolescents are related to alcohol. Alcohol is,
for example. a welt known tisk factor in accidents of all types,
Accidental death rates, high for all adolesceots, is 3.5 times as
high for Indian and Alaska Natives aged 15 to 24.113) In New Mexico
the accident rate tor Indians aged 15.24 is 285.3 emnpared to 111.2
tor non-Hispinic whites and 105.7 for Hispanics. /be rate for
vehicle accidents among New Mexico Indians aged 15-24 (76.6) is
higher than tor the united States (71.9) although it is temperable to
other Nei/Mexico adolescent groups (non-Hispanic whites 19.0,
Hispanic-white 211.1).(12) Indian males in New resit* are also etre
likely to droum than Indian females and non-Indians of either sex.

Alcohol abuse is a %ell-know, health problem of all adolescents. eay
sunmeriaes the extent of drinking reported by Indian youth as higher
than that of non-Indians. Recent notional surveys have ahem that
between 531 and 731 of all youth in grades 7.12 d.ink to some
extent, surveys of similar Indian youth show a slightly higher
experience with alcohol: 561 to 891, with three out of tour studies
above the 718 most often reported tor all U.S. youth. studies have
shown that Indian youths dtink for eany of the same reasons as others
in the United States. Factors such as peer pressure, recreation,
experimentation, anxiety. and depression have been documented. In
spite of similar reasons, the incidence is higher among the youth of
rest Indian trites all around the country, it may be accurate to
assume that alcohol use by Indian youth is rose prevalent.

more specifically, alcohol abuse is a well -docurented problem among
the mew Mexico Indian populations. The cultural phtvicumenon of
drinking has been described hs detail by Topper and others. For
example the rate due to alcohotismamoxiNava)os is 12 times the
national figure. Alcohol use and abuse has teen mentioned as a
contributing factor related to accidenta and suicide, the first WO
second leading causes of death in hviian adolescents in Nea eexico.
The fourth leading mire of death to Indians aged 15-24 Is alcoholism
with a rate of 20.4. It is not among the top five causes tor
Hispanics and whites.(12)

Alcohol is also related to another major cause of morbidity among
teenagers. Again, the incidence is greater for Indians. in New
Mexico suicide with a rate of 28.2 is the record leading cause of
death f^r those ages 15-24 of all races compared to the U.S. rate of
12.4. For mew rexico Indians ages 15-24, the rate of 6e.6.

The fcllowolg docusentations of suicides and suicide attempts tor
residents of the ACL area, although not broken out hy ages, clearly
points out the seriousness of the problem, As reported in the
Albuquerque Area Tribal Specific Health Plan, July 1979, ACL had the
second hepest suicide tate in the Mbuguerque area, 35.0 per
1000er. This was also higher than the average rate tor Indians
within the 24 reservation states and for the u.s, all races.

1
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Saergency room reco,ds at h:L Mospital indicated a total of 9 suicide
attempts during 1981, 8 of those occurring in December. In January,

1982, there were 2 attempts reported. Laguna police records from a
period of January 1981 through August 1982 indicate that there have

been 16 ampleted suicides awl 15 attempted suicides on the
reservation during this period.

Currently, the suicide rate for the Pueblo of LagUrla is 46 per
109,000. This is 3.6 times the national average rate of 12.8 pet
109,000. In a study conducted by O. Phil May, Nancy VanWinkle and
Valerieatntoya under an NIMM grant, suicide rates and patterns for
several tribal groups in befe Pexico %ere computed over i time period
from 1957 to 1979. The rate for Laguna was 31, which was 22.3% of
the total sampde. This rate %es the second highest among the 19
Fueblos in New Mexico. The study showed an increase in suicide rates
over theyears. After 1965, the rate for Laguna doubled.

The occurrence of pregnancy in 'he teenage population continues to
%errant concern. Teen mothers and their babies are at a much higher
risk for health probbens &swell as financial, echretional and social
protlems. The babies of teen mothers are much wore likely to die or
have a low birth %eight than are babies of older motbms. Indian
%teen reportedly do not experience as Sigh an incidence of low birth
%eight babies as other women in New mexico do. Overall, 7.9 % of
Indian babies in 1979 sere of lowbuth weight covered to 3.1% of all
state babies.

Teenagers living in mew Mexico experience low healtn status similar
to other Indiaa adolescents. There currently exists high rates of
teenage pnnuancy, drug and alcohol abuse, suicides and suicide
attempts, accidents, sell-destructive behavior, depression, domestic
violence and family conflict. Until recently few progress existed
which focused specifically on the adolescent population. Ibronah
comunity and university efforts several progress are now addressing
thesehealth issues through school-besed teen centers. Schools are a
logical location to reach the large meters of school-aged children
and youth. This is especially true in rural areas where
free-standing progtems, if they even exist, often miss students from
outlying areas and thoseiAma de not have transportation other than
the school bus. ScLool.-based programs make services both available
and accessible.

School4esed progress offering a range of comprehensive services
meximize both effectiveness and efficiency. Schools will often
provide space and utilities rent-free. By drawing from the
community-at -large a program can share services with other agencies
who may wish to reach adolescents, but have difficulty attracting

them to programs that serve all ages.

The first of the school-based teen center models is outlined in the
attached emery of the presentation node by Me. Ken Runt for the
Select comsittee on January 10, 1986, at the Lagtma -Acosta Teen

Center.

2
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We strongly support this successful model that emphasizes
comprehensive services provided by a multidisciplinary team located
on cmnpus. We encourage the development OW use of incentives for
cooperative efforts in funding and supporting c000erative efforts
among smhools, communities, universities, Indian Wealth Service.
Tribal governsents and state offices of Maternal AP5 *tad Mealth.
Such partnerships make this type,of effort feasibbi in times of
reduced spending on prevention.

In addition, we believe that school staff should be edwated and
encouraged to support school-based teen per/grams by providing space
and reiease time for students, bet responsibility for direction of
these programs should be done by health agencies.
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Acorna-Canoncito-Laguna Teen Center
P.O. Box 349

New tavola. New 'Armco 87038
(5031 552-6922

Sone Problem and mums For Youth

Wo recreational activities in Met areas
Limited recreation in some villages
Mos im Spanish committee

Very few jobs
only low income families guilty

If there were more activities available,
involvemeat in alcohol, drugs

Summer Activities,

Skating rink
GSM TOOK
Wilderness program
tinder 21 dance establishment
Sat trips
Concerts

ohy con.t these be done?

there would be less

winter

Skiing
Tubing
Theatres
Fast Teed restaurant
Concerts

wo moor!

- Adults are aot mare of youth needs
- Tromportation is not available. If them was, more teens
would partfolpaen in activities
- Wore attention is given to lew-inoome needs
- equal employment is needed
- Lack of motivation because of fondly tie*
Peer of succeeding in meside schools
NO UM:him of living independentlY

- Inadequate college prepatation
- Wot enough aupport or Immo:Ohio from adults
- Too many followere, not enough leadere
- Weed to be tanghtf

hseerriVeneee

NOtiTatieo
Ability to seY AO
pUblic sponkina

As identified by a gm" of Laguna-P=4s Ottidantto, January 0, 1986.

Cosponsors The Acorna-C,anontrroassuna leen Health Commute. Unned SW es Public H unit Sow*, Int Ion Health
Semce. Vneversay of New Meoco.Sthooi olrnerkrae,tkpartment or Famoly and COMMunny Methane
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ACOMA-CANONCITO-LAGUNA ZEEN CENTER
P.O. BON 349

New Laguna, Niw Mexico 87038
(505) 552-6922

iltronO109I_Of Events

Teen Pregnancy Task Force meets

May 1983 First propOSal for funding intiated to OWP
proposal submitted to Indian Health Service.
Maternal and Child Health

Summer 1983 University Of New Mexico contacted
Res interest in contracting with IHS,
Community Group Partnership

September 1983 Contract negotiated, project begins,community
assessment begins (6 months) identify resources,
services, persons

Shift mmde from "Teen Pregnancy" to "Adolescent
Health"

Comprehensive services planneds -

clinical education
counseling health Promotion
advocacy prevention

Program Manager. Physician hired

March 1984 Open House at Teen Center

tamer 1984 Teen Center Open
Eports Physicals emphasized

September 1984 Staff Psychologist hired,counseling Program
stepped up

End of 1st contract year. 2nd contract year begins

Oct-Dec 1984 Promotional Pun Runs at
Laguna-Acoma
Sky City Community Schad.
Canontito Community School

March 1985 Students Against Driving Drunk (SADD) Conference
attended with students from Laguna-Acome. Grants

April 1985 SADD Chapter formed
Laguna-Aroma Teen Health Awareness Day
Improvisational Skit Perforrance

S. Davis/k. Hunt January 10, 1986
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Chronology of Events tcontinued)

May 19E5

Summer 1985

178

Sadd activities for prom, graduation:
dial-a-ride bumper stickers
wrecked car classroom presentations

Senior Ditch Day
several motor vehicle accidents
senior killed

AlcOhol/Absentee Project begins

Incoming senior killed by drunk driver
Teen Suicide

Alcohol and Substance Abuse Program $A.S.A.12.1/
Emergency Room experience
"Trigger" film developed
Peer Education Program begins

Community Youth Forum on ETOH/Substance Abuse
by peer educators

National Indian Child Conference, Tempe, Arizona
Workshop presentations: /*en Parenting

Drinking and Driving
Suicide Task Force begins

September 1905 2nd year contract ends, 3rd year contract year begins

November 1985

December 1985

Nurse Practitioner added
Alcohol Education itounselor
Counseling staff expands
Classroom sessions begin

Improvisational skit group begins presenting issues
in community meetings

SADD presents skits, their purpose a National
Indian Health Hoard Conference

Community model of Suicide Task Force presented
at National Indian Wealth soard Conference

Secure building for Teen Health Program/Clinic
for Canoncito Community

Segin conducting clini. for sports physicals for
Sky City Community School

S. Davis/R. Hunt *January 20, 198C
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Why School-Based?

*rural area
*school may be where kids spend a majority of their time
*transportation may be a major problem
*in/out migration is mdnimal
*no specific services strictly for teens
*teen$ normally do not seek out mental health/counseling/clinical
services at community/local agencies
*school counselors/nurses may/may not be available or under-
utilized by teens
*school may be underutili: Id by community

A Comprehensive Adolescent Health Program:
is accessible to teens
*is strictly confidential
*has a staff that is responsive,caring
*has knowledge of resources in the community and has access to
them
*can advocate on behalf of teens
*can provide education thrcmgh 4 planned program in the class-
room and as a part of curriculum
*provides other kinds of services: clinical, sports physicals,
emergensy care, first aid, screening, referral, follow-up
*can provide counseling through staff of community resources
for: individual counseling

peer counseling
family counseling
parent support groups
teacher support groups
informal rap sessions

Health Promotion, sponsorship, support through:
SADA workshops for parents
field trips Teen Health Awareness Bay
ASAP wilderness programs
fund raising skit groups
fun runs in-service training for

teacher, student assemblies
*student advocacy

scholarships for leadership conferences, summer camps
health careers
support letters, typewriters, job bulletin board
Teen Center Hews
information for research papers

S. Davis/X. Hunt January 10, 1966
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A C L Teen Center
Referral System and Network of Services

Laguna Tribal Courts
and probation Office

Laguna
Social tarvices

Laguna CHR Program

ACt. Hospital and Clinics

Acorn* Health and Division

Laguna Aervice Center
Mental Health

Alcoholism

Laguna Family
COURBeling Program/ Community Services

UPI*

Human Services ----eft- TEEN

Acoma ......-------v- CENTER ,----_-4FLn Laguna/Acorns
CHR

Substance Abuse

Acorns Sky City

/IN/4 Celenclto Planning'

\ Laguna Education Division

Committee

Acorns Alcohol and

School CaSoncito
Lavine Community School

Elementary
Sthool

I

1 5
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Epidemiology of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
Among American Indians of the Southwest CO

'Philip A. May, KarenJ. Hymbaugh, tic:in M. Aase, and tionatb an M.
Samet

Veparonent of Sociology. Universtry of New Mexico. Albuquerque, New Mexico;
tDepanrnentof Public Administration, University of New Mexico. Albquerque. New
Mexico; and *School of Medicine. University of New Mexico, Albuquerque. New Mexico

ABSTRACT: The cpfikmiologicet features of Fetal Aloghol Syndrome (FAS) were examined among
American Indians In the southwestern United States. AU FASsuspects were screened Inspect& pop-
ulations of Navajo. Pueblo. and Plains astute tdbes. A total of 115 alcohol-affected children were
identified. The incldenceof FM was found to be highly variable from one cultural group to the next,
ganging from 1.3 per 1.000 binhs (V749) for the Navajo to 113 (1/97) for the Plains. The pattern of
age-spedfic 'nevelt:ace indkates an increase over the past Mum yearn. The overall rate of mothers
who have peoduced fetalakolr Achildren was6.1 per 1.000 women of childbearing age with is range of
4 to 33 per IMO. These maternal prevalence rates were important for the actuate prediction of
public heel* risk lame 25 per cent of all mothers who had produced ane affected child bad also
produced others. The avenge per mollies wv t.3 akohol-affected children. Other findings indicate
that the lambert of thesechfldrcn led highly disrupdve and chaotic !Iceland were frequently bolated
from mainstream social activitks. la general, the grom social and culnu. ;patterns of the tribes stwl-
led cm readily explain the variation in dence of FAS.

In 1979, the International Year of the
Child, the Indian Children's Program of
the Indian Health Service (IHS) con-
vened an expert committee to select a
public health project of major impor-
tance to Indian children. This group de-
cided to establish a Fetal Alcohol Syn-
drome (FAS) Project for two reasons.
First, those with extensive clinical expe-
dence among Indians perceived FAS as
a new and increasing problem among
Southwestern tribes. Second, the early
FAS literature had already identified
some American Indian children with
FAS (Smith et al., 1976).

4 The resOting FAS Demonstration
Project had three goals. First, the pro-
gram was to provide education and
training in the recognition and preven-
tion of FAS for health Can providers,
human services workers, and local com-
munity groups. Second, the program

s to offer evaluation by a pediatric
dysmorphologist to all FAS suspects and
initiate a treatment plan for children
with FAS and other developmental
problems. Third, research was to be un-
dertaken to assess the incidence of FAS
asnong American Indians. The com-
plete project is described in detail else-
whre (May and Hymbaugh, 1983).
This paper will focus on the third goal.

Fetid Alcohol Syndrome refers to a
pattern of malformations found in chil-
dren whose mothers drank alcohol ex-
cessively during pregnancy. The most
common features are: variing degrees
of mental retardation and CNS dysfunc.
tion, reduced birth length and weight,
microcephaly, hypoplastic midface,
growth deficiency throughout life, cer-
tain joint abnormalities, frequent car-
diac defects, and hyperactivity (Jones et
al., 1973; Jones and Smith, 1976; Rosen
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et al., 1976; Streissguth et al., 1980) Re-
cently, it has been recognized that mod
erate and/or binge drinking may cause
Iess severe forms of devekipmental
damage. Thus, the ttratogenic effect of
alcohol can be conceptualized as a sj...c-
trum. Heavy drinking may result in the
complete FAS, whereas lower levels of
consumption may cause lesser menta!
and gromh defects (Rosett, 1974, 1976;
Streissguth et al., 1978; Eckardt ct al.,
1981).

In the U.S. and Europe, FAS is a fre-
quently documented birth defect. Al-
though several hundred clinical and ex-
perimental studies of FAS among
humans and animals have been pub-
lished, the epidemiology of FAS has not
been well characterized. Data are cur-
rently available only for Seattle, Wash-
ington (Streissguth et al., 1980), Gote-
berg, Sweden (Olegard et al., 1979),
and Roubaix, France (Dehaene et aL,
1977, 1981). Estimates of the incidence
of FAS vary from 1 in every 600 babies
in Sweden and 1 in 700in France, to l in
750 in Seattle. Fetal Alcohol Effect
(FAE). a milder form of in-utero dam-
age, has been reported in France and
Sweden with an incidence approxi-
mately equal to that of FAS. Each of the
above rates is based on cumulative clini-
cal experience and not on a survey of a
specific population. FAS documenta-
tion is currently not availabli: in large
national data bases (Eckhardt et al.,
1981) and probably will not be in the
near future. The present study is there-
fore unique in determining the magni-
-ude of FAS in a defined population.

MATERiALS AND METHODS

INDIAN GROUPS STUDIED

The Indians of this study are from
three very different cultural and social

. '
s...;. v.: ' -,

.: 1,81.
't 4 : .. : I 1.4 .....

traditions. The Pueblo Indians have in-
habited the southwestern United States
for 10,000 years or more. Their tradi-
tions emphasize sedentary, pastoral,
and agricultural pursuits, and their so-
cial Integration is matrilineal, complex,
and strongly "emphasizes conformity
with the larger (community based)
group" (Dozier, 1970).

The Apache and the Ute tribes are
the Plains culture groups in this study.
These tribes migrated to the Southwest
approximately 1,000 years ago. The no-
madic, hunting, gathering, and raiding
tradition of their culture is in many ways
a polar opposite to the Pueblo. In Plains
culture tribes, individuality is cncour-
aged and some flamboyant behaviors
such as risk-taking, drinking, and
defiance are tolerated and may be en-
couraged. The largest permanent level
of Plains social organization was tradi-
tionally A band of several allied ex-
tended families (Schroeder. 1974).

The Navajo cultural traditions are a
mixture of the Pueblo and Plains tradi-
tions. The Navajo came from the same
Plains tradition,. as the Apache. but in
the past three hundred years they have
asic:ned many traits of the Pueblo.
TIrrefere, the Navajo patterns of social
integration and behavior regulation are
intermediate between the Plains and
Pueblo The Navajo emphasize con-
formity :3 group norms, but allow more
individualized behavior than the Pueblo
(Kluckholn and Leighton, 1962).

The contemporary socioeconomic
status of southwestern Indians shows
some variation within each culture. for
the individual tribal cultures are in van-
ous stages of modernization and transi-
tion (Kunitz and Levy. 1981). Many
young Indians are upwardly mobile due
to recent educational and economic op-
portunities, but the majority of the indi-
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viduals and tribes are characterized by
low education and limited economic de-
velopment. Nevertheless, the overall
differences insocial iategration still exist
and influence behavior as evidenced by
alcohol-related mortality statistics. The
Plains tribes have consistently higher
death rates from flamboyant behaviors
such as accidents, suicide, and homicide
(U.S. Public Health Service, 1978,
1979; VanWinkle, 1981; Reidy, 1982)

In sum, the three cultural traditions
of these tribes generally produce differ-
ent types of behavior (May, 1982). Par-
ticularly, their differing alcohol-related
behaviors must be considered in evalu-
ating the epidemiology of FAS.

MEI HODOLOGY

The study was undertaken ir 980-82
among American Indian^ of New Mex-
ico, Southern Colorado, Southern
Utah, and Northern Arizona. Indian
groups served by the project resided on
26 reservations with a total population
in 1980 of approximately 240,000 (U.S.
Dep.. of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare, 1979). Because the land area
served was vast, transportation and lo-
gistics were major obstacles and deter-
minants of the study design.

An elaborate referral system served
as the basis for this study. All research
activities were coordinated on each of
the outlying reservations from the cen.
(rat office in Albuquerque. The major
focal point on each reservation was one
of the eleven hospitals or ten full-time
clinics operated by the IHS. At each of
these installations, explicit and detailed
training on the recognition and diagno-
sis of FAS was provided to all 1HS end-
cal staff by the project staff and two con-
sultant dysmorphologists. These diag-

Social Biology

nostic training sessions were two-hour
slide and data presentations detailing
the dinical characteristics of 15 FAS and
FAE children from birth to 17 years of
age. Further literature on FAS was sub-
sequently provided to trainees. In zach
session the FAS Demonstration Project
was explained, with specific instructions
concerning referral of suspected FAS
children. To complement the training
and facilitate referral, all physicians and
nurses trained were provided wi'th a
three-page referral form for FAS sus-
pects. Items included on this form were
key aspects of the parents' medical and
alcohol use histories; birth length,
weight, and head circumference of the
suspect, and a simple checklist of 29
characteristics generally found in FAS.
In addition, the referring cfinicianswere
asked to attach growth charts, develop-
mental test results, and other relevant
information.

At each clinic or hospital one or two
"designated persons" were the major li-
aisons with the project. The project staff
at the central office worked closely wit h
local staff to review and verify the rec-
ords of the referred child and of hislber
parents. Referrals were encouraged for
any child considered suspicious because
of clinical features of FAS and a mater-
nal history of drinking. The primary em-
phasis in ascertainment wa; on children
under 15 years of age. FAS suspects
were then scheduled for clinics at the
health installation from which they were
referred. The project staff and one or
more of the project dysmorphologists
traveled to the outlying clinic where
data collection and diagnostic evalua-
tions were completed.

To standardize the final diagnosis, a
weighted diagnostic form was devel-
oped for the project by a committee of

1 RE3
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seven experienced dysmorphologists.
The form consisted of 36 separate diag-
nostic items divided into four sections:
drinking history, radiologic findings,
growth and development, and clinical
observations:The section on clinical ob-
servations contained eleven subsec-
tions: general observations, lateral fa-
cial profile, ear, eye, nose, neck, chest,
arms, and hands, heart, back, and skin.

Screened children were categorized
for project purposes as FAS, FAE, sus-
picious, or without signs of fetal alcohol
damage. Two diagnostic categories,
FAS and FAE, were used for definite al-
cohol damage. For the diagnosis of
FAS, all of the following were required:
(1) prenatal and postnatal growth de-
ficiency; (2) mental deficit and develop-
ment delay; (3) facial dysmorphiz; (4)
physical abnormalities; and (5) docu-
mentation of alcohol abuse during preg-
nancy. FAE designated a milder form of
prenatal alcohol damage with the child
having all of the features of FAS, but to
a lesser degree. A diagnosis of "suspi-
cious" indicated that the child met many
of the criteria of FAE, except for ade-
quate evidence of abusive maternal
drinking. W ithout exception, all diagno-
ses were made by two dysmorpholo-
gists, who both have considerable expe-
rience with FAS and American Indians.
The major orientation for the diagnosis
was toward future therapy and habilita-
tion of the child (May and Hymbaugh,
1983).

Alcohol histories of the mothers and
some fathers were obtained from multi-
ple sources. In most cases, adequate
documentation was available in medical
charts through notes and visits for
alcohol-related illness and trauma. Rec-
ords of local and tribal police, and Weill]
welfare agencies were also consulted.

19
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Additional informants, sdch as clinic
and fled health personnel, relatives,
friends, and social service workers
were used to further substantiate the
history. A strict quantitative definition
of alcohol abuse was not possible. Veri-
fication was assumed when all sources
were in complete agreement that alco-
hol abuse was common during preg-
nancy. Since most of these reservations
were quite small and of restrictive resi-
dence, thesa informanb were quite
aware of the drinking patterns of the
mothers.

Population data used in the analysis
were derived from Indian Health Serv-
ice estimates. These estimates were
based on 1970 U.S. census data, act0a1
Indian birth and deaths, and net county
migration (U.S. Dept. of Health, Edu-
cation, and Welfare, 1979) They were
the latest available figures which were
age- and community-specific.

Two different rates were calculated
to describe the occurrence of FAS and
FAE. Prevaience rates for children ages
0-14 were calculated with 1979 popula-
tion estimates as the denominators. To
approximate the incidence of FAS and
FAE at Nrth, the actual natality was re-
constructed by combining the 1979 pop-
ulation estimates and mortality experi-
ence from life tables.' The Navajo data
were corrected with a tribe-specific life
table (Carr and Lee, 1978), whereas the
Pueblo and Plains figures were adjusted
with a life table for all U.S. Indians (In-
dian Health Service, 1975). The inci-
dence was t hen calculated as the ratio of

woi..d have been preferable oo use actual
births for the denominator, but tbis was oot possi-
ble because tribal affiliation is not recorded on
birth eerUficates and because of thc 11-15 system of
aggregating Witt date.
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the total number of cases to the total
number of births.

The prevalence of mothen who had
produced an FAS or FAE child was also
calculated. The denominators for these
rates were the 1974 estimates of women
aged 15-44 yens. Since the children
ages 0-14 in 1980 were born between
1967 and 1981, 1974 is the midpoint

4 year.
Overall rates in each table were cal-

culated for the entire population cov-
ered by the FAS project in the South-
west. These rates were adjusted by the
direct method with weights proportional
to the repre^entation of each culture in
the entire study area.

In the results section data are pre-
sented for individual reservations and
service units. The specific reservations
and . frbes are not named to avoid stig-
matization. Therefore, the results are
reported in a way that cites important
identifying cultural information, but
tzeudonyms are used for the particular
subtribes, reservations, or areas stud-
ied.

RESULTS

The PAS project held 23 clinics in six-
teen different locations. Of the 243 chil-
dren evaluated, 31.3 per cent had FAS,
16.0percent had FAE, and 5.3 percent

Sodal Biology

were considered suspicious (Table 1).
Among the 47.4 per cent diagnosed as
not having FM, most were diagnosed
as normal. Otha opecific anomalies
were found in 12 per cent of the children
examined, including hypoparathyroid-
ism, blepharophimosts and Down,
Meinick-Needles, Fetal Hydantoin,
Noonan, and Cornelia deLange syn-
dromes.

The average birth measurements of
the diagnosed children were consonant
with FAS in other populations when
compared with standard growth charts.
Indian FAS children were small at birth
in length (mean= 17.3 inches, pre-
dicted = 20), weight (mean =4.6 lbs.,
predicted=7.5), and head circumfer-
ence (mean =12.2 inches, pre-
dicted = 13.6) (National Center for
Health Statistics, 1976). Other studies
have shown that normal Southwest In-
dian babies are heavier and longer at
birth (Adams and Niswander, 1968),
than those of other U.S. populations.
Growth patterns for the first two or
three years of a child's life were particu-
larly important in diagnosing this condi-
tion. Some of the children diagnosed as
having fetal alcohol effect were "low
normal" (e.g., 10th percentlie) at birth
on standard growth charts, but their
growth curves showed inadequate

TABLE 1
Dianna/1770N OF DIAONOSES OF PATIENTS EVALUATED Di PAS PROJECT CUNICS

Dispoies Toul pet Can Mose Perak Sat Rum'

Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) 76 31.3% 41 35 117
Fetal Alcohol Effect (FAE) 39 16.0 26 13 200
Suspicious 13 5.3 4 9 44
OtherfNot FAS 11$ 47.4 64 St 12S

Total 243 100% MS 108 12.5

Sti taw(macs pet 100 feral)
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growth, iesulting in a Marked "Batten-
ing" of the cutve and a decline in per-
centile rank in their first few years.

The detailed epidemiological analy-
ses which follow were limited to the
seven service units and reservations
where ascertainmem was judged to be
complete by project staff and local
health personnel (Table 2). The fertility
rates of these tribes during the past
fifteen years were comparable and the
age structuresof these different reserva-
tion populations were similar. In these
areas there were 55 FAS children and 30
FAE children (aged 0-14) among a total
1979 population of 51,137 of wtich
22,963 were aged 0-14. Four alcohol.
affected children 15 years or older were
also found. The Plains groups have the
highest rates, with the Navajos and
Pueblos lower. Although the rates vary
slightly within each group, those for the
Navajo and Pueblo are quite compara-

tile to data from Seattle, Sweden, and
France (Streissguth et al., 1980; Olegard
et al., 1979; Dehaene et al, 1981) The
incidence among the Plains tribes ex-
ceeds the upper range of any previously
reported rates, but the overall culture-
adjusted rates are quite similar to pre-
vious studies. Age.specific prevalence
rates were lower in the older ages (Table
3), with the exception of Plains reserva-
tion N.

One unanticipated finding in this re-
search was the frequent occurrence of
two or more alcohoklamaged children
born to one mother (Table 4). On the
completely screened reservations, 85
FAS or FAE children were born to 65
mothers, an average of 1.3 affected chil-
dren per mother. Fifteen mothers pro-
duced more than one damaged child,
among them one set of twins (dizygotic).
Variation in the pattern of recurrent af-
fected births were found between tribal

TABLE2

BIRTH INCIDENCE AND PREVALENCE (AGES0-14) OF FETAL ALCOHOL CHILDREN ay CULTURAL
GROUP AND SERVICE UNIT' OR RESERVATIONt

awl v Owour AND
Sun= UNIT 00 RITINISMI3N

FAS

Oath FAS ?mat In
inettertte (AP DOW APO/Al

FAS FAE

BOA PAS* FAE PrevI IN
!node= (Au Surals$ Ages0-14

Navajo Culture 1 4 (11690) 1 6 2 2 (11448) 2.5
SeMce Unit-F 1.5 (1/655) 1,7 2.2 (11447) 2.5
Service Unit-W 1.3 (11149) 1.5 2.2 (1/449) 2 $

Pueblo ,:ulture 2.0 (1/495) 2 2 2.4 (1/408) 2.7
Resenation-W . ...... 1.S (1/460) 13 2 1 (11470 2 3
Resention-N ...... . 5.9 (1/170) 6.4 7.8 (11128) 8 6
Service Unit-C ...... 1.9 (1522) 2,1 1.9 (1/522) 2.1

Southwest Plains Culture .... 9 8 (11102) 10 7 17 9 (1/56) 19.5
Reservadon-S 10 3 ()97) 11 3 17 6 (1157) 19.2
Resenation-N , 0.2 (1/109) 10.0 18 3 (1155) 20.0
Total Culture Adjusted Rate, 1 8 (1/633) 2.0 2 8 (11427) 3.1

Mew ems a a seogreptucallffe Kind by elan* I 145 adotsmateative umI.4NusiIdIAtaCtCI%I2TIbo .6 inept lemma
ctteluue.

*Musette 100
tmirat Di by1ii Owes o etleed To the proporton of cub culture la the entire Southtmet she* ems
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TABLE 3
AGESPECIFIC PREVALENCE RATES FOR FAS

AND FASTAE COMBINED, BY CULTURAL
GROUP AND SPECIFIC LOCATION'

...

Cusnout
Guys

FM FM & FAL

Ars
0.4 5-14

Asa
0.4 S.14

Navajo Culture 3.7 0.5 5.2 1.0
Service Unit-P 4.4 0.3 6.2 0.7

A %vice Unit-W 2.7 0.7 3.7 13
Pueblo Culture 4.7 1.1 5.7 1.3
Reservation-1v 4.1 0.5 5.2 1.0
Rerervetiou-N 16.3 2.9 24.4 2.9
Service Unit-C 3.7 1 5 3.7 1.5

Pbie. - Ature 11.7 10.2 17.5 X: 5
Reset ..dou-S 19.9 6.8 26.6 15.3
Reservatioe-N 0.0 14 4 4.7 26.7

Total Culture
Adjusted Rate 4.2 1.0 5.7 1.8

'Roes pu ISCO

cultures, but the differences are not
readily interpreted because of srmli
numbers.

The prevalence of motheis with dam-
aged offspring was lowest among the

Social Biolog

Pueblo and Navajo, ard much higher
among the Plains tribes (Table 4). These
rates are useful in measuring the extent
and origin of risk in each population.

Social maladjustment. higiirisk life-
styles. and high mean maternal age at
birth of the damaged children were
characteristic of the mothers in this
study (Table 5). Ofth e fetal alcohol chil-
dren,73 per cent were adopted or in fos-
ter placement. In most cases. the child
had been left with relatives or friends,
abandoned, or other neglect was docu-
mented. In 23 per cent of the cases, the
mother was dead, almost always from
accidents, cirrhosis of the liver, or other
alcohol-related trauma and illness.
There was variation by culture, with the
lowest mortality in the Navajo and the
highest int the Plains. The screening
Process used could have increased the
proportions of deceased mothers and
children in foster placement, if foster
parents were more likel) to have their

TABLE 4

VARIABLES CONCERNING MOTICAS Beam MULTIPLE Amato CHILDREN AND MATERNAL

PREVALENCE BY CULTURAL TYPE AND LOCATION

CuntamOussup
Saws Warm RsusAnom

Morsels Pucums
Mouvue

Fent Auuw
04ussoi

Pu Mom**

Monson BROUNG FAS
PAECosscau

Pu ISM Wow I 11.44
Yugo os Au

Navajo Culture
Service Unh-P
Service UnitAv

Pueblo Culture
&Mkt Uttit-W

21.4%
26 7%
15.4%
25.0%
20.0%

1.3
1 5
1.2
1 4
1.4

5.3
4 9
5 9
4 6
3 9

Recervation-N 50.0% 2 0 8.0
Service Unit-C 20 04+6 I 2 4 5

Phi= Culture 28.0% I 2 30 5
Rektsvation-S 30.8% 1 3 33.3
P aervation-N 25.0% 1.2 27.9

Tool 24.6% 1 3 7.5

Tot& 1Culture MN' ted Rate 213% 1.3 6 1

'PeusuMusberg 41. have Fatima no or sue MS ar FAE darken
MC RAI/ auatt4t 0( FAS or4 FAR cholcbss40064 by Ih nutter M mown rodtuns Wm
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TABLE 5
SELECTED SOCIAL VARIABLES OF MOTHERS, FETAL ALCOHOL CHILDREN. AND OTHER

CHILDREN

381

VAPIASLES FAS & FAE
Not FAS &

Other Diagnosis Signd Level*

Otildren in foster placement . 733% 42 5% p =0.02
Deceased mothers 23 1% 15.7% p --.0.10
Navajo 10.7% 5 8%
Pueblo 25 0% 5.0%
Plains .... . ...... 36.0% 29.5%

Average age of mother
at birth of FAS cluldt ... 29.7 26.9 p =0.02
Navajo 28.1 27.8
Pueblo 32.6 26.6
Plains 30.7 26.3

'Signinennee level detemuded by Z test Elva dots nxbeate sagmficance Iocl not reported bemire Osman nuniben
t Anent delivery for mother vas not andabk tor .: oldie rd mothers of total akobol children

children evaluated. Mothers bearing
FAS and FAE children had a mean age
at delivery of 29.7, higher than that of
the mothers of the non-FAS children
seen and higher than the mean age at de-
livery for all Navajo mothers (24.8)
(Broudy and May, 1983). Of all of the
mothers who produced FAS and FAE
children, only 18 per cent were under
the age of 25.

DISCUSSION

A referral network and clinical
screening system were used to identify
prevalent cases of FAS and FAE in
southwestern American Indian groups.
This approach was determined largely
by feasibility issues and may have limita-
tions for the epidemiological analyses of
this paper. First, the adequacy of case-
fi nding cannot be independently ve-
rified. Accordingly, we limited the cal-
culation of prevalence and incidence to
the populations where screening was
known to be satisfactory. The resulting

BEST COPY MAILABLE
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rates (Table 2) were comparable to or
higher than those from other popula-
tions (Streissguth et al., 1980; Olegard
et al., 1979; Delvene et al., 1981); thus,
bias from incomplete ascertainment ap-
pears unlikely. Second, alcohollfisrories
were not obtained directly from the
mothers. However, the combination of
medical records and community inform-
ants was generally sufficiently sensitive
to identify abusive drinking during preg-
nancy. Third, calculation of incidence
rates for FAS and FAE required a prag-
matic reconstruction of birth numbers.
This approach also assumes no deaths
among children with FAS and FAE and,
as a result, probably underestimates the
actual incidence. Fourth, a similatiy
pragmatic technique was used to calcu-
late the prevalence of mothers who had
given birth to an FAS or FAE child (Ta-
ble 4). Mid-point population figures
were used to estimate the numbers of
women at risk forgiving birth to an alco-
hol damaged child. Although this ap-
proach is relatively crude. the preva-
lence estimates should provide a
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satisfactory measure of inter-tribal vari-
ation.

With these limitations in mind, the
incidence of FAS among Southwestern
Indians can be compared to previously
reported rates. The Navajo rate (1 per
690 births) and overall rate for South-
west Indians (1 per 633) are lower than
that reported for Seattle (1 per 750) and
fall between the rates for Roubaix.
France (1 per 100) and Goteberg, Swe-
den (I per 600). The Pueblo rate of I per
495 is higher than those for all the com-
parison populations. The Plains inci-
dence of 1 per 102 births is much bigher
than any previous figures reported. The
overall incidence of FAS and FAE
found among Southwest Indians, 1 per
427, is gLite comparable to the estimates
from France and Sweden, although the
criteria used in this study may be more
strict than those used in Europe.2

The age-specific rates (Table 3) raise
three interesting thoughts. First, the lit-
eral interpretation is that the occurrence
of FAS and FAE is increasing among
the groups, especially among the
Navajo and Pueblo. Second, 1 he screen-
ing process might have been effective in
identifying younger children. Third, fe-
tal alcohol children may have unusually
high mortality experience in their early
years.

Attention can now be turned to pos-
sible explanations for the variability in
occurrence of FAS in the three Ameri-
can Indian populations studied. Among
the possible explanations for this dispar-
ity are innate biological differences
among the groups, either in the liability
for prenatal alcohol damai,e or in the

2Pcrsonal communication with A nn P
Stivitsguth Ph D.. Umvositv of Washmaton. and
Kcnneth Warren, Ph.D.. NIAAA.

61-183 0 - 86 - 7
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metabolism of ethanol itself, differences
in the teratogenic agent, or sociocultural
differences among the tribes studied.

BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

While a number of studies in the past
have attempted to show differences be-
tween Indians and Caucasians in the
rate or extent of alcohol breakdown, no
convincing differences have been sub-
stantiated. The common stereotype of
the "drunken Indian" has not been
borne out either in terms of aberrant
metabolism of alcohol (Reed et al.,
1976; Schaeffer, 1981), liver biopsies
(Bennion and Li, 1976), or in the pro-
portion of the Indian population abusive
of alcohol (May, 1982). Furthermore,
there is no evidence for a genetic com-
ponent in production of the Fetal Alco-
hol Syndrome, for the type and severity
of its manifestations are identical in In-
dian and non-Indian children (Aase,
1981). While it would be premature to
rule out innate metabolic differences of
a subtle kind, or the presence of some
environmental or genetic cofactors
which influence the occurrence of FAS,
there is presently no valid information
which points in this direction (Schaefer,
1981).

SUBSTRATE DIFFERENCES

Conceivably, there might be some in-
gredient in the different alcoholic bever-
ages consumed by different groups
which might account for different risks
for FAS in offspring of alcoholic
women. In previous surveys, the type of
beverage consumed had no discernible
influence either on the incidence or the
severity of FAS in children of drinking
mothers. Totai alcohol intake seems to
corr_late best with these outcomes
(lber, l981.1), but even this seems to be
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variable, since more than half of the off-
spring of severely alcoholic women
seem to be protected from the effects of
maternal alcohol abuse (Jones and
Smith, 1976; Rosett et al., 1976;
Streissguth et al., 1980). In our study,
the usual vaiiety of alcoholic beverages
was consumed both by mothers of af-
fected and unaffected children. Aka, al-
cohol is definitely the drug of choice
among the adults of the study popula-
tion (May, :982; Levy and Kunitz,
1974).

SOCIOCULTURAL FACTORS

For the purposes of this discussion,
sociocultural factors can be viewed as
creating expectations which either fos-
ter or inhibit individual drinking behav-
ior and also influence the style of con-
sumption. In considering maternal
drinking patterns, four considerations
need attention: rate, severity, and dura-
tion of alcohol abuse in wqmen of child-
beming age, and the timing of alcohol
intake in relation to the gestation in
question.

National surveys indicate that 60 per
cent of all U.S. women consume some
alcohol (National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, 1981), while
surveys among the Navajo and Plains
tiibes show that only 13 to SS per cent of
women chink (Levy and Kunitz, 1974;
Longclaws et al., 1980; Whittaker, 1962,
1982). Certain subsegments within each
tribe, however, have significant alcohol
abuse problems as evidenced by high
rates of death from accidents, liver cir-
rhosis, and other alcohol related causes
(US. Public Health Service. 1978, 1979)
among Indian men and women
(Streissguth, 1980).

In these groups, certain distinct social
factors may have a protound influence

1 g 5

on the severity of alcohol abuse in
women and the resulting incidence of
FAS and FAE. While the per cent of
population drinking within each tribe in-
fluences the findings, drinking style is
more relevant to severity of abuse. For
example, the highest percentage of
drinking women is found among the
Plains tribes (50-55%; Whitaker, 1962,
1982), with considerably tower percent-
ages among the Pueblo and Navajo (13-
23%; Levy and Kunitz, 1974). As ex-
pected, the Plains hibes had the highest
incidence of fetal alcohol damagc. How-
ever, the Plains rate of FAS and FAE
(in Table 2) is five (4.9) to seven (7.0)
times higher than the other tribes, much
higher than would be dictated solely by
the proportion of thinkers. This is due to
the normative pattern of social regula-
tion. The Plains tribes allow for consid-
erably more individuation of behavior,
especially alcohol-abusive behavior
(Jessor et al., 1968; Curley, 1967). More
Plains women are permitted to follow
abusive behaviors, while the low inci-
dence rates of the Pueblo and Navajo
exemplify tighter control exercised on
individuation and alcohol abuse. Bear-
ing an alcohoI-damaged baby is not con-
doned in the mainstream of any of these
tribal groups, but it is more common
with the loose social integration of the
Plains groups.

Social variables can also influence
drinking severity and FAS in some spe-
cial circumstances. An example from
our study clearly demonstrated that al-
cohol abuse rates can be atypically high
at certain times which clearly puts more
pregnancies at risk. One small Plains
reservation (reservation N) with a high
incidence of fetal alcohol problems had
received royalties for a number of years
from the sale of resources extracted
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from their lands. Payments of approxi-
mately $100 per month were distributed
to adult tribal members on a per capita
basis. For various reasons, the tribe sus-
pended the payments in the late 1970s,
and the prevalence of fetal alcohol syn-
drome appears to have decreased dra-
matically (Table 3). Of the fourteen Fe-
tal Alcohol children found on this

. reservation under the age of 15. only
one FAE child had been born after the
cessation of per capita payments.

Ostracism from a tribal culture may
also affect the severity of alcohol abuse.
As in most areas of the United States,
female Indian adolescents usually ex-
periment with alcohol, but as they grow
into their twenties, societal rules be-
come more strictly enforced. Among
the Plains tribes more variation in drink-
ing behavior is afforded women, but
among the Navajo and Pueblo a woman
who continues drinking is much less
likely to be tolerated or accepted, espe-
cially among the Pueblo. More clearly
than in many societies. traditional
Pueblo or Navajo people enforce a
definite choice on most of their
womento abstain or to be partially or
totally ostracized. Those who continue
regular or heavy drinking are removed
from participation in most family and
tribal activities. Once this occurs, stig-
matization fixes their alcoholic life style
and promotes increased severity of
abuse.

Informants consistently reported the
ostracism pattern for mothers who pro-
duced two or more children with fetal al-
cohol damage. They were often charac-
terized as unreachable and far removed
from mainstream triba! society. We pos-
tulate that ostracism maintains the se-
verity and duration of abusive drinking
and thus may cir.plalt the birth ;-...f multi-

Social aialogy

pie affected children to a single mother
and also the higher rate of FAS among
the Pueblo than among the Navajo.
Support for thi-. hypothesis is the ratio of
FAS to FAE. The ratio is very different
between tribes (Table 4). In the Plains
groups there are as many FAE children
produced as FAS (approximately 1 to
I), while among the Navajo and Pueblo
the ratio is approximately 2 to 1 and 4 to
1 respectively. This variation is consist-
ent with the anticipated effects of ostra-
cism and drinking behavior, since the
Pueblo exercise the strongest ostracism
and the Plains the weakest.

Ostracism may also prolong the dura-
tion of alcohol abuse. Among American
Indian groups, the period of childbear-
ing is longer than that of the general
population (Broudy and May, 1983).
The combination of sustained alcohol
abuse and this prolongation of child-
bearing years increases the risk for FAS.
In this study a pattern of successively
more severely affected offspring was re-
peatedly observed. Among the women
who produced MOM than on; fetal alco-
hol child, the later children always were
diagnosed as hating equal (47 per cent)
or more severe damage (.:3 per cent).
Therefore, as long as a mother contin-
ued to drink, the degree of severity of
symptoms increased with each succeed-
ing child. However, several cases mth-
cated that if a mother quit drinking in
subsequent pregnancies, normal chil-
dren were born.

CONCLUSIONS

The ascertainment method used in
this study employed several successive
levels of screening for children sus-
pected of having Fetal Alcohol Syn-
tinnily. This ictiinique,
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checklist of FAS characteristics used in
the final screening, was quite cost-
effevtive and yielded reliable prevalence
figures for the three American Indian
groups surveyed. While not a guarantee
of 100 per cent ascertainment. this ap-
proach may prove useful in further epi-
demiologic studies of FAS and other
teratogenic conditions in limited popu-
lations to permit assessment of risk and
planning for intervention.

Analysis of the data gathered in this
study showed consistent differences in
iwidence and patterns of recurrence of
FAS among the three subject groups.
These differences were of greater mag-
nitude than expected and can best be ex-
plained by the unique social and cultural
dynamics of the three populations sur-
veyed. The risk for Fetal Alcohol prob-
lems correlates better with the drinkiwg
style of each group than with overall
figures for alcohol consumption. This is
by no means a new concept in alcohol
studies (Bales, 1946), but bears particu-
larly important implications for the epi-
demiology of the Fetal Alcohol Syn-
drpme.

Since FAS cannot be treated after the
fact, but can be pievented completely by
education and other measures directed
at women in the childbearing years
(Russell and Bigler, 1979; Rosett et al.,
1981; Sokol and Miller, 1980; Streiss-
guth et at , 1983), the ability to define a
subpopulation at high risk has great im-
portance as a public health issue (Little,
1979; Little and Streissguth 198). Edu-

1 9 7

cation w-4 intervention efforts can be
targeted with &ruler effectiveness once
these factors have been determined, and
existing social const.aints might be
turned to positive uses in supporting ef-
forts at alcohol abstinence in pregnant
women. During the course of the study,
it became elf.dent that the issue of fetal
alcohol damage gained widespread and
enthusiastic interest among health
workers and the general population
(May and Hymbaugh, 1983), in contrast
to the indifferent response often gener-
ateu by approaches to other alcohol-
related problems. Since the Fetal Alco-
hol Syndrome is !he most common
severe birth defect in the groups sur-
veyed, any potential preventive mea-
sures hold promise for a significant re-
duction in the tremendous social,
financial, and personal burdens caused
by this disorder.
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outteeth norkets. and cornmunsty

a ariety of indsvuluals, front
Physicians to ouueach takers

The two field coordinators provide
all promo services so Moe moaned
stomping Area Trauma of local out.
mach winaen and Nuns n a maMe
duty al the Add coothriators. They
also coordinate all china 111 thew U.
staled erea and keep suck of al pa.
tuna Hem these clones. Developmeat
of program matenals and dummies.
eon of all woes of information Spam.
plias. potters. mats. and :shims is
a coestant tawny On one seteevaltem
elavuol uanslation f matestab into
the tribal lenauage bas been import-
ant, and on all reservations a sensory.
ity to cannel Oiffereoces 1st been
mat

The consultant dyratorOolOalsts.
pod:mimeos wlio specialize in birth
defects arid snomakes. ace mdtstren.

groups wet io locos on the oteognition
and promotion of fetal alcohol syn.
Oscine heseateheffons were destined
to assess the incidence arid prey alum
of tbe syndrome atROol Indian lb&
dren, detennine its co.:May. and use
thu Informsiton nadmd01) Prevention
strategies

mac In Mattes us the key tok thev
play in Ma pious of the Madras thur
cancel knowledge hea been towel.
uable. AO trial naming of thoncans
eu tondlased by the dysmocalob
gists. The Manse and field camellia.
toes were aporenuerd to the dysinoe.
phaosists in time sessions end
eventually began to assume most of
the temonstbdsty for the name of
alltr facet Mull. In addition to
clinical ostentation epidelloOkilmd.
scold, and counseling in (Walston hu
been added to the natant when Sp.
animate. Although shlferat loth
and types of trauma ue med for dtf.
(Mai SONIal. she .hottel cote Or so.
formation uu established Is the dys.
morpholomsts. The OvanorPhol0e01,
wah minimal altinalate Pm milers,
0 &thaw* MP:Goble foe each
ehtld 's Meander's olen

mama Stmt.* me *weft Went
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Treatment

11 he Mount nbase of the pros-
e* has had sea& obscovin
The commuter 6( septets votago
ettehlithed she F AS moo fdt

eliai it You unto:Mani to detecmift and
document of TAS thddren ut the
Inane popootinion of die Southwest
dittoed dismally (tom Other FA:
efuldres Intoned on in the Wetmore

Link atomism:1 woos on the
treatment of FAS Mutton% and tare-
fore, IhOnthdol Nevintioson of
itemment ostatu was a money Each
ireatment ohm ono to oafs the aou
dominoes of all treatment Tod reseal.
ROWS efforls for Mat Odd sod so
help the child dmeloP to the fullest pa
(what Once the twsiment nloo 6.5
feemositanel, the Yhtld was 16 be Ie.
fared to the Immo mganwatIon of
the mow. the Indian Children $ Pro
g ram. A multodownhaary Kam of wo
molests liable 21 would Ow two- ode

Ono leeatmenl. focusing 00 .4Ofh .
log with the cbotts specolk probkms
sod mielong (*.Med menwal batiks-
non Whenever possWk. treatment
sad habilitauOnn.r.e Kobe armed out
near We Mules home mint WW1 le'
snuati

Inc Jima were conceived ai KM
wrong a unume oppothinou to worth
mos Ow mothers of these ehildeen
Ideally. Me mothers. parents. ot
pardons mold shad Me dinocs
wools Olaf children. where Oro -Ovid
be emoneted rigor ding Poore Ott
noncom snd are of the among TAS
ehdatn. The &ma Wur -ere seen as
$ sy to prowls specific. 90411e
Irlunne foe local elmooans in Ow Mag-
neto pi full *edict syndrome Soo
Me chain:old is a Lamplet and molls-
. &&&&&& enc. firithend eV:entree
undo( the sonseutown of etneriewed
Persons o$5 consodered total for WWI
annum

The wheal wmem. The referral
mutat hos been wind! to die propel
because the ant served is salt. the
usiem hos to be *ell .onecoied sad
demi= As Mown on ftg ure 2, a sug-
gested genera or chain of referrals has
Wen set op Out begms with referral in
the leaa :mimeo* and ends mob
ammo( of the :had

tscr Mac U
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A +mum of Infamous matenals
base been developed by moron staff
Ts ant in refewal sad other areas of
activity Tyco loodandnented narn.
Oki nets despised re inform sSt
fonOIK about alcohol denotes to trot
unborn One is smote fox Ow tot Id
wood. the othet is moon delhoded Oar
Mow woth at Ono s Mgt lewd Murr-
ain Another pamphlet fw Matto per-
wend desentes alie !emotes of the
FAS ?Wel Fow posters haw Men
used eatentively They erday the ample
odea Ma &husky an climate lobate
babes, by mesm of themes and moult
from local Indtan whom

Identotation of chddren Oh mob-
kms r mouthy made in local COMMtt
nof04. dunes. and hospioalt nen se-
tt/hi moat* is mode to sole or four
dnoenatta molest onsto 5. each done.
Of hedretel aenoCe enoldelerelly
phystetans weMainuans ot general
memeal oflioettl dowel whew no.
petsisort pubew Malt nursem-
ming forms mill $ cheeldut ol die (co-
horts of fetal alcohol sYndrome The
professionals dtsigoated op wens et.
fermis have enhbored gertoCulas in.
teeles on rAs and hose been ecl

thmogh lectures ono awes be s sow
tooltent dysinowlsoweiu from the
PrOleCt The peofestoonalt mote lents-

`e OTPOSes. help set up claws, sad
emote tinie attendance

Ctorms ale genets/as isheduled when
(.5101121 tOur loottetted CaSei OS

F AS haw been identifted on s mule-
Mar Wawa They see held in Inc
homl roadies Wowsl et amid, with
the help of a eentOltaht dysmOthhOt-
ellst and 9pc or mote F45 Proiece
waif After .birt mum. downtown.
and I. to l hour spent with Mt pa-
herd. 3 real 4/3tooSs5 Is made. and a
specific *femme no pa n u rompkied

lathe 1011111 Plaltnilt$ Of ohs Mont
the Ames woe Sea patoceo One rAs
use( member. was,Mool 164 so Se*
!erste, set swum,. wes feta 10
she donna began 4aliong towns usneon
'des donment at discs TM Alitle

has proved useful sad has bon
talent is used be prose.: and to:200r
oto Comte aC 01 our It o also
uswale. for a 'onto of polosnos nun

2:13
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teeny lanammeelimment ham

'Stagnate us addition to FAS and al-
thhol-rdated COM have been Sen. Re.
needle's of au uhunate diagnoses. anj
audit needles finthee speesal treatment
or seamen Ines es a treatment plan

All dame ere dsreaed by a dysmoe-
photostat. and us each tam am
preach is used Prebeel staff ena them
chose personnel Ottfonn sopoti dic
lies sects as Mites bun measerementt
Omni. weight. and head arches-
fawn. piton a Nova ()Oath!.
awned kneeled Tem. taking a brut
thedical and steel Num, aed collect
ins causes for flks Approemately
bout is spent nub then child. Several
0.69.7 *at tednher en ese metal
greening. sad one. nth. a three
people generally are present dunng the
dosmorpholouset examinstion. The
mint focused the dime 4 Mrsouily on
the mew of the child. but an equally
moonset nen of tub chnie is the
training of stall While the rAs seal(
Wars> more !um the lcthl nail. about
ken conditions and minus. Om
teach the local demons some of the
fines and mote lebtie pante of the ele
meal OahlaiMa and habilita(ion of
FAS cases and other birth &kw aod
deelopmemal thsabilmes itaChina
hittlitt Ctilents the bond Wooten
proses soeff and teal theiCians

When Mt elatiunatiOn Sunitnti)

Ma treatment elm are typed. Copies
ere transmitted to the ettild's dun at
tht local sense* taus Copies ere also
retained by she FAS Pewee/ Sun abil
Maginot so the Indian Childress's
Program and other approthsate treat-
ment omelet and pasceatl.
Mom and maleauon et condi:sated be
the Indian Childs eel PrOnram. mon
a multodotaplonam team rbe twIn
moudes the needed menet to the
child. Wen the Odd to appropnate
telources if they ere net evadable
Imhof, the team, acd teaChm foal mo-
ole--both lay and profesnonsf the
*mat teehmouset needed o este for
die child All mattnem isCSrfled out
in Mt local tOtnalanny elittrett
sibk.

FlOni umud referral to folineup.
the cooperahoe of sahous types of
manumit and lannen is vital k is

Map A. Wm, rib. a oninami in stn
Mean Chino% Inciereis sO de Winn
hodo Sows ad meow rafaise of
imam at* ham*, KW. Mow he
nir.my emir eihe Wonted ne
Imo Claimr ninon. tam **Innen
ea coonasourn evanstrancorICardlel
hinincillan DWI Mums Samna* Prep..

Alwqmnst.$0. Mmes. sod. onenract
le on fano edam Proms er rm Ma.
Heals Sawn Pm Myra" Inn AlOwni
ao.amtemiso kt Ai prom

macrame that some Renal* and
venal:au> be allotted ta the Want
Systtan tO Sainte that the ISOMMISat
Ands. conditsont, and nrcumstantes
of the local them and peopleiptened
are tata seta consideration. Pthrect
heeds must be Me us meaner that
dem nth onierfere nall the nnea of the
loCalthrec.

It has beat teal that the FAS Proj-
ect ease as the ultIMille coordinator
and aslant ultimate rev 'sextet fof
nauseate of dee children. A .orotaslar
adetistege has beta the *mum of re.
match data and Antilop. both fre
the mesa and from thc Immune.
yob all parnapanit le she etlerral
system.

Oaks. From tbe fine clime in
March 191/0 m the end of the protect
On Metal ). le$2. thous nee held
in 56 different !Mittens ltable
Mace tie phoned for the future. but
anal funding.

The sceage Mallibt: of thsldren
ueenpOtdlCstuiOtIO In additon to
those reeoteed in table 3. a nanba or
ether duldren *Mt Sem bran> as
thee dunes foe other reasons, such as
bang %lamp of summed F AS atil-
drat.

The presteona of disallOSM onOs.
eases that 23 9 nacre of all children
reen recliners had die full fetal alcohol
syndrome. If a percent capenented a
mthler thereto! damage or !mar alco-
hol effect end in &IMMO 6 I Damn.
lindonst nett "suspicious Fe/ I d,.
annons of fetal alcohol syadrome
be made, specific masa must be mu
ill sonnolimet prenatal and postnatal
sweet deficit. 421 menta/ deftest. di
facial dyunnridna. Cal ph,licar abaft-
culottes and Ill documentsuon of
nun I alcoholism A dagnotts of
fetal alcohol effect OF 4E1 Intimates *
molten form of prenatal alcohol dam-
age in *huh the child has %mush.. all
of the leathers of fetal alcehol sum
dome but us less set ere form 4 'sus.
Pauses" dragnesic &soul that the
Chile rarest roan) 01 the enrols for
keel alcohol effect. except foe onsuf fl-
uent doonnenianot of anabesne ma,
lanai dringtog firilets In Metal ell
r,s daynosuc ' are *prima
COMM shisch and stnsitts el% %ea me
major fouls bun Of Comae theism

Umbel Iltalla end helmet *cord
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In general, the plums of malforma-
;loos found in ;he dtffeterit Indian
groups is dude 0314113ttal well that
found MOOS individuals Mafia eta.
ale groups (Aase AM

The remaintrig 10 4 percent of she
children were disposed as normal or
as bowie samba type of birth defect
or anomaly. Other &poses included
Down's syndrome. hypopormhyroid-
Ism fetal bydasiona syndrome. and
Noonares syndrome. Other types of

Training

he MUMS Of ehdresald madriroolleach workers pnmanly was
dapped 00 ad chefs so the
Weer* of suspect children foe

diagnosis god treatment and to use
their knowledp of Oftveittlee Conan:1-
ms with Mena. Major hopes for pro,
sawn. however. were focused on Me
community teaming moons Insole's:8
haat councils. schools, and local eov-
ailment Won Slate fetal alcohol sr.
drome is a pleventable birth defect,
educating people of all ages in the
community about MS was considered
still If people could be made swase
that WOO causes developmental de
fees. pomaty parentless would be
Possible

Fara the bemnosng Of training in
January 1900 to March 3. 19112. 212
training sessions were held. In theft
semons. 11323 mole were wonted
br three FAS project staff members
and two amalgam dyienomkologins
liable al. Of the 11.123 persons
trained. 9 3 Paant 6.033) were chow
cans. 26 7 pereellt 12.970) weft out.
reach waters. and 63 9 pereem
ILI 12) were commonly members. per
muds Maclean The aretaet usage bar
of People trained pa session was*

Pontypool Woman& nurses,
phatmamsts, and phylum' asuman
generally rescue 2 to2 a hours of con-
tinuing eduvanon credits Communus
uoimng Sestsolls ate leis detested shoo
vlinical sessions and rely more hauls
ea Alms and &mission than Oro
lemre In remote pans of the Nihau>
reservation. seiss011t Otteft art ion.
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developmental problems were reigned
to tht CMOS 10 that the dysmor-
phology services could be used Some
of ease t deals we/carat AN mans-
alms :Antler in appearance to MS. but
others were totally unseated and were
made simply because else semsce was
needed.

The chola have success falls pro.
yided needed daposuc sersa.es for
230 Chukkers They base been well ot.
tended. mamas she itseCeSa Of me

ducted In she Masai* tanadaye
through a cOntrflaraer annotate or
the Novato Add coordinator Corn.
mums sessions are unusually well
rewired by young tad mil and do not
Met with the resiltsaet generall al.
Is:mated ail akOhokelaled peek&
MOON In taet, the FAS presentation
u sually allows for dinus.ion ot other.
normally vonuosemial alcohol-retatoil
tows and nsues in a .onsisnytise aret
relaxed atmosphere

In addition to Normal ;soloing RS.
WAS. Meter, mid pamphlets demisted
by tbe program stalf ir..eaSt el pOsure
tO heal a.:OhOl Syskirame IsItOrmas
(son ApprOtselatel) 7.000 powers add
SS.000 paillphletS base been destsih.
sited Films have two lrOPOtawl
media for the plogram In she SeOnd
year of the project. 40 comes of lour

termini assent The finding Mai O4 3
Dermal of the children referred are de.
finitely *Ikons from some degree of
peenotal alcohol damage es another in.
Maim of a successful refaral <Swan
The clinics also seem so have helped
o ust and maintain y4111414.4 ra a el.
rimy of developmental diabdium
ProvsdiaS ao underseeeed area wIllt a
n eeded spemalty haa bast very Eats.
ts leg to all

<lurk:all Ultnale Oldis on FAS have
been sootinuously on loan to mita-
cued pauses. such as paten--teacher
groups, prenatal classes. Swatch orp-
mations. and schools

Otha minerals darthed la die 040-
yam staff fiat Pave been woad) do-
named include a bibliopaphy ort
foal alcohol syddroole and related es-
sires: a lesoutee gotO, lie Nj sims.
V :a. Nina, to..aedets, .od other
MS t.tatenats: and a mound suede
All mammas have been do:abused
among national as well as local urban
gtoups to assist people in storms Mew
own Information Stals001. aropm ans.
and systems

The taming sessions and educ--
tionat materses osmotic to be eis
outstay received.

Vriwer Mai
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R
tmord: efforts were designed

o ahead knowkdge about
kW aloohol syndrome mom
Indians. At resent, the

literature oa the iourimce sad me.
Memo of fetal alcohol syndrome es
very some. Estimates or madam a-
tm only la the United Sous (Sums-
pub et al. 19101. Sviedeo (Olemrd m
al. 1970). and France If/Mune ISM
In mom eases the estimates movided
am only roush; deckled. systemem
prevalmor sweet am needed. No
reliable tittallIn421323 for beans tme
Ass 191111. Speak goals of the prth-
ek .nre to Webb* %edam and
Ormelenee film* l'a the entire popu-
hison aad foe uedmdual mhos. to
understand the enological futon In.
yoked In the devdopeurat of fetal al-
eolith syndrome, and to use dm
knowkdse to devise prevention sum.
elm.

The inittel reward) results. although
still enethaldem. show that the um-
denim of fetal alcohol syndrome tangs
among TISCrolUeln. On some, no fetal
alcohol duke= have beets fouad.
while on others theft am children with
seven problems. The wide v873811011 in
patterns of thanking and alcohol-re.
lated problems among the different
mks has been thocrthed bY [-Ivy and
Kututz 119701 th the weal so.
encerepidempolopcal Immune on In-
duns and alcohol use. Tuba with a
loose. bandgevel WWI orientation
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mad to base a higher incidence of at.
;AM-related waken thm do those
with a sum. h.ably Structured tribal
orsanitattoo. Is general. FAS distn.
button follows this lielteto. with the
moth lushly structured alba having
the (mat drutkos mothers and tou-
es incidence of (dui gambol damage
May. in mesa. The madame of FAS
among southwestern Indians may be
higher than tbst reported en the United
States generally. One out of WM
1.910 to 2.000 babies bom in the

bebeved lo hath FAS, whsle the ma-
dame of other adverse consequences
dunng presnancy in esumated to be 20
met that rate, amordias to Mama
Seaton for Health Edward N.
arm& Is.. M D . en Congressional
Mammy ea September 1952. Some of
the rem-mums in the roma Mee a
nem &meth bubo incidence of FAS
than the senethl thuted Slaw POO-
WM. Much cancels out e he effect of
lower incidence resemattons and.
therefore, makes tbe overall made:ice
slightly &ghee.

A thseerth finding of mathr mipm
Mare is the peevakoce of multiple
FAS or FAB children bestig tom to
One Mthber AMOog the mothers with
affected Mares. 124 percent have
PoMuced more than one damaged
child (average 2.31 per mytopte pres
duceig mother) Thu appenn io be
my unusual, for lode doeumentaum
of this mars in the Inermure on the

smetal population Only One case of
FAS-affeeted twirls has WM foetid
sinong mothersio our 140)4C1. It a Ins-
37031414 to calculate madame m two
wayr the propos:too of damaged
babtes produced per atl buebt; and the
peoportion III mothers producing
skobol-demased babies. Them figures
will prelude more speak indicators
of risk and better insight foe mom-
nom

Ostracise of the drinkthg mether
may play a role in the palm:non of
multiple FAS bakes ht many south-
westaa tuba, few woontil dm* Al.
cOholtc women therefore are not tol-
erated and are frequently left out of
regular social mecum& The come.
quest* es &non total lock of focal
control over thew behavior These
women suserally misrate to border
towns where then ontv Maids and as.
Mama we other alcoholicsa semis
where there ti hide Aegthe :niched to
the production of multiple FAS
children.

°thee data indscate that mothers
Mo produce alcohol-damaged chil-
dren area high tut intim some sense.
A high pant:11804f the FAS chitthen
Vein fint47 plum= Om table h.
150 pementage of the mothers are qte.
eased (21 percent). and most mothers
have extensive clime records for alto.
holmlated problems such as secs.
dents, trauma. sod alcohol with-
drawal

Tea 3. disPah 4 Immo m MMeMiewir Mem Its wv oil how ?wow rweii mews mot Pow memenwevase ?mow by maw.
Maw Meek Maio Mona 3. t cm, noon l311814aon I all

Oteemese Tom Swam II" Amok
hither

heremem Pereem

ewe OS Mb st al is tels

ltwE 33 c$4 34 II 24 043

1.540o0004 14 4.1 8 I nt an
Oirommi
FAS 118 SSA I31 47 036 eth
tots eth mo ht 10 an

Nun 34 doe ann. row SIC mom on clot 447
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Conclusion

Thu MOLT flambe: e thaw
Ithheadvr prop= damped to
nude end ded with ebe prob .
lem of fetal alcohol thadronte

mom MMus ta the southwestere
timed Stem. Training and educe.
dee. &meal despair end treatment.
and month and prevathen are all
MeMealts of this room. Each pot
of the project Ma been dedsned to
*Sow foe $ variety ot complemenmer
efforth

The project &Meth lash/ion inter.
amen sad economies einem cote
mutiny end medicel mama. Al.
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though the moth drocated here raft
be used dark/ t web suecess. must
be movatody. flaubbf. and Wean-
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mem. fa Other worth. tha tram is
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the project and local concerns sad as
net new Meetantag of FAS and of
drolopasentaldsubdines Humeral.
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ADOLESCENT SUICIDE AT AN INDIAN RESERVATION

Larry H. Diming. M.D.. Jane Wahon, M.S.W., Philip A. May. M.A..
John Bopp. M.S.W.

The backgrounds of ten American Indians who commiued suicide before the
age of twenty-five are compared statistically with a matched control group
from the same tribe. The contrast is significant in at least six variables that
point to the greater individual and familial disraption experienced by the
suicidal youths. Suggestions for treatment and prevention based on the experi-
encz of this tribe are offered.

T he Shoshone and the Bannocks
(grouped linguistically as the Sho-

sboneaa) who live M Fort Hall, Idaho,
ave their origins in at least seven local-

hies; all within the region now called
Southeast Idaho and Northern Utah.
Both tribes adapted quite similarly to
the environment and therefore exhibited
no great variations in life Mks.

The ecology of the region, at least
prior to the greater mobility some bands
obtained with the horse, permitted only
small groups of people to hunt, gather
and camp together. The camps con-
sisted of two to forty people, depending

on the ieason and the availability of
small game and gatherable foodstuff.
Each camp was composed of bilaterally
extended kinship groupings and was ex-
tremely fluid; members were free to
break off from the group, join another,
or go their own ways. Often the reason
tor departure involved the desire to try
a new area of land, to stay with other
family members, or a dispute with an-
other camp member. The choice to leave
was always individualthat is, there
was no ordered or inherited system of
leadership that had power over these
decisions.*

Presm.tei in a similar version at a meeting of the American Psychiatric Association. May
1910. The study was wtdertaken as Intramural research for Center for Studies of Suicide
Prevendon of NIMH, with which the first three authors were associated.
Authors are: in private practice In Annapolis. Md. (Dizmang); at Depanment of Social See.
vices. Adams Couto, Colorado (Wauonk Staff Sociologist. Community Mental Health Pro-
gram, H.S. Public Health Service. Pine Ridge, S.D. (May): and Service Unit Director. Indian
Health Service, Fort Hall, Idaho (Bopp),
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Leadership was a matter of proving
oneself, of being accepted by the group.s
Individuals who disagreed with the camp
leader simply m.wed away. Leadership
beyond the camp was limited to specific
and infrequent communal occasions such
as a hunt or religious ceremony.

If a segment of the group departed,
it was not always an intact nuclear fam-
ily. Sometimes, if a man Or woman took
a new mate and went to live with the
spouse's family, children by the former
marriage were left wi.a the original
group.2 The responsibility of raising chil-
dren was often shared with an older
sister, all aunt, Of a grandmother. , It
was common practice for children to be
raised by several women, which was par-
ticularly adaptive in a culture that had
to provide emotional and physical pro-
tection against loss of the caretaker by
early death. It provided the child, from
birth, with several "mothers" with whom
he had close emotional and kinship ties.

Emotional sett-sufficiency at an early
age was stressed. Just as a group of
mother figures had been . culturally
evolved to protect the child against early
loss, it was also necessnty to create cul-
tural defenses to protect the individual
from later loss and to insure a high de-
gree of individual autonomy. Any form
of dependence on one individual was
too risky in a culture that experienced
frequent loss of life, The child learned
not to verbalize his needs for love, loy-
alty, and trust. It was expected that he
would take for granted that these would
be given him as needed, unspoken, and
unasked for. He was to endure pain.
External aggression, directed towards an
outside group of enemies, was the only
sanctioned form of emotional expres-
sion! Internalization of these values pro-
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duced adults who were able to withstand
frequent loss and seParation.

The Shoshonean life style was not
finally disrupted unul the creation of
the reservation in 1869. The policy of
the federal government violated Indian
concepts of ownership and leadership.
To the Shoshonean the Earth was a ma-
ternal, life-giving entity from which one
could procure sustenance; use never tin
plied ownership. The concept of tribal
use was always far stronger than that of
individual ownership.s

In 1887 it was stipulated that the
lands of the reservation were to he par-
celed out in 40-160 acre plots to each
Indian. Whether intentionally or not,
the division of land in this manner served
to break up the extended family group?
Although family groups were separated,
child rearing patterns and other tradi-
tional social relationships did not change
com mensurately.

By the early 1800s the Shoshonean
were involved in trade with whites. The
acquisition by the Indians of metal im-
plements, liquor, and food in.tiated the
beginning of dependence not only on the
trade items, but also on the traders. As
their source of food and s:ielter was be-
ing decimated, the Shoshonean became
reliant upon the white man for their
livelihood. This dependence was finally
institutionalized by the creation of the
reservation system.

Confinement to the reservation meant
more than just an end to a nomadic life
style. It eroded the economic and tradi-
tional structure that had even the male
his role and his self-esteem in the cul-
ture, and brought on a sense of power-
kssness. The male derived his status
from his ability to direct the f&mily's
moves to areas where game and food-
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stuffs were most available. In addition,
the male was responsible for hunting
small game, a difficult and highly de-
manding skill. The reservation bound-
aries limited the area in which to move
and, because the game was depleted, food
now had to be obtained front the gov-
ernment. The skills uf tha male were
suddenly obsolete and his .role within
the family group and culture lost all
meaning. Thus the matrix for the present
saial and caltUral chaos was created.
It is within this cultural matrix that the
present conditions of the reservation at
Fort Hall have developed.1 There now
exists a situation that exhibits much so-
cial and family disorganization. Not only
is suicide a significant problem but many
other forms of self-destructive behavior
are also common, such as alcoholism,
accidents, and homicide (often victim-
precipitated).

The overall suicide rate for the seven-
year period of study at Fort Hall was
98/100,000. This paper will focus on
completed suicides on the reservation
among individuals below the age of 25.
This population was singled out for study
because this group accounts for more
than one-half of the total suicides! This
is n sharp contrast to the non-Indian
population in the United States, among
whom the suicide rate is lowest among
ackiescents and rises steadily with age.

SAMPLING

The experimental group in this study
consists of all known unequivocal sui-

cides at Fort Hall of Indians under the
age of 25, from 1961 through 1968.
The suicide sample consists of ten indi-
viduals ranging in age from 15 to 24.
In addition, there were seven other com-
pleted suicides that occurred within this
same time period, but because of the
unusually high incidence of suicide
among the younger age group, only the
subjects under the age of 25 were ex-
amined in this study. Undoubtedly, there
was a significantly larger group of sui-
cides during this period of time than
was recorded; since a number of indi-
viduals in this age range died violently,
many of these deaths may have been
eLther suicidal in intent or victim-precipi-
tated homicide. This study includes only
those cases where suicide was clearly
and unquestionably the cause of death.

The control group was chr,..en by
stratifying the sample on the basts of the
following variables: 1) age; 2) sex; 3)
degree of Indian blood (within one-
eighth degree)*; and 4) no known sui-
cidal attempt by the control member or
anyone within his nuclear family or
household prior to the death date of the
matched suicide subject** A control
group consisting of four individuals
matched by the above variables was se-
lected for each of the ten suicides.

The actual selection process was ac-
complished by the use of the random-
quotu method. The Tribal Census of
1960 was obtained and for every con-
trol group a random starting point was
selected. From this random point selec-

In one ease, it was not possible to select a fourth member for a control group which matched
the suicide in degree of blood. A control was selected who was one-fourth degree lower in 5-8
blood but who matched the suicide in degree of Indian blood.

If a control member had experienced a suicide or an attempted suicide in his nuclear fatuity
or household, or had attempted himself, he was excluded from the control group and a replace..
meat was selected. Deletions occurred live times throughout the selection of controls.
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tion of the four members in each con-
trol group was made by going down the
Tribal Roll (which is arranged alpha-
betically according to beads of house-
holds) and selecting the first four indi-
viduals who matched the criteria. Thus
the ten suicides were matched against 40
control subjects.

PROCEDURE

A data survey form was designed to
collect information on each subject. The
final data analysis skeet is a 104-item
survey of each subject's background as
well as the background of his family.
This survey form is divided into five
categories: family background, health
and clinic record, law and order record,
educational background, and personal
data.

For each suicide and control in the
sample, a survey form was *led out as
completely as possible from existing
records, including the Indian Health
Service Clinic; tbe Bureau of Indian
Affairs police records, social service,
employment and education records; and
from the local schools attended by the
subjects. In addition, one member (i.w.)
of the research team lived for a period
of fourteen months on the reservation
and collected much personal data from
interviews with individuals and family
members when the data did not exist in
the official records.

After initial examination of the data
sheets, some of the variables were dis-
carded because of insufficient data. 14o
item was used in the statistical analysis
where information was lacking on more
than five control subjects. In the final
analysis, 35 variables were examined in
relationship to their distribution, sten-
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dard deviation, MUDS, and variation. A
t.test (one-tailed) was run on the 35
variables comparing the characteristics
of the suicide group with those of tbe
control group. Six items proved to be
statistically significant to at least the .025
leveL

RESULTS

The first significant variable indicates
that 70% of the subjects in the suicide
group bad more thar, am. zigniileant
caretaker before the age of fifteen, as
compared to 15% of the control group
(significant to the .005 level, t=2.771;
df=48).* In other words, the subjects
in the suicide group were frequently
cared for by more than one individual
in their developing years, while most
control group subjects were cared for by
one caretaker.

A second finding indicates that 40%
of the primary caretakers of the suicidal
group bad five or more arrests, as Com-
pared with 7.5% of the controls (sig-
nificant to the .005 level, t=2.747; df=
48).

As indicated by a third statistic, 50%
of the suicide group experienced two or
more losses by desertion or divorce,
while 10% of tbe control group had the
same experience. The subjects in the
suicide group suffered significantly more
loss by desertion and divorce than did
the controls (significant to the .005 level,
t=3.438; d(=48).

The remaining variables consider the
subject directly, rather than his family.
Among the suicide subjects, 80% had
one or more arrests in the twelve-month
period preceding his death, while 27.5%
of the controls were arrested one or more
times in a similar twelve-month period

*Significant caretaker is defined as anyone who has had Prime res000sibility for tbe subject for
a span of six months or more in the subject's first fifteen years.

BEg 1C0PY .AVA1LABIE,
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(significance at the .005 level, t=3.324;
df=48).

Other variables that also concerned
arrest records were tested, and it was
found that the total number of arrests
did not distinguish the control and the
suicide groups. However, there was a
significance found in the age of first ar-
rests. By the age of fifteen, 70% of the
suicides had been arrested, as compared
to 20% of the controls (significance to
the .01 level, tz-..-2.583; 0=48). Thus,
it is not the number of arrestS that sepa-
rates the two groups, but the timing of
the arrests. The suicidal youths suffered
both more arrests in the year of their
suicide and were arrested at a signifi-
candy earlier age.**

The final statistic for discussion con-
cerns Indian Boarding School. Among
the suicidal youths, 60% were found to
have attended boarding school by or be-
foie the ninth grade, as compared to
27.5% of the controls (significance to
the .025 level; tz=2.088; df=48). In
addition, the total percentage of the sui-
cide subjects who attended boarding
school was 70%. This was more than
twice the percentage of controls (3016 ).

DISCUSSION

It does not take any detailed or intri-
cate analysis to look at the results and
realize that all of the factors that are
statistically significant point to a single
common denominator. The level of sig-
nificance of the data only serves to un-
derscore what is clinically obvious when
one visits the reservation. The family
and social choas that the suicide group
experienced was certainly relative, since
almost no one on the reservation can
escape the reality of his history and the
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cultural disintegration that has taken
place in the last 75 years. There can be
little doubt that the individuals who com-
mitted suicide experienced far more in-
dividual disruption in the early forma-
tive years of their lives than did the
controls. The internal unrest of the in-
dividuals who committed suicide was
manifested by the earlier age of first
arrests and the larger number of arrests
the year prior to suicide. The data con-
cerning the significant caretakers is only
a sketchy outline of some of the early
loss, desertion, and insecurity these chil-
dren must have experienced.

There was one interesting phenome-
non that seemed to be an additional fac-
tor in accounting for the increased num-
ber of caretakers of some of the suicidal
individuals. The old traditional patterns
of child rearing in an extended family
still have some influence on present cus-
toms. In the early days, mother, grand-
mother, aunt, and older sister were usu-
ally part of the caretaking system for
the children, and they lived in the same
band. These individuals are still felt to
be part of the caretaking system of chit-
dren'Out now they often live many miles
apart. When mother miles the child for
the first couple cf years of his life and
then shifts the caretaking responsibility
to grandmother because of another child,
etc., grandmother is a relative stranger
to the child. The child may then experi-
ence one or more early "losses," even
though a particular nuclear family may
be relatively intact. Thus, 4 culturally-
evolved mechanism with high adaptive
qualities becomes a serious problem in
a new context.

There is a need to offer suggestions
on how to rtmedy the situation, and yet

" Arrests for the controls were considered only if they occurred prior to the date of suicide
of the yr ath with whom they were matched.
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the suggestions seem painfully obvious.
One cannot undo the trauma of history
overnight in terms of its present impact
upon the individual or the collective
lives of a people. A simple change or
changes in federal policy will not remedy
the situation. Additionally, there are a
number of advocates of different and
conflicting policies, which only serves to
increase the confusion.

It is accurate but insufficient for the
Indians to blame many of their problems
on the white man at this point. Just as
an individual in psychotherapy may have
had a "bad mother" on whom he can
bk ne his present trouble, it is only at
the point he is able to "work through"
the past traumatic experiences that he
becomes able to stand on his own and
deal with current reality more effectively.
Once the individual or cultural pattern
has been set it becomes the problem of
the individual or cultur.1 group to work
through those problems that were forced
upon them at a point in their existence
where they were powerless to alter the
course of events, The Shoshone-Bannock
Tribes have begun this task.

Since the initial NIMH consultation
in 1967 there have been some important
changes on the reservation, It was clear
that there was a significant group of in-
dividuals who were concerned about sui-
cide as an important part of the overall
problem. The need was expressed by the
Tribes for help with the suicide prob-
lem and, after consultation, a recom-
mendation was made for the various
agencies involved, including the Tribes,
to develop a medical holding facility
on the reservation. The adolescents and
young adults of the Tribes, when picked
up by the pofice for intoxicated or dis-
ruptive *yehavior, would be returned to
the reservation and treated medically,

:;',4t,
12.4 et
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instead of' being put in the white man's
jail.

The data presented supports the ini-
tial impression that those individuals
.showing arrest at an early age and those
individuals with a large number of arrests
the year prior to the suicide were also
the ones most likely eventually to com-
mit suicide. 'The majority of arrests prior
to the suicide were for intoxication, glue
sniffing, and rowdy, aggressive behavior,
and not for serious crimes. It was flit
that if these individuals could be treavd
by medical rather than legal means, the:4
was hope of identifying those in the most
"psychological trouble." By having th:tm
returned to the reservation, they could
be seen by the Public Health Service
physician and the social worker immedi-
ately, where it would be possible to
screen them carefully, In those cases
where it seemed warranted, a follow-up
plan was employed.

Currently, two years later, there is a
medical holding facility on the reserva-
tion that is run by the Tribal Business
Council and staffed primarily by volun-
teers from the Tribes, who take turns
being on call in order to respond to crises
as they occur. It is far too early to make
any generalizations, but in the last eigh-
teen months, and since the time this
facility was in the active planning stages,
there has been only one suicidean in-
dividual over the age of 30 who would
net -tormally have been seen at the hold-
ing facility under present circumstances.
There have not been, in the last eighteen
months, any suicides in the age group
for which the holding facility was pri-
marily designed. According to the ex-
perience of the previous seven years,
two or three suicides below the age of
25 would have been expected during this
period of time. Again, we do not want
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to draw any conclusions from this ob-
servation, as it will take much more time
before the effectiveness of this facility
can be evaluated. We think the major
point of importance is that the Tribes
lave made significant although often
Painful efforts to begin VD pull themselves
together and to begin to deal with tbe
tragedy that they bave experienced. They
have shown that they do have the capac-
ity to come together as a group to face
their difficulties and to work actively
towards a solution that does not pri-
marily depend upon the federal or local
governments, but rather upon their own
people and their own resources. This, to
us, is a remarkable show of strength on
their part and not only a clear will to
live but a will to pick up the pieces and
once more become a group with an iden-
tity of their own and of which they can
be peoud.

CONCLUSION

The data presented clearly indicate
statistically significant differences be-
tween individuals who commit suicide
and the control group. The subjects in
the suicide group were frequently cared
for by more than one individual in their
developing years, while control subjects
were almost always cared for by a single
individual. The primary caretakers of the
suicide group had significantly more ar-
rests during the time they were the care-
takers of the subjects. The suicide group
also experienced many more losses by
desertion or divorce than did the control
group.

The individuals who committed sui-
cide were arrested more times the year
prior to their suicide than were the con.
trols. although the lifetime number of

- arrests did not thstinguish the control
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and the suicide group. Those who com-
mitted suicide were arrested at a signifi-
,antly earlier age than those in the cou-
ncil group. Many of the completed sui-
cides were sent off to boarding school at
a significantly earlier age than were the
control group, and they were also sent
more frequently to boarding school for
some ralod of their life than v.ere the
controls. All of the data point to a
chaotic and unstable childhood in thos,
who completed suicide, compared to the
controls

This study only serves to underline
what is already clinically known by those
individuals who have spent time with any
tribe of American Indians whose ,11.1
turally evolved ways of relating to tk
world have been significantly dismpted
by the white man's intrusinn, resulting
in cultural and family disorganization.
There is no simple solution and it is im .
possible to undo the reality of the past.
Every tribe must work out its own in-
dividual solution in order to regain some
sense of identity and pride that "I am
an Indian" and, in the case of Fort Hall,
that "my father wes a Bannock" or "my
father was a Shoshone."
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Iti the pest lew years, self.destructwe behavtor
among Anwrican Indians has received consider-
able concern. It is riot clear whether this concern is
in response to a recent me ut the incidence of self.
de:auction among American Indians or to thr
new realization of a Arm* problem. Some
evidence ondlcates that certain suicidal behavior
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has cultural roots within some tribes:144 how-
ever, other people. most notably many contem-
porary Indians. maintain that self-desnuction is a
relatively recent development. Whichever may be
more correct. suidde. suicide attempts. and other
forms of self-destruction have recently been recog-
nized at major problems among a number of
American Indian Poop&

SURVEY OF RATES
Official statistics hum aw Indian Fieaith Service

indictee that the ap-adjusted nude rate for
American Indians and Almka natives on reserve-
thins Is 23.1 ,tr 102007more than twice the
rate for the gmerat United States population (11.1
in196/). A gentral sue such as this. however. tells
very little about the um nature of suicide and
self-destructive behavior among American In-
dians. In some trans, self -destructree behavior
Including alcoholism. suicide, and other violent
deathsh much more prevalent than in other
tribes. In addition. we have no repotted evidence
that suicide is a maim among Indians in urban
settings.

Ahhough official statistics on suiade ate in
many cases inaccurate an comination of data
from various tribes in the United States illustrates
the %Matadi that arcurs front one group to
another. The Navaho of the Southwest have a
suicide rate (9.0 per MAO (or 1962) similar to
that for the test of the United States. When the
rates of the different Ptieblo people in New Mexico
me averaged. their rate of suicide is also similar io
that for the test of the nadon 00.231. Out
examination of individuat Pueblo groups shows a
range of rates hum 0 to 22.2., Recently Shore* has
reported that the rate of the Northwest Indian
tribes also apprednutes tlw national average. The
Apathe of New Medco had a rate of 20.11 (or the
years 1953 through 1962., On the Great Plains the
suicide rates of many tribes are Neter than the
overall United States average.41., Finally, among
several tribes diet had =hums marginal to the
Saute and the Crest Bashi mess 0.e., the Unitah-
Ouray Utes and the Shoshorit-Bantiock). the rates
an somewhat higher than the United States
auenet.kr We can conclude from these Wily
variant rates that sub tribe has lus own uniquely
evolved way of life and, consequently, a wide
variation bt se:drde rates,

Suicidal death. however, is not the only param-
eter of self-deibuctime self-destructive behavior

laandeita shelf in several other ways in American
Indian society. The leading cause of death among
Indians and Alaska natives is acadents. whereas
it is fourth among the general population of the
United States. Death hem dnitons of the liver.
usually associated with excessive drinking, is four
times more frequent airmail Indians and Alaska
natives than amons others in the United Sista.'
Since the pneral suicide rate of American Indians
Is slightly higher than that of the general popula-
non. and in light of research on several reserva-
tions, we have reason to believe that the incidence
of suicide attempts is high in some trIbes.m Again.
these rates are general, and there is 4 wide
vadation among mbes. some havine high in&
derma of these problems and others having
virtually none.

PATTERNS OF DAMN SUICIDE
Although variation occurs hom thbe to tribe.

some common patterns regardirm the act of suidde
have emerged.

Virtually an the current statistics and studies
have found Indian suicide to be a behavior of
younger persons. The vast majority of all Amer,-
cut Indians who ..immit suinde are between the
ages of IS and 39. Navaho suicides are generally

Virtually all the current
studies have found Indian
suicide to be a behavior

of younger persons

between ape 24 and 39.' Sam hrtween ate/ la
and 31., and Shodione-aannock between 14 and
39 but usually under the age of 30. Thus, suicide
on many reservations occurs &mons the adoles-
cents and young adults. This is in striking contrast
to the pneral United States population. In which
suicide Incidence increases as AV lamas's: ihe
older an Amen-American (espedany a male) ts.
the more bkely he b to eommit suicide. The Indian
pattern of youthful suicide is mmewhat similar to
the pattern shown by United States blacks. but the
black rate is lower.

The age of suicide atienipters, as In the rest of
the United States, is rotas amon$ AggenC"embx
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Indians Also to the rest of the population
is the fact that Absence* Indians who enema
suicide an generally lanale." while completed
suicides occur nedontinantly among maks.

A tugfo percentage of both completed and
attempted sdes occur when the individual is or
has been drinldng. The method of suicide varies
from tribe to tab*. An *vivant of medication is a
cOlairtaa form of completed and attempted suicide
on the Plains.' while more lethal methods. such a s
ottoobra or hanging. ass conunon in many other
areas." The eating of a suicidal des th also yaks.
Ads are a common place for beton suicides and
attempts In some aren. while the indivedual's
home Ls the most common place of occurrence a*
many raervatans.

MUMS EMANATIONS
Recent sectopydsolomal studies of Anerka

Indian suicide express a number of common
themes needles predpitatine factors. Generally
they emphasize sodocultural futon rather than
mythological or other phenomena. --nst **ctn.&
total deternunlats apply so clearly that . . . it is
. . . unwarranted . . . to talk about utavtdual
dynamic% or neuroblochemistry *utak the con-
text of the broad sodocultural picture,*

On general dtente that appears in virtually all
studies in this area is social disoepnizatioa. Wtth
die tocsins of Arotlo-Americans and thar domi-
nant culture. Amencan Indian society has been
'objected to fared change. The contact with
Western cultun has led. in many curs, to nand
social change and a breakdown of tan:don:I
ndocuitural systems. This ploaas atonally el-
an the degree of Macedon within the feu
dominant system. Widdn a rapidly changine or
disorpnbed system. the norma. values, and roles
become unclear, generally resulting be severe
psychological these for many persons.' Because
fhb type of situation has occurred in many
American Indian endeties. many authots poira so
it as a predisposing factor to self-daduction.

Cultural <alba is a similar source of stress.
The values of Wan and white society are often
viewed as opposites. crestin; a peat deal of
(*don between proponents of each culture. The
dominant Anelomenweian ideas ate generally
armed to Indan youth in the schools. theaush
the nous media, and in virtually all contacts off
the teservation. A strong prennue. both overt and
covert. Ls placed on the America Indini to
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acculturate and become "more like everyone ebe
in Mance." At the time time, pressure from the
traditional cohost urges him to "remain an In-
dian." nut the American Indian is caught
between two different existents and is somewhat
marginal m each." Some persons are able to lee
with this or resolve it in venous ways, who,
others find et a pat problem Also, some tribes
have been model more prawn to acculturate and
consequently have methane more dump and
unrest. Levy' implies that the stamen the pressure
to acculturate and the mon rapid the social
change. the higher the incidence of ied-destantat
and other type of casualties will be. Added to tha
is the low sl-esteem that is created by guttural
conflict and rapid dna. another factor predis-
posing lo selklesentetion.

One social institution that has been greatly
altered lita number of Ameneas Indian tribes is the
family. in a study of one Indian group in which
rapid change aad breakdown in attended and
nuclear /undies had occurred, the tunnellers
found a high suicdt att. Vilna the histories of the
adolescents who had committed seiddt were
nanuned and statheacally compared with a an-
del group from the same tribe, most differences
pointed to an unstable and chaotic family back-
ground experienced by the tuicidel youths.* These
young peopk generelly mitered mote any:Wino
biliry and loss a their family of odentatton
through divorce. dried**. arrest of parents. ete.

A strong pressure is
placed on the American
Indian to acculturate and

become "snore like
everyone else in

America."

Other netardi has dealt with On family atm.
tan of postadolescent American Indian suidda.
The sa! 44"*. wen in many cam predpitated by
domestic %thirds and other marital strife."

Thus, the literature on Indian suicide points to
rapid and forced sodal change as creating an
atmosphere in which the psydiosodal needs of
individuals are not ant. People are caught in a
dilemma between the denands of the Indian and
white sorieues. Matty Indians In this situanoto find

10/4001
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ways of sopina with their difficulty; some art
highly positive. some are neutral. sitA *then
comeibute to the HU-destructive behavior we have
docribed.

CONCLUSION
Simple explanation' or solutions for American

Indian odd& and other self-distractive behavior
are obviously not posselle. Any attempt to deal
with selfifestruction among tribes with a high
incidences( suicide. skohotism. and violent death
would require efforts to bolster the existing sodo-
cultural system and especially the fanuly. In the
past, many of the traditional functions of some
American Indian sonnies have been usurped by
Western culture or taken over by the federal
govenwsot. Mus has led to social disuntration
that needs to be revnsed through various MUM.

Emphasb needs to be placed on aeceptian an
acme role ut deoging or Minnow, the future.
Government programs have made some efforts
towards encouraging AffierbCan Indians to be
active in polity making concerning eduaa don.
community pro vanu. and some other areas, but
Lowne efforts have been quite limited and will need
to be much more intensive if they are to succeed.
The ineressed self-determinanon of American
Indians should serve to provide gradual stimulus
for testructuring societies in which this is needed.
It could affect all levels of these sodrties and
permit n.rs roles, norms, and velum to emote.

follows that a inalor task leh,iiier education,
training. and encouragement of many Amnon
Indians to acaSP4505 direcnon of their destiny. Too

often the motivated Indisn has been frustrated in
hts efforts towards self-actualisation. Whatever
action is taken by Amenotn Indians in the future
should be self-determined. Whether the duection
taken by a particular tribe Is Amber to that of the
white society. very traditional, nr a synthesis of
the two. <main skills will be necessary to carry
out selt-determination of any kind. Encourage-
mart and continued asststarce are vital.

In the interim, we need to actively maintain
treatment for Were:A subIects. Crisis inter-
vention and other types of counseling and therapy
techniques have been used only on a limited basis
on most reservations, but when mental health
terviem are tied there is some indication of
stiecess.to," Emphasis in these programs should be
not only on therapy for the cheats but also on
assistanCit and training of indigenous worken to
perform mental health services on their own and
determine program direction. Generally, treat.
aunt performed by indieenotts tribal members in a
traditional content is probably snore suooessfuPo,
and advai.ces the idea of self-determination.

Life in the United States during the past few
years has been charaeterized by a veat deal of
change and resulting ambiguity of social meaning
and values. ends a corresponding rise in natonal
statntio on suicide. Some American Indian
groups are morphs of this type of phenomenon.
undergoing forced and rapid social change that
results in symptoms of selt-destruction. Waning-
habits, of life and a strong 'octal system to provide
chrecnon and nurtunue stress are necessary for any
group of people.
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THE HEALTH OF NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN BY JUDITH A. Knzrs, MD, MPH, AND
LAWRENCE R. BERGER, MD, MPR

Ismomerlogs

?Ala rePOrt Preeents such of the available dote concerning

reProductive heelth. aortelity nd hosPlisl-eseocleted morbid:tY

for )(stilts Asericen loosen. It highlights conditions such e

lcoholism. In3uriee. nd cervical mincer whose Prevalent* and

severity warrant cou%c.rt.d ction. Issue. for further study are

else suggeeted by rtes of dlseesee thet are dreaeticelly lower

*song Motive American womn (for emeepIe. lung cancer end heart

diseeee).

Ruch of the date the& PPeers in thle report wee collected by

the Program Ststaetice Branch of the Indian Health Service

(INS). The /HS *Perot*. 48 hoepitele and 84 heelth centers and

purchases services through contractual errengements with other

sedical facilities ("contrect cr fecilitles"). Populetion

counts ere baited on U.S. Census Bureau enusrstion. Vital event

statistic. ere furnished to /HS by the Matlonel Center for Health

Stetistica (SCRS). Patient car statistics r gathered

dlrectlY by /RS.

Several Publications ommsrive Indian health statistics 1.2

nd 8.8. cosprison dste3.4. /n addition. the IRS hue compiled

number of "in-house" reports5"7 nd %pacific unpublished

tsbuletions (e.g.. dlegnoele-opeciffic sortelitY rates). Data

which la cited without reference in thie report ere frog these

letter tabulations.

In fiscal year (FY) 1983. /HS had respOnsibilities in 28

stats ("reservation tates") with pproximstely 888.000 American

Indian nd Aleske Native.). 50.7 percent of ths female. There is

4
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hither proportion of youngor Indien weave nd a *seller

proportion of eliderly isolates then in the United State* Ail pce

populatieS (Yltur I). th esieuiation ot ego-specific or

te-ediustod rotes I. therefor isportant when covering the two

populations.

5
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gOaTAL/TV Dan:

Seg*-apatific aortality rate* for Natty. taworicsa woasa sr*

higher than for U.S. 1.10a0A. 011 rocas. 'except in the au* group 65

yeara sad oldar (Table, 1). The daaih rats la particularly high

assn. woo's)) 25 34 yerara old.

Tata* 2-6 Prasent tha galas tau... of death for esCh 89

catesory. Lloted ara causes which account for at least 5 daatha

in tho particular ag group.

In 1978, thero were 144 dooths of Native *Raritan wcaan age*

1524 (Table 2). Irourios lataational and uonintantioaal

accounted for 76x of the deaths. Teaaagara and young dult* of

ail races *attar dramatically high raters of actor vahiCia

deaths. For flatly* AUArietA woaan in this age group, th aotor

vohiclo injury mortality rate la 3.2 times tho national verago.

Other non-intantioaal la3urios occur t oven higher retail

compared to tha U.S. *a a whole,. The suicide mortailtr rate lo

2.6 tines higher. AlthoUgh the Natty* ilaerican rat* is based oa

only *a death*. under-reporting le particularly likely to occur

in this population twicauao of the treaandoua +social 'stigma,

attached to suicida. Tho high rate of death froa respiratory

dissasa la based on 5 death*, ell froa pneUsionia.

la3urias reaain th landing cause of death la the 25.34 roar

old ago group, accounting for 48x of deaths (Table 3). Ms Rotor

vohicle death rate for astir* asarican women la this ago catagory

is 7.5 tiaes tha national evaraoa. Oirrhoals of the livar la the

aectad leading tau** of death. occurring at a rate 15 tisas that

of tha u.s. as.a Thar* ware almost aa many deaths froa

221
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cirrhosis (21) ee froa cancer end heart disease combined (23).

Nosicide wee th third leading cause of &both. Th homicide

sortelitY rets wee 4.6 ties. the U.S. verage. Although both

heart disease end eatignency rates ere lower ammo Native

*earicons overall. In this ego group they re higher then

nationelly.

Cirrhosis is the leading cause of death eseng 05 to 44 Year

Old vosen (Table 4). The cirrhosie aortelity vete in this age

category le neerly 10 tiaes the nationet average. The "toter

vehicle &with rote remains over 7 times the U.S. rate.

In th 45 to 64 year old ego* group. cancer end heart disese

ere the leading ceuuse of death among U.S. wosen of ell races.

Including Motive Americans (Tabl 5). garkedly higher rates of

cirrhosis, now.intentional in3uries, nd diabetes emOng Native

Americans Piece these diagnoses ahead of cerebrovsecuter dieseee.

the third leading cause of death saeng U.S. women

Although kidny diseeee accounted for only 12 deaths (2* of the

tetal). the mortality rat* was 3.6 times the nationet verege.

Teberculoste wee the cause of g death* in this ego group.

yielding e rate 12 time. that of the U.S. ell retee.

The four leading COSMIC* 01 death ere th seas for elderly Native

Asericen women es for the U.S. Cs a whole: Mort dieeves.

cancer. cerebreevaieuter disease. end respiratory illness (Table

W. The mortality roteo for specific dleseses. however.. differ

markedly. Native **orison woman suffer higher rates of death

from tuberculosis. diebetee. nutritional deficiencies. cirrhosis.

7
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selibleddor dia..... non-intntionl ifljuriOG. respiratory end

kidney disease. Rotes re lower than netionel&Y for neePlessig,

heart nd comb 00000 cal.,* disease. nd rteriosclerosis.
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MOSPflAL DISCKARGE DIAGNOSES:

The number of patients aischergad from 111$ end contrect care

facilitie with various diagnoses helps been eussarined fOr

year 1979 (Table 7).5 Discharge date from U.S. short-staY.

AonFederal hospitals is also available from the lletiOnal Center

for Health Statistics through the National Hospital Discherge

Survey4. The date sets ere not strictly cosperable. however.

Deceuse Native Asericone Obtain care both within nd outside the

IHS *Vete*. discharge figures from INS underestimate total

hospital adeissiOns. The appropriate denominator for calculating

rates Of sdalesion is ambiguous. Should ell Native Ampricanm be

included. or only those utilizing IIIS facilities' Should tribal

nrollment or COMMIS figures be tweet?

One approach tO this dilemma is tO Ohoones diagnosis - such

es appendicitis - tnet la likeiY to have similar rates of

edmisaiOn Within the two populations (U.S. oil recopi nd Native

American). Reiss of ail other discharge diagnoses can then be

caIcuieted s function of the "appendicitis index" within each

data set. The ratio of rates for eaCh diagnosis will then

refiect differential. rate* Of dslesion. Of course. this

approach hes its pitfalls. Appendiciti* admission retell **V

differ between the two Populations beceues of difference* in

incidetce or in the managesent of abdominal. pain. Among Htly*

Aseri45ne. certain diagnose* 'Such es trauma or abortions) soy be

more or lees llkelY to be treated outside of IUS/cOntrect neva

facilities. The sPprOch doom not take into aCcount egiv.specIfic

9
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difference& in adeission rates for different diagnoses (1.6.. It

dome not ga-ed)ust). Purthemore. the INS date Includes large

susber of dlegnome in the "emptoes and illdefinad conditions"

cetegorY (6.2x of all diagnose. V. 1.611 for the IICHS data).

raising concern aboUt the reliebility of rate& in diegnoatic

cetgories vith *sell nusbere.

With these caveats in eind. the "apmndicitia ratio" pproach

dose provide useful insight. (Table 7). Discherg rates for the

following diagnose. are much higher for Native Aaericane in the

InS ayetesi naphritisfnephrosia, certain cause& Of perinatel

aorbidity and sortalitY. iniactioua diseaaaa (particularly

dierrheal disease and tuberculosis). alcohol-misted sental

sleordere. dineasea of the liver. Otitis seals and ae&tolditis.

pneuaonle. diemeaa of the paresetrius and ieftele peritonsum. end

conpliostlone of pregnancy. childbirth and th pUerperlUe. A

higber reit& in the lest category le cOnaletent vith'the increased

fertility rete of Motive haerlcana. That the ratio l& 1.0 fOr

"Accidents. poisonings nd violeince" probbly seen* thet the

"apPendicitie retie" under-estleataa adelealon ratea In th IMS

Population. Ince sortelity end otber date Point to such higher

rate of inluries *song lotto. Avericens. Decreased discharge

rate* for Native. Awaricena for neopleam and heart diesesa re

consistent vith sortelitY data.

10
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afiliaLIKOZNILAND_Salaain:

Tabla 4 shows tamal cancer mortality rms. bd on INS dote

tor ell Indian and Sleeks Votive deaths. It would appear fros

this got. Mist the overall center mortality is serkadly lower tor

Motive Aserican women cesPered to that at the U.S. female

population es whole. 'ha sortelity rotes for neoplasms of the

lung. breast. snd heostoPOistic 'Miss (leukemia. lysphoms) are

dramatically lower. Vo &Pacific comer seems to b incroswed se a

cense of death aeong Votive Aliericen.woesn monorail to U.S. woman

of ell races.

Vommil isportont concerns apply to the above conclusions.

Th data is not ege-ed,ueted. The categorise ere

overlyinclusive (a.g.. "genital Greene"). potontia11Y obscuring

important difforences among &Pacific connote. Tha actual (umber

of deaths in a single year emong Votive Americans is very seell

tor ~tido cancers. masking rotes unraliable. Thie'is

particularly troublasome because the INS sortelitY dts contains

large number of deaths classified as nvenign or unspecified

nstura".

A unique date sat helve to address seny of these concerns.

The Surveillanca. EPidemiologY. and End Reaults (SEER) Progres Is

an ongoing pro,ect of the Notional Cancer Imititute.4 Begun

in 1972. participating centers seintoin populstion.beeed cancer

reporting systens. Inforsetion le abstracted from sodicol

rmorde of gal cancer patients mien in every hospital or other

sedicel facility within a designated geooraphic eras. All

61-183 0 - 86 - 8

11
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resideot death certificate* which ellAtioo cancer ere eleo

abstracted. The Tuaor 04114try t the University of Mew Mdatico

participates la SEEL The Native Americso populeti*A covered

locludea 27% of Americso

Table 9 provides s9e-ed2ueted cmer martelity rotes for

feeels in the SEER spite& for the Years 1973 through 1981.

Agelh, the overall caocer sortalitif le auch lower for Native

Aviericeo wawa. The rotas are dresatically lower for Aimplases

of the luAg, breest. hemetopoletic ayetes, colon, corPus uteri.

*very &Ad bldder. Lower rates 41so occur for COAMMO of the

buccal cavity end pharynx, larynx, skiA. *Ad nervous systole,

lthough tbe number of death& from which the rates ere calculated

re smell. COACOVI Of the cervix uteri, kidney, end atosach occur

et increased rates for Indiehe.

Kortality dicta *ay not reflect difference& la ths sco.uel

incidence Of certain wirers. For xamine, there sCy be

differential survival for certain rumor* because of earlier

diegaosis or more optima oorei or diagnoses ssy differ *song

'ovulations with different rates of eutopay. Inciden**.rates of

malignant cancers Ulmer in Table 10. These *eta support all of

the cenclusions derived from the mortality date in Table 9.
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=cum AWD NEALtk:

Fatel lcohol hvndronet When women drink xceealvely during

pregnancy. their infante say xhibit a pattern of aeifOrmations

and developsentel deley known se the fetal e1CohOl Yndrose

(US). A recent study of FAS song Aserican Indiana in the

aouthweetern United States found ths incidence to be highly

variable fros on cultural group to the next (Table. 11). The

differences &sexed tO corselet* better with the drinking atyle of

sCh group rather then with ovarell lcohol ConeumptIon. There

woe eilae evidence thet FAS incidence wee increasing. especlellY

*song the Neve)* and Pueblo consunitlea.S

bleohol-releted sortalitvi Although there are many canine*

cirrhosis of the liver, ths maoritY of cirrhOsie'releted daathe

ere eiCohol-related.10 Kortslity rates for cirrhosis ars

higimat in the 55-44 Year *id age group (Table 12). Pete. for

Netive Avarice's& ere 2.3 tises the national averegi In the 6674

yew age group. IS ties* as high *song 25-.34 Year *ids.

Cirrhosis aCcounta for one out of five deethe of Netive Aserican

woolen age* 35'44. That the sortaittY rats is eireedy sore than

ten ties* the nationei average esong 15-.241 year oide uggeste

that serious drtuking begins early for many Native Assricen

loosen.

Another measure of icohoi.related sortelity is based on

nushare f daath certificate* with caua....01-desth noted e

"alcohollea". "alcoholic paychoeas". nd "else:male of the liver

wtth aention of alcohol." OrseaticellY increaaed setae ai

sicohol..releted deaths fOr Native !Meriden. are again evident

228
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(Tool. 13). Among Indian doleecento nd young dults. tho

olooholien deth rate for feseles le 25 to 30 tines the notional

over....

ggiuglianLyukiedyjjkaszissiukaLtat shot-gem the ratio of

as14 to feuds oirrhole mortality vita is &Dent tMo-toone for

the U.S. s a whole.° ft is swirly one-to-ono among hotly&

hoodoos. (Table 14). Mote mortality from icohol-relotod

diseemes overall im elsost double that of fessies, end thm

alcohol-dilated hosPitol discharge rota is heady four times ee

high for soles.

hn alcohol-reltod dischorge hes t laest one of the following

dloOsses reported on the hospital discharge fora' lcoholic

Psychosis. lcoholism. cirrhosis of the liver (lcoholic). scut.

or Chronic pshodatitre, or toxic effect of ethY1 eicoh01.4

There era nosy possiblo comma* why aslCs vould hove an

loChol*related hospital discharge rate disProPOrtioSately

greeter then thoir sodality rtes. hicohol-rlated morbidity

might be lover enong females bee-sumo of Physiologic factors or

difforesoos la drinking *Attache. Admission rtes light differ

bo...s. loOhol-relted Problems ed more likely to be diagnosed

in mai.* or becousa treatment Progress (e.g., in-hosPitel

datonification programa) OM MOTO 11111111111ble for males. Finally.

Physicians soy be lees ePt to list icohollea ea suPPlemantel

diagnosis on ...h. ditchers. form of s food& patient becues of

the inc.ased soCial otigsa.

1 t
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IMPRODUCTIVR MEALTI:

Fertility rates gpd fasilv *leanings In vary ago group, but

particularly at each and of the reproductive ags apoctrus. Native

Amricans hays highor rates of dalivarios Par Population then the

national verage (Table 15).

Date on featly Planning practices ors vory,searco. A national

eurvel, An 1976 found that 6814 of U.S. sarriod loosen of

reproductivo go geed sose method of contraceptionll No

cospereblo survey hos boon porforsad among serried Indian and

Aieske Petty* voaan. Novovar. only 22% of Natio* Aseriesn gnomon

of reproductivo eg (15.55 yoars) racoivied fasill, planning

UrViOOS through 1US facilities In 19797. Oral contraception

wee the most COusOO method. Put the intro-uterine devics ws also

popular (Table 16).7,12

Batornsi sortelaX and orsononev outeososi Since 1958. *holt

the 11tern5l deth rate for Indisne and Al**X0 Natives wee sore

then twice the national averago. astornel deaths have Pecos*

vanishingly var. (Figure 2). For the period 1978..1980. tha

seternal death rate for Native American* in reservation states

vs* 11.4 par 100.000 lilt* births. Thor rote fOr U.S. All Roes*

was 9.6 end for U.S. "other than white'. 22.7.2

ComPard to U.S. dote. !b overall proportion of infants

weighing lass then 2.500 gross t birth is lower tor Native

Asarican sothOre (6.2% vs. 6.8x). Toons90 Indian mothers have

notably low rat* Of loo-birthwaight infants iTable 17). /n viw

of this. it is not urprising that the noonstal sortality rate

for Native American* lso cosparoa favorabl7 to the U.S. rota

(5.5 neonstel deaths par 1.000 births vs. 8.0 nationally).1

15
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quameg_serafeLmasei For the U.S. s a whole. the Ceeersen

section rate in 1913 wes 20.31.13 Of the total. 65.2* were

prissrY section.. The Cosersen section rote in IRS hoof/1We

steeled by Ob/Grn epeoisliste (73* of +all INS dellwarise) wee

17.4%. with 51.7x representing primary sections.

Obetetricel

procedures accounted for 311 of AlloPerstions end non-eurgicol

procedures perforsed in INS hoepitels end contract cora

facilities in 1979. Gynecologic Procedures were an additional

101.5 For U.S. short..atey. nowTsderal hoepitele the figure&

ere 12% end IA*. reePeetivelY.4

Since 1910. the Indian Health Service hoe been prohibitod by

Tedevel poli4y from paying for or performing elective abortione.

An etimate of the extent to which Indio» wosen ere receiving

legal abortion(' outside of the IAS oratee can be neGo fros stet.

vitel statietioa. Sets fres Kee Asilloo (Table 10 dasonatretes

that Ketive Asericene have the lowest ratio of abortions to live

births (72 per 1.000) of any ethnic group.14 both

eocio-cultural issues end berriers tO *coma to abortion eervicee

undoubtedly piey role.

In IUS hospitele ((trailed by Ob/Gyn apocieliste in 1913. there

were 109 sterilisetton procedures per 1.000 deliveries. The

retio in nonFedrArel ahort-atey holpitele la the U.S. (1981) Wes

200 per l.004 deliveries.

16
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;UNEASY AND CONCLUSIONS:

Dramatic isproveseste in th health of Native Aeorican wosmi

hove occurred through environsental intervention. to control

infactiOue dieee nd the Provision of quality awlical

astysces.102 Nevrtheless. mortality rates ressin much higher

for Indian women cospored to ths general Population of women In

th U.S. Pion/riot. both non-intentional and intentional. ars a

'kern killer. ccunting for thre.-fourtho of ll deaths In the

15-24 yoar old age group. &song Indian women 25 tO 34 Years of

age. motor vohicio death* occur at rats fght ties. the

ntionl wOrags. likath2l . is cloarly a contributing factor to

the high injury rates. Cirrhosis mortality rates' for Indian

loosen Aro already ten times ths natiohs: &worse. In tho 15-24

rigor old egs group. Obviously. eos. Indian lumen ere drinking

alcohol eterting et a young ego end 4rinking it heavily.

Progreso for ths identliication nd trsatmont of 1511114n womon

ulth sicohos problems rs rere.15

Pith a few scoPtions. cancore occur t much lower rat.. among

Nativ aaoricao *omen. Liani weer. inoldohc and sortelity is

particularly low. lmoot certainly 4 rOileati44 of lover rotas of

cigartte moking.li Designing aPhroechiss to saintein the low

Provolone. of 'smoking emOng Indish youth is e uniquo Public

hoolth challohgo. The high rats hi gervicel cahoot in Indian

*Omen moggeisto nother IsPortent community haelth priority:

Ontology. cytologic scrawling. Evaluation of a cytologic

detection program for Indian voson in tit Southwest found that

tho ego groups ulth the higheat proportiol screen*. had the

lowest rates Of invasive cervical c5rcino5a.17

17
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Cancer of the kidney also occurs t higher rats mOng Ihdia4

womeh theft hetiohally. Although the ectual number of deaths hd

hospital scialsalohe were swill. both mortelity rates ehd hospital

discharge rotes were clearly increaad for kidney dissess

("haphritleinsphrosis"). Both clinical end apideftiologic studies

ere heeded to define the neture end risk factor. for

kidneytwisted nortslity end morbidity in this population.

Plebetoo le sWor cause of nortelity among Indian wonen 45

years of age and older. Nortality rate* for diabetes in this age

group are two to four tinee the hstiohal average. Diet. obeeitY.

lcohol consumption. end genetics nay be contributing factor..

Date oft toproductiveLDWIlldegict one of the greet suttees

stories ci Indian health progress. Maternal mortality. neonatal

nortelitY. and lowbirthweight vete* in the Native hearlows

population sr* *t er below the rates for D.S. all races. The

high fertility rate end low rate* of contraceptive'Use. elective

bortion. Wu sterilisation procedurea in the Indian pepuletion

ere a* auth aocio-cultural incase es nedicel ones.
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TAOLE I

FEMALE MORTALITY RATES/

aSS_ILEWIL savaijip4usAp42
1.1...3 teal

15 .. 24 Year* 166.1 60.9 2.7

25 - 34 Isere 292.4 79.7 3.7

25 .- 44 Veer* 436.1 167.8 2.6

45 - 54 Year. 702.8 433.2 1.6

SS - 64 Veer* 1.166.0 976.3 1.2

63 Years end over 3.739.9 3.841.2 1.0

1 Number of (meths per 100.000 feast. Popu3st1od.

2 Aser1ceo Indien earl Aleske Motive*. reservatIo0 **Rotes. 1977-1979.

3 M.S. ell rec.*. telltale popu1eR100. 1976.

Source: Vitra Events Branch. IRS, 4/42.
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TAIL' 2

MORTALITY RATE31
FEMALES 13 TO 24 YEARS OF AGE

indise U.AAP

AccIDENTs 9e.o 27.1 3.3

Motor vsbielo 67.9 21.1 3.2

All othsr 28.0 6.0 4.7

SUICIDE 14.0 3.3 2.6

MONiCIDE 7.3 3.9 2.3

RESPIRATORY 3.4 1.2 4.3

1 ROte per 100.000 Population.

2 saerleen Indian 4nd 814.1ta Metive. resorvation atatae. 1978.

2 U.S. ll races. 1977.
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TABLE 3

NOETALtTV GATEgf
FEMALES 25 TO 34 FEAR3 OF AGE

indise2 16.11.3 UM
ACCIDENTS

Motor wehiwle

All other

99.5

62.4

17.2

16.9

11.0

5.9

5.9

7.5

2.9

CIRRNQSIS 36.0 2.4 15.0

HOMICIDE 29.2 6.4 4.6

HALIONANCY 22.3 14.7 1.5

HEART DISEASE 17.2

RESPIRATORY 4.6 1.9 4.5

I Rot* pwr 100.000 PoPwlwtien.

2 AnwrIdAn Indlwn and Aleske Motive. reeerv4tI0n tato.. 1974.

3 p.4. Gil redo.. 1977.
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TABLE 4

MORTALITY RATES1
MALES 35 TO 44 YEARS ON ACE

lasii.t12 !LW WA
CIRRHOSIS 100.2 10.2 9.3

ACCIDENTS 100.2 17.4 5.8

Rotor vehicle 69.7 9.6 7.3

All other 30.5 7.8 3.9

HEART DISEASE 45.7 23.1 2.0

MALIGNANCY 37.0 55.1 0.7

HOMICIDE 13.1 5.7 2.3

CERESROVASCULAR 10.9 10.1 1.1

t Rot. per 100.000 population.

2 American Indian apd Alaska Native, reservation atatas. 1978.

3 D.S. ell ramp. 1977.
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TASLE $

MORTALITY RATES1
FEMALES 4$ TO 64 YEARS OF AGE

Inglisa? LI.? WM
HEART DISEASE 179.2 185.9 1.0

KALIOAAACT 177.6 272.8 0.7

CIRRHOSIS 161.6 25.2 6.4

AOOIDEATS 86.4 2.: 3.6

Motor vohiel.1

All other

43.2

43.2

10.4

13.7

4.2

3.2

DIASITES 65.6 17.8 3.7

OARESROVASCULAR 44.8 47.4 0.9

RESPIRATORY 26.8 18.$ 2.0

EMMET 19.2 5.3 3.6

TOSERCULOSIS 14.4 1.2 12.0

I Rat. for 100.000 population.

2 aeorIcan Indian and Aloska Mottos. ras aaaaa ion stetso. 1978.

2 0.3. all rocas. 1277.
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TAILE 4

NORTALITY RATE3I
FEMALES 65 TEARS or AGE ARID OLDER

;ndlona V.A.? BiLISA

REAR? DISEASE 1.208.0 1,976.2 0.6

IIALIONARCY 604.5 750.7 0.8

CIREIROVASCVLAR 417.3 656.0 0.6

RESPIRATORY 292.8 166.6 1.7

DIABETES 253.5 106.0 2.4

ACCIDENTS 136.5 82.8 1.7

Rotor veblele

All other

27.3

109.2

16.2

66.2

1.7

1.4

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS 70.2 116.4 0.6

KIDNEY 58.8 23.1 1.8

CIRRROSIS 50.7 22.4 2.2

TINIERCVLOSIS 42.9 4.1 10.8

OTHER DISEASES OF
ARTERIES/CAPILLARIES 29.0 62.2 0.6

APTICERIA 38.1 18.0 2.3

AOTRIIIORAL DEFICIERCIES 21.2 9.2 3.4

GALLSLADDER 22.4 9.9 2.4

1 Rot. Der 100.000 popeletlon.

2 Amender% Indlen nd Al4eke Native. .reservetlen Metes, 1078.

3 V.S. .11 race*. 1977.
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TAILS?

HOSPITAL DISCHARGES MALES. ALL AGES
INS END CONTRACT HOSPITALS

RolloUMW* /WA= 70 0.5.1
TOTAL (exoludlng newborn) 62.302

ISFECTIVE AND PARASITIC 2.617 2.3
Diervkval 1.641 6.2
TB 169 4.0

SSOPLASMS 1.479 0.3

ENDOCRINE. NUTRITIONAL. METAMOLIC 1.033 0.8

DIssESES OF THE ILOOD 263 0.4

MENTAL DISORDERS 2,179 0.7
AteohoI related 1.024 2.9

DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS AND SENSORY SYSTEMS
Otltle rad/a. deatolditla

2.287
924

0.7
1.7

HEART DISEASE 1.339 0.3

CIRISROVASCULAN DISEASE 288 0.2

DISEASES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM 4.487 0.8
Pomosonla 1.961 1.6

DISEASES OF THE DIGESTIVE SYSTEM 4.142 0.3
Dlaeasea f liver 445 t.7
Diaimasa of 841:bladder and Psoloraea 1.398 0.9

DISEASES OF THE GEXITOORINARY SYSTEN 3.737 0.4
Nephritla and naphroala 251 6.0
Diaesoes of broest 158 0.2
Dleeaeea of every end fallopian tubea 163 0.2
Dlaaeoes of pereaetrlus/feaale peritonea. 489 1.6
Disease. of feast. genital organ& 1.51, 0.4

CONPLICATION3 OF PREGNANCY/CHILDBIRTH/PUERPERIUM 20.332 1.6

DISEASES OF SKIN AND SUBCUTANEOUS TISSUES 1.259 1.1

MOSOOLGSKELSTAL AND CONNECTIVE TISSUE DISEASES 1.077 0.3

CONGENITAL ANOMALIES 342 0.6

CERTAIN CAOSES OF PERINATAL HORBIDITY/NORTALITY 105 4.0

SYMPTOMS AND ILL.DEFINED CONDITIONS 3.858 3.1

ACCIDENTS, POISONINGS. AND VIOLENCE 3.298 1.0

I Sea text ter exPlanetlen.
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TARL6 A

FROALM COM MORTALITY RATE31

UMW RAO BLIIII

ALL MROOLM5X3 65.7 160.9 0.4

Orel 1.5 2.3 0.7

Plmeatiado Greene
ad paritoomm 16.5 43.7 0.4

RoapirotorF 6.2 20.7 0.3

&roast 1.5 31.0 0.3

Coastal rgana 9.1 20.3 0.5

Orso4r7 0/4000 2.2 5.3 0.4

Lookouts, lymphatic.
*titer beastopolilo

lionign noopleoas and
otbor unopeciflod

5.3

14.5

15.0

2.3

0.4

6.3

1 Mto par 100.000 population. Soured,: IMS Yltal Statistic*.

2 For roaoryetion *tete.. 1,75.

3 All imam. 1977.
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TASLE 9

ACE-ADJUSTED (1970 U.S. STANDARD)
CANCER MORTALITY RATES

PER 100,000 VENALIS SY SITE. 1973-1901

AMERICAS ALL
anK ;NDIAMS (N.N.) SEER AREAS1 eLtiq

All sties 88.4 133.9 0.7

buccal ceviCY end Peary's)* 0.0 2.0 0

SLosece 6.1 4.8 1.3

Colon 2.9 16.2 0.2

Rectos 1.3 3.0 0.4

Pancreas 8.1 7.2 1.1

WM* 0.0 0.4 0

Lung end bronchua 1.4 17.8 0.1

Nolonose of skin 0,0 1.3 0

Breast 3.2 27.2 0.3

Corns ut.arl 8.0 3.8 2.2

Corpus uterl 0.8 2.0 0.4

Over, 3.0 8.4 0.4

Urtnery bleddar 0.5 2.1 0.2

Sidney end ronel solute 4.0 1.8 2.2

%Wein and CIO 0.2 3.1 0.1

Sodgkin's disease 0.0 0.7 0

Now-Nodgkin'e 11oPhona 1.7 4.2 0.4

Lookouts. 2.4 5.0 0.5

1 S Cost for sPlonetion.
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TAILS 10

AGE-40.1051114 utappcs RATES
11970 U.S. STANDARD/
or RALMAKT CANCERS

PEA 100.000 FEMALES IT SttE, 1973.1941

M1E414411 ALL2/11 IktlIANS (M.N..) DEER ARE4,1 um
All lt& 165.1 302.4 0.6
tucce1 cavity nd pharynx 0.9 6.4 0.1
3tooech 11.7 6.1 1.9
Colon 4.2 31.4 0.3
Soctus 3.6 11.7 0.3
Pancreas 4.9 7.7 1.2
LarYnx 0.0 1.4 0
Lung and bronchus 3.3 24.6 0.1
Rotenone of akin 0.0 6.7 0
breeet 23.3 85.3 0.3
Corulo uteri 21.0 11.2 1.9
Corpus uteri 3.1 27.1 0.1
Overy 7.2 13.5 0.5
Urinary bladder 0.0 6.4 0
kidney and tenet Pelvis 6.2 4.4 1,4
*rein and C85 0.7 4.5 0.2
kodsoktn'a disease 0.2 2.3 0.1
Non-Rodgkln'a lyonhoee 5.0 4.3 0.6
Leukaates 4.0 7.4 0.5

1 Sea toot tor enplanetlon.
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TABLE 11

ESTIMATED INCIDENCE or FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME

Affected Infante
peoulation etr_1akk2_121r.tha

NAVAJO 1.4

PUEBLO 2.0

SOUMESTERS PLAINS 9.8

Seettle 1.3

Frence 1.4

Swedes 1.7

Souroot Reference 9.

249
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FEMALE

tdiastzsma

7AALE 12

CIRRHOSIS NORTALI7vI

ustlana2

21.1

610
2..

MIR
allttll_sus.

15-24 Yeara 3.2 0.3 10.7

V 25-24 yora 36.0 2.4 15.0

35-44 Yeovil 200.2 10.2 9.2

45-54 Vnal' 132.1 22.1 6.0

55-64 Yeovil 200.5 26.2 7.1

65-74 Unita 61.1 27.1 2.3

I Dinah* par 100.020 papalatlon.

2 American Indlan +end Alaska Malvin'. raarvatIon atatae. 1971.

2 2.2.. aIl racee. 1977.

61-183 0 - 86 - 9
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TABLE 13

ALC0MOLRELATE0 FEMALE MORTALITY RATE31

ima..2sout ladia1a.2 SLIA? Balla
Wtass 2.12 IA L-4.

15-24 yoors 5.4 0.2 27.0

25..44 Vosra 51.5 1.7 30.3

35-44 years 111.0 6.8 16.3

4554 roars 122.0 13.2 9.2

55-64 years 94.6 13.9 6.6

65-74 years 36.7 9.1 4.0

1 4414844 404 100.000 population with eau*. ot death 1108.4 as
1c0h011as. lcoholic parchoseo. or cirrhosie with alcohol.

2 suridan Sodia4 and Alaska MaL.vas. resarrotlos t.oBoo. 1974.

B.A.. .11 rocas. 1977.
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TAUE 44

SEX-SPECIFIC xLc2201, STATISTICS FOR
NATIVE AMERICANS

Kaa Maki 1121*.anski

curhoola aorta114Y, 4976 59.72 49.84 4.2

Alcohollas mortallty.
197$ - 1480 49.2 27.9 4.8

Alcobel-related
INS dlacharges, 4979 14,424 2.942 2.7
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46.
22233.

YANA 14

7titt112167 RAINS
4Y 406 GROUP* 1940

LUZ RAILO.

14/6 /03.4 $3.4 1.9

21724 160.6 1/5./ 1.6

2629 134.4 /12.6 1.2

3034 73.4 61.9 1.2

3629 32.$ /6.6 1.6

4044 9.7 3., 2.$

3
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TANLE 16

NONEN RECEIVING FAMILY PLANNING SERVICES
BY METHOD OF CONTRACEPTION

Istagni.
tal.s.
LIU

I.R.S.
UZI

U.S.
LIU

Orel 76 64 6$

IUD 22 27 6

Other 3 lo 29

Source: Reference.? end 12.
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CHILDHOOD INJURIES IN A NATIVE AMERICAN COAMUNITy BY BITZES, JUDITH, A., M.D.,
M.P H., ALBUQUERQUE AREA INDIAN Hvam SERVICE AND BERGER, LAWRENCE R.,
M.D.

Introduction:

Injuries have become the leading cause of death and disability la childhood in
this country. Native American populations have higher rates of injury than
the rest of the nation. In one Indian community in the Albuqueruqe Area, its
injuries are the leading cause of death and hospitalization, and are second
only to respiratory complaints as the leading reason for outpatient visits.
The injury rate of children requiring hospitalization in this community of the
Indian Health Service is three tines that of the Albuquerque Area INS (AAinS)
as a whoTe.

This report is intended to answer several questions concerning pediatric
injuries in the study communitY :

- Oat are the most camon causes of injury?

- What are the causes for the more severe injuries?

- Oat accounts for the dranatically higher rates of injury?

. What approaches night reduce the ta3tory rate?

In order to antater the above questions data was obtained and analyzed from the
following sources:

1, Mortality Date: Indian litalth Service
Vital Statistics
New Mexico Office of Vital Statistics
New Mexico Office of the Medical Examiner

2. Hospital Discharge Data:
New Mexico foundation for Medical care
INS Inpatient Data Report No, 17

3, Medical Records Review

4, Ambulatory Patient Care Data; INS Report No, 15

5. INS - Mental Health Statistics Report

6, Population Demographics: 1. BIA - Office of financial Management
2. Albuquerque Area - Planning/Evaluation

Drench

SUMMARY:

1, Children in the study community under 16 years of age have three times the
rate of hospitalization for injuries as AAINS as a whole. (Table 1)

2. Intentional injuries have increased at a more rapid rate than injuries in
general during the past decade. (Table 2)

27
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3, The major causes of injery resulting la hospitalization are falls (241),
intentional Injuries - child abuse, assaults, and suicide attempts - 221,
and motor vehicles (211). (Table 3)

4, Motor vehicles are far ;led away the major cause of injury-related deaths
in children. (Table 4)

S. Ihe distribution of childhood injuries by age and type of injury is very
similar for the study community and AAINS as a whole. The dramatically
higher rates of injury in the study community therefore cannot be
explained by an excess of one type of injury or e particularly vulnerable

age group. (Table S * 6)

6. The sotio-ecoemaic conditions in the study community are not worse than
those of the AAIRS communities is a whole, (Table 7)

7. Prevalence of family stress, especially alcohol abuse. is much higher in
this study comeunity than in other Indian communities. (Table B & 2)

8. Medical records of injured children often fail tO note the circumstances
of injure, the child's current family situation, or the need far social
survive evaluation. Children at high risk of additional Injuries are
therefore libel/ to remain unidentified.

RECORNEMBAIIONS:

A. Reducing tbq t.verall incidence of injuries to children;

1. Although there are several specific types of injuries and injury risk
factors that cam be targeted for action, a more global approach is
required if the overall rate of injuries is to be sharply reduced. A
Community Task fOrce Oa family Health could be established to review
medical social, educational, and legal approaches to improving family
faction. Mona the issues for the Task Force to consider would be
the early identification and treatment of alcohol problems; improving
collaboration between IRS, BIA. and Tribal agencies involved in family
welfare; and strengthening existing programs fOr families, such as
counselling services.

2. Insight into possible injury reduction strategies requires adequate
data. Medical record-keeping for children with injuries Is excellent
overall, but could be improved by:

a. Including more details about the circumstances of injury;

b. noting who broug, the child to the hospital, and who is the
primary caretaker;

c, indicating If a referral was made for a home visit or social

evaluation;

d. including 'recurrent injuries" as a oiagnosis oft the patient's
problem list.

2
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B. Notor vehicle injuries:

The obvious priorities for prevention are:

1. providing occupant restraints (car seats, seat belts, air cushions)
to protect individuals of all ages:

2. reducing drunk driving by teenagers and young adults.

Teenagers as a high-risk group:

1. School-based health and counselling programs for Indian Malts.

2. Teenagers who ire arrested. become runaways, or are truant at school
deserve referral for an in-depth social evaluation.

3. There is a need for organized recreational activities for teenagers
during the school year, and especially during summers.

4. Adolescents seen for serious injuries (especially motor vehicle and
inflicted injuries) warrant a blood alcohol determination as part of
their treatment. Those with elevated SACs should be referred for
alcohol counseling.

S. A driver under the age of 18 determined so be legally intoxicated
should have revocation of license until age 18 in addition to any
other penalties required by law.

0. Suspected child Ouse and neglect;

1. Prevention;

a. A home visitor orogrin for every family in prenatal cart would
provide both parent >upport and early identification of family
problems. Visits would continue after delivery, at least once
each year for the first 4 years, and more frequently depending on
need.

C.

b. Other approaches to the prevention of child abuse and neglect -
respite day care, telephone hotlines, parenting classes. etc. -
needs to be reviewed by the Community Task Force suggested above.

2. Identification:

a. An la-service for INS staff on identification and management of
SCAN should be conducted on a yearly basis.

b. Since children over the Age Of $ are only seen on an ad-hoc basis.
INS should include health maintenance visits for children 6 to 18
at least once every 2-3 years. Age-appropriate concerns, a
physical exam, and a social history would be part of each visit.

A social history form should be part of each chart, as a separate
section for easy access (as is the case for lab reports, consults.

etc.)

3
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0. Children who are treated for injuries on 3 or uore occasions. or
who suffer any serious injury deserve referral for a home visit
for an environmental nd social essesseent. Field health nurses
and community health representatives can be trained for this
purpose.

e. Periodic chart reviews should be performeiTto identify children
with multiple injuries and other indications of so. .ible

psycholosical stress (frequent *Used appointments, psychosomatic
complaints, runaways).

3. Maoagenent:

4. The Child protection Team (CPT) should consider instituting formal

treatment plans for each referred SCAN family. This wOuld include
assigning a case tanager to each family who uould be accountable
for effecting and monitoring the treatment plan. Other ways te
facilitate the teax's work include adoption of uniform protocol
for investigation and follow-up, and establishment of a system of

patient tracking, which could be computerized as in the Santa Fe
Sarfice Unit.

b. Representatives 'rev law enforcement and the courts should be
included on the CPT.

4
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TABLE 1

AAINS HOSPITAL DISCHARGE OATA*

FOR INJURIES TO CHILDREN (BIRTH - 15 YEARS)

1981 - 1982

NUMBER OF UNIQUE
1981

POPULANION ANNUALIZED
COMMUMITY PATIENTS FOR '81 A '82 0 - 15 YRS. INJURY RATE**

STUDY COMMUNITY 43 806 26.7

A 8 237 16.9

8 s 251 10.0

c 8 358 11.2

0 3 210 6.9

E 33 1,400 11.8

F 32 2,563 6.2

G 18 995 SA

n 15 928 8.1

I 22 791 13.9

ALL AAIHS 262 14,766 8.9

*From NM Foundation for Medical Care.

**Calculated as column 2 - (2 x column 3) x 1,000 * rate per 1,000 children.
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TABLE 2

RATES1OF OUTPATIENT VISITS FOR INJURIES

FOR STUDY COMMUNITY AND AAIMS, ALL ASES. 1974 ARO 1980

STUDY COMMUNITY
Unintentional

.

Other'
RAINS

Unintentional Other

1974 23 121 152 56

1980 350 257 163 86

% INCREASE 24% 112% 7% 54%

Number of inbries per 1,000 population.

2
'Other* cate9ory includes suicide, Purposefully infliced, and child abuse, as
well as °undetermined . invalid, and other°.

Source: 1981 SAM Safety Program Section: Albuquerque Area Indian Accident
Pn)file Statistical Oata.

ABMS: 1976 - 1980 Health Indicators.

61-183 0 - 86 - 10

PR2
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TABLE 3

AAIHS INPATIENT ADMISSIONS FOR PEDIATRIC
INJURIES AND POISONINGS

DISTRIBUTION BY CAUSE OF INJURY

Percent of Admissions ,

Cause of lata Study Community, Ali AAINS'

MOtor vehicle injuries 21 24

All ether transport injuries 7

flon.intentional poisonings 12 6

Falls 24 20

Fire, flames, or unspecified burns 2

Hunger, thirst, exposure, neglect 1

Injuries due to animaIsolants 2 3

Submersion, suffocation, foreign
bodies through an orifice 2 2

Struck/crushed by another Person s la
or obJect

Machinery 2

Cuttinglpiercing object 2 3

Firearms
3

2 1

Explosion, hot or caustic substance/
object and electric current 2

Suicide and self-inflicted injury 7 6

Asscult, child abuse 17 a

Cause unknown 5 3

(N = 42) (A = 141)

1
1981 and 1982, first admissions Only. Siurce: medical re4:ord review by
Or. L. Berger

21982 only. Source: NM Foundation for Medicst Car4.

3
Includes all firearms 4 juries that did not spetificai) sta-e "assault*.

"3
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TABLE 4

Injury Deaths of Study Community Residents,

Age under 20 years (1977 1984)

All Sex Circumstance of Death Comments

2 yrs. F Passenger in automobile Single-vehicle collision

2 yrs. F Child abuse caretaker had been drinking

9 mos. F Passenger in collision Nnrestralqed, thrown out of
window

9 yrs. M Passenger in collision Head-on

18 yrs. M Orlver in collision SAC .20

18 yrs. M Driver in collision SAC not detectable

19 yrs. N Driver in collision BAC .37

under 1 yr. F Ampirated obJect

Source: New Mexico Office of the Medical Investigator.'

New Mexico Office of Vital Statistics.
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TABLE 5

OUTPATIENT VISITS POR SPECIFIC TYPES OF INJURY:

ALL ACES, 1980

Study Communi*.i
No. (X)

AAINS
No. (%)

National INS
No. (%)

Falls 477 (35) 3.139 (27) 40,911 (26)

Cutting-Piercing 78 (6) 096 (0) 11.736 (7)
%

notor vehicle 59 (4) 555 (5) 0461 (6)

TOTAL 1.349 (100) 11.601 (100) 157.832 (100)

Source: 1981 Albuquerque Area Indian Accident Profile.

IHS-APC (NAISC).
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TABLE 6

AAIHS INPATIENT ADMISSIONS FOR

PEDIATRIC INJURIES AND POISONINGS, 1981 AND 1482:

DISTRIBUTION BY AGE GROUP

AGE GROUP

(M 46)

HIGH ADMISSION GROUP
= 216)

OTHER TRIBES

Less than 1 year 4.3% 6.51

1 . 5 years 34.8% 35.21

10 years 199% 21.71

11 14 years 38.4% 39.11

Sourcet NM Foundation for Medical Care, 07/08/83.

216
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TABLE

ESTIMATES OF RESIDENT INDIAN POPULATION AND

LABOR FORCE STATUS, JANUARY, 1985*

BIA TOTAL % OF POPN. % OF POPN.
ESTIMATED AGE 16.65 ABLE TO WORK
POPULATION EARN $7000+ BUT UNEMPLOYED

ALBUQUERQUE AREA 48,152 21% 56%

STUDY COMMUNITY 2.899 211 54%

*Source: BIA. Office of Financial Managements *Indian Smrvice Population and
Labor Force Estimates,* September, 1984.
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TABLE 8

10 Leading Causes of Death, 1976

STUDY COMMUNITY

. 1978*

AAINS U.S.
CAUSES Rate (0 cases) Rate Rate

Accidents 341 (19) 158 50

Cancer 36 (2) 66 182

Heart Oisease 143 (8) 66 334

Alcoholism 143 (8) 52 2

Cirrhosis 269 (15) 49 14

Suicide 54 (3) 30 13

Influenza and Pneumonia 18 (1) 26 27

Cerebrovascular Disease 72 (4) 23 84

Congen. Anomalies 0 19 6

Unknown or ill-defined 54 (3) 63 15

All other causes 323 (18) 152

TOTALS 1454 (81) 703 (881 cases) NO

*Average annual death rate over 100,000 population.
1977 population of study community at 1,857; of Albuquerque Area at 41,772.

Source: AAINS! Albuquerque Area Health Indicators 1976-1978.
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TABLE 9

RATIO OF MORTALITY RATES:
STUDY COMMUNITY WITH AAIHS AND U.S.*

CAUSE OF DEATH

Accidents

Cancer

Heart disease

Alcoholism

Cirrhosis

Suicide

Influenza and pneumonia

Cerebrovascular disease

ALL CAUSES

Rate Ratio Rate Ratio
Study Community/AAIHS Study Community/U.S.

2.2

0.5

2.2

2.8

5.5

1.8

0.7

3.1

2.1

*See previous table for exPlsnation of mortaliky rates.

NOwn.rome..

° °"; AI kiLAOLt
601

g 9

6.8

0.2

0.4

71.5

19.2

4.2

0.7

0.5
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January 7, 1986

Chairman Gtorge Millet
Select Committee op Children.

Youth and PA:allies

United S House of Reptesentetives
Room 112 -38S

House Annex 2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dein Oteirmen Millet:

,OH[vANAvA

ont04-0...1.44M ua
torirtaft

Iff1700.0.valOr5MBAf.
CompowOoevary

Jett..0.1.004

The attach:, bettsct of the Native American Adolescent injury Ptevtntion
Projeet is being submitted ea information to the Select Cosnittee on Children.
Youth and Pt:allies hearing is Albuquerque on January 10 on issuers of Native
Ametican children. youth and leailles.

Ihere is a ttitical seed to reduce unintentional lejnties end deaths
occutting to Native American youth. In an eflott to decrease these needltss
deaths. the Nen &tiro Health Services Division. Oeeltb end Environment
Depattment has initiated this project. It ie fundtd by the Deportment of
Health and Human Service. Division of Maternal and Child Nealth under the
Special Ptojects of Regional and Notional significance (SPEW) Giant.

Ihe injury Control Prngrem and Adolescent Health Program of the Health
Services Division are ditecting the Project and ete coordinating it with
the Indian Health Service and tribal tepreeentstivcs.

Thank you for including this information in the heating proceedings.

Touts truly,

ovre DeVency.
Adolescent Health

ID:tj

cc: Mary Lou Martinet, Director. Heelth Services Division
Jelitty K. Davis, MD. MPH, Maternal 6 Child Heelth Bugeau Chief
Ken P 00000 on. MPH. Injury Control Mensgtt

edLye.OIDeWheveueunven
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NATIVE AMERICAN ADOLESCINT INJURY PREVENTION PROJECT

NEW MEXICO BEATA MO ENVIROMMST DErARTMENT

ABSTRACT

this peojett sad he problem of unintentiOnal inivtles vont
Indian edolescents ir Neu Neelco end the Southwest. Injuties reptesent the
leading cause of death for Native Ameticane with s death tete three and one-
half times that of the United S ddddd average fat the l$-Z4 peat old age group.
In New Memico, uatot vehitle causes account for /5 peecent of al) injury
deaths among Na.ve Ameilean teenagers.

This project establishes s deacelptive dets bese on unintentional injuries
among Native Ameeicen midi in the Albuquerque end NovejoAteas of the indlan
Neel.% Service, In Addition, en inventory of existing teen injury pttvention
matetiels le being genoteted. Student eueveye will establish baseline dins
on knowledge, attitudes end heheviote relating to injury risks, injury pte-
vention and injury OCCUtte1144 es well as identifying teen attitudes about
effective impasagcs am approaches that influence Positive health chenges.
These school-based surveys will be conducted in 811C COMMURitieso ;Mee inter-
vention end theca control cam:unitise. One intervention end one eonttol
community will be selected from each of the thtec ttibel stouts in New Mexico
(Navajo, Apache I Pueblo) to determine comparative inJurY Incidence nod cos*
munity end tribal tteeptivity to ptevemtion glee.

Five years of hospital outpatient end inpatient date is being collected
rettospectively iron indien Health Service end will continue to be tollected
in the thtec years of che stetson. A ten peteent sample of baseline end thied
year eases will be terieved to solicit mote specific information on etiology
end citcumstencee of the injurY. Date on unintentional injury deaths dueit
this petiod is Meimg obtained as well. pets needs sod peoblems will be ad -
deeesed cheaughout the ptoject with the Indian Heeleh Service to iv:store the
existing &me base on unintentional injuties and Miele eitcummtences.

Cultueally -relevant peevon.lonsteetegies on motet vehicle end othet
injuries will be generated and implessated by junioe end stake high students
in the tosses chools fot yes with theit pears. Audiovisual ptoductions,
teen theetee, end pest education hews ?seven to be effective methodologies
In New Magic°. The injueles to be tergeeed end the approaches to be utilited
in chin ptoject will be based on student survey results. The ptevention
msteeisle will Me tanned end marketed ea *thee schools end communities in
the southwest. In addition, handbook 'minimizing end detailing thee.
ptevention strategies will be developed snd disseminated to 1 tttttt ted states
end agencies. Teed money will be offered to schools anent COMMUnitles in
the third yeet ol the project to implement Intensive injury ptevention ptogtans
using the Available materiels end strategies.

9 71
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?I THE EPISCOPAL DIOCESE OP THE RIO GRANDE
URBAN INDIAN MINISTRY

11(g5' (

.../)
nanuarY 12, 1986h The Honorable George Miller, Chairma

House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
kim t 6 1986

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Representative Miller,

Thank you for holding the recent hearings in Albuguerque on the
woblems of Native American families end youth. It struck me that
most of the materials presented were in relation to the problems
on the reservotions. Having served in Navajoland for five years it
is certainly clear to me that there are massive problems on the
reservations, especially in relation to the dissolution of the
family structures and the sense of hope and purpose in the youth.

The only concern about the hearing that I felt was that there
seemed to be a suggestion that the youth should stay on the
reservations amd that moans should be developed to keep thee there.
My concern is that this is all well sni good - and I do feel that
there is every reason to support Native Americans in their yearning
to hold fast to their cultures and life styles and to show respect
for these - but what I see happening is that the youth are NOT
going to stay on the reservations, no matter what we do.

I have been lifted by our church, local and national, to begin an
Urban Indian Ministry in Albuquerque. In the six months that I
have been involved with this on a part-time bale it has already
become quits clear to me that the Navajo youth, in particular, are
looking to the urban afeas for their future. I go regular3y to the
Southwestern Indian Polytechnic Institute in Albuquerque, which
serves tribes from all over the couhtry, and every student and
staff person I epeak to indicates that Native American youth are
seeking employment and their futures in the cities. Places like
5.1.1.1. need support aAd encouragment to assist in the painful
transition from reservation to urban society. One of the needs
S.I.P.I. has is for married student housing and day care for the
Children of their students. It seems that this should be of concern
to your committee.

It was good to hear that your committee would be open to receiving
concerns for at least two weeks from the time of the hearings. This
letter is submitted as such material.

In my work in Albuquerque I have been meeting with a group of Albu-
querque Native Americans to assist in the planning for church-sponsored
hearingm on the urban Indian 5ituatio4 in Albuquerque. Already it is
clear to me that urbsn Indians are lo4t in the shuffle. City, County,
State, Tribe, and the Federal Government all look the other way in
terms of their needs. The Navajo Trfoal Chairman, apparently, has
indicated soma sensitivity to the growing urbanisation. 1 will be
happy to keep you informed as to these hearings and any reports that
may issue frost thee.

I epoke briefly with Congressman Wheat of your committee at the end of
the meeting and understand that you are just beginning. If it will bs
at all helpful, I will be glai to continue to keep in touch.

With all best wishes.
Sincerely,

The Rev. Henry L.
904 Leroy Place
Socorro, NM emi

972
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URBAN INDIAN PROGRAM
4304 Carlisle, NE, Albuquerque, NM 87107

(505) 881-0636

The Rev, Henry L. Bird, Coordinator
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.; The Urban Indian Program of the Episcopal

Diocese of the Rio Grande is a new effort on

the part of the Church to reach out and serve

the growing population of Native Americans in

the Ciay of Albuquerque.

In cooperation with the agencies and institu-

tions already providing services and facili-

ties, the Church is looking forward to assis-

ting in providing a "home-away-from-home" that

respects and holds up the values of tribal

culture and traditional religious expression.

This Church feels that the Christian faith does

not negate those human values that enable

people of all sorts to relate to each other in

respect and affection, and the Church wishes

to function.in a way that enables peoples of

differing cultures to enrich each other.

The Episcopal Church is a Sacramental Church -

or one that uses the elements of God's Creation

with respect and a sense of mystery, wonder,

and awe - and this Church seeks to offer

Sacramental Worship which can be adapted to

various cultural expressions.

It is hoped that worshipping communities will

develop through this program and that, in

cooperation with others, educational, hea2th,

legal, employment, houSing, and other needs

may be served.

Please call or write or talk to the Coordinator

if you would like to work with us.,.

214
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I. INTRODUCTIONA

in 1976, the orgins of Project Charlie began in Edina, Mann., as
a community-based effort to combat the effects of chemical
dependency and other drug related problems. The result was
substance abuse prevention program called Project Charlie
(Chemical Abuse Resolution Lies in Eduration). The program
objective As to promote the social and emotional growth of
children and to discourage chemical use as m way to avoid
problems.

II. HISTORY OF PROJECT CHARLIE ON THE LAGUNA RESERVATION1

Project Charlie was first introduced to the Lewin. Elementary
School An August 1984. A presentation was made to the school
board, and with Lhe school principal's support, Pooject Charlie
was demonstrated to the teachers and to the Parent Teacher
Organization (PTO).

During the first year, project instructors consisted of a school
counselor, a community health nurse, a social worker and three
counselors from the Laguna Service Center. Staff met weekly to
review project curriculum and develop lesson plans for grades 2
thru 6. On October 23, 19C4, weekly classes began and continued
throughout the school year.

Parents, school staff and uchool board members were encouraged to
observe classes. This support was necessery for the program to
be effective as well as to support the motivation of the
An.tructors. Continuous oresentations to the PTO are important
as a means of allowing community awareness and inbut.

During the PTO meeting An May 1985, parents responded cnositively
to tme program and endorsed It for the following school year.
PTO has also requested more presentations to familarize parents
with project terminology. Some community agencies have also
ngrossed an interest An being involved An Project Charlie.

Aseessment and follow-up procedures Erg An the initial stages of
development and the results of a preliminary evaluation are
provided An overlain E of this report. The focus of each
component included in the program evaluation is to provided
measure of the success of Project Charlie.

3
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PROGRAM METH000LOGY1

The csresculum developed for Project Charlie is written for
elementary scheols and is divided sn two(a, major sections
addresssng the following factors:

1. Self esteem
B. Peer Pressure
3. Healthy relationshsps
4. Decssson making skslIS
S. Boredom and curiosity
6. Drug informatson

The primary Lectson is designed for grades K-3 and sntermedsate
for orades 4-6. "You are someone seecsal" ts the adopted tneme
of Project Cnarlie and ss wrstten on tne board each tsme class ss
presented as a means to emphasise the crstscal aspect of self
awareness.

The first and longest unit stresses personal awareness of
strengths and capabslitses and expressson of basic feelings
Cor.g., mad, glad, afraid, ashamed, sad). Unit a - Relatsonshsps,
helps chsldren to identify eualstses of friendshsp, encourages
them to examine thesr values, the effect of peer pressure on
their behavsor and thew relatsonshsp wsth thesr famslies,
frsends4 and classmates. Unit 3 - Decisson-maxsng, encourages
students to explore their personal values and learn to make
decIssons based on what they believe rather than on peer
influences. Steps In making decsssons are presented, as well as
techniques so exolorsrg alternative chosces and their suosequent
conseauences.

The Program emphasszes feelsng good about yourself wsthout
sacr17icing anyone else's well-bestig. Children are tauoht to
respect themselves and others and to make healthy decsssons.
Project Charlie clesses focus on communicatson and emPhasszing
the importance of listening.

Chemscal use in society sti presented In the sntermediate section
and is sntroduced to increase studena awareness of the dsfferent
uses of chemicals, the effect of advertssing, peer pressure and
societal acceptalce of drug use and abuse and the exoloration of
alternatives, choices and these outcomes.

IV. PROGRAM EVALUATION1

A. Overview of Objectives:

The content of each section was designed to derive information
from specifsc groups of people involved tn Projezt Charlie. The
primary objective of the eveluatson was intended to obtain
perspectives of teachers and parents on the success of Project
Charlie as observed in the home and classroom.

978
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B. Method:

Survey euestions designed for the teacher survey focused on
demonstrating the strengths and weakness of Project Charlie in
the school. Soecific items selected for evaluation directed
attentien to observations of students using Project Charlie rules
and skills both in the classroom and outside the classroom.
Parent Questions assessed the understanding of program objectives
and behavioral observations of the children in the home. Shown
in Apendix A, are examples of the survey instruments used.

C. Suumary ef Teacher Survey Resultsi

Of the twelve(i2) classrooms participating in the program (i.e.,
Grades and through eth), eight(8) surveys were completed. The
results of the teacher survey indicated Project Charlie rules are
utlixed by a majority of teachers to strengthen existing
classroom rules. Other comments revealed teachers who Include
Project Charlie rules chose so as a way of oroviding a relaxed,
non-threatening classroom atmosphere.

Behavioral changes in the classroom indicated students receiving
skills in listeninp and communication has helped to reduce
anxiety in teacher-student relationships. Students were reported
to be less reluctant to ask for teacher assistance ano were more
eesponsive during classroom discussions. The majority of
teachers surveyed reported the project as a positive aopoach to
education on social and inteapersonal skill development.

Negative results indicated differences among Project Charlie
facilitors in manner of currculum delivery and ability to enhance
student participation. In an isolated case, disciplinary
problems observed during Project Charlie and regular class time
wore identifieo and comparied. Project Charlie essions were
viewed au positive. however, behavior and attitudes did not
appear to transfer onto the classroom setting.

0. Discussion:

Duo to the stringent time limitations, very few parents were
contacted for their involvement in the evaluation. Shown in
Appendix B, ars letters received from Parents commenting on
Project Charlie.

The overall results of this prelimiary survey indicated a general
acceptance of Project Charlie by both parents and teachers. Most
reported a full understanding of the prc,ram goels and objectives
plus the long term benefits associated with substance abuse
prevention. The program benefits are clearly seen in terms of
auslity assurance measures to be Developed for identifiable
improvements and uggeeted changes in curriculum. A need for
periodic program review is revealed in this study inaddition to
facilitator need for skills workshops on project techniques and
eelivery of classroom presentations.
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APPENDIX A PRELIMINARY SURVEY INSTRUMENT:

LAGUNA SERVICE CENTER

PROJECT CHARLIE
AT THE LAGUNA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

OUESTIONAIRE POR TEACHERS

please provide comments on the fc lowing ouestions concerning
project CHarlie in your classroom. The information Provided is
intended to be included as part of our testimony to the Mouse
Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families on January te,
1986, in support of the project here on the Laguna reservation.
Your help in this matter is valued and very important.

Directions: Write a summary on a separate sheet of Paper.
Please Provide your signature.

1. Project Charlie Rules:

a. Do you observe tho students in your classroom using the
rules of Project Charlie? When and which rules are
used most often,

b. Do you observe the students in your classroom using the
rules of Project Charlie during play time? Identify
which rules?

C. How have the rules of Project Charlie changed the
atmosphere of your classroom?

2. Behavior Changes:

a. Do you observ4 students using the skills of listening
and communication learned in Project Charlie? If so,
in what manner has this nhanced positive interaction
between you and the student(s)?

b. What teaching techniques or methods currently used in
your classroom appear to be assisted by ti.e

learning processes provided through Project Charlie
lessions? How is it beneficial?

L. Do you believe the lessons provided by Project CHarlie
have provided a more safe environment to allow students
to explore themselves and to share feelings with you as
a teacher?

4. Are you fully aware of the intentions of Project CHarlie? Do
you feel Project Charlie is necessary,

:1r.ST COPY 11011,AREr
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LAGUNA SERVICE CENTER

PROJECT CHARLIE
AT THE LAGUNA ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

OUEST1ONAIRE FOR PARENTS

Please Provtde comments on the followsng euestions concerntng
Project CHarlie at the Laguna Elementary School. The informatton
orovided is intended to be included as part of our testimony to
the House Select Committee on Children, Youth and Families on
January le, lges, in support of the project here on the Laguna
eeeee vation. Your help in this matter ts valued and very
important.

Directions: Wrste a summary on a separate sheet of Paper.
Please provtde Your stgnature.

1. What have you learned from your child about Project CHarlie,

a. What is the best aspect of Project Charlie sn Your orointon")

3. Does you chtld talk to other children in your household
about what they have 1 d in Project Cha-:te If so,
please descrlbet

4. Are you fully aware of the tntentione of Project CHarlie? Do
you feel Project Charlie is necessary'

S. Would you like to learn more about Project Charlte,

2$-)1
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APPENDIX B LETTERS FROM PARENTS ON PROJECT CMARLIEs

January 08, 1986

Honorable COngressman George Miller
Chairman
House Select Committee on Children, Youth Families
Room 385
House Annex #2
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairmen,

Today our Laguna children are growing up in a society which is greatly
influenced by i'e pressures of people form the outside, attitudes and
ideals which come from their T.Y. viewing, newspapers, magazines.
Through these, they are more susceptible to the Ills of todayis society.

We as parents and educators need to help our children in overcoming
these influences and to help them develop a posItive selfconcept.

Projeci Charlie at Laguna Elementary School, is one positive way that
the children are being taught an indlvidualis tole as a citizen and as
a family member. They ere being taught to understand themselves and
others by learning how to express their feelings about different issues
which concern them.

During the 1984-1985 schorl year. I made an effort to attend the Project
Charlie classes in which my daughter was part'cipant. Through these
sessions, I was able to gain more knowled$,., abou' my daughter and how she
felt about them. These were issues which we never talked about at home.

I encourage parents to observe those classes because then they will be
owe to reinforce what is being taught and also to gain a greater in-
sight into their child.

Sincerely,

Cecelia M. Lucero
PTO President

Legere Elementary School
Laguna, New Mexico

(-.4'
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PUEBLO III LAGUNA
Pe 501 IN

I-NSONA, pew >./ =NO NON

Laguna Service Center
P.O. 8ox 18e
ON Laguna. New Mexico 87026

ATM Arlene Atonto

Dear Ms. Alonzo;

First, I would !Ike expr
PertiCipetion In t pilot pr

nsrthxhile
I know it 5*55750 w
Elementary IF

I.
t.

di kgarvice CentersIll haS Peen very
n in Irsroons.

/1700, it hns el 0 the Laguna
of those chtldreiVrho may he

4.0424.148111
ONIONS/164
ISOSI5524465

experienci.M.314, StAll lmpertantoornt Is
that It remitt I st-parrahtst 40 *NA suppcx.f. praise 400

i5.aftorts.receonition to oureltfreeawlet

I PerSOnelly commend everyon
hope It will osntincle Is !hi oopiprly. P.fully support you all!

t:A5a:
Sincerely,

typ leyOyed In thls project and

i 1\

PUEEMO OF LANJNA t. I

'^fh10\
Marlys Hubbard, Family ODunsolor
Ltgvna Family Shelter Program

0144-4-
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RE: Project Charlie

Project Charlie is something my daughter looks forward
to each week. She enjoys the classes and those presenting
the Project. Since starting Project Charlie she has learne
she is not the only one with problems, not necessarily with
understanding the problems of drinking, drugs, etc., but
with her own feelings. At the beginning of school she was
teased by her classmates for being to "big" for her age and
wouldn't play with her becauee of this. She is able to
understand her feelings and knows she is not the only person
whose feelings has been hurt by others.

She is able to express herself more than before and this
has been helpful to her with her school work. She is able to
talk with her brother and not be treated like a little kid by
him.

I myself would like more information on Project Charlie,
but do feel it is necessary because it has been helpful to my
daughter. Starting Project Charlie at the elementary level
is a good idea in helpling the children to deal with what is
going on around them, most especially at home. For other
children like my daughter or any child that feels they are
the only ones with problems at home or at school, Project
Charlie will be a big factor in their lives.

I would like to expr.a my gratitude to the people
involved with Project Chitral at the Laguna Elementary School.

2P4
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APPENDIX C - LETTERS RECEIVED FROST PUEBLO OF LAGUNA
TRIBAL aOstINIStitattotis

Ommao
T.
no P....ow
T. 11roreenow

Jemmy 6. 19E6

PUEBLO OF LAGUNA
PO SOX HI

LAGUNA. PIM IMMO OM
ISOM 34.1Int
0051sstiets5
dIRI $3?-000

Palmate Congnessman Geonge Nitta
Chainman
Route Select Ceenittee on Chiedtett. Youth I Tanitica
Room US
Rouse Annex 02
Pashington, P.C. TOPS

teat Chainnmn.

As Gomm*. I on maw pteased to melange menbets o6 the House Setect Coorsittee
on Chitanen. Youth and Fasset44 to the Pueblo o6 Laguna. I a m mute o6 the
oppoctwaty to pettiest tutinony OR ittutts <Wetting Indian families timing on
mittvatitoss at the scheduled heating in Atboquengue. IA. on J401/144// PO. 1986.

whin the What etactune o4 out Puebto, ev44 the teivi-sion 06 Conrunity
Swats Oath is a component dowdy designated to oddness ihe soda needs
o6 the Utopia coorwaty. A special ptc6jeet cats ihtsmiteut too If) yeans ago
which has made signi6icant steaks *mud instituting a miabte flowed iris
alleviating petobtess Meeting efementony age chitdsten and theta 6astitiets. The
mown is tatted "Peoject Chat/2e." a Meltdown abuse ptcmention ptogtam
elementany 4chool chi:Am The ptojei.t is a nationally necognited patmention
soon now being inptanented in huna44 06 schoots and cossausities thoughout
the United States.

Cumentty coomdinated by -the &lama Solstice Cotten. the impose oi .the Spica
is to ptomote the seeing and emotion ptotal oth o6 chittiesea a...1 to titicoutage
thestkat ate at a toy to avoid Whew. The Pad& o6 Lageta atevaatestaet the
success oi the plojeat and endossu the uponsion to the tagana A68.8 ..Tunk0A-
Sustom High School youth popstatiost o6 oat teseptation. This etdotsesest 14 Ii
podiset o6 the pitfalls...Wag acceptance by patent4, tatcheas, adninistnatorcs,
school boatd rembens and tnitat o6Ificiata.

The Laguna Pitt Mt began at a ptt.t ptoptaa in 1984. Since that time, the imam
concept has been accepted by Indian Heatth Smite to the paint that the Laguna
Popes 4 acso "Wag ptetentattea to others MS Atcohottia PJw9kam Fitectoti.
In conjunction etth theft ptuenbstion 6, Inoject Chontie eatSCnaLoto 040 alto-

constatation to othen ptogtams and agencies. t.e., Weft llonentaty
School. Thoteatt Alcoitotism hosanna, and Tura Ltementaty School.
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tato.* to ComyeeemPom Geohge Igetot
01/06/t6 Pqt

&mat at Pupa Chadic Pogue* ilao may:bated guAttiLto the tottilaite oi
thadttn, path and loag.ti.ta on nct ttaavation, obvionety elertonstuteo
the met mount o4 time and ettiokt p.t 4oitth by the tagona ?vita Chaktit
ataa. It la ion thia Mason that we feet note tirme and attostun Ototad tie
give* by the Sawa tomtit-tee to the Phogeon.

Sinew*,
FUEOLO OF LAGIOIA

cf-
CheateA T. Femando
Gov( snot
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PULBLO OF LAGUNA
PO BOX IN00. LA01111A, NV+ ammo won

1.O. Pommy
1%.

January 09, 1906

Honorable Congressman George Millar
ChairmJn
tiou-. Select Committee on Children,

Rohm 3nS
House Annex 2
Washinetan, CC 20515

00er Congressmen Hiller:

Youth A FamilleS

..,,,. A r
/...."*r. 1 4/ '.

e program hes been f

1 mish to express hy supp
ha's nitY Services.

P ljecttlfar a.

Th k two years el the Laguna

As the Director of las Pin*

elehentery School. .Anty isergoing-Pro4ect Charlie
Program in the sta 419000Tly, with the planned ex-
pansion of the P400011 Ounlot -Senior Nigh School this
veer thin Pi147,4toe *-alm netioheide to hav$ expended the

CurroCulum tone° ds tracfmr-peputption. A
------ '-tw wp

The locus Of The P :den,osteeovotorpildren through
numerous verlOOS CUrr uos. vgn rent'AeiChers and parents regularly
praise the program and Its vaiull.it'4,74411.e 4 -

The Original program did not inconparstgycgualuatIon component hoione
actual results difficult to measure. The tegotie Program is presently develop -
int) an evaluation Component enabling po facilitators and teachers to gauge
end report messureable changes nifty* the cbiJdrel.

The Laguna Project Cherite Program has appropriately adapted the Curriculum
to meet the needs of the reservation chilOren. Because Of the incorporated
Changes, the program has become extremely ettractive to other Pueblos around

Laguna. As a result, the Laguna Program has provided technical assistance to
Zuni, Sante Clam. Santo Domingo end Islets PueblOs, assisting them in starting
thnir Own programs.

The Laguna Project Charli Program hes been extremely Successful en the reser-
vation. Student:, teachers, perents en4 facilitators ere very enthused about
the scope end nature of this program. it is a cssitive step tOverds enhancing
the self value a! the Pueblo's rout% nhile alloming them the freedcm to make
their Own. educated 40CISIOnS, Present and future generations of tagunas shall
benefit from the rewards reaped from this program.

00111 243-ttile

($06$ 552404
5524065

Sincerely,

PU

Sue forster.00
oi Comment Services

Division Manager

rr:7
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OPPMHDIX D LerrERS RECElvED FROm SCHOOL ADMINIsTRArORS:

Rep. Sill Richarosco
District 3
State of Ned eacco January / 1966

Mr. Aliebashar.

It IR my understandirg that a Select Committee of the House of
Represertetives wIll maim a visit to the '4coma-caroncito-Lagute
Teen Cester nere or the Laguna Indian reservation ir le% Mexico
sOoll. I uant to request that the Committee members make visit
to the :Alcune Elementary School as well.

Members of the Social Services community here rn Laguna lave ueeklY
prelentations to the students is the areas of socual and emotional
01.0.0.A. The %forting ineer.ectior with the students has been termed
-Pte.:eat Charlie'. Project Charlie has seen alot of success with
tne students in that it helps the student to begin to learn to deal
with the continuous development of the student at an early age. The
student begins to see that hershe is an important indAvidual In the
world anA as a raJult confidence and :Je determination to succeed
in Li ze instilled ir the student. Learning to interact with
others od positive decision making in dealing with drugs and hore
strife are a feu other results of Project Charlie.

On tte Native h-erican Indian reservations there ts a nigh rate of
"oracle and alot of the problem Is a result of alconol and drugs.
Education in etne area cannot be eonducted at too early an age.
projeet Charlie provides that type of education. As a concerned
Parent I will give my support to programs that esstst children in
askung positive deCialona about their personal well being - both
physically and rentally.

The Laguna Elementary Sehool Soerd gave its apProval for l.roject
Chortle to begin in the Clasirooma of Laguna Elementary and I feel
it was one of the w deci.ions the Board memeers ever made.
tommdttee memocrs. Lawmakers anc anyone working in the beat interest
of -the people" Should take a look at Project Charlie It is a program
that sees results.

SircerelY. -

t,
Hicrael P. Sarrecipo, vice.presidtne
Laguna Elementary School Board
P.O. Sox 191
Laguna New mexico 61016

2P8
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January 7, 1986

Hon. Willian Richardson
Congressional District f2
County Courthouse
Gallup, N.M.

Dear Sir:

It has come to.my attention that there will be a congressional
select committee that will be visiting the Pueblo of Lacuna to
look at certain tribal programs. It has also come to my atten-
tion that the program ou drug and alcohol abuse called "Project
Charlie" has been deleted from the visit in favor of visiting
the "Teen Centk.", which is not a tribal oroject administered
by the Pueblo of Lagn...a.

At this time I would like to write this letter in supoort of the
"Project Charlie" program because of the progress that has been
made since its inclusion into the curriculum at the Laguna Elem-
entary School. Since I am the director of a program that deals
with public school students I feel like the continuation of this
program into the junior high and high school in our community is
going to be a very positive step in solving the drug and alcohol
problems we encounter. Those students that have been involved
in Project Charlie have r.ceived very good information and have
also been given close attention in what they may feel is a person-
al problem. It is my opinion that the Teen Center can not offer
the same type of information and help since it is limited in its
scope and is under staffed.

I am also a member of the Gzants-Cihola County School Dist-ict
Board of Education and a former teacher. It is very important
to me that there be some sort of system set up showing goals and
direction for learning especially in an area of social concern.
Project Charlie has this and the Teen Center has not, this is my
opinion and mine only that the Project Charlie program should be
included in the visit by the select committee.

Sincerely Yours,

wino OF LAGUNA
_...r.

1 . ...,-," /7
...Lf7/ i,c,'".... 7....6 r,f ,..046,%...-14 _

/ose. L. Shufikamolah.Director
ohnson-O'Malley Pr ram
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January 9, 1986

Congressman George Miller
Chairpersen of Heuse Selett Committee on
Children. Youth and Families

It is with great enthusiasm that I ubmit this testimony of
support ior the 'Project CHARLIE' program at the Laguna
Elementary School.

Ny invalvement with Project come began at the Laguna
Elementary School alter receiving training for the project at
Edina. Minnesota in the fall of 1981.

After nuch support and assistance from the school overeater,
the projece CHARLIE program was initiated by using staff from
the school. Acoma-Canencito-Laguna Hospital, and the Laguna
Alcoholiee-Nental Health program.

As with moat new mograms, there was some skepticism as to the
attentiveness of a chemical prevention procram, especially
Outing clastromm time.

I am glad to testify that with much planning and credit to the
facilitators, project CHARLIE became widely accepted, not only
by the teachers and students, but the Leguna community as
well. There have been numerous instances that not only 1, but
the facilitators have been complimented by parents for the
Project CHARLIE program and the noticeable changes in the
students' attitudes and behaviors.

Me Project CHARLIE program is now in its, second year at the
Laguna Elementary School, continuing to receive positive
feedback regarding the impact on the etudents, behaviors and
community support.

The program has become so well received in Laguna that the
local high school also wants to incorporate the program
someway with their high school students. MOt Only hes the
Laguna community accepted the project, but many other Indian
COnnunitieS have received the training and have begun to
implement the curricula's in their local schools. One such
00=Munity, lie Pueblo, which I have been involved with has
begun the program in late DeCember 198$.

Prlo
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Page 2 - Project CHARLIE

The Project CHARLIE program at the Laguna Elesentary school
has served as an example to other Indies communities and
schools that a program can be effectsve in building
aelf-esteem, relationstapa, and decision-making skills without
destroying cultural values and customs, but enhan,ing those
characteristscs without chemical abuse.

Although statistics will not be readsly available regarding
the impact on chemical abuse by our present students, current
snformation from the teachers and parents show a definite
change in the students' behavior patterns and attitudes toward
chemical abuse since Project COARLIE'a inception. Another
important charactersstsc of the Laguna Project CHARLIE ptogram
ss the number of requests for presentations to groups,
schools, communities and alcoholism programs, which certainly
substantiates sts validity.

In conclusion. I believe Project CHARLIE sit a program that can
have a long-range impact on the amount of chemical abuse In
the Indian communsties, whale simultaneously buildsng positsve
social skills for productive Indian people An the Anglo and
Indian soeseties without losing then' Indian identity and/or
cultural characteristics. Also, / believe as professsocals
.nterested in helping Indian coconut implement new
strategies for the rising chemical abuse problem, ve must
break she cycle by prevention (before the ptoblem), rather
than after the probiem. Ite Laguna community has taken this
initial step which I commend them for by their utilisation of
Project CHARLIE and their use of local community providers as
facilitators.

Respectfully submitted.

b--
David P. Atkins, HEW
Clxnscal Social worker

Phone: 505-766-2420

291
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Jannery 9. 1986

Dear Congressman Miller:

1 sm tsking the tkae to write to you today in hopes of dtawing your artention
to a special drug and alcohol abuse prevention program called PROJECT CHARLIE
currenrly being ptovided by community service counselors to the children at
/sauna Elementary School on The Laguna Pueblo Reservation.

The Ptoject Charlie ptogram evolved through the primary effort of out Indian
health service social worker, who had attended a Project Charlie workshop and
received hands on training in implesenting the curriculum. and the determined
efforts of nyself. as a suidance counselor for 465 elementary school children.
many of whose lives had been touched by the abuse of alcohol in one way or
another. With The willingness and community commitment of the Alcohol counselors
free Laguna service cenrer and the local comaunity health nurse se were able to
overcone scheduling conflicts and feelings of skepticism it% implementing Project
Charlie on a weekly basis to complmaent the curriculum of each classroom grades
2 through 6.

7hroughout the school yeat of 1984-1985 the community service center counselors.
the local community health nurse. the Indian Health service social worker and
nyself conducted within the regular classroom, Project charlie activeties that
focused on self-avameness, relationship building, decisior making. The outcast
of student involvemenr iu these activities is to prosote and nurture the
development of self-understanding. cube:cement of the students positive qualities,
the ability for the student to calmunicate their feelings elfectively sod to
feel good enough about themselves as special people to be able to make spptoptiate
choices when faced with decisions that could base a negative effect on their life.

Project Charlie has special significance at Iog. .4 because it hes served as a
catalyst in bringing and involving local community counselors and resource people
into the school, where the children can learn to know them es roIe-models, helping
individuals and can become teenier with community programs they nay one day
need the assistance of.

1 have setn such positive growth in our srudents since their participation in
Project Charlie activities, shy children volunteering to share an assigned
activity vith classmates, children listening and responding to each other in
offering ideals in problem solving and children reminding others thar we ate

special end deserve to be rreated with tcspect. Even parents have commented on
theit children *hating theit feelings with then and showing a renewed enthusiasm
fot school end behaving as a "special Person."

212
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2 - January 9, 1985

It has beea an exciting expetience to witness the growth of the community
alcoholism counselors, vho by profession are not educators, feel belief in
the children enough to motivate them to entet the classroom, ptonote and
ditert the activities and begin to build telarionships with the Childten
themsehms. I have watched them become more confident and self-reliant in
their lessons and vas able co leave Laguna Elementary schoolknoving Ftoject
Chatlie would continue as an integtated pate of the curriculut.

I hope in your future ezdeavors of visiting communities to observe or recognize
communirY Programa, that you give consideration to acknowledging the rounselots
at Laguna who are involved in working with Ptoject Chatlie. Their commitment
and Involvement with the childten oi their community cru!y represents the spirit
of coopetation sod the knowledge that the childten ate the future.

gincetely,

LucPuda Sandbar
/Weisel= Pitectot, Self-Belp Ptogtan

Futures fot Children
805 Tijetas Yi
Albuquctque, NH 87102
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